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Preface

This volume presents working versions of presentations heard at and selected for the
Workshop on Syntax ofPredication, held at ZAS , Berlin, on November 2-3 , 2001 (except the
editor's own paper).

Predication is a many-faceted topic which involves both syntax and semantics and the
interface between them. This is reflected in the papers of the volume.

Tor·A. Afarli & K!"istin M. Eide's paper 'Predication at the Interface' asks a basic
question .what role predication plays in the computation of human -language. They aim to
show that syntactic operations are' basically semantically· driven. David Adger & Gillian
Ramchand's 'Predication anq Equation' investigates how the structures of predication,
especially that ofnominal predication, tell us the relationship between syntax and semantics.

Peter Svenonius' 'Case and Event Structure' and Kylie Richardson's 'What Secondary
Predicates in Russian Tell us About the Link Between Tense, Aspect and , Case' both reveal
the interpretable side of formal features such as case in primary and secondary predication.

Ana Ardid-Gumiel's 'The Syntax of Depictives, Subjects, Modes of Judgement and 1
L/S-.L Properties: explores the syntactic and semanticproperties .of depictives in Spanish.
Readers· will see an interesting link between the conditions she finds for Spanish·'Individual
Level depictives and Richardson's description of Russian depictives in Instrumental case.

Focussingon .Pseudo-Relatives in Romance, ·Prepositional Infinitiva~ Constructions,
and regard-as & take飞for constructions, Joan Rafel's contribution, 'The Syntax of Small
Clause Predication,' proposes a unified syntactic configuration for predication in general.

In. , K1eanthes K. Grohmann's 'On Predication, Derivation and Anti-Loc~lity，' the
proposed constraint on movement, i.e. , Anti-Locality, is tested in the derivations of secondary
predication .con~tructions.

Three papers touch the topic how to explain cross-linguistic· variations in secopdary
predication. .Jaume Mateu's 'Small Clause Results Revisited' provides a· morpho-syntactic
account for the weIr-known typological distinction between 'satellite-framed languages' such
as English ,and German and 'verb-framed languages" such as Catalan and Spanish. In
'Secondary Predication and Default C部队， Youngjun Jang·& Siyoun Kim claim that the fact
that .If a verb is intransitive, the subject of a secondary predicate is nominative in Korean,
rather than Accusative as expected from the English point of view, is the result of default
case. Finally, Niina Zhang's 'On Nonprimary Selectional Restr让tions' makes a·proposal that
in computing , nonprimary predication, verbs shqw"a special type of .c-' and s-selectional
restrictions, which account for cross-linguistic and langua

The contributions represent research on central syntactic and semantic topics that
throws light on properties of pri·mary· and secondary predication from different point of view.

Papers presented at the workshop that do not appear in this volume:
Primary Predicaies as Matrix Small Clauses (John- Frederick Bailyn)
The Recursion ofPredication (Edit Doron & Caroline Heycock)
Building ComplexEvents in Hindi/Urdlf, (Miriam Butt & Gillian Ramchand)
Primitive Elements ofVerbal Predicates: Evidencefrom Persian (Karine

Megerdoomian)

111



It· pas been. ~. pleasure ~o beboth>anorg~nizer of the workshop and an editor for this
volume.I. thank :allparticipantsand local~olleaguesforcontributing to the successof the
wor~hop， and theauthorsof. this .volume. I' also th~l1:k Mathias KrUger for' makip.g this first
online volume of ZASP.丘， possible.

;.1 hopeyou willenjoythese papers as much a$I did.

Berlin,..December20·, 2001
Ni的α Zhang
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Predication and Equation

David Adger and Gillian Ramchand

August 9, 2001

1 Introduction: Predication and the Syntax帽Semantics

Interface

Natural.language propositions are often considered to contain a thematic core expressing predicate arg岳

阳nt relationships (often termed a small clause). Work exploring this idea has been foundational , both
to our understandi~gof clause structure (Williams ·1980, Williams 1983a, Manzini 1983, Hoekstra 1984,
Bowers 1993, S~ow~Il 1981 and many others) and the .semantic construction of predicational relationships
(Higginbotham 1985, Rothstein 1995, Dor~n .1 983 , Rapoport 1987, among others). This paper.defends the
view that there is an extremely tight relationship betwe~n the syntax and 'semantics of predication, and that
semantic predication always feeds off a syntactic structure containing a predicational head (following Bow由

ers 1993; Svenonius 1994). We do this on the basis of data from.Scottish qaelic, which appears to challenge
such a tightly constrain~d relationship between syntax and semantics. We show that this data, when under:呻

stood properly, actually provides extra motivation for this approach. This means that it is not necess缸Y to
postulate different types of underlying structure to account for apparent.differences in the interpretation of
predication (co~tra Rothstein 1995, Rapoport 1987, Pereltsvaig2001)..

More specifically, the view that we defend is 由at a clause consists of a predicational core where thematic
relations are licensed, and whi~~l is delimited .by a head, Pred.' Pred acts as the syntactic edge ofthe predi一

cational core (Chomsky 1998~ Chomsky 1999) and its projection is sun:nounted by.an articulated functional
domain containing'heads which check formal featu邸， trigger displacement, and mediate other important
grammatical and infomiation structural properties of the clause. The predicational core itself is asymmetri
c{llly constituted such that the ‘argumerit' of the predicate constructed by thehead an~ its -complement sits
in the.specifier position of the predicate phrase.

(1)F
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Under this view, thedoctor is the predicate in , both theseex缸nples. Syntactically, the(b)ex缸丑pIe
involves raising.~his DP predicate to some higherpositi~n ([Spec, CP] for~eggie (1988), [~pec， IP] fqr Moro
(19Q7)). ,,' Heggie' and Moro provide syntactic. evidence (from extraction,' cliticisa~ibn"pronominaIisation，

focus eff~cts etc) that there ~s a syntactic asymmetry in thesecases. This kindof aI1alys~s entails eitherthat
we give up the PredP frame\york:, ot that someh6wDPsmaybe the complement 'ofPred.

Assuming that wemaintain the PredP framework, and· that Pred always takes , an unsaturated c'omple
inent; we are fOfceci toωsume a more complicated picture 'oft~e reI瓜i~nshipbetween th~ syntax and seman
tics ofnominal projections. 冉Wehave to allow DPs to have more than one. interPretation, since they'can be

、 refe~eJ;ltial but also apparently predicative (Partee 1987). If DPs c~n b~b9th predicative'and referential then
wedonot havean obvious , way ofmaintaining a st~ctone-ω-one mapping be~ween the. syntac.tic category
andthe semantictype~
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Summarizing then, there are two broad lines of attack on the problem of how to approach sentences
which cont必n two--.D~s; <(i) adopt the idea that there. are two kinds of predicational structure available,
~orrelating roughly with predicational and equa~ve interpretations;{ii) take the perspective that there is only
one kind of predicational structure,"but that the complement of Pred is not restricted to lexical categories.

English is one -languagewhere equative sentences and non-equative .sentences have a similar surface
syntax (but see Heggie·1988 and Moro 1997'for a discussion ofmore subtle differences). In this paper we
address the fa<;t that many' other languages appe缸 to use radically di侄erent morphological means which
seem to map to intuitive differences in 由e type of predication expressed. "V!e take one such language,
Scottish Gael比， and show that the real difference is not between equative and non也quative sentences, but is
rather dependenton whether the predicational headin the structureproposed above is eventive or not.

We show that the aparentl~ odd syntax. of "equatives" in 出is language derives from the fact that they
are constructed via a rior卜eventive Pred head. Since Pred heads canno.t combine with non-predicative cat
egories, such as saturated DPs, "equatives" are built up indirectly from a simple predicational structure

. with a semantically 、bleached predicate. This approach not only allows us to maintain a strict one-to-one
syntaX/semantics mapping for predicational syntax ,- but also for the syntax of DPs. The argument , we de
velop here, then, sugg~sts that the interface between the syntactic and semantic components is maximally
economical - one could say perfect.

2 Scottish Gaelic Predicational Structures

One of the major arguments we present in this paper is that DPs cannotbe "the complement of Pred, a
fact, which if true, receives an explanation based on the function of the D斗layer in a DP and the syntactic
requirements 'of Pred. We begin by outlining the syntax. of claus.es, and specifically predicative clauses in
Scottish Gaelic with a view to establishing this claim~

.~. ..'" ~'，，;‘
呜
~..... ;...1' ':o f "."

2.1 .~J\·Basic 'clause structure

Scottish Gaylic is alanguage closely related to Modern·Irish..,‘ It has a bωicVSO structure, with the finite
verb preceding the su均ect and object. 'The arg~ments adduced by McCloskey (1983) to show that Modern
Irish·..ySQ is derived from an underlying SVO order can be replicated for Scottish Gaelic (Adger 1996,
Ramchano 1997). .We assume, therefore, that an example like the following has the structure indicated, with
thevetb.ra运irig from its'base position to some head within the functional domai~ of the clause.

(5) Chunnaici Calum [ti Mairi].
See-PAST Calum Mairi
‘Calum saw Main.'

The difference between Scottish Gaelic and more familiar SVO languages is just that in Scottish Gaelic,
the main verb raises to T'while the the '-subject phrase remains -in situ.. Chung and McCloskey·(1987) provide'
a compelling range of arguments which show that in Irish, when the verb does not raise (because T is absent,
or filled with an auxiliary), the string containing the in situ subject and predicate behaves like a constituent.
Once again, the sa1ll:e arguments can be ~ade for Scottish Gaelic (Ramchand 1997).

This general picture of Irish and Scottish Gaelic clause structure is uncontroversial. For concreteness,
however, we will translate these basic ideas and intuitions into a broadly Minimal,ist framework, following
the not州on and SOLae ofthe ideωofPesetskyand Torrego (2000), Chomsky (1999) and Chomsky (1998).

The approach to clausal struct'ure we will follow is roughly that of Adger (2001). We adopt the idea
白at the VP d~main is sp~it into more than one head position (Larson 1987; Chomsky 1995坊， and that the
subject is Merged in the specifier of a ‘ lit~le v' , which is aparticular flavour Qf Pred.
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We~assume thatheads and ph~ases cons~st of syntact~cfeatures , some of which are specified as uni1:z

terpretable. Uninterpr~table features mustbe marked fordeletion ,during the derivation, ,since theyare not
tolerated by theinterface systems ofSpelloutor LF-Interpre~ation.Wenotate afeatrire [町 as rininterpretable
by prefixing itwith a u:[u町， followin'g Pesetsky andTorrego (2000).

In' addition to interpretability, features may also have an , ErP .property. The.EPP property of a feat~re

rFEPP lis' satisfied by filling the. specifier of the headwhich' [F] .sits' on (H(的) with ~omeXP ~ithwhich

Fhas Agreed, where the XP contains phonolo.gical material. This means that we ad9pt a view of the EPP
which sees it.as a structurallicensing requirement for , particular heads w~ich feeds into well-fonnedness
requirements of the spellout component. In some ways, EPP ona head is like an affixal-:-feature.

As far ashead movement is concemed, weassume thatifXPls the complement:ofH(F), then the head of
XP 倪。α)==X) moves and adjoins to H(的. Once again, we assume that the satisfaction ofEPP is sensitive
to phonology, making EPP which attracts heads even ~ore like a stray-affix requirement气

To·implement the , generalisation that some overt material .always·appears in T, weassume that Tbears
anEPP feat~re as a sub-feature of its categoty feature' [TEPP l (following、 Pesetsky and Torrego 2000).
WefollowAlexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (1998), who·propose that langliagesdiffer in whether the EPP
f~ature of T is satisfied by movement to 俨 or [Spec, T町" and assume 出at theparameter. is set forTJ .in
Scottish Gaelic.

In S阮Seo∞O创t

involves movement of the ·main verb fromV .through v· and up' tωOτT飞 (a邸sin (币6， 7)).1

(6) Dh'ol Calum. an t-uisge beatha.
Drink-PAsT Calumthe whiskey
'Calumdrank thewhiskey.'

(7) .TP

/吁T

~\\
T 'vP

叫/
DP v

Calum /\j

v· VP

/产\V

/人\
V . DP

the whiskey

The'second way to satisfy the EPP feature ofT involves theMerge ofanindependent lexical 'item
C但巧ring pure tense features; compare(6) above with (8).

(8)Bha Calum ag 01 uisge beatha.
Be-PAST Calum ASP drinking whiskey
'Calum was drinkingwhiskey.'

lThis movement ismediated by the relation of Agree and is driven by the existence of uninterpretable v and T features on V
and v respectively. See Adger (2001) forthe details ofthe implementation in the Scottish Gaelic·case.
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In this exaniple T· is filled by the finite auxiliary shown in the example 'above, ~hich is usually a fonn
of the verb hi仇， 'be\ B~仇 is ， in the tr~ditional grammatical literature, tenned' the substantive auxiliaη

_and .we will accordingly refer to these constru~tions as ·Substantive Atαiliary Constructions (SACs)~ 白Ie

SAC a1lowsus to see more clearly"the range of constitue~tswhich can appear "in the .PredP position of the
sep.tence. We demonstrate some 9f these possibilities in the following examples2 :

(9) Tha Calum faiceallach.
Be-PRES Calum careful
'Calum is (being) careful.'

(10) Tha Calum anns a'bputh.
Be-PRES Calum in 飞~e shop
'Calum is in the shop.'

In the above 、examples， ·we see an AP predicate and a PP in the predicate position~ We will 部sume that
the subjects of these predicates are introduced.by another variety of a little v head, which we will notate as
Pred (Bowers 1993, Svenonius 1994, Adger 2001).Pred contains.only interpretable features and so does
not enter into an Agree relation with T. The EPP property ofT's tense features iS'satisfied by Merging in a
version of the substantive auxiliary bith.

、
‘
，
J

ti
嚼
'
A

/
E
E飞

/\T
/八\

~二
IS

h

Pred PWAP

~\\
in the shop/careful

We adopt the same kind of analysis in the caSe of constructions where the little v head encodes some
aspe~tual property, such as .(8) above:

2The forms bha and tha are respectIvely suppletive past and present versions of the substantive auxiliary.
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(12)

f二;二￥
y \\

/
alum\w

Thisapproach predicts that th~ string Calum ag δlleann in (8) is a constituent independent of the appear
ance bf the substantive auxiliary, a prediction , which is backedupby th~"appe缸anceo([SubjAspP/AP/PP]
strings in small clause structures such as thetenseless absolutive construction in the following ex缸nples:

(13) 'Chunnaic rni CaIu:m agus [e ag ol)eann].
See-PAST I .CaIum and [himprog drinking beer]
'I saw Calum while he was drinking beer.'

(14) Chunnajc rni CaIum agus [e air a rnhisg].
See--PAST' I '. Calum and [him on his drunkenness]
'1 saw Cahini while hewaS drunk.'

(15) .Chunnaic rni CaIum agus [e u缸世lasach toilichte].
See-PAST I Calumand '[him terribly happy]
'I saw CaIum while he. was really happy.'

2.2 Nominal predication and theSubstantiveAuxiliary

We now tum to cases where thepredicative core of the clauseconsists of two nominals.In such cases, a
simpleNP predicate is barred:

(16) *Tha Calum tids~ar.

Be-PRES Calum teacher
‘CaIUnl is a teacher.'

(17)*Chunnaic rni·Calum agus [e tidsear].
See-PAST I ..Calum and [him teacher]
'I sawCalum while he was a teacher.'

Similar facts are noted for Irishby Chung and McCloskey (1987).ln place of a simple NP predication,
we find a richer structure:

6



(18) Tha Calum 'na thidsear.
Be-PRES Cal'umin+3sg teacher
'Calum is a teacher.'

(19) Chunnaic mi Calum agus [e ‘na thidsear].
See-PAST I Calum and [him in帽3MS teacher]

'I saw Calum while he w部 a teacher..'

Th~ particle 'na seen before the.NP in these sentences consists, morphologically at least, of the preposi
ti.on ann, "in,".incorporating a possessive pronoun which agrees in ¢-feature specification with the subject,
so as well as (18), we have (20).:

(20) .Tha mi ‘nam thidsear.
Be-PRES I i~+lsgteacher

'1 am a teacher.'

Why should there be this extra material? Under the system of assumptions we have built up so far,
we might expect to be able to ,use the Pred head which cooccurred with APs, and PPs with NPs too, an
expectation Which is clearly not met.

We put 出is .difference down to the different. denotational properties of NPs as opposed to PPs, APs,
andverbal constructipns: NPs denote properties of individual entities, whereas APs, .PPs and verbal con
structions denoteproperties of individuals with respect to an eventuality. The idea that. nominals lack an
eventiality variablein their logical representation has been argued for by Higginbotham (1985) and Parsons
(1990), among others. One way ofeX.pressing the disti.nction is to say that NP predicates are individual-level
in this language, while APs. ~tc~ are stage-level. We follow Ramchand (1996) in taking the SACin Scottish
Gaelic' to have an obligatorily stage-level type interpretation because the substantive auxiliary must bind an
eyentuality variable, and thus will reject the useof NP predicates as the complement ofthe null Pred head.
Instead, the'language employs an expletive 'prepositional head ann-'in'. which by virtue of being a P pos
s~sses an eventuality variable, and alsoselects an NP complement.. This PP.projection is.now possible as the
complement of the null Pred head, which needs to bind ~n eventuality variable in its complement domain. In
essence all that the overt prepositional head doe夏 is semantically convert the NP into a stage-level predicate
wjth .,an appropriate variable position to bind (see Ramchan~ 1996 for details and evidence).3

The data we have presented so f3:r does not constitute a challenge for tne PredP approa~h to predication,
and, "in , fact, p~ovides so;rne suppo~ for the existence.of a separate predicative head. NP predication uses the
same mechani.sms as AP and PPpredication, and in fact is ~nifiedwith finite verbal ~tructures at the right
level of abstraction. All of these structutes involve'a predicative ,head which introduces an external argument
and which enters into various feature-checking relationships with otherheads and XPs in the structure.

However, it is worth noting at this point that, although NPs may be predicates within an SAC, DPs
cannot be:

(21) *Tha Calum an tidsear.
‘ Be-PRES Calum the teacher
‘Calum is the teacher.'

This is equally true in other constructions which take a PredP, sU,ch 豁出e absolutive constructionwe
met earlier:

飞 3Note here also 出at 由e aspectual heads found in Scottish G~elic are also etymologically derived 台om a prepositional source,
L.ir£~·; ~ggesting the naturalness of this kind of diachronic reanalysis of preposition 飞o event structural functional head from a language

;; inJemaI point of view.
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(ο22勾) 斗Chunna创icmi Calum a怨guωs[怡e an tids臼ea缸缸叫r]丁]

See-PAST .I . CaIum and [him"the teacher]
4τI saw.Calurn whilehe was the t臼eaω.cher汇二，

(23) *Bhuail lUi Calum agus [e rno bhrathair].
Hit-PAST 1 Calum and [himmy brother]
'I hit Caluffiwh.ile/thoughhe was my brother.'

(74) *Bhuail :mi Calum agus e [an car-aid as !be泣r agam].
Hit-PAST I Calum·and him the friend best at-me 、

'I hit Calum while he wasmy best friend.'

Unlike in the case of NP. predication, there is' no way of "saving" "this. structure byusingsorne extra
morphological material, such'as the ann particle we saw.e町lier，:

(25) *Tha Calum anns an tidsear.
Be-PRES Calum in the teacher
'Call1ffi isthe teacher.'

Summarizing, then, wp.ereas projections of lexicaI ~ategoriessuch as NI飞 PP， VP or AP may occur-as the
complement of Pred, DP~ cannot. We return toa more Iormaldiscussion of this restriction -in section 4.2.

3 ..A ,Challenge: Inverted Copular Clauses (ICes)

I~l addition to .the Substantive Auxiliary Constructio'ns, Scotti&h Gaelic has another, .more unusual, way
of fonning predicativ~ structures. These constructions appear to involve the inver~ionof the predicate ω
a posi.tiop. in front of tq.e subject, .and we will therefore refer to them as Inverted· Copular. Co~st~ctions
(lgCs). InScottish Gaelic, inverted copular constructions are less prod~ctive也anthey were pnly a , century
ago, and~ e~cept f9r (~nadrnittedly large number'of) idiomatic locution$,they have ~ archaic Jlavour, orare
high register. /

3.1 Copular Inversion structures

Inverted·copular co'nstructions consist of the·dφctive copulaislbu which is iJ.1111;lediatelyfollowed by. the
predicate and then the' subject. This verb has only these two f~nns ， ~ncontrast to the substantive auxil~

阳ybi仇 which in~ects .for 'four tenses (present， p剧， conditional, fuωre). The form is is· used when、 the

predication ispresent, whilebu'marks past, futureorconditional4:

(26) Is nior an duine sin.
Cop big that man
'That man is big.'

(27) Is Ie Calum an cll.
COp-PRES with CaIum the dog
'Thedog belongs to CaIUIn.'

41t may b~ 也at 由e functional head that appe缸s within clauses ofthis type is notT at- all,but a modal category signalling realis
VS. irrealis feat町es. We continueωassume theT function~lprojection here forconcreteness,and becaus'e nothing crucial hinges
on thep缸ticul缸 properties of the functional head here.

8



~e copul3! verb here is phonologically weak and cliticises to the follo~ingpredicate. Th~re is evidence
that the copula actuall:¥ '~ppns part of the onset of the syllable following 扰， suggesting it is incorporated into
th~ following phonological word. ~is evidence is of two typ~s: the is form of th~ copula is pronounced
with a palatalised s sound when a: front vowel follows, a process which happens.within but not.between
phonological words; if the copula is followed by aD: aspirated voiceless stop, this s~op loses its aspiration,
following a general restriction on· aspirated stops inword initial s-clust~rs.

Example (26) shows an adjectival predicate, while. (27) shows. a' PP predicate. There is no alternative
order, wit;h the subject preceding the predicate:

(28) *Is an duine sin more
Cop that man' big
'That man is big.'

(29) *Is an Cll leamsa.
COp-PRES the dog with+ me
'The dog belongs to me.'

As is shown by the translations, the predication in ¢ese examples'is never tied to partjcularsituations.
The ICC always signifies that the predic就e is conceived of as holding inherently of the subject, rather than
acciden~~ly. Thi,s contr~电t can be seen most clearly through examples like the following, where tl1e use of
the past· copula is only felicitous if Calum is no longer alive. This is explained if the ICC, in contrast to the
SAC, does not contain an eventuality variable. We return to the semantics of the ICC below.

。0) Is tidsear .. Calum.
GOP-PRES teacher Calum

:':'Calum is a teacher.'

(31r':Bu thidsearCalum.
COp-PAST teather Calum
‘Calum was a teacher.'

Notice that NP preqication follows the same pattern as AP and PP predication: the copular verb is
followed immediately by the predicate, which in tum is ‘followed bythe subject.

A related restriction on the simple c9pular construction is that it does not toler~te bare~xistentialsubjects
(32).

(32) 叮s mor duine.
COp-PRES big a man
‘A man is big.'

The lack of an existential reading is expected, given the individual-level nature ofthe predication.5 A
detailed analysis of the interaction between generic and existential interpretations of nominals and the rela
tion to the individual-Ievel/stage-IeveI distinction is beyond the scope of this paper (but see Ramchand 1996
for an analysis of the relevant constructions in Scottish Gaelic). We' merely note the restriction here, and
correlate it with the lack of eventuality variable in' these constructions: we surmise that the default existential

SIt is possible to have a generic reading of the bare nominal in 由is kind of sentence.type. Ramchand (1996) shows 由at the bare
nominal is not independently kind-refeq:ing (i.e. this is·not a case of D-genericity in the sense of Krifka et al. (1995)) but that the
generic reading 缸ises from the binding- of the individual variable provided by the nominal by a default Generic operator. Crucially,
only this operator'is available in ICCs, while default exiStential closure is only possible iri SACs.
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(34)

closure found in stage-lt~velpropositions (Heim 1982, Diesing 1992) is responsible for tp.巳 indefinite reading
of common nouns in those constructions. This is absent in the inVerted 'copular clause because of the lack of
~ll.eve~tualityvariable二

币1e leG fuight be thought to pose an i!ffil1ediate cQallenge for the PredP approach topredication ,. since
the predicate appears.on the ‘ wrong~ side of the subject. There is a debate in the literatureasto the exact
analysis of th~se structures which we will onlY ,mention here (see Doherty (1996), Carnie (1995), Doherty
(1997), Ramchand(1996)"Cottell (1997) for fuller exposition, and seeRouveret(1996) for discussion of
related questions in. Welsh.) The two broad lines of attack can be charact~risedasfollows: (i) these clauses
are'completely different in their structur~ from SACs and are b:?ilt up' from ,different syntactic atoms; (ii)
ICCs are derived from SACs via inversion of the predicate phrase.

Theempirical evidence which might allow us to choose between th~se two approaches israther equiv
ocal, and both approaches seeln to be compatible with the data. , In the interests , ofreducing preciicationto
a single structural configuration, we will pursue th~ second strategy. We assume that the cop'ula is .a mani
festation ofthe Pred head, and that it encodes the peculiar semantics of this construction' (see ·below for pur
explicit proposal). Thefollowing sh()ws the phrase structure we assume for sentence (33) below. 中

(33)ls leamsa an cu.
、CoP.-PRES with~me'(emph) the dog
'The dog belongs tome.'

τ?

T\T
，~\\
T PredP

~\\一-
DP Pred

伽 dog /'"\

Pred XP

l/'\
Copula with me

As before, we adopt the ide.a , that T has theEPP property which must be satisfied by an , element which
the tense feCl:fure Agrees' with. 四e ex位emepho~o~ogicalweakness ofthe copula means 出叫t cannot~'o.n

its own, satis勾， the EPP property of T. This lneanshead movement of the copula to adjo~n to T does not take
place. However, the ['uT] features of the copula are present on its projection, and so Pred' raises into the
specifier of T. In essence the copula pied-pipes its complement to ~nsurethatenough phonological material
is carrie4'along to satisfy the ]~:pp requirementofT.6

6Note 也at within a B'are Phrase Structure type theory (Chomsky 1995a, Chomsky 1995b) Pred' is a syntacticobjectjust like
any other, and so may move and target 'a position where it can satis命 the EPPrequirements ofT. Unlike Carnie (1995), we'do not
assume 也atsatisfaction of this requirementtakes place a句oined to TO but rather to T'.
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- TP

一二rr寸
Pre~， T

~\\
Cop withme

T PredP

~\\
DP ~

The ICC is reminiscent of a discussion in the literature about in~erted copular structures in other Ian唰

guages. As mentioned in the introduction,Heggie (1988) and Moro (1997) argue that inversion ofa predicate
takes plac~ in copular clauses in English examples like the follqwing7:

(36) (a) Jenny is the teacher.
(b) The teacher is Jenny.

In bot,h of these examples" these authors claim that the doctor is the predicate and bas raised to its surface
position，切verting over the subject.

However二 although the ICC construction in Gaelic is reminiscent of , these approaches', it'cannot be
reduced to 'them for a number of reason~. Firstly, whereωthis kindof predicate fronting is restricted to

. definite DPs in English, as we have seen, it "applies to alllexical categories except finite Vs in Gaelic. This
gives the following minimal contrast, where an indefinite or bare NP cannot be fronted in English, but must
be inverted in a'Gaelic ICC:

(37) *(A) teacher is Jenny.

(38) Is tidsear Calum.
COp-PRES teacher Calum
‘Calum is a teacher.'

(39) *Is Calum tidsear.
Cop-P~ES Calurn teacher
'Calum is a teacher.'

Evenmor~ strikingly, the ~ame generalisation thatwe , saw" with SACs alsoholds of ICCs: DPs are
incompatiblewith the p'redicate position of an ICC.

(40) *Is' an tidsear "Calum~

COp-PRES、 the teacher Calum
'Calum is the teacher.'

(41) *Is / Calum an tidsear.
COp':'PRES Calum the teacher
'Calum is the teacher.'

7We discuss the case of English constructions in more detail in section 5
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· ····Note that constructions withthe defective copulain Pred accept NP as w,ell as.AP and PP as comple~

ments. Thiscopula, unlike:the substantive verb, doesnot requireaneventiality variable to bind but rather
predicates the propertydenotedby its 'complement directly of its subject.8 :We assume t由h抵 NPsd侥en∞lωO飞怡esim，

pIe atomic properties'(seeChie缸rchia.(1984) and (件4.1υ) for fi如ulle臼r discussion) and propos臼et出ha瓜t the semantics
of thedefective copula is. as follows:

(42) [is] =λπλx[holds价， x)]

Here， πis the semantic type ofsimple properties.The copula'$ function js to state that the property
denoted by its complementholds of its specifie瓦The laGk ofany variablesignifying spatio~temporallocation

is whatresults in thedistinction in interpretationbetween the defective copula and the substantiveon~.9

We noted ,earlier thatthese constructions_wer~not fully productive in Scottish Gaelic,.andthis isalso
tru~ in Irish for , APs' and PPs (Stenson 1981). We. assume that this isbecause the defective copula in the
colloquiallanguage isnow highly selective ,·of.thelexical itemswith·whichit cancombine.However, the

~. forms that do .exist all conform systematically to' the syntax and semantics we have outlin~d above, and our
infonnants possess robust intuitions about them.

3.2A Further Challenge:Aug1pented Copular Constru:ctions (ACes)

We J;1ave now seen the two major ways of constructing predicational ;structures in Scottish Gaelic: theSAC,
wherethe predicat~ stays insitu unless it is a tensed verb, andthe'ICC wh~re the movement ofthecopula
pied..;pipes thecopula's compl~ment， leading toan inverted structure. Both· of these constructions can be
'profitably~a1ysed ~ involving the PredPstructurediscussed in sectioJ){l), and neitheris cOlIlpatible with
a PP predi.cat~.

However, it is possibletojoin. two DPs with thede(ective copulaas long as ~extra element appears.
咀lisextra element is morphologically a third ~asc1;lline singu,lar pronoun, and is tradition'ally termed the
pronominalaugment. We will thereforerefer to these copular constructions' as Augmented'CopularCon
s!ructions (ACes).. In an ACC,.fhe augment imediately follows theicopula, which is then followed by the
twoDPs:

(43) 'S e Calum an tidseat
Cop3sg Calum (DP1}the teacher (DP2)
'Calum is the teacher.'

Augmented copular constructions are nbt restricted to ·Scott~s]lGaelic an9 Irish. , Pronominalelements
appear in ， copul~ clauses jnHeb~ew (Doron 1988);'Arabic (Bid 1983); Polish (Rothstein 1986);~apotec

(Lee 1999) and. other languages. Our contention is thatwhere"suchpronominals appe缸" theyare 也e 位ue

predicates ofthe construction, which means that one of the DPs is iriterpreted via a link with this pronominal.
We shallargue that this account both allows us to maintain. a maximally 'simplerel~tion betw~~n the syntax
and semantics'ofpredication, as well'as explaining a range of empirical properties.of these cons位uction~.

8.Th'e intUitive difference between SACs and the ICCsshown in this section could be describedjn tenns of the stage~vs.

individual-level- distinction of Kratzer (1995). However, we way we implement this does not involve a di能rence in lexical entries
of predita也s. Rather, we follow Ramchand (1996) in seeing the difference as asyntactic/semantic property of th巳 construction:

inthe SAC the proposition involves the assertion of the existence of an event of a particular type; in ICes, an atomic property is
predicated directly of an individuaL

9Note 也at 也is implies 出rat APs and PPs also denote nominalised properties in these .constructions. This seems to. be the right
result: ICCs are fully productive in "Irish for NPs but restricted in a fairly idiosyncratic way for APs and PPs... Where APs are
productive in 创s environmentis in comparaiive forms, .which have been independently argued to be nominalisations by Stenson
(1977) and Adger (1999). See section (4.2)for furtherdiscussion.
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ACC.s have been pre~iously addre.ssed in the literature on Irish cop.ularconstJ;Uctions. Carnie (1997)
argues that these construc.tions are true equatives, and that there is a null copula which takes·two arguments
and equates them (see also Zaring 1996). Under this view, the pronominal element is simply an agreement
head (following proposals of Doron (1983) for Hebrew). Schematically, this analysis looks as follows:

(44)

T

Agr

CopP
~\----

DP Cop

~\
Cop DP

This proposal appears to receive support from considerations brought to bear by Heycock and Kroch
(1999) who argue on the basis of sentences like (45), that true equatives really do exist:

(45) (a) Your .attitude towards Jones is my attitude towards Davies.
(b) My attitude towards Davies is your attitude towards Jones.

In these examp~es -it is 'diffic~lt tq treat one' qrthe other of the two DPs as· truly a predicate. Either
one can 'be the ·syntactic subject with little apparent difference in interpr~t~tion. ~f suchsentences exist in
English, then.one might be t己mpted to argue that this is what is going on in the Irish and Scottish Gaelic
ACCs'/ However, there are a number of arguments ag~nst going~down' this path. Perhaps most strikingly,
there-:-:is always 、 an interpretive asymmetry between the tw~ DPs in Scottish Gaelic (and also in Irish: see
Stensbn·1981). In (46)~ the only int~rpretation is that DP2, Hamlet is the name of a role. If we. swap the two
DPs arou.nd, it is impossible to in~erpret the sentence in·th,e same way, even given world knowledge ab~ut

actors and parts in plays:

(46) 'S e Sean Hamlet a-nochd
Cop he Seap. fIanilet tonight
‘Sean is (pl~ying) Hamlet.'

(47) *'S e Hamlet Sean a-nochd
Cop he Hamlet Sean tonight
‘Sean iS'(playing) Hamlet."

引wl每e see here a.contrastw圳it白h.wha抵tha句pp严ens in ot出he町rlang阴ua锦ge创s..WilIia缸m丑nS.re飞它ep严or抗岱t岱st出ha就.t the inverted sentences. .
are fine in English (Williams 1983b), a部s does P民er，时eltsvaig (2001) for Russian.

(48) Sean is Hamlet tonight.

(49) Hamletis Seantonight.

10

lOWe will give our account of the d谊erencesbetween English and Scottish Gaelic in section 5.3. In fac t, we will argue that there
缸e asymmetries in interpretation even in the English cases, which indicate syntactic and predi~ational asy'mmetries at work. But,
~gardless of the analysis given to the English cases, the point here is that it is impossible to avoid theconclusion that there is no
identity predicate in the ca;e of Scottish Gaelic.
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(50) Vysotskij byl G创nlet

Vysotsky-NOM wa.s Halnlet-NOM
‘Vysotsky is'(pl~ying)Hamlet/

(51) G缸nlet byl Vysotskij
Hamlet-NoMwasVysotsky帽NOM

'Vysotsky ,is (plajiing) Hamlet.'

To further emphasise the point, an eq'uality interpretation is simply not available in.A~Cs. This means
也at an example .like (53) is not an appropriate translation of (52). Theparaphrase in (54) must be'used
instead.

(52)Cicero is Tul1y~

(53) *‘S e Cicero Tully
Cop-PRES aug Cicero τ'u~ly

‘Cicero isidentical to Tully.'

(54) ‘S e Cicero agus Tully 'an aon duine
COp-PRES aug Ci~ero and Tully the same man.
'Cicero and 咀lllyare the sam~person.'

Aside from the, semanti~ asyull.netry, there' are ~ number of other difficulties with an equality.predicate
based approach ωAces. Note tha( such an analysis makestheseACCs structurally .identical to· a true
transitive verb construction, with the second DP inobject positio~~Giventhis， onewould ~xpeet thatthe
first ,DP wouldbehave juS! like the subject' of.. a transitiveverb,' and' thesecond just like an object.· ,This
e~pectation is not borneotit in anumber of ways~

Firstly, certai~l teIll:p<?ral and' sp~aker二oriented adverbs ~are barredfrory app~aring between the subje.ct
ando均eet in a transitive sentence:

(55) * ,Churinaic Mairi an uair sin Sean
See-PAST 如1airi then .' Sean
'Mary. saw Sean then.'

(56) * Chunnaic Mairi gu fortanach.Sean
See-PAST 1\在airi. fortunately Sean
'Mary.fortunately saw Sean.'

~owever， theseadverbs may appear betweenDP1 and DP2 in an ACe:

(57) 'B 'e , Mairi an uair sin an tidsear
COp-PAST AugMairi then theteacher
4岛fairi， was the teacher then.'

(58) 'S e Calum gu fortanach H挝nlet a-nochd
Cop Aug Calum fortunatelyHam1ettonight
'Calum is fortunately (playing) Hamlet tonight.'

Secondly, either the subject or 0均eet of a transitive verb may be questioned or relativised upon:
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(59) COi a chunnaic thu ~?

Whosaw 牛 _yo~

'Who did you see?

(60) C与 a chunnaic ~ Calum?
Who saw Calum
‘Who saw Calum?

However，， ~peakers report that there are asymmetries in extraction from ACCs: DPl is extractable, but
DP2 is not ll

(61) Co an tidsearIHamlet?
Who the teacherlHamlet
Answer: 's e Calum (an tidsear)/(Hamlet)

(62)' ??CO Calum?
who ·Calum
(seeking the answer: ‘S e Calum an tidsear')

In addition, interpreting the augment as agreement raises problems of its own: in Scottish Gaelic, agree
meilt is always in complementary distribution with overt DP arguments (see Hale and McCloskey 1984 for
Irish and Adger 1996 for Gaelic); if the augmentwere an agreement marker, it would be the only agreement
of its kind in the language.

The 'ACe. then does look like a p.rima facie challenge for the strong claims made about the syntax and
semantics of predicational structures inthe introduction. It cannot be reduced to a: transitive construction,
and ;~:e.have seen already that the Pred head in predicative constructions does not accept a'DP complement.

We mention two further facts about ACCs that we believe any analysis of these structu.resshould be able
to ac~ount for. Firstly,.no analysis assimilating ACCs to transitive clauses'with agreement accounts for the
generalisation that these structures have the property that t~e first DP after the augment is in presenta~onal

focus and receives the main·'sentencestress. An extremely natural way of answering a wh-question like (61)
above.is by using the appropriate ACC, with the new information occ~rring immediately 'after the augment.
It is impossible toanswer this que~tion 'With the DPs the oth,er way around:

(63) Co an tidsear?
Who the teacher?
Answer: 's e Cah.lm an' tidsear.
Answer: * 's e an tidsear Calum.

The focus properties of the ACC are especially striking considering that, ~n all other cases, nuclear stress
~ways falls·.on the rightmost stressableelement.of .the ·final.phrase;.in .the: Glause, unless.some. dislocation ‘

operation has taken place:

(64) Chunnaic Mairi SEAN,

See-PAST Mairi Sean
‘M缸y saw Sean..'

IIStenson (1981) reports that such asymme创es are' also marked in Irish,. although she does not give the same judgement as we
repo眈 here.'All that we wish to emphasis is 出at there is a con位ast between the behaviour of the ACC and that of simple transitive
~Iauses. The marked nature of thes~ constructions appears to be dependent on their informational sta邸， which, in section (4.4) we
tic down to theirsyntax.
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The secol1d fact aboutACCs is that theY , involve the samemorphological mater~al as ICCs. An analysis
which treatsthe Ace as involving anequality predicate misses thisgeneralisation.

~n the next section, we will argue that; despi~eappearances， Vie do not need to all ,?w adifferent structure
for the kind ofpredicationthat involves two pPs. We will analyse ACCs as a su.btyp~ ofI~Cs， in-volving the
copula We will argue thatthe augment is the predicate in these constructi9ns, and that itinvertswith the
subject in the same-way that other predicates in ~opularclaus~s do. Thediffer,ence between ACCs~d ICCs
is not really the augment, it is rather the presence of an extra DP which is semantically linked to the a':lgment,
in much the sameway as DPs are linked to argumentalpronouns in pronominal argument languages (see
Jelinek 1984).

4 ,Analysis of Aces

At this stage, it is clear that definite DPs 'give rise to serious deviations 'from the normal predicational
structures found in this language. .We will argue that thespecial status of these DPs derives from their
semantics, ahd moreover that the semantics of nomiIl:al projections is correlated with .their syntactic statu's
within an articulated DP projectiqn(Zamparelli 2000,Longobardi 1994).firstly, we lay outour assumptions
concerning the number , and type of.projections found, within the DP, assumBtions based on. Zamparelli
(2000). Then, , we analyse the different types of nominal pr9jectiQn found in Scotti~hGaelic and demonstrate
the wayin which pronouns, propef'names, and cominon nouns pattemtogethe~ to the exclusi9n of definite
DPs. W€? usethese results togetherwi出 the semantics of the copula given in section'(3.1) to motivate the
eXistence of pronominal predicates in copular constructions. Finally, we show how the analysis ofACCsas
involving a pronominalpredicate related to a right-adjoined nomina). phrt;lse accounts for.allthe syn~actic，

(semantic and discourse relatedp~opertiesof the construction and , allows us to maintain the idea that there ,is
only one underlying predicational structure inthe language.

4.1 The Semantics of DPs

We follow Zamparelli (2000) in.decomposing theDP into different layer~ of functional projection. Zampar~
elli argues on the basis of a wide ra~ge of datafromEnglishand Italian, that (i) thr优 distinct semantic types
can , be distinguishedwithin nominal projections, and (ii) these semantic types correlate' with distributional
and morphologicalfacts to motivate a straightforWard one-to-one mapping between.syntactic projection and
the semantics. These levels ofprojection and their semantic correspondences ,are show~ belo}" in (65).

(65) SDPe

/\飞\

SD PDP<e,t>
~\\\

PD· , KIP1l"

阻~\
NP

According to Zamparelli, the only truly referential p~ of the nominal projection is the element heading
the .Strong Determiner fhr.ωe (SDP) position. At this level , theDP is of'semantic type e ,. 12 The PD
projection is the site of numeralsand of certain typesof adjectives,,'it is·aPredicative Determiner Phrase of

12Zamparelli assumes, in addition, thatallquantified phrases raise at LF, leaving behind a variable of type , e. We will not be
concerned withquantifiedNPs in 也is paper.
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type (e, t). The KIP, the Kind Determiner Phrase, is the phrase which denotesωatomic property, ora kind
(related to the nOrrll~aJiseq properties of Chierchia (1984)). We have already appealedωsuch a semantic
type in our discussion of the semantics of the defective copula.· There, we proposed that the defective copula
is/bu t~es an atomic property of type 作 as its argument and predicatesthis property of its subject.

Thus, Zamparelli argues for the following correspondences between projections in nominal phrases and
their syntactic/semaI)tic distribution:

• SDJ:>s are referential, arid only they can appear in argument positions
'The dog is barking.'

• PDPs 缸'e predicative and can ~ppear in certain contexts which host, for example, APs
‘Fido is adog.'

• KIPs represent pure properties, and can appear, for ,example, as ~he complement of the ‘kind of'
construc;tion in English.
‘This is a friendly kind of dog.'

We adopt this basic proposal, that there are layers of projection within·the nominal phrase, and 也at

these layers correspond to distinct semantic types in a one-to幽one :f:ωhion. This proposal clearly fits in
well with·the general' perspective on the syntax semantics interface 出at we adopt. We will show that, for
Scottish Gaelic, at least two of these levels can be independently motivated: the' referential SDP level, and
the property-denoting or KIP level. I3

The semantics associated with SDP and PD~ are familiar enough. We assume a s~mantics for the head
KI of KIP which results in KIP denoting an , atomic property:

(66) 【阻 ]=λx [ t1r: whereπis the relevant distinguishing property associated with x]

T球e ac~♀e where the head of KIP combines with the lexicalroot dog. Once the KIP layer has been
projected, we have the following semantics:

(67).··,t· ,KIP] = [ t1r: where 汀 is the relevant .distinguishing property associated with dog]

Otber approaches ,are'compatiblewithwhat we will say below, as long as the KIP denotes some kind of
an atomic type associated with spatio-temporarily undifferentiated.properties (seeCarlson 1977, Chierchia
1984 for different approaches).

Within Zamparelli's system,the~e are a number of different ways in whichthe referentiallevelof projec
tion (the SDP), can be instantiated in naturallanguages. FirstlY"languages may come equipped .with lexical
determiners that are of category SD. It can also be argued that some pronouns, e.g. clitic pronouns in Ital
ian, are base generated in SD (see. Cardinaletti 1993 for a proposal along these lines). Secondly, some Ns
can , bear a feature ,.which allows them. to raise from. th~ lowestposition .to filLthe .SD slot. of.the , extended... .
projection. This is plausibly the case with proper names and some pronouns (cf.' Longobardi 19.94). A third
possibility is the insertion ofan expletive determiner in the SD .position, ,if one exists in the lexical inventory

13We will not make use of Zamparelli's PDP projection in what follows. In ouranalysis, nominal phrases have only two distinct
semantic types: property-denoting or individual denoting. The PDP layer, if it exis臼 in Scottish Gaelic, appe缸s to be syntactically
and semantically inactive and we have been unable· to identify any empirical effects~. However, the analysis we will develop is,
with minimal elaboration, broadly compatible with the existence of such a projection. If it truly turns out to be the case that PDP is
a!',Vays inactive in Scottish Gaelic, then this raises interesting questions about the limits of syntactic and'semantic variation language
allows. In our sys能m~ the projection that is in妃rpre也d as being of type <e,t> is PredP, and it can select for any projection which

property denoting, regardless of its syntactic category.
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ofthelanguage.14 In the caseofcommon noup.s, a null expletivehead can begenerated to create SDPs when
found in‘ argumentposition~ IngeIleral wi~hin this framew~rk， nU~lexpletive SD heads need to be bo~nd ~y

anaphoric , reference or default existential closure tobe semantically well~fonned (~ee'Zamparelli 2000:sec
4.4).

Within this overall framework, we will argue that ScottishGaelic nominals come intwoflavours: SDP
and KIP.Crucially, we willshow that pronominal elements may be bareKIPs in positions where they are
not arguments~ This will open up the way to an analysis of ACes.

4.2 Nominal Projections in'Scottish Gaelic

In comparing Scottish Gaelic nominal phrases w~th .their ~nglish counterparts, themost obvious difference
is that Scottish Gaelic possesses an overt definite detenniner (s~e (68))， b~t noindefinite one (69).

(68) an tidsear ~ the teacher

(69) tidsear.;. a teacher

The fonn in (68) is obligatorily definite, and as we have seen, may never appear as thecomplement
of Pred in a small clause ~elected in SACs by the substantive auxili缸y hi仇 (70) (unlike no~nalphrases

he,aded by 'thein English), oras the complement of the copular Pred head is.in ICCs' (71).

(70) '*Tha Ca1um an ,tidsear.
Be-PRES Calum the teacher

(71) *Is an tidsear' Calum.
COp'~PRES t~e.tidsear Calum

FrOID this evidence, we infeithat Scottish Gaelic definite determiners are base generated in SD, and that
DPs headed by such detenniners areobligatorily SDP and can only appe~ innon-pr~dicativepositions. In
p征ticular， they can never ,denote properties an~ therefore never appear as the complement to Pred.

Onthe other h~nd， a bare detenninerless nominal canhave the meaning of either a nonspecific indefinite
(72), or a specific indefinite (73):

(72) Tha mi a'lorg tidsear.
Be-PRES' I seeking a teacher
'I am looking for a teacher.'

(73) ', Bha tidsear ann'an seQ' a-raoir.
Be-PAST a teacher in here last night
‘Therewas a teacher in here last night.'

This indicates' that determinerless nouns in ScottishGaelic can alsoproject. to fullSDPsand appear in
argument position. Ingeneral then, .nominals may project the- SDPlayer in argumentpositions. Nomjnals
with overt determiners are obligatorily SD by virtue of thecategory of the determiner, whilebare nominals
project to SD by , virtue of the fact they are in argument positions.

14Zamparelli argues that some dialects of Italian possess such null expletive determiners for proper names, a~ opposed to others
which raise proper names to SO.
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We implement this observation by adopting Zamparelli's idea that certain DPs may contain expletive
determiners in SD.Bare~NPs in argument position contain an SD layer with an expletive detenniner. The
projection ofSD in argument positions canbe forced by assuming that SD isthe locus ofCase features in the
~anguage. .Since DPs in argument position's require Case, they have to project to SD. Recall that the ability
ofthe bar~ noun to get an"existential interpretation (whether specific or not) is dependent on the existence of
an eventuality variable in the representation.币Ie binding of the individu~ vari~ble introduced by the null
expletive SD head ~n these cases is achieved .via default existential closure triggered by the existence of an
eventuality variable. Recall also that iIi individual-level constructions (specifically, the ICC), bare nouns are
impossible as existential s~bjects of predication; due to the lack of an appropriate binder that semantically
identifies the variable supplied by the SD head.

In addition to its use as anargument, the bare noun can also appear as· the predicate in the SAC (74)
and in these circumstances the p缸ticle ann inflected with φfeatures appears. We showed in section.(2;.2)
that whereas adjectives and prepositions could provide an event variable for the null Pred head to bind, an
expletive prepositional head is required with nominals, since nominals lack an eventuality variable of their
own. This expletive prepositional head appears as na in (74).

(74) Tha Calum 'na thidsear.
Be-PRES Calum in+agr teacher
‘Calum is a teacher.'

We .assume, then, that bare nouns are KIPs where the , function of the KI head is to tum the lexical
concept expressedby the root into a property, in the way discussed in (4.1). In (74) Pred combineswith a
bare KIP and adds an eventuality variable into the representatiQn. Note that the complement ofPred is not a
Case position, and so' no expletive SD is generated.

Bare KIPs may ·also appear as the..co~plement of the defective copular Pred head in the ICC (75),
where they are 'again Caseless. We argued in section (3.1) that the Pred head in an ICC does not cont~n an
event variable but rather predicates theatomic property directly of its subject, leading to an interpretation
analogous to the individuallevel predic~tionof Kratzer (1995):

(75) ·Is tidsearCalum.
i··;COp-PRES teacher Cal~m

·'Calum is a. teacher (by vocation).'

We will assume that APs and PPs also combine with the KI head .in ICC .con$tructions, and that this
combination is lexically restricted, accounting for the differential productivityof these categories. The KI
head nominalise.s the eventuality-bearing predicate expressed by the AP or PP. As mentioned ~n section (3.1)
there is independent eviden'c~ for. the idea that APs and PPs are nominalised in ICCs.

In summary, then , nominal projections in Scottish Gaelic are either SDPs, in which case theyare may
appear in argumental positions, or they are KIPs, in which case they occur as thecomplementof some Pred
head..电

The next main categories of nominal we need to examirie are proper names and pronouns.On~e again
there is cross-linguistic variation in how these elements are syntactically ~epresented. There areat least
three ways in which pronouns and/or- proper names can give rise to SDPs in Zamparelli's sense: (i) they
could be base generated in SD (as in the case of Romance clitic pronouns); (ii) they could possess a null
expletive determiner (as in some varieties of Italian) or (iii) they could raise from the. base position to 也e

SD functional head. If (i)were the c部队 we would expect pronouns and proper names to pattern with DPs
headed by overt determiners in Scottish Gaelic in not appe创ng as the complement of a Pred head. However,
if either (ii) or (iii) is the case in Scottish Gaelic, then we would expect that 也ey would pattern with bare
I)Ouns in allowing the less articulated property蛐denoting projection, side by side with the full referential
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pr~jection of SDP. SDP wouldbeobligatorily projected in positions where the pronouns checkCase, while
KIPprojectionswould be'licensed elsewhere~

We· sl.1ow that the evidence-is that pronouns· and proper names. donot pattern with the fulldete~ner

nominalsof the type'shown in~(68).]nwhatfollows , we will concentrate on 出e analysis. of pronouns, sinc¢
they will'becrucia1 to ouranalysis of the aug~ent iIi ACCs, but we willalso make passing reference to , the
fa~ts concerning:properna:tJles , as well;

4.3 Pronominal·Predicates

There is il1tere~ting evidence that pronouns in Scottish Gaelic are not generateddirectly in SD. This ,evidence
comesfrom , a peculiar agreementmar19ngon prepositions (see Adger 2000 for fuller , discussion of the
contexts for prepositional inflection).

Consider'the foll.owing paradigm. InScottish Gaelic, 'prepositions change 'fonn depending on owhether
theDP fo~lowingthem contains an overt determiner. Thus，. ~n (76) we see a preposition ri, 'with' in its plain
form; ,while (77) shows what we will- call itsD-agreeing form ris when it occurs ,with a determinerheaded
nominal.

(76) ri tidsear
with-INDEF. tidsear
‘with a' teacher'

(77) ris ad: tidsear
with-DEF. the teacher-

'with the teacher'

(78) .ris rnatidsearan
with·DEF. the-PL teachers
‘with the teachers'

(79) '*ri·' an tidsear
with-DEF. the teacher
'with the teacher'

The same agreement appe~~ on prepositions with the determiner gach苦 'each!every ':

‘ (80) ris 'gach tidsear
with~DEF. the teacher
‘with each teacher'

(81)- *ri gach tidsear
with-DEF. the teacher
‘with'the teacher'

D-agreement.does not occur with bare nouns (76), or withnouns which have , adjectival quantifiers or
numerals:

(82)· ril*ris moran tidsearan
with-DEF. many teachers
'with many teachers'
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(83) ri/*ris trl tidsearan
with-DEF. three teachers
'with three teachers'

We will not develop ananalysis of this construction here (see Adger (2000» , but will simply appeal to'
the generalisation由atD蛐agreement appears on the preposition when there is an overt element in SD.Under
the analysis developed i~ section (4.2), bare NPs contain a null expletive determiner in SD, 'and so do not
trigger D-agr~ement.

With pronouns, the parallel cannot be made in its most straightforward form, since pronominal objects
of prepositions in PPs always appear as pro withagreement appearing on the preposition (84).

(84.) rium
with-1SG ‘pro'
‘withme'

(85) rithe
with-~FSG 'pro'
‘with her'

The pr~sence of ¢-fe~tures on the preposition means that ,it ~s impossible to 'detennine whether the
following pro is triggering D-agreement. However, there is another context where D-agreement shows up,
and where the nominal is not the actual complement of the preposition. The contexts in question concern
sentences which contain , what looks like the equivalent of e~ceptioIiallycase.marked subjects. Consider
(86) below, where the preposition ri selects a whole clausal complement, and appears in its ris fonn with
the determiner-headed nominal in subject posi~ion of the non-finite clause. SeeAdger (2000) (or motivation
for this structure:

(86) , Dh '!beuch mi ris [an leabhar a leughadh].
try-PAST I with-DEF [the book to read]
'I tried to read the book.'

Crucially, when the subject of the nonfinite clause is a bare nominal, the pr~position ri reverts to its bare
fomi'{87).

(87) ph'tbeuch mi ri [leabhar a leughadh].
try-PAST I with-INDEF. [book to read]

τtried to read a book.'

The interesting case fot us is what happens when the s~~jectof the nonfinite clause is a pronoun: it t.ums
out that the preposition ,retains its bare form' (88).15

(88) Dh'theuch mi ri [esan a bhualadhJ.
try-PAST' I with-INDEF. [h~-EMPH to hit]
‘ I tried to hit HIM.'

All of these nominals are SDPs since they appear in argument positions. However, since pronouns in
Scottish Gaelic do not trigger a change in prepositional form, they are not base generated in SD nor do
they obligatorily 凶se there,' unlike clitic pronouns in Romance. This eliminates options (i) and (iii),set

"We Use the emphatic form of the pronoun her毡， because 出e non~mphatic pronoun is obligatorily realised as prQ in 由总 position.
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outat the end of section (4~2) and suggests an analysis 'where pronotins occurril1g in argum~J;1t positions.are
SDPs by virtue of a nUllexpletive determiner. 16 Thispredictsth~t incontextswhere Case i~ not checked, i让t

ωuωldb忱epo创bletωo "finωdp严ron∞1ωounsi讪n. KIP, with a property deu·otati?J.l. The relevan~context isof co'urs~ the
complement position of Pred.· This prediction is confinned:.pronounsare well-formed in the complement
position ofthe c,?piIlar Pred head, as the examples in (89) and (90) attest. I7

(89) Is mise Catriona.
COp-PRES me" ' Catriona
τ 缸n Catriona.'

(90) Is iadsan na h-oileanaich.
COp-PRES they. the students
μThey are the students.'

On the other , hand, pronoun~' c~nnot appear as·, the , complement of the , null Pred ~ead found in bith
.clauses, as' we sawin section (2.2)~ We repeat the"example here:

(91) *Tha Calum mise.
Be-PRES Calum mise
‘??Calum is me.'

‘ H9~ever，. this is straightforwardly' accountedby the fa~t that pronouns ,are imphiusible stage-level pred~
icates; interpr~tatiop.s constrU~ted by combimng a pronoun \vith an eventua1ityvariable are , pragniatically
ill-fonned. I汹n旧terestin吨gl抄y， i让t i沁s rna鸣rgi汕n蚓a挝11均y. possible to forceproper ·.DameS to appe缸 in an·SAC in :special
contexts, wherea spatio~temporallybound interpretation is forced~ such as t J:1e following:

(92) 'Tha e' , na Einstein an diugh.
COp-PRES hein~his Einsten .today
4日e's being an Einstein to~ay.'

This contrastssharply with the ungramrnatical~aseswithSDPs we saw in (2.匀， where it is 'not even
clear to native speakers how to'do the appropriate morphology~

To summarise, the morphology and distributionof pronouns in this language'is cons,istentwiththem
allowing both KIP and SDP syntax, showing that they are not generated in.SD. Assuming that pronominals
ate really functional categories,it follows也at they·'are simply Kls in Scottish Gaelic. Thep缸ticular inter
pretation'we associatedwithKIPs in'section (4.1) can t>e straightforwardlycaηied over topronouns, with
the caveat that there is no root category for theKIP to attach to.We sugg~st the following interpretation for
pronouns:

(93) [KIP] = [ b1r: where· 1r isthe relevant distinguishingproperty associatedwith somecontextually
given individual xl

where th~ interpretation "of x isfilled in by the context, and constrained by the grammatical features of
the pronoun. Given the interpretation of the defective copula that we motivated in section , (3.1), an example
like (90) has a paraphrase like that in (94):

16The data 企om proper names is.exactly the same as for pronouns here: , no D-agreement is·~iggered either in the ,simple 'PP
cases or in the nonfinite clausecases.

17Proper names, on the other hand are never good in 由is po'sition in SGaelic.、 This .is not surprising, given the highly res住icted

set'of lexical items' that can be selected ,by the ,copula in the modern language.
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(94) ‘The relevant .distinguishing propertyωsociated with a plurality of some cont~xtually given individu
als' .holds of 'the students'

In this p缸ticular case, the relevant distinguishing property might be identified via deixis, or anaphora,
depending on the context of the utterance.

In the next section, we exploit this set of ideas about simple copular clauses to provide a natural'(but to '
our knowledge novel) analysis of the Augmented Copular Construction.

4.4 The Syntax and Semantics of ACes

Recall the analysis we developed for ICCs .in section (3.1). The idea ~as that the defective copula headed
PredP, and combined with a 'property denoting element. We gave the following rough semantics to the
copula:

(95) [is] =λπλx[holds(π， x)]

In order to satisfy the EPP property ofT, the copula raises and pied-pipes its complement, ending up in
出e specifier ofτ1>. This means that an example like (96) has a structure like that in (97):

(96) Is tidsearCalum
COp-PRES teacher Ca}um
'Calum is a teacher (by nature or vocation).'

(97)

,.‘

，τ?

一-------一~Pred; T

/气\
Cop teacher

T PredP

~\
DP 1i

Calum

>,The bare nominal here is a KIP, is the complement of the copula, and raises with it to thespecifier of TP.
Now recall that we have shownthat pronouns may be KIPs with a KIP interpretation. Our expectation is

that pronominals may also occur as complements tothe defective copula, and we sawcases of this in seC?tion
(4.3). If we take an unmarked, third person masculine pronoun, we predict the following well-formed
structure:

(98) TP

二--------l
Predi T

/\
Cope

T PredP

~\
DP li

CaIum
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T~isderivation， ~nder the assumptionswe have defendedso'f:町'， predicts thewell-formedness of (99),
~ith the interpretation in (100):

(99) ‘S e 'CaluD1~

COP-PRESAug Calum .
'It's Calum.'

(100)' 'The relevant dist.inguishing property assoc;iated withsomecontextuallygiven individual' holds of
‘Calum'.

Infact such sentences are perfectly well formed, and are used as answerstowh"'questions, or as excla
mation'stointroduce someone after someevent has ,taken place (such as someone knockingat the door).
Clearly the interpretation given in (99) is exactly correct for these situations. In wh-questions, the relevant
qistinguishing property , is. tbat given ,by .th~ st~ted c9ntent of the question, whilein the excl3:ffiation case it is
supplied directly by the context.

This parti<;;ular\resultimmediately offers us awayof'under~tanding ACCs: the-augment is nO , more
than a pronominal generated in theco~plel11e~t of Pred, with , exact!yth~jnterpretation of a KIP , pronoun.
The DP which appears immediately after the augment is , simply the subjectof the construction, while the
second DP isright a句oined.-Theright adjoined DP's function is to explicitly i~entify the ‘contextually given
individual' in the semantics qf the pronominal augment with overt linguistic materiaL

The 'Yay t4a~ this id:entificationtakes place, is via apurely semantic. operation, akin tocross-sentential
anaphora, or apposition. ， ~eadjoined SDP fills in information.within the semantic representation of the
pronoun without'referenceωanysyntactic agreement orcoindexing information, jn m~ch the-s"!Ue ,wayas
certain appositional phrases can.See (101) in.Spanish (and itsEnglish translation) for asituation wherethe
subject pronoun and the~oreferentialleft-adjoined phrase are mismatched in number'andperson features~

(101) Lasniujeres somos contentas~

The women 'pro~-lPL/F be-1PL happy
'We, thewomenare happy.'

,The operation of referential identification of the augment with theright-adjoined DP is a casewhere the
semantic mechnisms and the , syntacticspecification is decolipled. Although the-mapping betweenthe syn~ax

and the semantics is tightly constrained, there are purely autonomous semantic operations wpich establish
也is kind of effect.

Takean ex缸nple like (102):

(102) 'S e' CalumHamlet.
C~p he Calum H础nlet

'Calum is Hamlet.'

The interpretation predicted is given in (103):

(10.3) 寸he relevant distinguishing propt?,rty associated with somecontextually given individual' holds of'
'Calum'.
W~ere: The contextually given individual is referentially iqentified with ‘Hamlet\

Clearly this interpretation, in conjunction with world knowledge about ,what naIJ1es are parts in plays',
gives the right meaning for 出已 ex缸nple. If t~e two DPs -are swapped around" the sentence is perfectly
gra:mp1atical, -but clashes with our word knowledge, and appropriatecontextualisation renders it perfectly
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acceptable (if,for ex缸nple， Calum is a part in a play and Hamlet is an actor). In general, the meaning of the
secon~DP forms.part Qf a:prop'e民y description, which accounts for the role interpretation.

This approach· also' correctly explains二the fact that. ACCs can never have the mean~ng of pure identity
statements, ·and require the paraphrase discussed in section (3.2). There is no identity statement iii the

, semantic representation ~hich is built upon the basis of the syntactic atoms and they way they have been
combined. Instea~， there isalways a predicational.asymmetry ~temming from the fact that an ICC ascribes
a property to an individual.

In addition to correctly predicting· the interpretational asymmetries observed in ACCs, the idea 也at the
second DP is ac;ljoined rather than being a true ~gument explains the fact that adverbs may occur between
the two DPs of an ACC, in contrast to theimpossibility of adverbs between the subject·and object of a
transitive sentence. We repeat the relevant data here:

(104) * Chunnaic Mairi an uair sin Sean.
See-PAST Maim then .Sean
'Mary saw Sean then.'

(10匀 'B e. Mairi an uair sin an tidsear.
COp-PAST Aug Mairi then the teacher
乱1airi was the teacher then.'

The ac飞joined nature· of this seconQ DP also explains why it does ~ot ~ake the primary sentence stress,
in apparent violation· of normal clausal stress patterns inthe·language. The semantic function of 出eDP

is to provide infonnation usually given by the context, since this is ~he inteφret必on of the augment. .As
such, this DP signifies backgrounded information, and is destressed. The same·fact accounts, of course,
for th~. focus properties of this construction. Since there areessentially only two major constituents in the
proposition, and one is destressed, the other is obligatorily in focus. It is this that also accounts for the strict
constraints on the two DPs in an ACC which answers a wh-question:

(106) Co an tidsear?
Who the teacher?
Answer: 's e Calum an tidsear.
Answer: * "s e an tidsear Calum.

Since the DP immediately after the augment (the subje~t) is in focus , onlyit can felicitously·se~eas the
element that introduces the new infonnation , required by the fact that the utterance is being used to answer a
wh-question.

The analysis we preseJ;lthere also explains why only a definite DP can appearin the second position in
anACC:

(107) ‘S e Daibhidh *tinn/*tidsear/an tidsear.
COp-PRES aug David sick/teacher/the teacher

τts David who is ~sick/*a teacher/the teacher.'

(108) 'The relevant distinguishing property associated with some contextually given individual' holds of
‘David'.
Where: The contextually given individual is referentially identified'with ‘ the teacher' .

Since the function of the pronominal predicate is to provide a property ~ont创ning reference to an in呻

which needs to be contextually specified, the role of the right-adjoined , element is to identify that
Thus, the right adjoined element 'must be an SDP. Recall that bare NPs 缸e KIPs and only project
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to SDP when tQey are arguments (a fact which is perhapsrelatedto Case). Thislneans t~at an SD determiner
must be present in the adjoined DI飞 or else the adjoined DP would not be referential, and wouldnot be able
to iden;tif~the relevant individual.

Finally, the restrictions ort the subject of an ·ACC also follow directly onour account~ The defective
copula states that a property hol~s ,of some individual , as an inherent fact. Thus , thesubject of such a clause
must be individual denoting. We saw that in the simple ICC construction, the" subject'position had to be
a naine or a determiner-containing definite because of the restriction of bare NPs to eventive predication.
That restriction carries over straightforwardly to the first Nominal of the ACC, since under our' analysis thi~

. position is identical to the SUbject position of a simple ICC.
The approach we have develop~d here' is remarkably successful in explaining a range of semantic and

syntactic factsabout the ACe which appear, at first, to be seemingly unrelated.' Furthermore, it does so on
the basis of plausi];lle al1d independentlymotivated syntactic and semantic specificationsfor the constituent
parts of the ACe, so thatthe apparently pec;uliar propertiesofthe ACC areall reduced towell-motivated
properties ofother constructions. Perhaps mostjmportantly, the ACC no longer constitutes achallenge, in
this .languageat least, tO.the idea that predication is always constitutedv,ia the same basic syntactic·structure.

5 Linguistic Variation in Cop.ular Constructions

白Ie hypothesis we , have been exploring here is that apparently different types of predicational structure all
reduce to one underlying case.. In Scottish Gaelic, the differences'arise because of the particular semantic
specification , of the predicational head(whether it is eventive ornot) andits syntactic 'andphonological
properties.(how aQd wh~rej~ $atisfies EPP). This particular languagehasno identity predicate and obligatory
projection of SDP. The use of a pronominalpredicate to linktwo DPs is one of the strategies that can be
followed. In this sectionweexplorehow this strategymight beadoptedin slightly different guisesby'a
range of other languages.

5.1 Polish

~olishmarksthe distinction between temporaryhiccidental properties and inherent properties not with differ-嗣

ent copulas, but rather via cas'e}"narking. A predicate NPorAP which is eventive is marked with instrumental
case .(109), while an individual~level predicate is marked with .nomil1ative (110):

(109) Ewajest studentk争

Eva be-PREs student-INSTR.
'Eva is a student.'

(110) Ewa jest studentka
Eva be-PREs student-NoM
'Eva isa student.'

Rothstein(1986) describes the difference between the twoexamples ~bove i1:1 the (ol1o~ingway: the
instrumental version is the neutral unmarked version of the sentence; while the nominative one is more
affective and indicates acloser psychologicalidentification.ofthe subject with being a studenL' Here, we
assume that the verb byι ‘be' in Polish is. , simply a tense carrying functional head. Under the.system we
have developed here, two different predicational.heads are implicated iIi this distinction. ,The eventive head
checks instrumental case of its complement, while the non-eventive head '(corresponding to the defective
copula in Scottish Gaelic) checks nominative. Interestingly, like the Scottish Gaelic ICes, the structures
shown in (110) are reported tobe more restricted than the ones of type (109), alt~ough， again likeScottish
Gaelic theyare commonly used for simple statements of identity such ascI 缸nJanek' (111).
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(111) .Janek . jestem.
Janek-NOM be-PRES 1SG
'I'm Janek.'

When two definite DPs are to be identified, neither of these structures is possible. Instead, Polish requires
the use of a pronominal demonstrative element to link th~ two SOPs, as in (112), but allows byι‘be' plus
the instrumental case when the ascription is predicative (113).

(112) Ta pani to premier Anglii.
This woman DEM-3sM premier幅NOM England-GEN
τbis woman is the premier of England.'

(113)Ta pani jest pre~eremAnglii. .
This woman be[PRES , 3SM]preJ;I1ier-NoM England-GEN
‘This woman is a premier of England.'

Underthe analysis proposed in this paper, the use of a pronoun in precisely these identificationalcontexts
is not accidental, but derives from the strategy of using pronominals to con~truct predicational structures,
while allowing them to be referel1tially identified with thepredicationally inert SOPs in the language.

5~2 ModemHebrew

Another~ellknown case of a language in which pronouns are implicated in the construction of identitY
statements is Hebrew. Once again, we suggest that the existence ofthe pronounis'not accidental but derives
企om a strategy similar to the one we haye already seen for Scottish Gaelic.

To.summarise briefly, nominal sentences in the present tense contain a third person pronoun.as shown
in (114) below.

(114) dani hu more.
Danny prOn-3M~G teacher
‘Danny is a teacher.'

Doron (1983) argu'es that th'e pronoun is·not a tensed verb, but is simply the realisation of agreement
features fU1d is located in Infl. ~n Hebrew,the pronoun is option~ in many situations;but there are contexts in
which thedeletion of the pronoun is not possible.. Many researchers (Doron 1983 , Rapoport 1987 ,. Rothstein
1995) have argued that the descriptive generalisation is that the pronoun is obligatory in identity predications
such (115), but optional in 'predicativessuch as (116).18

(115) ha-horim Seli *(hem) shira ve-yosi kats
thepa缸re佣nt岱s mine pron卧1卜帽3MPLSh挝ira and Yos剑i·Ka抵ts

MY'pa缸ren川ts a缸re Shi让ra and Yos挝iKa刽ts.'

(116) Bill Clinton xax缸n /ba-xeder Seli /more le-'.anglit
Bill Clinton wise lin the-room mine /teacher to:'English
‘Bill Clinton is wise/in my room/an English teacher.'

However, Greenberg (1997), Greenberg (1998) points out that this.descriptive generalisation is not quite
There ar~ other contexts in which the pronoun is obligatorywhere there is no statement of identity
made. Consider the contrast between (117) where the pronoun is obligatory and (118), where it is not.

data here is taken 仕om Greenberg 1997.
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(117):zmaxim *(hem) yerukim
plants , pron-3MJ:>L green
‘Plants are green/

(118) ha-zmaxim l1a-e~e.(nem) yerukim
the plants the~e. pron...3MPL green
'These plant~ are green.'

Greenberg claims that the crucial generalisation is that 9f genericity, with the pronoun being the "overt
syntactic marker of genericity" in this language.

Thereare pr~blemswith both sorts of descriptiveclaim，here~ ， Onthe'one hand, theproposals ofDoron
(1983), Rapoport(19.87) andRothstein (1995) cannot account' for why the pronoun is obligatory inthese
generi.c cont~xt~~ while it is ~ysterious under the system developed Iby Greenberg (1998), why the pronoun
sho~ldQe obligatory in non-generic identitycontexts.

Th~ analysis we have 、proposed in thfs paper has the virtue bein'g able tounify the two contexts straight
forwm;dly. Firstof all; notic~ that in .S~ottishGaelic， both'identity statemeJ;1ts and attributions ora permanent
propertyto ai:l, individual ar~'二 constructed usingthe defective copu以 is，;notthe substantive auxiliary.They
form a natural c~ass because they both involve propeD:Ypredication ovefan individual as· 0PP9sed to.involv
ing an eventuality variable~

The difference between the identity statements .(ACCs) and the simple property predications (ICes) is
that the former involves the postulation of a'pronominal predicate to mediate the relation between thetwo
SDPs'whi1ethe latter does not. This is because ofthe strict syntactic. and semantic..requirements of P~ed.

In: accounting for the Hebrew data, we heedo.nly 'assume' thatgramIllaticalisatiorihas led' to reanalysis' of
this pronominal predicate, 'and that t~e pronoun hu (in its variou~ fonns}is nowactually just , a spellout
of-agreement .features on: the null copular Pred head inthepr~senttens~. ，' In essence,. aHebrew ex纽nple

)Vith the pronominal'is just'like a Scottish Gaelicexample , with thede(ective copula. This .captures the
interpretational similarities,between the twoconstructions.

引'hat of the appare~t'equative ·sentences? 1;he systemwe' have developedpredicts that there is a null
pro predicate in the structure in these cases, perhaps re~atedtoHebrew"s pro-dropstatus.' Our hypothesis is
that th~ null present tense truecopula仙at is, thenon-event~ve Pred head) is an obligatorily agreeing form,
while the null present tense substantive auxiliary (which simply. satisf.ies requirements ofT) is not.

The'cωs iJ? Hebrew where th~ ， agreement isopt~onal ar~' allcases ，~here. the pre~licationC~ becon幅

structed u~ing'either a situa

(119) ha~Samayim hem kxulim
the s均， pron腼3MPL blue
'The sky is blue (in general, by its nature).'

(120) ha-Samayimkxulim.
thesky blue
'Thes均， is blue (now， ωday).'
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The analysis W~.， have proposed for Scotti~h Gaelic therefore has ~he stri灿19 property 出at it can unify
出e contexts in which 也e hu fonn appears in Hebrew-a unity absent from previous accounts ofthe phe-
nomenon. It also offers a natural re~son· forwhy it is the pJ:onominal fonn hu that has ended up 'being the
etymological source of predicate agreement in copular contexts.

5.3 English

The hypothesis we have been: defending in this paper is that predicational constructions all reduce to· the
same syntactic/semantic type: ~here is a Pred head which takes a property as its complement. the Pred head
may either be eventive or non砸eventive， but its basic function is the same in either case. The selectional .
requirements ofthe Pred head are always for a property denoting complement. It follows from the strongest
version ofthis hypothesis, that no language should have a pred head wh.ich takes a c<;>mplement ofSDP type.
贸lis means that Pred can never encodean identity predicate.

This naturally raises a question for English, where it hasbeen argued by various researchers, either that
the verb be itselfis ambiguously an identity predicate(Higginbo也am 1987),"or that one of the small clause
types in English involves an identitypredicational head (Heycock and Kroch 1999).

The first obvious difference between English and Scottish Gaelic, is th~t， in the former language, nomi
nals headed by many deterrniners (e.g.. the and a) can also appear in predicative contexts. The evidence from
small clau~e complements of·a verb like consider shows th'at there are environments which demonstrate a
clear:predicational asymmetry betweenthe two nominals. Thus, in examples like (121a,b) below, these can
appearin subjectposition but not in.predicate position of the small clause.

(121) ..(a).I qonsider [these the best pictures ofM征对.
(b) * I consider [the best pictures ofMary these].

tJ~der the approach taken so farin this paper, this is expected. Following Zamparelli , we take deter
miners in·Engl.ish to be generated lower down in the structure than SD. Zamp缸elli provides arguments
that English determiners may be'generated in PDP.In this sen,se, they contrast with determiners in Scottish
Gaelic,.which are obligatorily generated in SD.

Qiyen this difference, we propose that the English determiners themselves are i l?-stantiations of Pr~d
he~ds~'，iti an example like (121纱， the determiner the is the head of ~redI飞 and the demonstrative these is its
spec~fier~ ,The ungrammatical (121 b) is predictedby the fact that the demonstrative is obligatorily generated
in SD', 'so' there is no preceding position for the subject of a predicatioJ;1" However, the crucial challenge to
this simplepicture comes from the contrast between the examples· above and the constructions using the

, verb b.e as in (122a,b) below, where no asymmetry is found.

(172) (a) I co~sider these to be the bestpictures of 1\1ary.
(b) The consider the bestpictures of Mary to be these.

If we assume that the verb be' in English is, optionally, theidentity predicate, or alternatively, that English
possesses a 'null predicational head with identity serna.ntics that can ·be selected by this auxiIi~ry verb, then
these data receive astraightforward explanation. However, this weakens the' force of our discussion in
general.

Thecon位ast also receives an explanation within the syste~ of Moro (1997), who posits that the p~ed

rather than the subject, may raise to the specifier of TP (see the discussion in section (3.1)). In this
the verb be provides extra functional material in th t:? clause to which eithey; of the two DPs in

e lower predication'al structure may raise, giving rise to an apparently inverted structure. Such (unctional
erial is missing fri the complement of a consider-type verb.
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While this latter account- is , more consistent'with the gener~ approachtaken in thispaper, it faces the
problem of how to constraip. andmotivate ~he operat,ion of predicate-raising in sentences using be. The facts
are th~.t. only ，no削n也 (~rid not'AP, pp orveroal projections) may undergo predicate raising. Furthermore,
it appears that only identificational meanings' are possiblein the inve~ed sente~cetype. Consider sentences
(123) and ,(124) below.

(123) (a) I consider whatyou are talking about to be garbage.
(b) What youare talldn'g about is gar1;>age.

(124) lcopsidergarbage:~o be , what Y9U are talkingabou t.
(b)Garbage' is what you are talking about.

While (123a,b) are 缸nbiguous between an identificationaland a specificational meaning (Higgins 1973),
(124a，的 can only have an identificational.interpretation. In other words, predicate raising of garbage cah
'notbe'themetho~.by ~hich (124) ,is derived, unless'predicateraisingis restricted tO.small clauses with a
particular kind of meaning. It seems that once again weare forced into assuming anullpredicational head
with identity semantics. 二

We would like to offer a slightlydifferent. account ofthesedata,., stillalorig the lines ofMbro (1997),
which maintains the strongest , hypothesis, we have peenentertaining so far' (that. there is only one kind
of predicational structuremediated by a Pred head).' This account relates the existence of identificational
readings to the verb , be in English, and, in some ways, goesback to the spirit of the type-shifting framework
of Partee (1987). Weassume as before that SDPs must be argumentsand that only Pre~Psarepredicates;

English nominals , headed by the can beof either type, butsome"like these orwhatI am talking about can
only be SDPs.This explains the small clause data in(125)and (126).

(125) *Iconsidergarbagewhat you are talkingabout.

(126) '1 consider ,what-you are talking about garbage.

Theverb' be '~epresentsextra lexical~aterial- a verbal. head which can select eitherprop~rtydenoting
projections CAPs, PPs or KIPs},'or refetentialSDPs. In thisrespect, it is unlikethePred head, 'which is p缸t

ofan extended projection andwhich can only combine with properties. Be is a lexical head which combines
with anything of an atomic.type' (eitqer πor e) to create aderivedproperty (127).This derived property can
then be selected by the null Pred head.

(127)λx[l，1r: where πis the property relevantly associated with xl

19，、

If the verbbe can combine with either'KIPs or SDPs to create somethingunifonnly oftype <e,t> , then
this explains why (123)is ambigous in English: garbage can either be a ,KIP oran SDJ> andwillgive rise
to slightly different predicate& in each case; while what1 am talking abo"':t which. is_in subject position will
be a~ unt:UIlbiguous SDP. We assume, in addition，由at English allows theraising of aprojection to satisfy
the EPPfeature of T. However, we stipulate that the projection' so raised must be an SDP.Technic3:11y, we
assume that 'SDPs' are the onlypotentially Case , bearing projections, and tQat only these are of the right
syntactic category tobear the ,syntactic feature th低 will satisfy EPP in English~2o This means 也就 only in

19The semantics of the propelty constructed is lefrdeliberately vague and contextual, since properties constructedusing the verb
be iIi English are notoriously variable.

20This' remains a stipulation in our ,account at the moment, but it,might find ,a deeperexplanation in generalisations concerning
the semantic partition of syntactic structure 总 Ia (Diesing 1992).
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cases where 'be' has selected an SOP as its complement, will the projection embedded inside the PredP be
able to raise to give an !nv~rtedstructure. This explains the lack of ambiguity in (124): only the SDP version
of.'garbage' as the complem~ntof ‘悦， is a possible source for the inversion structure here. Consider again
the situation in (128) below in English.

(128) Hamlet is Se~n tonight.

Even though ‘Hamlet' is an SDP, it is still interpreted as a rol~ here, because it.has been selected as the
complement of'be\It is in subject positioQ because it has raised to satisfy the EPP feature of T.

The strongly symmetrical equatives such as (129) also have an account in this system.

(129) Cicero is Tully.

Weargue 出at there are two possible derivations for this sentence. Under the first~ 'Tully' is the comple
ment of 'be' and gives rise to the derived property ‘ the property of referring to Tully". This property is then
predicated st时ghtforwardlyof the SDP ‘Cicero' which raises to satisfy the E~P prope此Y ofT. The 0也er

derivation involves 'Cicero' being selected as the complement of 'be' , giving rise to the ,derived property
咄e property of referring to Cicero'\'Cicero' is then raised to satis句r ~he EPP feature of T. Thus, in either
casethere is always a predicationaI asymmetry, depending on whether the speaker wishes to convey new
infonnation about the name 'T~lly' or aboutthe name '.Cicero'. We ~eIieve that the asymmetry ofpredica呻

tion is difficult to detect in thesentence apove because o(the subtlety of the difft?rence in interpretation and
because both readings are actually possible because of inversion.

There are thus two crucial differences between English and Scottish Gaelic: (i} in Scottish Gaelic the
copula really is the Pred , head, and is constraine~ to combining with only property d.enoting projections, and
(ii) the EPP in English is satisfied only by SOPs, whereas in Scottish Gaelic it is the predicativehead that
must raise (pied-piping extra material in the case of the copula).

Of course，由is account rests on a basic stipulation about the (perhaps unorthodox) meaning given 'to
the verb be in English, anq .the stipulation th~t only SOP~ may raise in Englisll to satisfy the EPP..However,
given that some language-specific stipulation seems to be an irreducible c.onsequence of this data, we believe
that it is a natural one to assume. , The point of this sectio"n has been to show that it is possible to give an
'account of .the English data which eschews the use of an identity predicational functional head.

6Conclusion

Scottish Gaelic se~ms to show evidence of a numberof strikingly different types of predicational structure,
especially when it comes toriominal predication. We have shown in thi~ paper that all of those construction
types ~ctually conform to one simple syntactic predicational structure, correlated with one set of semantic
relation~hips.Thus, despite the initial appearances of a particularly knotty counterexample ~o the claim that

~7there'is reallyonly one kind ofpredicationalsyntax， Sc∞O侃t位t

hypotl)esis concerning the nature ofp严redi比ca创.tiωi沁O创∞O创n in natu,rallanguage.
In addition, we have examined some classic .cases in the literature of languages which construct identity .

predications in radically different ways: (i) Polish, which uses morphological case in addition to a pronom
ina! augment; (ii) Hebrew, a language in which the pronominal element is either obligatory or optionai; .and

English, which uses neither pronouns not cωemarkingand seems. to offer evidence for a null identifi-
predicate. We have shown that the approach taken for Scottish Gaelic can plausibly be extended

account for these superficially different language systems ~s well. We take this as initial but tanta.li:zing
,ort for the idea that the restrictive hypothesis concerning the syntax and semantics of predication·that

been defending may be on the right track.
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Predication at the Interface1

Abstract

We try to show 也at predication plays ~ greater role in syntax than commonly assumed. Specifically,
we will.argue 也at predication to alarge extent determines both the phrase structure , of clauses and
trigger· syntactic processes 白at take place in clauses. If we are on the right path, this implies that
syntax is basically semantically driven, given that predication is semantically construed.

1 (Introduction

We will start out with a recent Chomskyan idea, namely the assumptio~ that the subject re
quirementor EPP triggers generalized movement to. specifierpositions (Chomsky 2000,
2001). Thus, in Chomsky's newest version of the Minimalist checking theory all core func
tional projections' in the. structure of a clause have headscop.taihing EPP-features, which then
are··the features that drive movement to the respective specifier positions, cf. (1).

(1) /\
Spec

f\
H

<:EPP-F>. /\
Spec

、
飞
飞

>

/IF

尸
E
U
帽

]'p

piE<

N.otice that Chomsky construes the 'EPP-features as uninterpretable featUres that haveno se
mantic import,i~e. the EPP-features are just abstract lingujstic properties that trigger syntactic .
processes. However, uninterpretable features and checking theory generallyhave been criti-

~:~~ized， in paIt:icular by Roberts & R~ussou(1999)~ Among other things, Roberts and Roussou
i~~gue that checking theory "requires the introductionof featur~s whose .sole purpose is , to be
~~~el~ted"， so th创 these features "arereally only diacritics for movement" Cop. cit.: '5). Roberts
~d Roussou' do not· find this sa,tisfactory, especially. not in a minimalist theory.Therefore,
~e..ycall for a non-checking theory that contains.onl)! interpretable' occurrences of features. In
:二~imilarvein, .Chomsky seems to c出t some doubt on his own notion of EPP-feature. Thus, he

J寻~ys 由at an EPP-feature is "an apparent imperfection, which we hope to show ‘ isnot real by
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appe~l to desigJ;l specifications [....]"(~homsky 2001: 40-41).. In otherwords, he'seems to sug
gest that EPP-features· are non~primitive and that they shouldbe r~ducedt~ more fundamental
conditions.

What we will tryto do in this paper, is to show that theEPP-featuresare. , not real'by
reducing them to·the requirement th.~t a propositional function, i.e ,. a predicate, must be·satu
rated. In that way, we seek to reconstrue the effects of Chomsky's "EPP-features It in terms of
s~mantic saturation, Le. by reducing their effects to conditions of.the·conceptual-intentional
interface.Of course, the idea of reducing EPPeffects to predication is not new, cf. e.g. Roth
stein (1983), Chomsky (1986), or Heycock (1991). However,. as willhopefully' beconieclear
in what follqws , we will try to give this· interesting idea a new twist.

2 Layere(l predication and propositional skeletons

Thef~rst problem weare facing jsto show how predication. is .able to do thejop that .EPP
features do in Chomsky's analysis, notably to drivemovementtothe v.arions ·specifierposi
tions in the functional domain of the clause. !n other words, we.have to show that predication
is not only restricted to the"canonical subject-predicate relation 'of the·clause, but that it is
relevant at eachphrase structurallayer' of the clause, like Chomsky's EPPγfeatures are.

Luckily, 'arelevantcqnception of predicationis already .ath.and, ~arriely the conc~ption

involved in the 'idea--- exten~ively argued for in'HeycQck-(1991)7thatthephrase structure of
aclaus~ is divided into layers ·of. predica~ion· ，. such. that·ther~is ~.predicationalr~lation e~~

bodied in· eachofthe 'projections that co~stitute thebasic phrase structure of.the clause..This
is depicted ·iil (匀， where the shaded, relati()n between Spec(ifier)and 'H' in· each phra~e struc
tural.layer is understood to 'be a predicational relation.

(2) /

/\

H

Thus, Heycock claims thatthete is a predicational relationship not only in the basic clausal
VP, as usuallyclaimed, butin , the IP layer and CP layer as well. This ~s·depicte~in theNor
wegi~nV2-clauseshown in (匀， where the shading ~ndicates the three .subject-.:predicate. rela
tionships·embodied in the clause, according to Heycock.2

2 Our example sentenceswill mainly be .taken 仕am·Norwegian (our native' language), even· though conclusions
hopefully will turn out to have general application.
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(3)
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'Jon re~ds poems.'

However, whereas Heyc<?ck takes predicational ~elations to be "read off" from syntactic
structure, we will claim - assuming a more pronounced semantically based. analysis 由an·she

does - that predication has a much'more fundamental role to play in r~~甜on to. syntactic
structure. In fact, we will claim thatour approach ~akes it P9ssible to explain why the layered
predicational relation~hips identified by Heycock should ~xist at all.

, To be slightly more specific, we will argue that layersof pre.dicational relations con
stitute the very backQone~fa clause in the sense that, underlying any sentence or clause, there
is a.q ..abstract semantic structure consisting.of independently generated layers of propositional
skeletons.· Furthermore, we argue that movement, as well as insertion, are triggered by a re
quirement that the elements involved in, these propositional skeletons need to be identified (or
made visible).3 In that way, the syntactic、 struct~re of the clause will be, to a considerable de
gree, explaIned by re.ference to tbe structure .of predication.4

The elements inyolved in predication

The second problem we are facing is to try to fi.nd out more precisely what predication is and
try to ideritify the elements involved in predication.5

· Heycock (1991: 14, 42-43), following
Rothstein (19~3)， distinguishes between a semantic and a syntactic t:l0tion of predication.
Gonsider. the followi~g passage from Heycock (1991: 43), where she refers to Rothstein"'s
theory.
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(4) .[...]Rothsteinclaims that subject andpr~dicate are basic ~emantic noti~ns and
that the subject~predicate relation "must be fundamental iri asemantic relation'~-I...].

Far more central to her analysis , how'~ver，' is , the proposal· that there is ~n independe;nt
syntiαctic notion of subject-predicate [...]

The independent syntactic notion of predicati~nmentioned·here ·is also central to Heycock"s
analySis, and ~t is thenotion of predication that· is relevant to her idea of layers of predicati~n.
However,· in our view , a separate (primitive) syntactic notion of predic.ation only'bears a
metapho,rica:l relation to· the corresponding .semantic notion, and us.ed for instance to account
fOf the existence of expletive subjects (a~Rothstein and Heycock do), it strictly speakin'g
amounts to a stipulation· that a syntactic predicate expression musthave a syntactic ·subject.

Therefore, to try to·strengthen the.explanatory.pow~rofthe notion ofpredication, we
wantto reformulate the idea of layers ofpredication in termsbf ge;nuine.seman~icpredication，

so that the. syntactic elements involv~d in predication~ namely the syntactic predicate. expres~
sion and the s·yntactic· subject, are analysedas· thedir~ctexpressions of the semantic elements
involved, i.e. the semanticpredicate and its pre'dication subject. 6

What· are. the basic semanticelements involved'in.p~edic础on? ,"We have already said
that a predicate is;apropositional function. However, we will lJ.oW takeafurtherstep:Speci
fically, wewill f<;lllow Chierchia (1985)a~nd Bo\Vers (1993';2001) inassuming thatpred~cates

aI玩 in the' prototypical c,ases, propositional' functions that ·are. form~d' fromproperty expres
sions by means of a predication operator,· shown in'(5) (inBowers"·1993 notation). ,>

(5.)' <π， <e， p~>

The predication. operator' isa function that takes the property eleme~t·<?t>'andforms~spro

positionalfunction-<e, p>, whic'h intum takes an.entity<e> to forinaproposition<p>~< .Ac

cording to this analysis, then, a property denoting , element q.oes notc9nstituteapredicate、 on

its o.w:n, but can be , turned into one by , means of a' pr~dication operator. I

The p~edication operator constitu~es ， ~he·.keinel ofa cO,mplex' semantic operator s阳c

ture that corresponds to ab~sic propo'sitional skeleton, cf.:'(6).

(6) <P>-
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To incorporate thisconstrual of pr.edication into the' idea of layered predication, vyepropose
that th~re is a hierarchy· of predication operators «π， 5e， P» and <p,<e,p») where the pro~

positional skeleton produced by.the lowest operator,,}s input to the'next lowest operator, and

6 Our approach to the.pre4icational syntax-semantics relationship is 'i~spired by ,Bouchard 、 (1995)， who proposes
a generalprinciple to the 'effect that there is a homomorp.hous relationship ..between syntactic structure '. and
semantic str!Jcture.Tpe present paper develops an application to predication pf this generalprinciple that· was
!!ied out in Afarli & Eide (2000).
I For instance, an attributiveadjective is' analyzed as a property.denoting elementthathas nofbeen turned into a
predjcate (it functions as a modifier), whereas' a predicative adjectiveis analyzed as aproperty denoting element
that has been.turned into a predicate by I)1eans ofa predicationoperator (the predicatemust inturn be sa~ated

to express a propositio时， cf. Eide &··Afarli (1999b: '157二 159). Notice that the idea that a predicate, i.e. a
propositional f t;lnction, is made from a property el~mentby'mearis of an operator, has some preceden~s in th~

philosophy oflanguage, notably Strawson (1974) and Wiggins (1984).
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so on.
8

This. hierarchical "chaining" of predication operators results in a complex structure of
propositional skeletons, as indica~ed in (7).

(7) <p>
/\

/\
<p;<e,p» <p>

/\

/
<p,<e,p»

〈冗，<e，p» <π>

Ip. other words, (7) is a complex structure of layered propositional skel~tons， which is thekind
of object that constitutes thesemantic backbone of a clause according to ourproposal.

4 Evidence: Binary branchi~gphrase structure

Assuming the underlying semantic structure in (7) , the syntactic structure of the clause may
I)~W be seen as·the. structural expression of ~unctional application. For instance, in the most
d~eply.embeddedpropositional skeleton in (7), the predication operator first takes the prop
~~y element and builds a propositional functi9n element, corresponding to· an inte~ediate

p~rase consistingof "ahead and its complement. This is shown in (8). _

(8) <e,p>
/\

<π，<e，p» <冗>

<=>
H'
/\

H XP

Next, the propositional function displayed as the intermediate phrase takes an entity element,
corresponding toa , speci(ier, and yiel<;ls a propositional , element, 'corresponding to the maxi
mal phrase. This is shown in (9).

This process can be repeated to yield a·structure like (10) (where the only semantic elements
shown are the'two predication operators corresponding to the two syntactic heads).

HP
/\<=>

<p>
/\

(9)

that the lowest predication operator takes a property element «1t» as input, w~ere(U♀ higher predication
(typically) takea propositional element «p» ~ input.
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(10) HP

/\
H

〈π，<e，p»

It can now be seen how an operator structure like (7) constitutes a semanticb:ackbone fOf the
syntactic representation of a clause like e.g. (3). Moreover, the basic phrase. structure ,of the
clause is now explained as the direct expression.of the functionalorganizatioJj of theseniantic
elements involved in the operator structure. In particular, observe'thatfunctional application
induces binarybran~hing， ~hich ·isotherwise motivated ·op. iJ)dependent grounds (Kayne
1984: 应-XN). Therefore,. on the analysisproposed here, binary branching phra~e structure
must.be...seen as a syntactic. .effectofpredication, and tothe e~teIit that biriary'bra.I1ching is
independe.ntly motivated, its existence.may be taken assupp·ort. for the predication-based ex二

planationpurstJed ·h~re.

To end this section, notice'that anoperator structurelik~~(7)isaveryfu<iimentary.se
mantic structure. However,. a"full" syntactic or syntactico-semantic structureof a clause is
construed' after an operator structure .is identifiedby (grammatical orlexic~l)elements from
themental :lexicon; .which. comewith their own inherent mO.rpho~syntactico-semanticproper
ties, which then enrich theoperator structure by adding syntactico-semantic stIbst~nce to it.In
otherwords, theelemerltsfrom the lexiconsimultaneouslyidentifyand enrich. the elementsof
the underlying operator structure.This view .of the syntactico-seJ.?lantic·composition· of'the
clause will become particularly important in section 7 ,w4ere the. idea that rudimentary opera
tor structures are a type of "pro forma" structures isexploited to , give asemantically based
e~planation of the subject requirement (EPP).

5 Evidence: The exist~nce.ofpredication parti~les

qne small, but quite striking piece of evidence.that clausalstructures are the dir~ctexpression

ofunderlyingoperator structures like (份， and in particular that predication ismediated by a
predicationoperator~ comes from the existence 'of predication particles in non-verbal secqn
dary predication. To ourknowledge, this point was first made inB9wers. (1993: 596-'597) to
explain the occurrence of the particle .as inc~rtain small clause complements in English.

To' illustrate~ considerexamples like the fqllowing. from Norwegia~， discussed in Eide
(1998) and Eide &. Afarli (I999a, b).

(11) a. Jon vurderer [tiltaket*(som) feilslatt]
Jo~ consider enteipri~e":"the asunsuccessful
'Jon considers the enterprise unsuccessful.'

b. Skjebnen gjorde [Per *(tiI) taxisjaf¢r]
destiny-the made Per to taxi-driver
'Destiny made Per·a taxi driver.'

The bracketed small clauses in (11) contain an obligatory predication particle, som 'as' ,in ,

(lla) and til 'to' in (lib). Thepresenceof' such aparti~le. strongly indicates th~t there"is more
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to predicati<?n than the ~two elements assumed traditionally, i.e. .the prop~rty phrase and its
subj¢ct. On the analysis proposed here, the third element identified by the predication p红ticle 
is the predic(ition 'operator of a propositional skeleton like (6). -Por ins~ance ， the small clause
p~ of (Ila) identifies t~e operator structu~e in, (12), which' corresponds to the syntactic repre
sentation in (13)

(12) <p>
/\

tiltaket /. f \

<冗，<e，p» <冗>

som feilslatt

(13) '"PrP
/\

tiltaket /\
Pr 、 AP

som feilslatt ,
/

The labe~ Pr used in (13) is proposed in Bowers (1993: 595), where it stands for "Predica
tion",.j.e. tbe syntactic category'corresponding to the predication operator. We adopt Bowers/
gener~ understanding of this category here, a1tho~gh we' do not adopt every detail' of his
analysis'of clause structure, as made clear in footnote 12·below.9

Anothe~ possibility for the identification of the predication operator i~ a propositional
skeletop. like (6) seems t<;rbe by means 'of the c-opula , (cf. Eide 1998, Eide & Afarli 1999~， b).
We assume th·~tthe copula is.'a light verb belonging to the category Pr. lO Thus, we .claim th.at
(14) .， iS ，;.~possible syntactic representations .corresponding to the basic operator structure
(functional projections above PrP are.not shown).

(14) ... TPrP tiltaket 岛I [Pr er] [AP feilslatt]]]
enterprise-the i.s unsuccess如l

, To cOQ.cl~de this section, the small·clause complements in (11) and the copula case in (14)
c~nstitute strong evidence that there is ~ third element involved iIi predication, which on our
analysis corresponds to the predication operator. Thus, the data presented 4ere provide further
evidence for the existence of the underlying 9perator structure.

6 Evidence: 'The two-layered structure of the verb phrase

As pointed out above, the construal of a predicate from a property element bymeans of a
predication operator implies that two "terminal" semantic elements are required to co~stitute a
predicate,.narnely , the operator element and the property (or content) element. Consequently,

9 See Eide (1998) and Eide &λfarli (1999a, b) fOf fu~ther discussion of predication particles in Norwegian. Also
see BaiIyn (1995) on 出e predication particle kak in Russian and Flaate (1998) 'on the predication particle ills in
German. Notice that ~he predication operator of small clauses is phonetically realized by a predication p缸ticle

only in ce口ain c~cumstances; in Norwegian roughly in cases where its property element is identified 'by a
nomi~al phrase or where the small claus , is embedded, under certain verbs. In other cases, the operator is not
~irectly identified 也y insertion (or movement), even though it is part of the underlying , representation, see Bide &
生farIi (1999b) for discussion.
1VNotice that Bowers (1993) does not co'unt the copula as an instantiation ofPr.
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onour analysis, it is expected 出at both these ·elements 'have a coηelate in the ~tructure ofany
clause' expressing ,il proposition.As we, havealreadyseen, there are in principle t~o ways of
identifying the tW9' "terminal"" semantic elements , thatconstitute 'the predicate.'The' first possi
bility is that they' are identified by insertion of separate items, as' seen with predication parti
cles , and property飞phrases. The other possibility. is identification 1?Y movement, as seen with
verb , movement in (匀"where th~ verb first identifies the lowerpredication operator by inser
tion and then identifies thetwo higher predication.operators bymovement.

Intuitively, .a mainverb typically plays a , 'double role. It s~ems to bring aboutthe
predic~tion， but it also ,hasa lexical content' of its o\\,n. Therefor~ ， we would , like , to propose,
following Bowers (1993: 599~600) ， that a main v~rb .first identifies the property element by' .
insertion, and that 'it is , then obligatorily raised to. identify the operator ele~ent，.Thus， in ,the
case' of , ordinary main verbs, the double role played , by theverb is that it first identifies the
property <π> , and then , raises to identify' the predicationoperator <π，<e，p>>.Thiscorrectly
implies that a .main verb can , either be understood as .denotinga' property or as denotinga

-proposition~l function. It also implies that the old style VP, e.g. as us~d in -(匀， is now divided
into a PrP , anq a compl~ment' (new style)VP.

To illustrate~ consider (15), which has the semantic structure :In (16) and the corre
sponding' syntactic structure in (17) 0 It

(15) JonIer.
'Jon laughs.'

(16) <5=P>
/\

黯

Jon /\
<π，<e，p» <冗>

leri ti

(17) PrP
/\

Jon /\
Pr VP
/\... ti .
V Pr

leri

Notic'e that the analysis of verb , phrases with transitive' verbs is slightlymorecomplex, cf.
(18.).12

llWe are not concerned with the', technicalities 'of identification , in this paper, but for expository reasonsone
could adopt the mechanics of incoψoration 'suggested inRizzi & Robe~ts (1996: '106). In our terms th.at would
amount to a suggestion that the element to be identified, is subcategorized for an item that· identifies 扰， i.e. that
!~e element to be identified specifiesa slot for the identifier.
2The .analysis of the verb ·phrasegiven here 'is different 企om theanalysis given ,in Eide &λfarli (1999b) in

important r,espects. There it was proposed that 由e op~rator and the', property eleme~t'arechunked together in'one
syntacticprojection in the case of m~in' verbs~ Here we adopt' ·an analysis that , is more similar ωthe one
originally proposed in Bowers (1993). However, there ~s still one i~portant difference as regrads the analy~is of
transitive verb phras~s. Whereas B.owersanalyzes 'the directobject as the specifier of VP, itis analyzed asthy
complementof VP here, cf. (18b). The latter an~l1ysis is argued for in Eide &λfarli (1999b: 171-176)and we
still see that argum~nt as valid'. We take this opportunity to rectify a term~hological inadvertence in Bide &λfarli
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(18) a. Jon les dikt.
'Jon reads poems.'

b二 ...[PrpJon [Pr' lesi +Pr [vp ti dikt ]]]
Jon . reads poems

Here the verb phrase les dikt 'reads poetry' identifies a , complex property. Thus, in this in
stance the property element <1t> of'the operator structure has the internal composition shown
in (19) (it must be ,compatible w~th the lexical-conceptual properties of the transitive verb),
and the ope~ator structur~ underlying (18) is (20).

(19) ... [<1t><e，冗.> [<e> 刀，

(20) …[<p><e> I<e，p><'冗，<e，p» [<π><e ，7t> [<e> ]]]]
Jon ' les i t i dikt
Jon reads poems

1;0 conclude, an important ,effect of predication is the division of the verb phrase into a predi
cational 'part proper and a property or content p征t， corresponding to PrP and ~， respectively.
This ~sin acc ,ordance with th~ independently motivated claimS of several linguists , during'the
last ten years ~o ~he effect that the , verb' phrase should be divided into an abstract "lighf' verb
但ld the maip verb, see 'e.g. Hale ,& Keyser (1993), Kratzer (1993), Harley (199~)， Chomsky
(1995功， Collins (1997). Although terminology and particular analyses. vary, we take it that
tl)e general tJIrust of these analyses supports the present ,analysis of the verb phrase into a PrP,

part and a VP-part.'Accordingly, we will from now on use the structure CP-IP…·PrP-VP in our
exposition of basicclause structure.

Given a C，P~IP-PrP-VP structure, in main clauses in a V2-language like e.g. Norwe
gian, V raises firstfrom. V to' Pr, and further-from Pr to I , and from I.to C, the successive
move~ent operations being triggered by the requirement that the predication. operators be
identified. , Thus, in , aV2 claus'e the'same verb identifies (at least) three predication operators.13
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7 Evidence: 'Theexistence of the'subject'requirement

Perhaps the strongest ev:idencefor the existence'of an underlying ， op~rator structure is that it
facilitates 'an explanation of the subject requirement. In this section, we will :try to explain
how.

Notic~ first that Rothstein's and Heycock's main motivation for adopting a purely
syntactic notion of predication that is independent'of Theta呻role assignment is the existence'of
expletive subjects' (Heycock 1991: 32), as e.g. exemplified in the Norwegian presentational
construction in (21).

172): the appeal to 白e Left Branch C;onstraint should preferably be replaced by an appeal to Kayne
165 在~) Of t~ a generalized version of the Subject Condition.

If C in declarative main clauses contains a predication operator, non帽V2-languages pose an obvious problem,
tha~ they have an empty C. Gene~al坊， the precise principles that govern identification are not investigated

in t!tis paper, bur W~ , have-seen that although id~ntificatio·n by insertion or movement certainly is the general
tend~ncy， there'·are special cωes where an element of the underlying operator structure is not directly identified.

analysis of identification of C. in V2- vs. non-V2-languages 'raises the' problem of the role'of
ill. identification. Discussion of- issues concerning 出is particular problem belong to future

but see the brief discussion of parametrization toward the end of section .7.
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(21) Det star gjenferdbak ,mange d~rer

it stand ghosts"behind many doors
'Ghosts stand behind manydoors~ I

Since expletive subjects are semantically empty, they , cannot act ,as the predication' subject
that a predicate "is ab9ut". Hence, the need fora purely syntactic function toexplain the ex
istenceofexpletive subjects according toRothstein 'artd Heycock. ,But now the question is:
Since w,ehave abandoned the' syntacticnotion ofpredication' and substituted it with the se
mantic notion· of a prqpositional function, how is theexistenceof exple~ive subjects ex
plained?

This crucial prbblemwa~ ~iscus~ed in Afarli-& Eide. (2000: 35-37), and therefore we
will norgo fullyinto it here. However, theessential idea propose4 there was that the predica
tion operator should 'be seen as a proposition .building device· thathappens to open' an argU
ment·position,·rather th ':ln adevice thatyields a predicate thatnecessarilypears so'me.kind of
inhe~ent"aboutness-r~l.atio，n" toa subject. Thus, theperspectiveis'sbifted from the'.traditiona1
view that apredicate , asCI也~s someproperty to a subject, tO , a view whereby theformation of
a predicate iS , 'seen as a n,ecessarystep in order to form a proposition,. One"important conse
ql:1ence of ,this shift, we claim, isthat a proposition~lfunction does not require at~ferential

subJect. Thepredication operator and its propositiona1 , function , have performed their semantic
task ofbuilding a Rroposition wh~n their. a~sociated:~ntify element is identified bya'morph。一

‘syntactic item,. whether or riot that' item is 'also enriched bysemantic:Th~ta-role substance, as
it were. 'Thus" the possibi~ity ， that. there.. should' , exist a 'subst~tive Theta-relation ,between the
subject and its predicate i,snotessential for predication, butshould ~3:ther be seen as an: extra. 14

In other Words, a clause with anexpletive ,subject isexplainedintenns of (semantic) predica
tion just as well· as· clauses with .referential Theta-subjects are.

One: could object against this , analysis tQ~t th~ entityelementcorrespondingtothe
subjectcouldnorpossibly be , semantically empty' (as it apparently' wouldhave tO'be inthos已

cases 'where it is instantiatedbyan expletive subject), since that is at odds' with.the wayth~

~otionofan entity element is us~din semantictypetheory. However, recall·from theendof
section 4 thatthe (uninstantiated) operator structure .isatype , of "pro form~" ,structure, i.e. a
structure "provided'in advance to prescribe form"" apcording toone'of the.'definitions of "pro
forma" given in th

14This' 'is quitestrikingly indicated by certain homophonous verb pairs whereone member of. the pair is an
impersonal pr~sentational verb that· does not assign any external role, whereas the. 'other I Inember is an ordinary
位anstive-~ausative verb that assigns an external role. This is 出e ，caSe with for -instance rulle 'roll' in Norwegian.
Thus', (i) isambiguous between'interpreting dei 'it' as a referential personalpronounor as anexpletive pronoun,
the expletive subject det being homonymous with the corresponding referential personal pronoun~
(i) ,'Det rulla ein stein nedoyei bakkeil

it rolled a stone down slope-the
(a) 'It (e.g. the child)rolled a stone down theslope:'
(b) 'There rolled a stone do~n the slope..~

11teoperator structur.e andsyntactic structure corresponding to these tw~· interpretations.are identical, except that
the subject is enriched by anexternal Theta role in (ia), butnot in (ib), leaving an expletive subject in th~ latter
case.
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interpretation in relation to the rudimentary operator structure, which only indicates a proto
typical interpretation.

Now，缸1 important aspect of the predicational analysis of the subject'requirement (not
discussed in Afarli & Eide 2000), is the assumption that predication does not license a subject
in the sense that tQe entify element that saturates the propositional. function is SU:，庐cient for
providipg a ,syntactic subject. We will rather claim'that predicatio~， triggers the requirement
that.the clause mu~t have.a subject. It depends on additionallanguage specific principles how
or.whether a required subject'is actually licensed. So, what licenses subjects? Here we take a
fairly traditional view (that mightneed refinements): Subjects are licensed by Theta-role (T)
and/or (abstract) Case (K). An external Theta-role is assigned to <Spec, PrP>, depending on
the verb raised toPr, and Case is assigned to <Spec, JP>, depending on the fin.ite nature of 1. 15

Thus, we propose that the existence of subjects is a· result of the interplay between the re
quirements of the , operator structure and the relevant morpho-~yntactico-semantic principles
qf the given language'.

Motivation for this proposal comes from contrasts like those in (22) vs. (23.), where the
b-versions are English translations of the Norwegia1J. a-versions; the Lls in (23) indicate puta
tive underlying subjects.

(22) , a. Det er fint [at'det regnar]
b. It is nice [that it rains]

(23) , a. *Det er fint lila regne]
~，b. *It is' nice [il to rain]."

(22a,‘ .b) show grammatical' post-adjectival finiteclauses (ii1 brackets) with entity elements
identified by expletive subjects. Here the subject required by the entity elements in the· rele-

• ,vant ~pecifierpositions are licensed by Case. T,o illustrate, consider the 'representation of the
relevant part of{22a), given in (24):

(24)

飞
、
1
·

ltyr--dujpt
D
A
J
I

叮
j

飞
飞
鑫
都
需
町

1

罹
咕
精
拖
拉

M宵

r
E
E
E
L

\
锵
/
-
4
2

:l

p

燃

I

川M

Y
E
-
-
-

黯
诅
嘈

E
A

-
-
I
J

黯

O
b

e
γ
A

VP

The .embe'dded subject det 'it' is only licensed by being assignedCase (the embedded I is fi
nite), 'and therefore the subject is licensed·as an expletive subject.

In contrast, (23a，坊， with non:卢fnite post-adjectival clauses, ·'are ungrammatical. We
suggest that the reason for theungramlnaticality is that the (subject)entity elements provided
by the embedded predication operators fail·to be properly identified, because a subject cannot
be licensed in thesepositions, see (25).

ISJt is not require<;l that the licensing Theta-role is actually ,assigned by the verb raised tO , Pr, ·cr. struchIres of the
~pe det er bra [PRO; abli sett til 'it is gO,od to be seen', where PRO's Theta-I由 is assigned by the participle.
Still; PRO thematically identifies the entity :element in the subject position.
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(25)

[-K]

a

That -is,. the entity elements provided by the operators trigger the subject requirement, but·the
actuallicensing of a subject cannot be accomplished Binceneither Case nor ,Theta-role is as~

signed. Hence'the ungramniaticality. l~

As'f~ras.we know, ·the analysis suggested aboveprovidesun'derpinnings for the sub
ject requirementlEPP， thatpteviousanalyse~have/failed to do. , ~ereas previous"analyses
h~ve specified the principles that , license· subjects,· in~luding.expletive subjects , it·seems to. us
that they have failed to explain .why , there should·be a subject··requirement ~n the , first·place.
What the assumption of the pnderlying operator structuredoe$, is precisely to explain just
tha~， namely why ,there is a subject requirement in the first place. .We consider this an impor
tant independent motivation for the operator structure. Thus, even thoughsubjectsmay be
licensed by different principles in 4~fferent lan'guages, the subject requirement itself"a11,d there
fore the existence of 'Subjects, notably the ex~stence of expletive' subjects, is· derived from the
semantic notion of predication on our analysis.

Notice' that the analysis proposed. here does not e,xclude thepossi1?ility'of , expletive
null-subjects in languages like Icelandic and German,. which couldotherwise be seen as a
problem (alsocf.Heycock 1991: 50-57). Consider the , German example in (26) (from'Safir
1985).

(26) a. Er sagte [dass getanzt wurde]
he said , that danced was

I b. *Er sagte [dass es , getanzt wurde]
he said that it danced was

According to our analysis, it is not possible to assume that the complementof the 气comple

mentizer in (2.6a) is a bare verb phrase. In 'fact, onour analysis theembedded clause in (26a)
contains·t~o predication operators (corresponding to Pr and I), and therefore the embedded

16 Notice that the expletive subject in (22a)/(24) is inserted in <Spec, PrP> first, identifying the entity element
there. , Then ··it is raised .to<Spec, IP>, identi句ring the' next entity , element. This· raising -is , forced 'since'. the
expletive subject cannot be 'licensed in <Spec, PrP>, beirigdevoid of'a Theta-role. However, raising provides
licensing for the <Spec, PrP> subject via the chain to ~eJice邱ed raisedsubject in<Spec, IP>. (Independent
motivation for the assumption that expletive subjects 'are not directly generated in IP, but lower down in the basic
nexus is given in A.farli & Eide 2000: , 40~45.) Similar reasoning' explains the contrast between (i) and' (ii)~

(=(23a)).
(i) Det begynte a regne.

it 'began to rain
(ii) . *Det er fint a regne.

It is nice to'rain
In the raising structure (i), the ~xpletive subject of thematrix verb is raised from ~e embedded subject position,
thus identifying the entityelements corresponding to both the rna位ix， and embedded s1J.bject. On the other hωd， a

similar raising is-not possible_ in (ii),'since the post-adjectiyal clause is not in 出e complement position (cf. ·At:缸Ii
& Lutnres 2001).Therefore, since the embedded subject is notidentified, the clause is ungr~mmat~caL
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clause also contains corresponding entity elements that must be identified. (Safir - within his
framework·...:. reaches a similar conclusion, namely that embedded clauses like the one in the
grammatical (26a) contains a covert subject position.)

However,. thematic identification of the entity elements thatexist in the embedded
clause o.f' (26a) js of course impossible since the external Theta-role is suppressed, getanzt
being apassive verb. Also, as indicated'in (26坊， the relevant entity elements in <Spec, PrP>
and <Spec, IP> are apparently notphonologically identified, as indicated by the exclusion of
an overt expletive subject. Ther~fore ， according to our analysis, it seems 也就 (26a) should
have been ungrammatical for the same reasonas e.g. (23a,. b) are.

Interestingly, Safirnotices that a sentence corresponding to (26a) with a non-finite
complement clause~ is in fact not grammatical, as expected" see (27).

(27) , *Es istmδglich， [getanzt zu werden]
it is possible danced to be

Safir explains this difference byassuming that there exists in German an expletive pronoun
that is not phonologically realized, but that ~evertheless must be assigned Nominative Case.
He proposes the parameterized principle given in (28).

(28) Nom Case 'must be phonetically re~ized where itis assigned.

8 Evide~ce: The existe~ceof '~outer" expletives

Consider now the <Spec, CP> p~sition. According to our'analysis, 'C i~ headed'by a predica
tion operator, at least in main clauses of the V2-iype. 18 That meflns that the relation between C'
and <Spec, CP> is a predicationaI rel '1-tion. , This is also what Heycock claims, and it is hinted
at in Rizzi (1997: , 286), where , it is suggested th'at there is akind' of higher predication "within
the Comp system'\

In declarative main clauses, ~ topicalized co~stituent "identifies the' entity element in
<Spec, CP>:'Now, one'might imagine that topicalization i~ triggered only for semantic-prag
matic reasons, i.e. to provide a given sentence with a topic. However, if the pr~dicational

17 An obvious topic for future' rese~ch is to investigate to what extent the detailed analyses of subject licensing
!~und in works like Rizzi (1986) or Vikner (1995) can be integrated in the approach pursued here.
叩 As for embedded adverbial ~nd nominal 'clauses introduced by a complementizer, we assume that the
complementizer identi句， a n'on-predicational operator. The same inight be the case w"ith main clauses of the Vl
type..
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~nalysis is on the right track, topicalization i~ b~sicallytriggered for "formal" reasons, l1ame1y
by the tequirement that theentityelement in <Spec,·CP> be identifi~d(even though the.. re
suIting structure gets a particular' semantic-pragmatic irit~rpretation in theenq).

Now, the· testcase for thehypothesis that the Camp system contain~.apredication op
erator and· a· correspondirigentity element, is.· whether expletive elements are ever ~ituatedin
<Spec; CP>. Sinceanexpletive pronoun , cannotact ，~a topic (in a semantic-pragmatic sense),
the occurrence of anexpletive pronoun in <Spec; CP> suggests that.thereismore to thisposi
tion thariprovidinganoptional landing 'site for phrases that are selected as topics for seman
tic-pragmatic reasons. ',On our analysis, this ,",moreH is ,proyidedby the entity element of the
predication operator in the ~P-Iayer， which must be identified, just like entityelements' pro-I
videdby thelower predicationoperatorsin IP and PrP.

The occurrence of expletivepronouns -in <Spec, CP> is in fact very common. For in
stance, subject expletives areoften raised to<Spec, CP>, e.g. inan"'example like (21), result
ing in a partjal structure.like (29).

飞 (29) CP
/\

C

Also, it is awell-known fact thatcertain languages like German, Icel~ndicand Yiddishallow
expletive pronouns 'to be directly generatedin <Spec, CP>, cf. (30)-(31) (data from Vikner
1995).

(30) a. Es ist einJunge.gekommen
there is a boy' come

b. fia> hefuf komi> strakur
there has' come .boy

C.' Es iz gekumen a yin'gl
there' is .come a boy

(Gerinan)

(Icelandic)

(Yiddish)

(31) a.Gestem ist (*es) ein Junge gekorpnien (Ge~an)

yesterday. , is there aboy come
b..I grer hefur (*fla» komi> strakur (Icelandic)

yesterday has there comeboy
c.Nekhtn , iz (*es) gekumen a yingl (Yiddish)

yesterday is there come'a boy

Structure of (30a):

(32)

ein·'Junge gekommen

The fact ,.that expletives may be· moved to or inserted in <Spec, CP>, as just illustrated,
clearly supports the thesis that there is a predicational C~-layer， as \'Ale have been propsing.
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One mig~t wo~der why only subjects, i.e. nominal'phrases, are.allowed in the specifier
posi~ions ,of the PrPIIP:..syste~，础ereas virtually -any type of phrasal constituent is allowed in
the specifierposition of CP. To explain this, we will take our cue froni-Rizzi (1997: 286)
where it is proposed that the predicational natu~e of the CP-system is due to. (1 Topic-feature.
Exploiting that idea, we suggest that C contains a Top .property, so that CP is the co-projec
tion of C and Top (Bra;ndp.er 2001). Furthennore, we m♀sume 出at Top in C licenses the ele
ment that is moved to <Spec, CP> to identify the entity element. Thus, Top assigns a licens
ing property L.in a·parallel fashion to the way that tense in I assigns the licensing property
Case. However啻 whereas Agr in I requires that the <Spec, IP> is. nominal~ no such requ旧1垃i让让re

men旧t a句pplie臼s tωo <Spec, CP>. Therefore, any phrasal category can identify the entity element
of CP, i.e. any cate"gory can be topicaIized.

We conclude that our claim concerning the predicatiqn3:1 nature of the CPhas been
suppOI1ed~ In other words~ the existence of "outer" expletives, which are either moved to or
inserted in <Spec, CP>, provide ye~ a kind of-'syntactic effect of predication that in tum sup
ports the thesis that the clause consists of layers of predicational relations.

9 The thematic properties of the subject and the predicator

Now, consider again the subject-predicate , relation, cf. section 7. As pointed out by numerous
authors,. the 'existence of" a" subject-predicate ~elation is in p征t independent of thematic
saturation;. hence, predication ~s indep~ndent of the thematic properties of the subject and the
prf?dic~te， respectively. We want to address and refin~ this claim in the following sections.

First of'all, , the possible , combinatioris :of thematicvs. non-them..atic properties of the
subject and the predicator couldbe displayed in.a table like ,the following, where the relevant
thematic prop~rty of the predicator is t~at of assigning an external theta-role:

(33)

•. Thematic' subject Non-thematic subject

;

Themati~ predicator "Substantive predication" 、Non-existent

‘ 、

‘ A

Non-thematic predicator "Substantive predication" "Pseudo-predication"

Note that the term predicator is taken here to designate an item which is inserted. in or moved
to a head position containing a predication operator, e.g. Pro, f or Co. The combi~ation.of a
tQematic predicator .with a thematic subject gives rise to a substantive predication relation
which simultaneously is a thematic relation, exemplified'by (34 a). The combination of a non
thematiG predicator with a thematic subjec~ amounts to a raising co'nstruction~ where the
thematic subject is assigned a theta-role at some point in the derivation prior to its raising into
the subject position of ~he non-thematic predicator (cf. 34 b). Even this combination, though,
gives rise to whatwe refer to as a· substantive predication relation. Next, a predicator which
obligatorily assings an. external theta-role demands a thematic subject, hence the combination

.of a thematic predicator with a non-thematic subject is ungrammatical. And finally, the
combination of a non-thematic predicator with a non-Jhematic subject may be exemplified by
a construction like (34 c) or a weather-construction as in (34 d).
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(34) a. N<?rdmenn spiser~ye poteter.
'Norwegians eat a lot ~f potatoes.'

b. Nordmennser ut tilA spisemye poteter.
'Norwegians seemto eat a lot ofpbtatoes;'

c. Defs'er'ut til·at Nordmenri spiser mye poteter.
'It seems that Norwegiaris eat a lot of potatoes.'

d. pet regner.
'It rains.'

The' sentences··in (34·c) and (34 d).exemplify what.~e want to duba·"pseudo-.predication,"•

.This relation is a predication relationby virtue of its· instantiatingand identifying·a· saturated
predication operator structure in the systemoutlined here. Ho~ever， 'Ye recongnize the pos
sible objections to the claim that this is , an instantiation -of"predication proper" ,. as pointed. out
bynumerous authors and exe1.l1plified h~re byFukui.·(1986}:

It, cart hardly be claimed..that there is·a predicational relation inany n'ormal·iIituitive
sense involved between these pleonastic elements' and the predicate phrase.

We meet thes.e objectionsby referring to therelevantrelation as "pseudo-predicatioh~'. Thus, a
pseudo-predication ensues whenever the entity ele~entiequired tosaturate ·the'predication
operator is identified by··an·expl~tive su均已ct.， i.e. whenever·it doesnot "encode an;" "~bout~es .s

relation". 'On the ·otherhand,·a·thematic. subjectgivesr.ise ·to·a.substantive 'predication relation
(an "aboutriess-relation 勺， regardlessof the thematicpropertiesof thepr~dicator.

Inwhat follows , wewill focus on predicati6niil raising constructions, i.e. the relation
betweena rai~ed thematic subject and what is conceived as飞 a non-thematic predicator:

10 . Raising constructions andsubject scope

It is"well knownthat raising constructions employinga raised th'ematicsubject giverise to
stopal , ambiguity w.r.t. the·" relative scopeof the subject and the matrix predicate, cf. the..t~o
possible readings ·of· (35):

(35) Nobody seems to' have left.
I. ,There is noperson xsuch that x. seems to have left.
ll. .It seems that' no person x has left.

This ambiguity ·arises in rai~ing constructions with a ~aised thematic subject only, as the
corresponding constructions with.expletive subjects give rise toa non-ambiguouswide-scope
rea~ing .of thematrix predic况e:

(36) It seems that nopody has left.

Furthermore, .it has often.' been ,claimed that subject-scope· ambiguities.do. not arise. in. control
structures, i.e. constructions where the 'matrix predicateoblig~torilyassignsan exte~~l theta
role. This 'claim is illustrated with examples'lik~ the followin-g (Hoinstein 1998:109): 19

(37) .a. Someone seems to be reviewing everY'report.
b. Someone hoped to.reviewevery report.

19 Hornstein ascribes these observations to Burzio (1986).
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H<?mstein claim~ that whereas (37 a} is ambiguo~s··w.r.t.. the relative scop~ of someone and
eveη report， (37 b) requires .$omeone to scope over every report. However, Horstein admits
(p.c.) that there exists a range of control structures'where we find scopal ambiguities between
the quantified phrω~S some and every, just like in raising constructioris. Cf.for instance the
following data:

(38) a. Someone tried to review every report. (some> every/ every> some)
b. Somone decided to review every report. (some> every/ every> some)

That is, these contrQI structures allow for an iIlterpretation where for every report, someone
tried/decided to review it.

Although we object to the claiin that the relative scope between quantified phrases like
some and every is 缸nbiguous in raisi,ng constructions缸ld unambiguous in control structures
(since, as·shown, even control structures give rise to 也is .ambiguity), we recognize. that there
exists a scopal ambiguitybetween'a r~sed thematic sUbject and the matrix predicate in raising
structures which does not exist incontrol structures; cf. the following contrast:

(39) a.Nobo¢ly seems to have left.
b. Nobody triedto leave.

The ~ontrol structUre in (39 b) doe~not allo~ for a reading where the sl.:lbject is .given narrow
s~9pew.r.t. the_matrix verb~ unlike (39 a); cf. (35) above. That is, control structures do not
all.oW· , jfor their subjects to scope under the matrix predicate, whereas· raising .structures allow
for a narrow-scope as well as a wide-scope construal , of the subject w.r.t. the matrix predicate.

11 . Subject scope and thepredicatio~relation

This ,contrast betweencontrol·structures and raising const~ctions has been implemented in a
number of approaches; cf. e.g~ May (1977, 198~)， Bobaljik (1998), Sauerland (1998) a~ong
ma:Q.y others... Ithas been argued by.many authors that the contrast 'between raising structures
andcontrol· structures 'as regards possible subject scope is due to an availability of a lower
positiot:I for the supject at ~F in raisingcon'structions but not i~ control constructions. The
following illustration is adopted ,from ,Wurmbrand (1999):

(40) a. Control b. Raising

只\
~ect 界\

V ISM P又\INF
/\

PRO VP

/\
V

SCOPE: SUBJ > VERB SUBJ > VERB > SUBJ
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Assigning narrow' scope' to the subject in a raising construction is often !€?f~rred to as "lower~

ing", ofthe ·subject.:Now, an -intriguing question is' wp.ether 'or , not "lowering" ofthe subject
affects the (potential) predi~ation J;elation between the subject andthe matrix predicate in any
significant way.

It ~as b~en c~aimed that a wide~scopeversus narrow-scope reading of the subject in
raisipg constructions' correlates with the presence versusabsence of a predicationrelation
between this subject and the matrix' verb, cf. e.g. Zubizarreta (1982), w4o. provides the
followingdata.

(41).· a. Nobody seems to hav~ left but sqmebody seems to haveleft.
b. ('v'x(x does notseem to havel~ft)}but( seems {3x (x·.have left)))

Zubizarreta claims that.(41. a) could be construed asnon~contradictory， e.g'.. on the.interpreta
tionspecifiedin (4lb). The reason for thelack of cOI1tradi~tion， she continues, is that in the
fir~t 'partof ,<41 b}, butcruc.ially, nqt in the second part, seemis predicated ofx.Thatis';:' Zu
bizarre钮's claimis that "l()wering"of the subject corielates'withtheabserice of a predication
relation between the '''lowered'' subject and the matrix predicateseem.

We want to reject this claimhere.' In our approach., a predicate mus~ be saturated by an
entity element inorder to encode. a·proposition. It is impossib~e'toexpress a proposition ·by
any ot~ermeans than by instantiating the predication structure; i.e. one cannot··choose·to leave
the predicate .unsaturated~ as suggested·by Zubizarreta's claims aboye. The predicationstruc
ttiremust be' in'sr~ntiated ， 'and the entity eleme~t. required bythepredic~tionoperator mustbe
identified~ The element is not identified linless itis licensed, either by Case (e.g. expl,etives
and r~isedsubjects) 9rbybeing as~igned a (n~xternal) theta-role{PRO).English, like ~or~

wegi~ri， , dpes n6t'allowfdr':a in.ill-realization·· ofnominative Case, heri.ce the predication sub
jectof seem in thesecond.partof (41 b)couldnotbe a "null expletive". Furthermore, this
subject cannot be·PRO, since'seem is finite'and ~encedoes'notaccept a PRO subject. In addi-
tion, se,em is not. construed ,as assigning an' extern~l ，theta-role. :Thus, there iS'no vocabulary
item.' ~o.identify the' entity 'element requiredby the:predication operator instantiated by' see1rl,
and its subject position cannot·beempty..Accordingly, we reject theclaim that "lowering" of
the subject , correlateswith the absenc~'of a predic~tion relation'between this ~ubject and the
matrix predi9ate seem.

12 , Subject scopeand thematic amb.iguity

Instead, we want to claim that.subject-scope ambiguitiesreside in thematicambiguities. Spe
cifically; we want to propose that there can be no subject-scope ambiguity ,where no them~tic

ambiguity exists.To support this claim, 'we'want to point out that certainraisit;lgverbs, like
e.g. epistemic modals, which ne'ver assign an external theta-role to their subjects, do ~ot give
rise tonon-contradictory readingsof the kind ,observed·with see~ in (4 ~ )above~ Cf. the fol
lowing data, which (according to , my"infor:rnants) are impossible to construe as non二contra

dietory, incontrastto (41) above:

(42) Nobody must have leftbut soip.ebody must have·left.

Now, epistemic modals are always constru~d: as having' scopeover theirsubject (proposition
scope)~ Deontic .modals may be construed (is 's~opihg overtheir su均ect~ (proposition scope)
or under ~heir subjects. In' the latter case,' we get what is referred toas a subject-oriented re
ading (Barbiers 1995, 1999) of the ,m'odaL' We want to claim here that a subject-oriented re
ading of a deonticmodal involves the assigningof 'an external theta-role from the modal to
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the subject, whereas 'a proposition-scope deontic modal, just like an epistemic modal, does not
assigri an external th~ta-role 'to ，也e subject. ··One result. of this thematic ambiguity of deontic
modals is that they give rise to non-contra4ictory readings of constructions like (41) and (42)
above:

(43) Nobody must leav~ but somebody must leave.
(e.g. it is required that nobody leaves but somebody has an obligation to leave)

13 Modals in pseu~ocleftconstructions

Only subject-oriented modals accept a pseudoclefted complement inNorwegian, (cf. 44 'a and
b) whereas proposition.scope modals reject a pseudoclefted.complement, whether the modal
is deontic (cf. 44 c) or epistemic (cf. 44 d):

(44) a.. Det (som) Jon rna, er a vrere arkitekt.
it (that) Jon must, is to be architect
响That Jon must do, is to be an architect.' (subject-oriented deontic modal)

b. Det enestedu skal, er a gjφre leksene.
it only you shall, is to do homewoI忆DEF

'The only thing you will do, isyour homework.' (subject-oriented deonticmodal)

c.*Det en kvinne burde, era bli varneste statsminister.
i~ a woman should, is to become our n'ext prime minister

(Intended: What sp.ould happen is that a woman becomes our next prime mini~ter;

i.e. proposition scope deontic modal.)

d.牛Det(som)Jon rna, er a vrere arkitekt.
it (that) Jon must, is tobe architect

"What Jon.mustbe, is an architect.' (*on an epistemic reading of the modal)

We explain th~se facts by , .assuming that'a narrow-scope reading of .the subject "requires the
overt syntactic access to a subject ·position below.the modal; i.e. the "lowering" position.
When this lower subject'position is elided, as in (44) above, "lowering" becomes impo~sible，

and aproposition scope reading of themodal 'is unavailable.That is, 'we suggest that the pre
copula r~lative clause in (44 a) has a structure like the following:

(45)

Det

Y之\

y旦\

(OPi) . /\

(som) -/\

/\t
o

rna
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If. these assumptionsare correct, we would expect thatprdviding the structurewith 'a lower
subjectposition'within the synta~tic scope. ofthe modal 'ought to give ris~ to propositi.on~

scope readings of the samemodal; i.e. .anarrow-scope reading'of the su均ect. This expectation
is borne out; cf. (46):

(46) a. Det Jonma vrere,.er arkitekt.
it Jon mustbe, is architect
'What Jon"must be ," isan architect.'

b. ?Noe'(som) en kvinne burde bli, er var neste statsminister.
something (that) a woman shouldbe~ome，is our p.extprime minister
'What a woman shouldbecome, isournext primeminister:'

Weassignto the-relative clau~ein(46 a}the structure , in (47):; 七

(47)

。

rna

产飞

只\
CO C'

(OPi) /八\
C IP

(som) /\\

/\VP
f\

;tk .~
/\\

Det

V ti
νcere

In these ·cases, there' exists a subject position <Spec, VP> within' the scope of the mt?dal,
which' is retained within· this structure ，~. iInlik~ in' (45) ab'ove. This .suffices to allow for. the
"lowering" ofthe subject, andthe proposition-scop~reading ofthe modal is available.

14 The thematic ambiguity of seem

Claiming that ~ubject-scope.ambiguity in raising.constructions is due to thematic ambiguity of
the r'aising predicateamounts to claiming that most raising verbs come in tW9 varieties, one
"true" rais,ing version wh~ch does not assign an external theta-role .tothe raised su1?ject, and
another' version which does' assign an , external theta-role to its' subject. Although there exist
"true" raising verbs which do not have a version assigning an external theta-role, e.g.' epis
temic m<?dals, we claim' that prototypical raisingverbs li~e seen1- and appeαr and their Norwe
gian counterpart se ut til a· have both versions: Th~se assumptions are supported by'data like
the' following from Chomsky (1995b) ,. wtIere the PRO subject is said to display a "qriasi~

agentive" reading:

(48) PRO to appear (/seem) to be intelligent isharder than one might think.
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Raising verbs with no theta-assigning version, like epistemic modals, are ungrammatical in
this construction (cf. alsoVikner 1988):

(49) */??PRO a matte vrere morderen er vanskelig a holde ut.
to must剧Fbe the killer is difficult to cope with
'To haveto.be the killer is hard to cope with.' (* epistemic readin'g)

There. seems to exista semantic difference between the two versions of seem, such that the
theta-assigning version requires·direct visual access to the subject by the speaker, whereas the
non-thematic version doesnot. To exemplify, take the sentence in (50).

(50) John seems to be sick.

This sentence has two distinct interpretations, one where the speaker has direct visual acces~

to John and decides that John is showing signs of sickness, and anothe~ meaning the same as
it seems that John is sick, which could be uttered as an explanationwhy John is not in class.
That is, the interpretation where the subject John is. given narrow scope w.r.t. seem does not
r~quirethe speaker to'have direct v~sual access to John.

Iilterestirigly, only the theta-assigning version,. i.e. the "direct visual acces~" version
acceptsa pseudoclefted complement in Norwegian, cf. (51):

(51) Det Jon ser ut t泣， er a vrere sykl*borte.
it Jon sees out tq, is tobe sick/*gone
'What.John seems tobe, is sick/gone:

Recall'from the preyious subsection that proposition-scope modals (deontic or epistemic) .re
ject a pseudo-clefted complement, wh~~eas subje~t-oriented modals, which ·seemingly assign

claim that the "direct .visual access" -reading of seemlse ut til involves the assigning of an
external theta role to the , subject, whereas the proposition scope reading of seem, involving a
narrow-scope subject, does not assign an external theta帽role. This thematic ambiguity of seem
is responsible for the subject-scope ambiguity observed with this raising verb, such that the
thematicversion gives wide scope to th~ ~ubject， whereas , the non-thematic version gives rise
to a narrow Scope reading of- the subject."'1

15 Subject "Iowering"and the p~edicationrelation

As shown in the previous subsections, there are indications t~at what has become , known as
"lowering" of. the subject in raising constructions in fact amounts to an actuallowering of this
subject. I.e. , this procedure is dependent on ove~ syntactic access to a subject-position within
the syntactic scope of the raising verb, e.g. the modal. When this lower' subject position is
elided, for instance when the complement of themodal is pseudoclefted~ subje~t "lowering" is
impossible, and a proposition scope reading of the modal (or raisingverb) is unavailable.

20ηIe theta-role 部signed to the modal on the subject唰oriented reading is sometimes , referred to as an adju.nct
theta-role (e.g. Zubizarreta 1982, 1987 and Roberts 1985, 1993), an additional theta-role (Vikner 1988,
!hrainsson and Vikner 1995), or a secondary 也eta-role (Picallo 1990).
"-.l We should mention here that we adhere to the ωsumptions in En~1991) that what is known 'as wide幅scope

versus n缸T9w-scope readings of indφ'nites is not encoded in syntactic positions like upper and lower subject
positions. Instead事 these readings reside in a lexicalambiguity of indefinites; cf. also Eide (2001) for a more
detailed discussion of this subject.
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One way of implementing these' facts· is to adopt the recent· theory of A-chains put
forward in' Hornstein (1998, 199~， 2000). Horstein suggests thatA-links, not A-chains, are the
real o'bejcts of interpretation at LF. Thus,'Horstein makes the following·assumption:

(52) At the CI Interface (LF) an A-chainhas oneand only one visible link.

"Lowering'!, Hornstein claims (1998: 10匀， is effected whet} higher links of .an A-chain are
deletedand a .lower link is retained. (52) simply requires that allbut one link delete. It does
not specify which one 'is retained nor does. it favor the deletionof lower li~ks over higher
ones. However, there exist ·restrictions on this "lowering". Onesuch restriction couldbe for
mulated as follows:

(53) a. ·Delete alllinks in the A-chain except one.BUT:
b.The retainedlink mustbeat least as high inthe.structureas the topmost 8-position.

(53 b) accountsfor the fact that obligatory theta-assigners, such as control verbs, do not allow
for their subjects to scope under them.

Now, as shown by this outline, we do not rule .out the .possibility that there 'exists
covert ~ovement -such as "lowering" of a raised thematic subject. However, "lowering" does
not affect. the predicαtion relation between this.subject and thematrix predicate. Specifically,
although the pseudocleft data suggest that propos~tion scope raising verbs such as epistemic
rnq~als (and the proposition scope, non-thematicv,ersionof seem) involve interpreting a non
topmqst link ofthe A-chain, this.operation~oesnotundothepredication relation betweenthe
matr~x verb and the"lowered" subject. To illustrate, takethe sentenc~ in (54).

(54) Jon .rna ha knust vasen.
'Jonrnusthave broken thevase.'

On an episternic reading, the modal does not assign an external" theta-role to the subject. Pseu
doclefting thecomplement of the modal renders the epistemic reading unavailable, cf. (55):

(55) *Det Jon rna, er a ha'knust vasen.
it Jonmust, is'to have brokenvase-DEF
(Intended: 'What Jon must have.·done is broken the vase~ ')

This strongly indicates that the lower subjectposition, i.e.a subject position within the scope
of the modal, is essential to· a proposition scope reading, .including an epistemic' reading, 'of
the_ modal. Assume that overt syntactic. access to the , lowersubject positiot;l is essential· for
subject "lo:wering" to take place because this subject position contains theA-link retained at
LF.However, if this is correct, it cannot be the case· that predication relations are read 'off the
same structures.

Spe~ific.ally， if alllinks but one in an A~chainare.deleted byLF(asclaimed by Hom
stein), and· if the retained link is situated in a subject position below the topmost predicator, as
seems to be happening in the case of subject "lower如g" ， then the topmost predication opera
tor would be unsaturated at the relevant syntactic level (i.e. LF). Cf. thestructure in (56),
which depicts the pre-copula relative' clause of apsedocleft construction':
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(56)

o
mα

只飞

F尺\

(OPi)/\

(叫:/\

~\w
/\
tk· /'\

Det

tj

vcere

Subject "lowering" in this structur~. involves retaining the A-link tk .ip.. <Spec, VP> inStead of
the A-link Jqnk in <Spec, ]J». That is, the link Jonk is deleted by LF. N<?w, if predication re
'lations"~ere read off this LF-structure, th~n the predication operator in.r woul~ be left unsa
turate~; i.e. the entity element required by the predjcation operator Situated in IV would not be
id~ntified; since the subject position <Spec, IP> .is in effect empty at LF.This would not be
allowed by the system outlined above,' sjnc~ a predication operator cannot be unsaturated
when -it 'encodes aproposition;but IIluchmore importantly, it does not capture , our intuitions
about the predication rel3:~ion betweenJonand the modal 1f!,a.No matter the"scopal construal
of the subject, our intuition· is that· there exists a , predication relation, and· furthel1lJ.ore, a· sub
stantive (i.e. "aboutness') predication relation betwee~Jon and rna. T~at is, our intuitions (as
well ~s the.system .outlined , in the present work) 'in~icate that ther~' is a predication-relation
between Jon and themod ,al rna. On the other hand, 'the pseuocleft data suggest that an episte
mic reading of the modal involvesa lowering of thesubject which leaves the subject position
of rna empty at LF叹 There are several possible solutions to this problem.

One possibilitywoulq. 'pe to invo~e the "All-for-One-Principle" assumed within the
-Minimalist Program (the term is due to Hornstein 1998).- Put simply, this principle .refers to
the ~sumptionthat if a link ‘ in' 'a chain che9ks' a 'fe,ature than all links'飞of that'chain also check" .
that feature. Applied to the , structure above, one might suggest that the A-link [JO!饨， tk]
identifies the entity elements of the predication operators situated in 1° and VO"respectively,
before the A-link in <~pec， IP> is deleted , and the A-link in <Spec, VP> is retained~ However,
there is a problem with thisωsumption ,with,in a Horstein-type approach. ill Horstein's system,
movement is actually .[Copy + Deletion], which ~eans that ariy principl~ referring to chains is'"
unavailable. In fact, there is no A-chain at any point in the derivation. The , only derivational
history J;'etained is the :collection of featur~s (including theta-features)··transferred from syn
tactic heads to DP. by m~ans of chec~ng.μ

One , way to circum~ent the problem'.sketched above would be .to reject Hornstein's
claim that movement is [copy + deletion] and ~~ume instead that the entire A-chain is estab-

22 Hornstein (1998, fn. 9): "Lasnik(1995)' proposes 位eating theta-roles as features of verbs. These features can
be checked DIN:Ps A DINP bears' the theta-role corresponding to the tlieta-fea~ure of the verb that it checks. One
can ~ink of this thematic checking operation as a ,way of transferring the feature 企om the verb ωthe nominal
[....]. We can represent this by 位eating theta-roles as features that DlNPs acquire by' merging with predicates
within lexical'domains. This is what the present analysis assumes. ti
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lished before all but one link isdeleted; .i.e. 'that this deletion is a late syntactic opera~ion. In
this ,.picture, all predication -r~lations arevisible at the'CIILF int~rface， encoded , by the retained
A-link byineans 'of the "All-for-One-Ptincip~~".

16 Conclusion

We have, argued that predication is a, if not 'tf!e, decisivefactor molding the fundamental syn
tactic traits of clauses. Thus, we have argued ,that "layers of predicational operator struct~res

~onstrued as layers of propositional. skeletons are. the basic semantic objects that explain both
basic~syntactic architecture .and th~ basic syntactic processes that take place in clauses. Need
les~s to say, w~ have just scratched the surface of some of the very basic problems and ques
tions raised by th~ ， hypothesesand ideas·advanced in this paper, butwe hope to haveprovided
enough ~videnc~10 convince the reader that they' areworth trying , out.
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Abstract
In this :work, I provide an analysis of adjectival depictive constru~tions ~hich accounts formost of their
如ndamental properties. First, I fo.cus on the res创ctions having to do wi也 the integration of the depictive and
the verbal predicate: they are bωedon 部pectual c~mpatibility between'the two p~edicates ， which, in turn, will
depend on the ability, on the p彼t of the depictive~'lo make ~efe~ence to some (sub)event in the event structure
of the verbal predicate. Facts not captured by previous approaches in the literature will be s往aightforwardly

accounted for, among them thepossibility to .have I-L depictive constructions, and the impossibility to
combine a depictive. with some non-stative verbal predicates. Second, it will be shown that 也e informational
import of the depictive in the sentence can be equivalent to that of the verbal predicat~: both can be the
primary lexical basis ofpredication. This is reflected in. the seIl:tence in various ways, having to do wi也

aspectua1 modifiers, and in the properties of the sentential subject. In this connection, we will reconsider the
notion ofsu句ect， 缸guing也at no subject-predicate relation t~es place in the lexical domain of sentences, and
hence that 也e argument 也e depictive isoriented to, ·the common argument, cannot be a subject of the
depictive. Finally, a minimalist analysis is proposed for th~ syntax of the construction, in. terms of direct
synta~tic merge of predicative constituents and sidewards 份-to-9)movement for the common argument, from
the lexical domain of the depictive·· to the lexical domain of the verb. As to .morphosyntactic properties, a
syntactic DoubleAgree relation isωsumed to hold between T/v, as probes, on the'o~e hand, and th~ common
argument and depictive, as simultaneous goals, on the other, which would allow for the deletion of Case
features on both goals. The 邵阳med· presence of Structural Ca~e on the adjectival depictive will be
responsible , for the well-known restriction on the , o~entation of depictives to the sentential subject or object.

1. The depictive constru~tion

The example. in (1) iJlustrates the adjectiyal 4epictive construction in Spanish, whose
characterization is given in'(2):

(1) EI veterinario me devolvi6 el gato e骂声lrrufiαdOS-L
The veterinarian to-mt? gave-back the cat· upset

(2) Characterizatio.n o/the depictive construction:
The adjectival predicate depictsan individual (represented by the subjector. object in the
sentence) strictly insofar as a participant involved in the 'eve~t deq.oted py/ the verbal
predicate, in the specific sense that the property it is attributed to necessarily holds during

.' the internal development of 出at event. (i.e. there is no other implication in relation to the
p~rsistencebfthe property 'den~ted by tP.e depictive, apart from those coming from.-pragmatic· .
inferenc~s) .

、 Thus， the precise span the property lasts is determined by the Aktionsart 9f the'verbal event in
various subtle ways, beyond the ass.umed bro.ad· aspecrual compatibility _between the two

. predicates: in the case of (1), it holds just during the transference denoted by the verp.
Therefore, a depictive construction does not inform about two independent eventualities that

should be-. temporally linked in. one of various possible forms. On the -contrary, just a single
eventuality is .reported: in the case. of (1), the sentence reports an event of the veterinarian
transferring the cat to me, where either the vet or the cat is upset.

*Many thanks to the audience at the Workshop, for theirquestions and suggestions, and for the pleasant atmosphere
they created. I'm very grate如I to Carlos Piera and Gema Chocano, for their generous support in all respects; in
relation to tl世s paper, thanksto Carlos forhis reviewing of the various drafts, for discussion, and for giving me the
examples in note 3 and"(53); and thanks to Gema for Latin data (which will be incorporated in the next version). For
both their 台iendship and love, I dedicate 出is work to Ana .Alvarez and Jes岳s Munoz
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1'.1. pepictive constniction~aremonoclausal
As ~ .point of departure, I'll briefly distinguish between ·depictive constructions ~nd

superfi~ially identicalconstructionsin. 'Yhich the adjectivalpredicate denotesa time interval ~ we
can call it concealed time interval constituent.. ~l)e sentence}ri (3) is an example of the ~atter. It
can be given any ofthe interpretations that are.represented in.(3)a and (3)b iIi semiformal.terms;
these interptetationscoηesporidtothe glossesin (3)a.i and (3)b.i, wh~re w:e cansee that relaxed
actsas a constituent whose denotation must include a time specification independentfrom' that
associated with. theverbalpredicate, with. which it establishes· a specific time relation~ The
sentence is a suitable answerto the questions ~n (3)a.ii and (3)b.ii, andit'will show a different
intonational pattern dependingon·which of them it is areply tO ,:·.the intonational emphasis .will
beonthe predicative a司jectivedenoting.a timeinterval, if the content of the mainpredicate is
understood as presupposed, so ~he adjectival constituent is what introduces. hew information, as
in .(3)a.ii; and, on the contrary,. the emphasis willbe onthe mainpredicate and its internal
at阴nent， 'if it is·the content.of ~he.adjec.tival constitUent th低 int~oduces new· information, .as· in
(3)b.ii. Bothpossibilities are indicated bycapitalletter~:

(3)Marfa ley6 elperi6dicorelajada
Marfa· read the newspaper relaxed

a.. 3 {Maria read the newspap町l· [Marfa·was. relaxed] .Head-clause res位iction reading
i. The"eventuality ofMarfa reading the newspaper is included!n the time interval ofMarfa beingrelaxed

(readiJi'g the·new伊's早pαperdidn'亏Itωak加epll归αCαE 切 anYot.仇he旷r-\-彷C

i垃i. When did Mar{a read the new.ψaper? Mar{a re'ad the newspaper (when) RELAXED

b. 3 {Maria was .relaxed} [Marfa read the newspaper] Adjuncttes创ction reading "
1. The time interval of Mar{ab~ing relaxed' included an eventualitj ofMar{a reading. the n,ewspaper

(reading the newspaper was (one of)" ~he activiη (activities) performedwhile being relaxed).
i i. What didMar{a do when she was relaxed?Mq,r{a READ THE NEWSPAPER(when) relaxed

The ,fact that the sentence has these two .interpretations ·indicates that the a句ectival.predicate '
relaxed behaves as awhen二clause: this status'allows it to functionas what is' asserted in' the
sentence (the even_tuality of Marfa reading the newspaper would be presupposed), or aswhat. i~
pres,upposed (the eventuality.of :ryt;arfa reading the newspape~ wouldbewhat is asserted). The
former function .is wha{ \ye,' hav.e .in .(3沛， wheJ;e .theverbal.(head) .clause restricts the existential
quantifier; ·~he latter function is represented in (3沛， where the.adjectival constituenr~adjunct) acts
as· a restrictor of theexisteritial. qu~ntifier '(see Johnston (1994), a thesis 'on. adverbial clauses, on
which the fonnal expression of the above readings .is based). Jfthe adjec~ivalconstituent behaves
here as equivalent to an adverbial timeclause,' it should be taken as the lexical basis for an
independent (a司junct)·clause, so that the' senten~e in'(3). is biclausal.

But (3)can also be taken as··a.dep~ctive 'construction, which is the reading this paper. is
concerned with. That is the interpretation we have in' (3)c,· where there is no restriction to the ‘

existential quantifier, and' th.e adjectival predicateis integrated in the only existing clause:

c. 3 [Marfa read the newspaper relaxed] No restriction r~ading

i. There w~s an .eventuality of Mar{a reading the newspaper relaxed, i.e. she was relaxed insofar as a
participant in tha t" eventuality

ii. What happened?

As reproducedin the gloss in (3)c.i, the adjectival predicate is in.tliis case a true ~epictive. The
whole sentence would be a suitable answer to the. question in (3)c.ii, so the depictive does not
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denote a timeinterya1 in any s~nse. There is a unique.event, ~d出e time.extension through which
it can be sai~ that the 'property'denoted by the adjectival predicate holds is dependent on. the
aspect of the verbal predicate: Marfa was relaxed during the process subevent included in the
event structure of reading the newspaper.

The ambiguityof(3) makes it relevant to recognize a djfferent status for depictiye predicates
and concealed tim~ interval predicates, and，旬rther， to recognize the. monoclausal nature of
depictive constructions. This has the immediate conseque~ce that the constituent formed on the
basis of the depictive cannot be give~ it small clause analysis, which' would imply biclausality.
Thus, an alternative syntactic.analysis is required, which can capture this.

2. Aspecmalcompatibility between the predicates
In order'to determine the syntactic status 'of the depictive constituent, let's take a closer look

at the kind of aspectual compatibility thatis r~quired tohold between.the two pedicates present
in the sentence. 、

(4) and (5) are equivalent to (1) in that the verbal predicate expresse,s a si:mple transition (in the
sense 'of Pustejovsky (1995)): their event structure includes two subevents - a process followed
bya state:

(4)
a.Pedro sali6 de la escuela. asustadoS_L

Pedro went-out 仕om the school 'scared-M~SG

b.Pedro sali6 de la 'escuela primaria bilingueI_L
Pedro' went蛐out from the school primary bilingual

σ)

a. :Carlossac6 a Gema de la , .reuni6n. irritadas_L
'， Q缸los took-out (ω) Gema' from the .meeting annoyed-F-SG.

以 Carlos sac6 a Gema de la secta paranoicaI_L
'Carlos took":out' (to) Gema from the sect paranoid-:F~SG

In (4)a 'and' (5)a the state denoted by the depictiveis understood.to hold of the sentential subject
or- object d~ring the process subevent: Pedro was s.cared in the process of going out of ,school;
Ge~~ wa~ annoyed in. the.pro'cess of b~ing.taken;out.of the meeting.，~ Actually, it seems that.the.
depictive refers to this subevent, and can be oriented to any of the two participants it isassociated
with, a possibility 出atis often restricted in ~panish by the agreement features of the adjective (in
(5)a thegender and number 'features , of 'irrita4a restrict the orientation to. the object).
·Significan~ly， the depictive can o!1ly'be stage-level when related to the process su1;>event.

In (4)b and(5)b the state denoted by the depictive is understood to hold at the turning point
,between the .process and the following state: Pedro was pi~ingual at the P9int he .was out of
primary school; Gema was paranoid.at the point she was out of the sect. In both cases~ the lexical
s位ucture of the verb includes a subevent , denoting a stat~ for one of the arguments .that is the
opposite to a pressupose'd initial one (and is .brought about by the preceding process): the event
of Pedro going out of primary school is fqllowed by a state of Pedro being out of .the school; the
event ofCarlos taking Gema out of the sect is followed by a state of Gema being out of sect.They
are caω'ative achievements (in Pus,tejovsky's (1995) terms). Thus, there is in bothcases a change
of state (hence a turning point) for one of.the arguments. Two immediate cons~quences follow
fr<;>m this: (i) the depictiye must be oriented to ~he only argument associatedwith the reached
state; (ii) the depictive can be individual皿level: the turning point denoted by the.verbal predicate
can be taken as the point at which the property denoted by the depictive can be said 'to hold of- the
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en~ity denoted by the relevantargument.

I am actuallyproposing~then, that iridepictiveconstructions the s~ate e.ventdenotedby the
depietive must get to be connected with th.eevent structure of theverbalpredicate:either with'th,e
whole ·event, or with someof the subevents it consistsof. In particular, this'can , be seen as' an
operatio~ of event unification1 triggered 'by the syntactic mergeof the two pred~cates.

Assuming this to be: the" case, we are going to analyzethe various possible waysin which this
operation works', in or~er to determine what the 'aspectual compatibility , required between the two
predicates should be.

In the preceding examples with transition 'verbs (achieve~ents) ， we have seen, on the one
hand, that there "is the possibility for the , depictive tQ unify with the process subevent, in. which"
case the'depictive can· only be S-L; on the otherhand, the depictive.canunifywith , the whole
event, with the transition itself; in. which case it doesn't make reference to any of the subevents
the transition consists of, and can beI-L.

I~Lproperties， 'bydefinition，. denote 'states th'at are independent of.any eventuality. Then, in
prin~iple， we would not expect to find I-Ldepictive constructionsat all, -since the d~pictive in
them s~ems to. be dependent on the event denoted by the maill pr~di，cate.However， I-L'properli~s

can perfectly' ~ell be restricted to sp'atiotemporal locatiol)s" of an individual/entitY, as inthe
following examples in (6):

rhe , prepositional modifiers in these sentences.delimit the stage in the existenceoftheindividuall
entity during wh.ich the property , can be said to hold (they do not ascribe '~t to particular events).
They' areproperties which can be under the control of an iindividual (like obedient), or they can
be ei~her developed or lost alongan individual's existence {like shyor indispensable).We w,ill
descriptively call them rise/drop '(RID) I-L prop创ies'.

Now, notic,e the following important , aspect ofI-L-depictive constructions like thosein.(4)b
and (5)b: the sourcearguments (primaη'. schoql and the sect) associated with the 'verb are not
understood as a particular location;, they represent 3:n organization, or'an , institution, where the
individual referred to by the relevant argument has been involved in:s9nie activity (activelyor
passivel纱， , and that activity isdirectly responsible for the developmei1tand final possessionof
the propertydenoted by the I-L depictive~ ,In other words ,. theachievement、 denoted by these
transitions' co~stitutes a landmark'inthe existenceof the individuals thatundergo·them, and that
landmark is materialized: in the acquisition ofthe property , expressed by the depictive.The I-L
property does not make reference to the process denoted by the ver~ itsel毛 but to the turning point
that culminates that process: to tpe' transitio:p..This is crucial in two important ·respects:. (i)
achievements whose' subevent structure lacks a , (causing) process are ,unable' to form a depictive

1 This operation can be taken as event c'o-composition (in而e sense ofPustejovsky (1995)); I will'not deal with this
issue here, though I suspect that there is so~e form' of qualia unification between 由e two predicates. I use the term
'eventunification' jn a noncommittal way to refer to the semanticcounterpart to syntactic m~rge.
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construction; and (ii) sentences with an accomplishment, and even with a process main event,
which generally reject I-L deprctives, can in some cases abstract the content in their lexical
domain in.such a way that it can be taken. as a particular.stage of ~xistence， in which cωe an I-L
predicate is allowed.

Let us begin with ~on-processachievements.. As·opposed to the previous examples, we find
that it is impossible to·form a depictive construction when the verb denot~s a nori-causative
achievement: whether the depictive is S-L or I-L, and whether the depictive is subject or object
oriented, the constructio.ns we obt~n are all ungramm,,:tical. This is illustrated by the ex但nples

均 (7) and (8):

(7) *M缸facapt6 eldoble sentido nerviosaS_L / sagaZI-L
M缸fa grωped~3p:"SG theirony nervous乎SG / sagacious-F幡SG

(8) *Maria reconoci6mi coche limpios_L / lujosOI_L
M缸fa recognized~3P 嗣SG my car clean-M-SG I luxurious-M-SG

Contrary to ~he achievements in (4) and (匀， the achievements in (7) aqd (8) denote punctual
events: even if a process can be id~ntifiedin the event of grasping, or in that ofrecognizing, it is
not ·a causing process 二infOrinally， there is no gr.asping process that ends up ip the grasp of the
irony, and there is no recognizing process ~that ends .up in the ~ecognitionof the car~ Proba~ly， the
subevent structure of a punctual achievement consists of two individual stative subevents, o.ne
immediately following the other, where the first one wQuldexpress the lack ofa certain state and
the second one its, presence. Thus, the event of grasping something would be an ipstantaneous
transition from the state of- not possessing the knowledge ofsomething to the state ofpossessing
it:: in.the grammatical counterpart of (7) (with no clepictive), M.ari~ goes from the stat~ of not
having gotten meJ}tal hold. of theirony to the state of having gotten it..Similarly, in (衍， Maria
goes from a state, of not having identified the car to the state of having identified it. This particular
subeyent structure is whatmakes the' transition be strictly puncωaI.' Therefore, on the one hand,
in these cases there is no process subevent an S-L depictive could make reference to; on the: other,
there is no activity implied that can bring about the acquisition of a property, be itS-L or I-L in
n~ture. Thus, the ungrammaticality of (7) and (8) is neatly accounted for: no depictive is
aspectually compatible with the kind of event expressed by a punct~al achievement, taking
aspectual comp.atibility in this subtle way; there is nopossibility for th~ depictive to make

:referenceto· the appropriate ··event or subevent.·· .

Let us see ~ow what the situation is with accomplishment and process verbal predicates.As
we. can check in the examples in (9) and (10), thereisno problem in forming depictive
constructions with an S-L adjective.in these cases:

(9)
a.Matias escribi6 . una canci6n entusiasmados_L / *pobreI~L

Mana部S wrotl始e-3P-SG a song. ent血hus挝ia岱stiωi沁c

b. 岛Matfa部S escribi始6 s邱u prime仅ra novela entωusiαωa斗smαdo句S畸L/ pob衍re句I-L

h在anas wrote-3P-SG his first novel enthusiastic 巾ιSG / poor国M-SG ~

(10) .

a.Jorge caminaba pensativoS_L / *ricoI_L
Jorge walked-3p-sG meditative-M-SG / rich砸 M心G

b:Jorge creci6 enfermoS-L I ricoI-L
Jorge grew-up-3 扣SG sick-M-SG / rich-M-SG
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Th~ S-L depictive in these .examples makes referen~e to the process , of writing, walk.tng and
growing, respectiv~ly. HOW,ever, the contrast we seeintheseexamples whenthe ·depietive is I-~

(poor/rich) illustrates what was mentioned.above; if the content of the accomplishment orthe
process canbe' abstractedas a particular stageof existence foran.individual, then it would denote
a pet;iod prec~de，d ~r followed by a potentially differe~t one. This·makes it possible to takeit as
a landmark, whichin turn would be responsiblefor the development or the loss of the I-L
property (which -is an RID property). Thus, it1s not that Matias ~aspoor as a participant in the
process· of writing his first novel, but that he was poor in that period of his .life in which he was
writing· hi~ first novel·Cex.(9)b); for obviousreasons, writing a song cannot be abstractedas ·a
stage of e~isterice， so then there is no possibility to take·it- as a landmark (ex.(9)a). Similarly, in
(10)b, it is not that Jorge was dch as a participant in the process of growing up, but that he was
rich in that pe~iod ofhis life at. which hewas growing ·up. (ex.(1O)b);. as. opposed to this, the
process of walking does riot allow abstraction as a stageof existence (ex.(lO)a).

We have enough evidence b'y·now to describe in w1].at specific sense·aspectual~ompatibility

between "thetwo predicat~sinthese constructions hasto be taken. The descriptive generalizations
are made.inCI1):

(11) Aspectual compatibility.indepictive constructions
a. An adjectival depictive predicate is·aspectually compatible with the verbalpredicatein a 0

depictive construction if the event structureof thelatter allows the depictive to make
reference to ~ither a·prdcess :Csub)event ora transition.

b~ An I~L·depictive can. o!1ly make reference to a .transition, ·provided that ,the .depictive
d~notes a raise/drop.I-Lproperty ap.d th~ transitionincludes a causing process.
AnS-L depictive can rp.alce reference to botha process(sub)event and a transition.

Finally, to. complete·.the.revision.of.allpredicate typ~s， let·us.consider.examples where the .0

verb" denotesa state event:

(12)
a. *Javi

Javi

b. *Javi
Javi

admira a· los ciclistas. emocionados_L I si~ceroI;'L

admires-3p-SG (to) the , bike-riders moved-M-SG I sincere-M-:SG

admira a los ciclistas exhαuStoSS_L I. velocesI_L
admires-3P-SG (to) the bike-riders .exhausted-M-PLI speedy-M-PL

In principle we could think that two stative event~ should be aspectuallycompatible.However,
the examples in (12) show that no depictive construction can be formed with a state event. The
generalizations· in (11) correctly exclude this case. For eventunifieation to·be possible, the
'depictive must find an appropriate event or subeventto refer to. In this respect, S-L predicatescan
refer to· a process, Of to a whole .transition; I-L predicates can~nly refer to ·a transition that
constitutes·a stage of existence pr~ceded orfollowed by a turning p<?int. Butthe event structure
of state~ eonsists·ofa·singleevent, where, as· described in Pustejovsky (1991):51, "It]here'is no
change [...] andno reference·to initial"or final periods [...][;] it is the , homogeneity of states that
distinguishes them from other aspectual types".Given this, we can say that a depietive"does not
find any of the properties it requires· in the simple aspectual structure of a st~te: the~e is no process
in which an individual is involved, and th~re isno tra.nsition undergone by an individual. Again,
the nature of the event structure that the depictive has t~ u;nify with is responsible· for the facts 
here for the impossibility to form a depietive constructi<?n of any kind.

We can summarize 9ur findings about the facts of aspect~al compatibility seen in the
preceding dataas follows , in (13):
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(13)
a. Achievement predicates . ~

i. A causativeachievement allows eventunification with both an S-L depictive and an I-L
depictive, so depictive constructions are formed with both, and th~ depictive has to be
oriented to the argument associated with the reached state the verb denotes:
一 an S-L depictive can make reference to the process -subevent or to the whole transition

denoted by the verb;
- 'anI-L depictive must necessarily make.reference to the whole transition.

ii. A punctual achievement does not allow unific~tion with 'either an S-Lor an I-L
depictive. No "depictive construction can be formed.

b. Accomplishment predicates:
i. An accomplishment predicate allows event unification with an S-L depictive, which

makes reference to its process subevent. The depictive can be oriented to any of the
arguments involved in the process

ii. Marginally, it allows ;event unific-ation with an I-L depictive, provided that the content
of the transition eyeJ:}t the accomplishment denotes can be abstracted as a particular
s~age of existence for the relevant argument.

c. Process predicates allow event unification only with an S~L depictive.
d. State predicates donotallow _event unification with either an S-Lor an I~L predicate.

I believe that the generalizations in (11) account for the facts we have seen so far in a way that
capture$ the spirit of Kratzer (1989) in her proposal to distinguish l..L from S~L predicates by
mean$ of recognizing an event positi,on in the argument structure of the latter,:but not in that of
theforine~.However', our'approach is si伊ificantly different in that i~ i~ based on阳 (sub)event

type apredicate canmake reference to, and it goes a step further in as much as· it providesan
explanationfor.cases that were not accounted for or not considered. Any approach , based o~ th~

pres~Iice/absenct? of an ,e-position predicts: (i) that I-L depictives should be always rejected in
depictive constructions; and (ii) that"S-L depictives should be able t~ form a depictive
construction with' any pnd ofS-Lverbal predicate. As ,we haveseen, both predictions are
incorrect: , (i) some I-L depictives (RID I-L depictives) are allowedwithout difficulty in a variety
of depictiveconstructions, 'and (ii) not all S-L verbal predicates can forma depictive construction: ‘

punctu~ achievements cannot.

Assuming the view of aspectual compatibility I have presented and takin\g event unification
as a semantic operation which is possible as a result of the syntactic merge of the· two predicates,
I will move forward to another aspect of depictive co~struc'~ions that will , be relevant for their
syntactic analysis.

3. Status:of one of the predicates as theprimaη， lexical basis ofpredication
No aspectual type shift is obtained as a'result of event unification; the joined event~ maintain

eachtheir'own type properties:on'th~ p红t of the verb, a process continues to be a process, and
a transition continue's to be" a transition. However, it is interesting to note how ~he depictive may
acquire an import at least equivalent to 出at of the verbal predicate in what I will descriptively call
theprimaη lexi~al basis ofpredication in the sentence. By this I siPlply mean that one lexical

2 Hemanz (1988) and'Kratzer (1989), both adopting the insight of Davidson (1967), coincide in proposing an e
argument position'in the argument structure of S-L predicates only. Rapoport (1991) argues for an e-position in the
event strUcture of S-L predicates, which'allows for the assumed necessary linkage to the matrix verb~
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predicate or the other'has the 'ability to act as foregrounded, and its content becomes prominent
from an informational point of view. This is in corresp()ndance w.ith thetwo modes of judgemeIJt
asentence can be ascribed to: thetic and categorical (in the sense of Kuroda (1992), follo~edby .
Ladusaw (2000);both on the basis of the insightsof Brentano-Marty). I ..et's see some examples,
t~ing (14) as a point of departUre:

(14)EI profesor de danza despidi6 a Marfa llorosos_L
The teacher-M-SG of dance saw-off-3p-sG (to) M缸fa tearful-M-SG

a. The dance teacher is said ω have been tea功I insofar aS'a'participant in the process subeventthat theevent
ofseeing Mary off' includes.

b. There ~as an'event.ofthe·dance teacher seeing Mary off; the danc~ teacher showed仇e property ofbeing
tea币tl insofar as a participant in the process subevent included in that event.

(14)a and , (14)b are two possible glosses for(14) , which int~nd to reflect the two existing
possibilities as .to the interpretati<?n of the sentence in relationto its judgement mode: in
particular,'.,according to the gloss in (吟， the sentence can primarily inform about a ,property of the
teacher; in ,.which casewe take it as expressing a binary, categorical judgement, where the
depictive is foregrol.inded as the primary lexical basis for'clausal predication; (b), on the contrary,
shows how'the:verbal predicate can'also be foregrounde4in the sentence, 'which can primarily
assert the occurrence of an' eventuality of the teacher seeing Mary off, where it happened to be
the case that the teacher was tear负~l;'in this lattercase, the.sentence is taken as expressing a u.nary
thetic judgement.

There. are even instances in which the constrl.!cti6n can only be' taken as categQricaf, with the
depictive acting as informationally foregrounded. It is typically the case:ofc'onstructions with'a
transition verbal predicate and an I-Ldepictive, whichca~notbe understood asexpressing 'a thetic
judgement, as in the examples' in (~5) (=例如) and (16). This is dueto the specific condition that
a depietive constructionwith an I-L predicate must satisfy: namely the tran§ition'.must be
understood as a landmark in the existenceof the individual that , undergoes it, which has the
consequence ~hat theevent denoted by thetransition is. presupposed. This is clear in (1匀，.where

the event of'goingoutof primary school isone that every6neisassumed to go through; in (16),
going to mass, or leaving for a mass, is not so clearly, byitself, anevent easily·takenas·J;Ilarking
a landmark, but the time modifier, last Sunday, provides the eleJjlent of meaning thatallows 'us
totake it-as a habit in the caseof:Teresa.

(15)Pedro sali6 de la escuela priinaria bilingueI_L (=(4)b)
Pedro went-out of the school prim缸y bilingual

a. Pedro is said to be bilingual insofar as a partie伊ant inthe.transition denoted by the event ofgoing out of
primary schoo l.

b. NOT: There was an.event ofPedro going out ofprimaη school; Pedro was bilingual in as much as a
participant inthe transitiondenoted by that event.

(16) EI domingo pasado, Teresa se fue a misa creyenteI孔， y volvi6αgnostic句-L

The Sunday last, Teresa 'ASP-MARKER went to mass believer and came-back agnostic
a. Teresa is said tobe a believer insofar as a participant in the transitiondenoted by the' event ofleavingfor

mass last Sunday (up ω the point she Iφfor mass that day), and she issaidω be agnostic as a participant
的 the transition denoted by the event ofcoming back (going out ofmqss).

b. NOT.:· There was an event ofTeresa leavingfo.' mass; Teresa was a believer in as muchas dparticipant in
the transition denoted by that. ~vent， and there was an event ofher coming back, since the starting point of
which (the point at which she is out ofmass) she·is agnostic.

The factthat one ofthe predicates in the sentence acts as its primary lexical basis shows us that
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the -event unification operation maintains the independence of each predicate, not only
aspec~ally， ,but also in their ability to be informationally foregrounded.

Wewould expect to find some visible effects of event unificat~on i~ the sentence. Actually,
there are at least two areas in which they show up. Th.e first one has to do with aspectual
modifier立 we find that those typically allowed with transition verbs (frame adverbials) are
rej~cted in a depictive construction; and, conversely, those typically rejected by transition verbs
(durative adverbials) are allowed in a depictive construction. The e~amples in (17) and (18)
illustrate this:

(17)
a. Juan subi6 al estrado en un veriauete

Juan went-up to-the stand in a tick
b. Juan subi6 al ‘ estrado temerOSOS_L ok/*en un periQuete

Juan went蛐up to幽the - stand fearful in a tick
i. OK There was an event ofJuan going up ω the stand 的 a tick; he wωfea功I as he developed that event.
i i. *Juan is saidω have shown the propelη ofbei~gj切rful ω a participant 的 the event ofgoing up ω the

stand in a tick.

c. Juan su1;Ji6 al estrado culpableI_L *en un periguete
Juan went-up to呻the stand· guilty in a tick

飞υ18)

a. 'Juan' c∞orr丁r怡 lama缸ra刽.t6∞nd命e Nueva York *叮du盯ra钮nt臼eva缸rlωosmin飞u川1玩toωS

Juan run the marathon.of New York for several minutes
b. Juan corr始 la marat6n de Nueva York mαreadoS_L durante varios minutos

Juan ·run the marathon of New York dizzy for - several minutes
i. 'There was an event ofJ1!-an running the New York marathon; for several minutes during the development

ofthe race, he was dizzy.
ii. Juan is said ω have shown the properη ofbe切g dizzy for several minut~s as a participant in the event

ofrunni1J-g the New York marathon.

c. ?Juan corri6- .13. marat6nde Nueva York engrefdoI_L durante varios minutos
Juan run the marathon of New York self蛐conceited for several minutes
Juan is said to have shown the property ofbeing se{严conceitedfor several minutes as a pattie伊ant in the
event ofrunning the New York marathon.

,So-called frame' adverbials, as is well know民缸'e-:'allowed in 'sentences、 with·an·，· -accomplishment.. ,;, ~

verb, where theyrefer to the-time span during which the process culminating in a statehas taken
place ((17)a). In (17)b we observe that the frame adverbial is allowed, .although, significantly,
only when the construction is understood as a thetic judgement (~ I reproduce in the glossesthat
appear below the example), i.e. when the verbal predicate is foregrounded. Notice that this is
quite interesting if we take into consideration that the frame adverbial would not be allowed in
a copulative sentence witqfea功1 as the main predicate (see (19)). These facts indicate 也at this
modifier can only appear in the depictive cons位uction if the verbal predicate is foregrounded, so
that the sentence is thetic; it c-annot when the sentence must be categorical, with the depictive
foregrounded (as in (17)c, where the depictive is l-L), as it cannot in a copular sentence with the
same depictive (see (20)).

(19). Juan estuvo· temeroso *en un veriquete
Juan was fearful . in a tick

(20) Juan 如e culpable.*en un periguete
Juan w部 guilty in a tick
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In the grammatic,al version of (17沛， th~ frameadverbial takes scopeovertheunit that has been
formedas , a result of th~ inergeof the two predicativeconstituehts, and it refers to the' Ol)e that
prevails: the one formed onlhe basis of going up, whichallows the interpretation of the sentence
as a thetic judgement.

In (18), we find facts equivalent in relevance tothose in (17),'nowwith a' q.urative , adverbial:
this modifier is rejected bya logical transition (example (a» , but allowed in a d~pictive

construction with anS-L adjectival predicate (example(b» , or with an I-L a司jectivalpredicate
(example (吟， marked with , ? because I-L depictives are always harder to accept , when the
transition is not punctual, as in this case). The durative adverbial is easily allowed when thes~

predicates occur in isolation , in a sentence:

(21) luanestuvo mareado durante varios minutos
Juan was dizzy for sever,al minutes

(22) Juan fue engrefdo durante varios minutos
Juan was self-conceited' for several minutes

In (18)b and(18)c,the durative adverbial takes scopeover the unit formed by ttle merge of the
twopredicative c,onstituents, , so that it can make reference"not to the event"ofrunning the
marathon as a whole (which would reject tbat kind of mo~ification)，. but to that part of the race
atwhich Juan was dizzy/~elf-conceited.The presence of thedepictiye 'in that unitmakes it
possible to differenciate bet~eensegmentsof the , race. , Di2!zine$s isan S-Lproperty and, 'as such,
it can be restricted tO , the limits of an event or a part of an event; self-conceitedness is an RID I-L
property , that can b'e , delimited to a stage'of existenc~: , in this c£l,Se, theevent of , runJ;ling the
marathon marks a personalJandmark - Juanwasself-conceiteq. atthe tiine,in his life atwhich he
run , the New york marathol1, but after , several'minutesof that race, ,hedropped that property" as
a consequ~nce of unmentioned circumstances takingplace during' the race itself.

In sum, it has to be the occurrence of these depictiyes由atexcludes or licenses theadverbial
llJodifier in the constructio,ns in(17) and(18), respectively.This ,'mightleadusto think thatthe
adverbial strictly modifies thedepictive predicate; h,owever, it does not: actually, ifwe force it
to do so，出ere will be necessarily a shift in meaning (and a different intonationalpattern will be
required); the a司jectival predicate will have to be understood, if possible, as aconcealed time
interval constituent ofthe kind we sawaf the beginningofthis paper. ·Obvio~sly， (17)b and(17)c 嘈

wouldbe ungrammat.icalunder that interpretation, since these adjectives reject a frame modifier;
(18)b would be all right, as would (21); anq (18)c would be ungrammatical as ,well, in this case
because a time interval constituent cannot be formed on the basis of an I-L predicate.

These facts reinforce the hypothesis that any 9f the t:wo predicates.in a depictive'constJ;Uction
can act as its primary'lexical predicational ~αsis(given the a~pectual conditions ~previously
pointed out), but they also illustrate how ev~ntunification， hasvisible"syntacticeffects.

We are in front of a quite intriguing construction that may allow any of twq iJ;ld:ependent
predicative constituents to have semantic , and syntactic prominence in the sentence, as if they
were working in a parallel fashion -in the lexical dOlllain~ in the sep.se that they both have to satis句

their own 'lexical conditions (argument valency), up to a point at whichone'or the other becomes
prevalent.

The second area in which this pattemof pr~valenceshows up is the one concerning ~pecificity

requirements on the sentential subject. In (23) and (24), the plural indefinite in subject position
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in the (功 examplescarl be understood as specific (partitive: a given subs~t from a known larger
set) or as unspecific ("there weresome boys/m~nwh~ went out/sang ...":.exjstentiaI). In出eφ)
~xanip~es ， however, we obtain ungrammaticality if we take the -indefinite subject as unspecific
and the depictive' is understood as prevalent (as marked by the underlining in the examples). (This
prevalence is necessary in (23沛， due to. the I-L nature of the , depictive, and optional in (24)b,
since the depictive is S~L.)So the sentential .subject IJ;lust meet the specificity conditions on
categorical subjects, as itdoes in a'Spanish copular sentence with the same adjective' as its lexical
basis (the (c) examples are also ungrarrimatical if 也ey are given an existential reading).

(2~)

a. Dnos chicossPEd*uNsPEc han salido del salon de sorteos
SO:t:J1e boys have gone-out of-the ~oom of lottery

b. Dnos chicossPEd*uNsPEc han salido del salon de' sorteos millonariosT•L

Some boys have gone-out of唰the‘ room of lottery millionaire-M-PL

c. DnoschicossPEd*UNsPEcson millonarios
Some boys' are millionaire帽M-PL

(24)
a. Dnos .se负oresSPEdUNSPEC cantaron en la boda

Some men sang in the wedding

b.'Ynos 1 senoresSPEd*UNSPECcantaron af6nieoss-L en la boda
Some men sang hoarse in the .wedding

c. , Dnos senoresSPEd*UNSPEC est(iban af6nieos
Some men 、 were hoarse

The conclusion we draw from this is again that. there are actual manifestations of the import
that , the adjectival predicate can acquire in depictive constructions; the two predicates may
altem~ativelybe prevalent, and the sentence will have to co~form with'the syntactic and semantic
condi飞ions 出is prevalence imposes. Here the exte~al argument, which will become the sentential
subject, must be a specific nominal if the depictive is the primary lexical basis: ~djectival

predic~tes necessarily form sentences espressing a categorical judgement and the. first term of a飞

categoricaljudgement has to be specific (~ss (1998), ~adusaw (2000)).

Notice that, interestingly, no specificity condition applies if the. depictive 'isoriented to the
多~~tential 0々jeet， a fact that coincides with theimpossibility to take'the seIl:tence as a categorical
judgement,- forined.ori the basis of this ·predicate'.·Ill (2'5元 the ·object· is freely' understood 'as
specific or unspecific in 'both the (a) and the (b) examples, even ··though the 'adjective in a
copulative(categorical) sentence does not allow an unspecific subject (example (c)):

(25)
a.Felix meti6 unas gallet部SPEdUNSPECen la lata

Felix put some cookies乎嗣PL in the can

-b. Fe~ix meti6 unas gallet部SPEdUNSPECen la lata rotass_L
Felix put some cookies子砸PL in the can broken-F-PL

c.' Dnas galletassPEd叼NSPEC estaban rotas
Some cookies-F-PL were broken平帽PL

The. grammaticality. of (25)b has an immediate consequence for the syntactic analysis of this
construction. Observe the , contrωt between (23)b and (24沛， on the one hand, and (25沛， on the·
other. The ungrammaticality of(23)b and (24)b (with the intended existential interpretation of
the subject) could be taken as eyidence in favor of asmall clause analysis for the depictive
constituent, since the same specificity conditio.n on the subject of a simple sentence with this
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predicate «23)c' and'(24)c) is at work in. the depictive constDlction. This couldbe a己counted for
by proposingthat the nO,minal thatends up as the" sentential' subject" either is generated as the
subject' of a small ~lause or is c'ontrolling a PRO subject in the small clause. .But the
grammaticalitY , of (25)b (significaritl.ywith theobject understood as existential)is an indication
that this argument is Qot acting as a , subject, taking subject ~s s~ntential subject, so actually a
small clause analysis would , not give the expected results:' if some cooki'es were the , subject ofa
small clause, the gralrimaticality of' the construction would be' a' mysterious fact. As a
consequence, this contrast actually becomes further evidence against a small clause' an~ysis ， and
can be interpreted as an argument in favor of' the hypothesis that, once , the two predicative
constituents merge, , one of them becomes the prevalent one,' if'po~sible. The opt~o.ns for the
depictive to become prevalent seem to be restricted to thepossibility th'at the argument it is
oriented to becomes the sentential' subject. The·, tvyo merged predicates will share an argument,
which 'we will call the common argument.

To my knowledge, the properties of thedepictive construction presented sofar in tp.is paper
have not been previously pointed out in the literature"and Iwould like to incorporate t~em inmy
analysis.

4.Predication: what is ~ .subject?
The discussion at the endof the p,revious section raises thequ~stion that provides the title for

this one, ~s apreamble for the syntactic 'analysis of depictive. construction~.What is the nature
of· the 'constituentthat we call subject?And 'further, is there a predication' relation between the
depictive and the argumentiti~ oriented to?

The overtagreement betw~en thedepictive and the c0lllll?-0Ilargumenfin gender and number
features , in Spanish 'and· many other languages, .!las been takenby some author~' as a
ll).orphological manifestationof the..predication. relation. these 'two' elements areassumed. to
maintain {e.g..Napoli (1989)), so that the argurilentthe depictiv~is oriented to is considered as
it~· s~bject. In fact二 tl).ey t;lr~ s~i~ romaill.ta!n ~ $yntαctic ~ubj~，ct-predicate relationequivalentto
the one the clausal subject maintains with the clausal predica~e， a relation that, as is well~known ，

is said to satisfy syntactic locality (e.g. mutual c-c.()mmand;adopted by many, followiJ).g the
insight of Wil~i~ms (1980)). , TheJ~t~st approach in thjs lineappears inRothstein (2001), who
extends the strict localitycondition·to all instancesofpredication.

I will not follow·this line. Certainly, the agreement bet~een thedepictiveand the argument
it shares' with the ver!? overtly marks ·some 'kind .of relation, 'and it must .·be 'accounteq 'fof,
particularly because gender arid number features are uninterpretable for the adjecti~e， in the sense
of Chomsky (M!, DbP, and REA), and have to be eliminated. I would: li,ke to argue that, ev~n
thoughnominal and d~pictive maintain an' Agreerelation for feature valuing, there is no subject
predicate relation between them in τhe lexical domain ofthe construction. In f~ct， I consider t~at，

more generally, the lexical domain is not the.domain for the ~ubject-predicate relation for any
sentence, but .the domain where constit1;lents are in a given configuration with respe~t to some
head, in order to be.. thematically interpreted, where thepredica~e saturate.s its ~ogical open
positions. As we will see below, this is actually implied in the logical analysis of Kratzer (1996).

We have seen that the object in (25)b doesnot have to meet any specificityconditions on
subje~ts， so that it cannot be taken to be the , subject of a , small clause, it does. not behave as a
Clausal subject.A suhject has been traditionally said to represent an entity (substGnce in klkoda's
(1992)terms)that is attributed a given'property or to represent a'given function in a situation
(event), represented by thepredicate. This.view· is associated with the logical tradition, and, in
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principle, it is kept aside from the syntacticnotionof subject. The syntactic prqperties of a
subject, associated with its own inflectional features (Case and agreement) and part of the features
in the verb (agreement features) , on the onehand, and. with its position within the sentence (its
structural prominence in comparison with other constituents) ,. on the other, have made lingUists
characterize the notion as purely structural: "its identification has been understood as a matter of
syntactic configuration. However, as we kriow, the assumed locus of ~ubjects，. say (Spec，白， has
been shownnot to be the only designated subject position, since. thereare constructions in
different'languages ‘.where nominals with some morphol~gical subject fe~阳fe do no~ occupy 也就

position, constructions in wh~ch some other constituent has merged and behaves. as an actual
subject in relatio~ to different syntactic processes: locative inversion·constructions and existential
constructions with the expletive there in English are typically presented as relevant in this respect
(Harley (1995) and references cited there); in Spanish, similar properties havebeen found to
characterize impersonal constructions with locative subjects (Fernandez-Soriano (1999)):

(26)
a. There were trees in her garden
b. Down the hill rode the Indians

(27)
a. En estos archivo~ consta La identidad del. testigo

Inthese files figurt1s呻3p-SG the identity-3p-SG 0ιthe witness

b. :an esta sopa sopran fi4eos
Inthis soup are-too many-3p-PL noodles蛐3P-PL

(these two verbs, constar and sobrar, belong to a class
'of stative verbs analized in Fernandez 幽Soriano (1999).)

All these constructions have the ~ommon property that the postverbal nominal is the constituent
agreeingwith the verb, while the preverbal constituent behaves as a subject .in respects such as
its raising in raising constructions, its'position in direct questions, binding, quantifier floating,
that-trace.effects , and relativi~ed' mini~ality effects. But in addition, we find another.property,
at least for the' Spanish 飞examples 3 ， .on which we will focus in the following discussion.That
proper(y concerns again theSpecificity ~ondition， in this‘ case on the preverbal 'pp:' it cannot be
realized asan.unspecific constituent:

(~8)

a.' *En U:QOS archivos'constala identidad'deltestigo
b. *En ~na sopa sobran fideos

Fernandez咀Soriano (1999) points out this fact, illustrating it with bare plurals, necessarily
existential in Spanish, but the same results obtain with unspecific indefinites, as in (28).

This immediately reminds us ofwhat W~ have seen in depi~tive.constructions; reme~ber that
the' Specificity Condition总 at work wheneyer tIie depictive is understood'as the primary lexica}
basis ofpredication, which in tum can ·only be the ~ase when the depictive is subject orient~d.

Now notice tha~· the Specifity Condition shows up also in sentences with a non-thematic
subject, as the contrωts in the following examples in (29) and (30) show:

3ηIe ex缸nple corresponding to (26)q would be *Down hills rode the Ind.ians, whose ungraminaticality seems to be
parallel to .tqat of (28). However, Locative Inversion constructions involve properties that could make its case
different.
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(29)
a. .John is easy.to please
b. *A .kiduNSPEC is' easyto please

(30)
a." This book is for you to read
b. *A bookuNsPEc'is for you:to read

Thus, on '-th~ one hand syntactic.propertiesof. subjects may be scattered about in som~

constructions, or, asHarley:puts it, if.a configurational notion of subJe~t isto be, maintained, we
have tosay that there are multiplesubject positions· in a sentence.As. for the nominative nominal
that remains in the lexi.cal domain in(26) and (27), ·the configuration which itmaintains in
"relati9n with the releyant lexical head willberesponsible only for its' thematic interpretation as
an argument. This has nothing todo with 8ubjecthood; it is theuninterpretable Case feature on锣

this constituent and the uninterpretablefeatures on T that makeus p:utitinconnection>~itpthe'
'canonical' subject posit~on: the nominal'sCase feature 'will bethe g~al forprobe T {in the
sy~tem 'of Chomsky (DbP and BE1生)， in an operation where thenomina' will ‘ incorrespondance'
provide values for. the uninterpretableagreement featuresofT. Notice, that, "according to this, 'the
vPlnternal Subject Hypothesis should· be ullderstood as avPlnternal ArfZument Hypothesis ,' in
the sensethat it siJ.11-ply states that,all arguIp.ents are generated , (or first-merged) within the lexical
domain, i.e. within vP, the , domain ip. ·w.hich constituents are characterized'by b~aringa a-role,
but , in , which subjecthood properties are not , found. Itwill beconditions .on , movement, or on
Agree,that will designate the particular argument thattumsoutto be thesubject.

Onthe other hand, when we .have a constituent other than theagreeingnominative nominal
i1;1'(Sp~c/r) ， t4i~， .c0 D:s.tituenJ.is , in cha(ge 9f ~~tisfying， the E.PP feature. of T and it b~haves as a
‘canonical'subject dQes inall syntactic respects:except fot what concerns operations associated
with its·own Case feature'and the inflectional features of T.

But'noticethat, inaddition, the merging ofa ,constituent in (Spec，凹， be it 出e'canonical ,.'
subject 6rsome other one, brings'about a s~rface .semanticeffect (~n thesense of Chomsky(BEA):
this constituent-will have the :possibility.. of being interpretedas .having the informatio~alimpo~

of an entity which is at位ibuted a property, a部s being the leftl伽land .t优t优erri1 of aμcaωt也e吨g伊or巾i比calj扣ud句d句geml口men创m创n旧1吮t，

i汪fi让ti沁s specific, whereas if it i~ unspecific .or it is realiz~d as an expletive, the sentencewill
necessarily express a thetic judgement (if unspecific, it willbe' interpreted simply as one of the
participantsjn the event.denoted by th

(31)
a.·At出，hlet优essp陀EC创(0臼EN阳ER阳Ie)!严司*叼-

b'.Una创ss岱e负orassp陀EC伊/户*叫飞Uωj加NSPE陀'Be admi让ra缸ron 'la sin肌1比ce町创ridad d仇e Pedro
Some women· admired-3P-PL the honesty of Pedro

7·4

[Kiss (1998):(43b)]
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(32)
a. ShoessPEc (GENERIC}/*UNSPEC 缸e shiny

b. ChildrensPEc (GENERIC)/*UNSPEC are noisy in the street

[Kiss
, (1998):(42b)]

[Kiss (199Sl:(12a)]

If, on the contrary, the predicate. does not impose a mode of judgement 'on .the -sentence, the
, occurrence of an unspecific or an expletive subject will give rise to a thetic judgement
necess缸ily:

(3~)

a. 'Una mosca revolotea sobre la tarta
A fly flutters over the cake

b.Varios hombres han aparecido heridos en una zanja
Several men have appeared wounded in a trench

(34)
a. It seems that we must keep quiet
b. It is unlikely thatwe win the prize
c. There eJ;ltered two ghosts into the room

Sentences with a specific subject may express eith.er a categorical or a th~tic judgement (pace, the
lexical requirements of the predicate):

(35)
a~ El ,gatoha estado durmiendo todo el dfa
b.\The cat has slept all day
c. Two ghosts-entered into the room

[(b) serves as a translation for this example)]

币Ie SUmniary ofthe correspondance between the nature of the subject and the mode ofjudgement
associated with the sentence is summarized in (36):

(36) Mode ofjudgement and specijiciη!of仇e subject
a.Unspecific subject / Expletive ((33) and (34»

一 the sente~ce necessarily expresses a theticjudgement
丁 b._Specific subject:

一 the sentence mayexpress either;
- a thetic judgement: (35); or
- a categorical judgement: (23)c~ (24)c, (27), (29沛， (30)a, (31) ,- (32), (35)

I b~lieve that we can try to formulate ~l definition of- subject which, while being
configurational in nature, gets rid of those aspects that would force us to posit multiple subject
positions. We can simply state that the subject in ~ sentence is the constituent merged in (~pec，T)，

taking this merging to be responsible for the surface semantic effect describedabove, i.e. as
partially responsible for the mode of judgement expressed by the" sentence, and hence partially
responsible for the truth conditions associated with it.

Let's come back to the-case-of depictive constructions. I~ve claimed that this construction is
monoclausal, arid also that the depictive and the argument it shares with the verb do not maintain ‘

an independent subject-predicate relation. Actually the latter claim is a consequence of thefirst
one, since there is just one propositi~nal function per clause. Moreover, we have seen that the
depict~ve' may be the primary lexical basis of predication, with the sentence' expressing β
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categorica~judgement. 'When this 'is , the ca~~， remember, the depictiv~ can 'only be subject
oriented,
i.e. oriente4to the constituent that ends up ~n (Spec,T) - in that case' ,'we cart safely'say that the
sententi~l subject is primarily predicated of th~ depictive, and the factthat this nominal makes
the sentence categorical jsnot surprising, since it is the constituent in (Spec,T) that is in charge
of establish~n.gan' actual subject-predicate relation in thesentences we have , seen so far. T~e 、

existence of two‘ independent lexicalpredicates in the lexical domain allows, aS'wehave seen,
the prevalence of any of them a~ the"lexical bas,isof predication (except for' the cases of I-L
depictive constructions ,. where the adjectival. predicate must be pr~valent). So· the subjectin
stlbj~ct oriented'depictiveconstructionsmustsatisfy the ,conditions the preval~ntpredicate

impo'ses on it, if any.

Before leaving the topic of subjecthood, I would like toconsiderexamples 'of Clitic Left
I?islocate.d Constructions (CLDC) .like theones in (37), where the left-dislocated nominalis
coreferential with an object clit妃， to which an I-L depictive is oriented:

(37)
a. A Enrique 10 mandaron a la guerra humildeI_L

。.0) Enriquehim sent-3P-PL to the war humble
Enrique , is saidω have shown the prope~有y ofhumbleness insofar as a participant 切 the transition denoted
by the event oftheir having sent him ω thewar.

b~ Este .paraguas tu amiga me 10 vendi6αZU1I-L

This' umbrella your 企iend to-me it sold-3p-SG' blue
This.umbrella is said to have been bLueas aparticipant in the transitidndenqted by the event ofyo~rfriend
selling' itto me.

I havechosen I-L depictives in these examplesin ordertoforcethe prev.alenc·eof thispredicate ;
and try to check if this prevalence may stay operativebeyond the limits ofTP..Ifthis is the case,
the , I-L predicate should force a categoric'al judgement forthese sentences·, with the dislocated
nqminalas .its lefthand term: as we c~n' check. in the .glossesbelow‘ the examples"that's actually
the only interpretation they allow.'We ,observe that the left-dislocated ~onstituent is acting as the
subject of predication exactly as ‘canO)1ical' subjects do in'sentences with nO'dislocation, with
the depictive as itsprimary' lexical basis4

• Remember that， significa~tly， I-L depictives cannot
m.ake the sentence categorical ifobject oriented.

For this kind· of sentences, I. will assume' thatthe 'left-dislocated constituent merges as a
Sp~cifiet of aTopic headwith , an EPP feature~ Having an EPP , feature, theheadTop , forces
merging in'its Spec. This brings about a kind of surface semantic effect equivalent to themerging
of a constituent in (Spec,T) in sentences with no dislocatiol1, with the qualification that cljtic left
dislocation seems to give rise to sentencesexpr~ssing a cateroricaljudgement only. ThepointI
wanted to make is that, if left-dislocated constituents truly show subjecthood prope~ies， the
examples in (37) should make it necessary , to extendthe , concept ofsubje~t to inc~udethem. ，The

following characterization is wider enough in this respect飞，

4 Notice also that the left-disloated constituent must be specific: A un hombresPEC/*uNsPEc Lo mandaron 'a La guerra
(hlfmilde). Nevertheless" Ileave for further research , theinvestigation' of the extent to which a left-dislocated
constituent iil aCLDC behaves as a true subject.
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(38) Chαraeterization of SL战jeet

The subject in a sentence is the constitu~nt merged in the Specifier position of a head with
an EPP feature, i.e. in a left喃peripheral position which belongs to the functional domain of

~， the sentence above vP. (∞nt.)

(a) The merging of the subject brings about a surface semantic' effect having to do with the
mode of ju.dgement expressed by. the sentence: it willmark the se~tence as expressing
a 出etic or a categorical judgement:

(i) If the subject is in (Spec,T) and it is specific, the sentence will have the option of
expressing any of the two possible judgements.
If the'subj~ctis in (Spec ，l工 and it is unspecific or an 'expletive, the sentence will
necessarily express a thetic judgement.

(ii) If .the subject is in a Spec positi~n ab.ove the domain of T, the sentence will be
necessarily categorical.

(b) The subjectconstituent represents an individual (type <e» which satuI抵es a monadic
function , from individ~als to truth values «e,t», the object obtained being oftype.<t>.

5. rhe syntax of depictive constructions
Having rejected a small clause analysis for these constructions, the simplest 'alternative is

direct external merge of the tWo predicative constituents. This merge operation will reasonably
take place' in the lexical domain~of the sentence, where it is assumed' that the lex~cal aspectual
inforination is encoded.

But what is it exactly that merges? What exactly c,onstitutes the terms of this first merge of
predicative ~onstituents?And, finally, ~hat is the base position for the argument that behaves as
a commonargument?

5~1. Buil~ingadepictive construction: (i) lexical dom~in
Let us begin with the'last issue: where is thecommon argument generated? The following

examples with the floating quantifier todo (En'gl. αII) in (39) and (40) indicate that the common
argument is first merged ~ theSpecifier of the depictive adjective:

(39)
a. Los hijos de Pedro salieron de la escuela todos bilingties

The children-M-PL of Pedro went-out. of the school aIl-M-PL bilingual-PL
b~ Tus amigos . camina1?an por esta calle todos preocupados por ti

Your friends-M-PL walked along this street all-M-PL worried-M-PL about you
(40)

a. Saqueα tus alumnos de la clinica todos vacunados contra la gripe
I-took也out (to) your students-M-PL from the clinic all-M司PL vaccinated-M-PL against the flu

b. Meti las bicis' - en el garaje to4as' listas para la c，征rera

I-put-in the bikes-F-PL in the garage all-M幅PL ready巾I-PL' for the race

If we make the standard ωsumption that floating 'quantifiers belong to the structure of the
no~nals in a raised position, and may 与e left stranded in the. positionwhere the nominal is
generated, then their occurrence rightbefore ·the. depictive, 'and following the prepositional

splitting of Agr), and Kiss (1998) (who introduces RefP, a projection above IP for topics).
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complement of the.verb, would indicatethat they are·first merged a~ arguments of the adjective,
is in (41)and (42)6:
(41)

a. '-'OS hijos de Pedroi salieron de la escuela lAP [todostj ]bilingties]
b.' Tus amigosi ca~iIiaban por esta calle JAP [todos ti] preocupados par til

(42)
a.. Saque ', a 'tus alumnoside la clfnica [AP [todos tj ]vacunados contra la gripe]]
b. Metf. las bicisjen el gm苟e[AP [ωdas ti.] listas para la 、carrera]]

If we adopt Hale andKeyser's (1993} proposal that tQ.e base positiC?n ofa n9minal deteffilines
jts tl1ematic interpretation ,. theproposed gene~ation'p~sition. simplyplac{(s the nominal in a
configuration with respectto the adjective thatallows it tobe understood as a: 'propertyholder' ,
i.e. the kind of TIIEi\但 argumenttypically'associated with adjectival'predicates (I borrow the term
from ~atzer (1996))~

The、 AP. is formed independently ,of the structure· associatedwith' th~ verb in the sentence ,' as
an independent subtree. Now, the point in thederivationatwhichthey Ulergetogether must be
thatimmediately preceding the po~ition where either ~he agentor the theme associated with the
verb should merge in order to be in the appt<?priate' configurati0I1. with respect to the verb itself.
Forthe.examples in(10)a and (25)b «43)a and ,(43)b below),'tP.ederivations corre~pondingto

theirlexical domainsare givenin (44) and(45):

(43)
a.· Jorge cami~aba pensativoS _L (=(10)a)

Jorge , walked-3p-sGmeditative-M-sG

b. Felix , meti6unasgalletas enlalata rotass_L (=(25)b)
Felix put-3p-sG some cookies-F-PL in the can broken-F-PL

(44)
a. . Ivp V caminaba], [AP Jorge pensativo]
b. [vpι ， v , caminaba] [AP Jorge pe:osativo] ]
。.Tvp Jorge Iv' [v' v caminaba] IAptJorge pensati飞叶 ] ]

(45)
a~ '[vpmeti6 enla lata] , [APunas galletas rotas] 、

b. [vp' [v' meti6 en la lata] [AP unas galletas fotas] ]

c. [VP [NP unasgalletas] [v' [v,meti6 en la lata] [AP tunas galletas rotas]] ]

d. V,·[VP [NPunasgalletas] [v' [V' m~ti6 en la lata] [AP tuna.~ gall~tas rotas] ] ] ]
e.· [vpv Ivp [NPunas gall~tas] [v' [v, meti6 enla lata] [AP tunasg~lletasrotas] ] 1] ]

f. Felix , [叩 v [vP [NPunas galletas] [v' [v,meti6 en la lata] [APlU!iω galle仰 rqtas] ]] ]]
g. [vp Felix [v' v JvP TNPunas galletas] [v' [v' meti6en la lata] [APt，阳川:alleωfOtas] ] ].] ] ]

6 !fhe generation of the cOll1Illonargument as (Spec,A) doesn;t imply a predication relatibn between them, as itdoes
、

not in the case of external arguments of verbs.. 'The facts in (39)-(40) seem to suggest abase configuration akin to
that' of 'a small. clause, with t4e adjective and it~external argument fonning a constit~ent. This impression is
misleadi~g， however: on the one hand, the nominal does not show s~bject properties; on the oth~r， the AP cannotbe
taken to be clausal.
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(Note: VI and γI simply s'tand for complex verbal constituents that have' not merged wi出 a head.)

A.s we see in (44), the predicative constituents , caminaba and Jorge pensativo forma
constituent outof two independentsubtrees «44沛，b). The central condition for , this merging is
aspectual compatibility, in the terms we have descriptively summarized in (13). The latter
constituent (vP) will form the cqmplete vP together' with the external argument, the only
remaining one in the argument valency of the verb; the mechanism for this will not be pure
external ~~rge， but some fo~ of sidewards movement (in the sense ofHomstein (2001)), which
I take here to be a movement from a a-position into a a-position: Jorge , the argumerit of
pensativo, is extracted from the AP to merge with the vP, becoming the external argUment ofthe
verb, and giving rise to the complete vP «44)C)7. As a result, it acquires the status ofAG，剧Twith
respect to the event of walking. This form of sidewar也 movementof Jorge from the lexical
domain of the adjective to the lexical domain of the verb is what makes it a. syntactic common
argument.

、 Since Jorge is the only argument realized in the sentence, this nominal willbecolp.e the
sentential subject. One predicate or the other .~an be taken as prevalent , from ~' semantic
informational point of view, so the sentence can be understood as expressing ~ thetic judgement
.about ~.e~ent in which Jorge'was involv~d， or as expressing a categoric~judgeme~tattributing

the property. of having been meditative to' John, 'as a' participant in an. event o(walking~

In (45) what merges is the complexpredicative constituent meti6 en la' lata and the AP urias
gαlletas rotas «45)a,b). The VP so formed'will merge with a nominal that saturates one of the
remaining f)-roles of the verbal predicate meter (its , internal argume~t， understood ωan. affected
TIIEME ('locatum')); -it-will be the n,ominal ,unas galletas that merges with VP, moving from the
8-positioJ;'f' ~orresponding to th¢ THE1使E ('propertyholder') in the lexical domain of.A, (Spec,A),
Jo becomethe (Spec二 V)， another'a-position (45)c). This is thecommon argument forthetwo
predicates气 The unit obtained from the latter operation, the complete VP, merges with v «45)d，吟，

forming the unit (vP) which finally merges with Fel以 thenominal saturating the remaiiringopen
position in thei argument structureof the verb; it is merged in the.higher AGENT position, and will
become the sententiatsubject later in the derivation ((45)f,g). Being specific, the sentence can b~

understood as a categorical judgement:.we abstract the whole content of the sentence except for
the subject as a property, and attribute it to Felix. Also, the s，en阳ce can be understood as· a thetic
judgement about tpe evep.t in which Felix was involved. But the depictive cannotbe taken in this
c'ase as the lexical basis for a ~ategorical judgement with the nominal unas galletas as its lefthan'd
term. This nomin~l simply behavesas an argument of the depictive, not as its subject. That would
be the reason why it doesn't have to satisfy the specificity conditions on subjects, as yve have seen
in section 3.

Accorging to the previous , analysis; Sl均ject oriented depictives and object ori~nted depictives
merge at different points in the lexical domain: th'e latter merge with V, the formerwithv二 The

immediate prediction is that no subject oriented depietive should be allowed in a co~stru.ction

where no external argument is licensed. This prediction turns out to becorrect, since neither

7 Movement into a a-position has also be proposed'by Boskovic(1994). I'm discarding ip. advance the possibility
that the argument of the adjective is represented by a PRO. What I have in mind for this decision is the difficulties
that a PRO analysis 'would raise, given the latest assumptions about the licensing of 也is kind of null ~lement (the
Null Case theory of Chomsky and Lasnik (1993)): there is no func~onal category that ~oul~ ch~ck th.eNull Case of
PRO in the structure.
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passive depictive constructions ((46)b), nor cqnstructions with an unaccusative verb ((47)坊， .can

host a depictive that is oriented to the external argument.of the 'verb:

(46)
a. Carlos sae6 a Gemade la reuni6n irritado I irritada

Carlos' took-out (to)Gema fromthe ll1eeting annoyed-M-SG / annoyed-F-SG

b. Gema fue sacada de la reuni6n *irritado / irritada
Gema was taken-out from the meeting annoyed-M-SG I annoyed-F-SG

(47)
a. El enemigo hundi6 el barco desquiciado/ vacfo

The enemy' sank the ship unhinged /' empty

b. *EI barco se ' hundi6 desquiciado
The ,ship t ASP-MARKER sank unhinged

c. Afortunadamente, el barco se hui1di6 vacfo
Fortunately, the ship ASP-MARKER"sank empty

In the lexicaldomain, predicates are, from apurely semanticpoint of'view， n-ary 如nctions

that s~tura~e， step by step, as the structure is being built up by the suscesivemerging of.the
different ,.constituents representing its arguments in' the appropriate the;matic positions~ In the
lexical p.omainwe have a process of logical Functional Applicationforthe lex~calpr~dicate{or
predicates)"along the lines of Kratzer. (1996), whose.analysis I will partially adopthere. I agr~e

withher that no propo~itionalobjectiS'!obtained in the lexical domain, but only the basis for it:
vP (Voice,Pfor Kratzer) denotes a. function from events to 'truth value~ '(<s，1»'.在 propertyof

events, whichwill mergewithT. Thus, her analysis jniplie~ that the ~xternal argumentis not ，'~

subject until it is·.raisedinto the (Spec,T) position.L桨's'take thepreceding exampl~s in (43) again
to illustrate the logical'semantics of thesentence ,. in correspondance with its' syntacticstructure.
In (48)aand (48)b ,wehavethe derivation~of(43)aan-d (43沛， respectively, up to thelexical
dorp.ain, with annotations correspondingto the semantic expre.ssions eachnode· isassociated'with:

(48)
a. [vP<s,t> [Ne Jorge] [v'<e，~s~t» [v'〈队<s~t»v<e ，<s，t» -[v<5,t>. caminaba] ]

[AP<s，t>IN巳 tJorge] [A<e，<s，t» 'p~nSativo] 1] ] ~

b. [vP<以:> [Ne Felix] [v'<e,<s,l» V<e,<s,l» [VP<S,t> [NPe unas" galletas] [v'<e,<s,l»

[v'<e~<s~t»meti6enlalata] [AP~豆 [N二 tuna咔alle仰] [A<e,<s,t» rotas]. ] J,] ]

As can be·seen,.what I have , called 'eventunifiqation' is a compositJonoperatip~-that corresponds
to the conjunction of. two functions: one from' individuals to functions from events to truth values:
<e,<s,t», a~dthe.otherfrom events to truth values: <s,t> '(underlined in (48)). The two properties
ofevents that r~present the &econd termof the first function , andthe second function itself,
includeevents that, as repeatedly stated above, rnust be a~pectuallycompatible, where aspectual
compatibility is not estimatedin terms of str~ct identity of event class (as in KI:atzer (1996») ,. ,but
iJi terms' of the possibility.for t4e property denoted by ， ·th~.， depictive to 'make reference tO, 'a
(sub)event in the eve'nt structure of the verbal predicate.

5.2. Buildinga depictive construction:(ii) functional domain
:Onc-e'T is merged into the structur~， itsEPP feature will require the merging of aconstituent

as its Spec, the~onstituent that will act as the' subject in the sentence; it will also require' values
fo! theelimination of its uninterpretableφfeatures， which， in Spanish, are (partially) ov~ert.on' the
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yerbal head raised tO , T itself (in principle, person and number features).. In. (49) and (50), we have
the de,rivation corresponding to the functional domain in the examples in (43): ‘

(49)
a. T , [vp Jorge [v' [v' v caminaba] [AP [jorge pensativo] ] ]
b. [TP [T caminaba] [vp Jorge [v' [V' vtcaminaba] [AP tj()rge pensativo] ] ] ]
c. [TP Jorge [T' [T caminaba] [vp tjl.厅ge [V' [V' V tcaminaba ] [AP tjorge pensativo] ] ] ] ]

(50)
a. T , [v:叩p Feli以x[ιv'V[VP[N萨问·una创s gallet~s叶] [V' [V· meti沁6 en la la创tal [AP tl乌un肌r

b队· [TP陀呛'P [T meti凶6]川[vp Feli以x [V' v[vp [N‘~punas galletas咛] [VI [V' ~弘meωet彷ωi(，μ() en la la挝tal]
[AP tuω gaLLet，ωrotas]] ]]]]

c. [TP Felix [T' [T meti6]-[vp tFelix [v' v [VP [NPunas gaIletas] [v' [v·tn叫() en la lata]
[AP tunas galleωrotas] ] ] ] ] ]

The ~ominals Jorge.and·Felix, respectively, are the goals ofprobe T, which t?stablish'an Agr~e

relation with them, getting values for its φ-features ， so 也就出ey can be deleted in the derivation.
These nominals, in exchange, get a value for their Cωe feature, so 也is uninterpretable feature can
be deleted too. They take up the (Spec;T) position, as required by the EPP feature on T ,. becoming
subjects.

Concerning the semantics' of thispart of the const11l:ction, we can again take Kratzer (1996)
as a r~ference. Follo:w~ngHigginboth':lm (1985),-Kratzer attributes the, task ofbuilding existential
quantification to the" head T,.as a way of getting to "a'truth' value. At this point, I would like to
incorporate Bowers's (1993) proposal that there is:a head responsible for turning a propertyof
events into a propositional function , an expression , of type. <e,t>.Bowers attributes thi~

responsibility' to his Predication head; I believe instead that T canbe in charge of this. In the
representations in (51)a "and '(51)b, we have 'annotations ~orresponding to the semantic
expressions associated with each ofthe remaining nodes in the structure:

(51)

a. , [TPt Jo~ge [T'<e,t> [T<e,t> ~aminapal [vP<s,t> tjorge [V' [v'V'~ca~inaba] [AP tjorge pensativo] ] -] ] ]

b. [TPt Felix [T'<e,t> [T<e,t> meti6] [vP<s,t> tFilix [v' V[vP [NPunas galletas] [Vi [V' tmeti6 en .la lata]
[AP tuω gall，αlS rotas] ] ] ] 1-] ]

According to the previous assumption., T provides a propositional function , <e,t>. The uni t:

formed as a re~ultof its merging with vP (T') will be an expression of the same semantic type as
T, and can therefore be considered as a sentential predicate. Finally, the sentential subject inthese
constructions is the individual represented by the nominal that endsup in (Spec,T), i.e. the
individual that saturates the propositional function. Tl', as stated by Kratzer, denotes a truth value,
as is canonical for sentences.

5.3. 岛1ultiple Agree and constraints·on the orientation ofthe depictive
The derivation fordepictive constructions presented so far (in (44),(49) and (45) ,(50)) still

misses two fundamental aspects" oftheir syntax:

(i) The synt'actic agreement between the depictiveand the argument it is oriented to: they
show overt agreement inφfeatures， gender and number, features that are uninterpretable for
the d~pictiv~; as I have mentioned, this agreement has been taken as a manifestation of the
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predication, relation that the tw,o constituents are assumed to maintain - but, since wehave
seenfacts indicating thatthere is no'such a'direct predication rel~rion betweenthem,.·strictly
speaking; it isnecessaryto account for the ， agreem~nt pattet~ in ， diff~~ent te~s.

(ii) 'The limitation as to the orient~tion of the depictive~ Whyisit the c部e that only sentt?ntial
subje,cts andobjects may be the common argument?

The point I would ·!.ike to start 'with is ageneral comment about agreement: agreement in <p~

features is a syntactic phenomenon that is, of course, not always related to'predication. It is no
so, for instance,.in the case of~he agreementbetw.een·a·determiner and the noun it comb讪郎、with
(52) , or between certain adjectives and the noun theymodify (5匀， and it is n,ot so·either in the
case of the agreement found between the 'pastparticiple and itsobject inpassive sentences (54):
(52) lasF-PL chicasp.孔

the girls
(53) lasF.孔 presuntasp_PL usesinasF孔

the alleged murderers
(54) Lasp_PL'chicasp_PL fueron ~nviαdasp.孔 tlωchicas a Paris

The girls 'were sent . to Paris

We w'ouldnot say that girls is predicated ofthe in example (52), or that alleged, is predicated of
murderers in(53). In the case of (54), the past parti~iplesentestablises an Agree telation with
its internal argument the girls, at the point they merge. together: along the linesof .Chomsky
(DbP)~ within VP, the φ-features of sent, acting as.probes , m~tchthegoal <p~features ofthe girls,
so that th~ .uninterpretabl~gender and numbecfeatures·of this ver与 candelete. '.That agreement
between. the·· participle and its internal argumeQtcanl10t be said tobe a mani~estation of 'a
predication relation in any r~asonable ~ense.，

Iwill then adopt the stance that the nominal-depictive agreement is afact equivalent tothat
ofe.g~ T-subje~t·agreement， i.e. there are unint~rpretable;featnres.on an element_(thedep~ctive)

that, accordingto Chomsky (BEA:13) , have tobevalued underAgree (f~rthe narr0'Y syntactic
derivation to converge) , must be transferred to the pho.nological componentφ(since' some of
them have a phonological reflex) , and must , b~ eliminated from.the "'derivatiori~ Those
uniI+terpretable features will thus have t6act as probes in.an Agree relation: in the caseof'gender
and number, the clear candidates t9· act as'goals 'are the valued gender aQd'number features on the
depictive's external argument.

Actually, we find a number of uninterpretable features in a depictive construction: those listed
in (55):

(55)
a.uninterpretable featq.res 'onT:

i. φfeatures:person,. gender and number ii. EPP, featl;lre
'b. unin~e，rpretable featureson v:φfeatures:.person, , gender and number
c. uninterpretable features on the co'mmon argument nominal: Structural Case feature
d.. uninterpretable features 011 th~ depictive adjectiv~:

i.φfeatures: gender'and number ‘ ii. Structural Case featu're

Of these features, there are two that, to my kno~ledge， have n9tbeen p~oposedfor the syntaxof
Spanish andrelated ~anguages， namely the gender'feature on T, 'and the Case feature on the
adjectival depictive.. If p~esent， as' I'm going to assume~ they 'have no phonological realizatjonin
Spanish. , Nonetheless , t4ere exist la!1guages , 'as is well-known , where. theyare ,phonologically
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..overt. I will only present Russian d~ta， simply because the two· types overtly missing in Spanish
can be found. in the gr~rnmar of this language. (Case inflection on adjectival predicates is
typologically.more widespread (Dechaine (1993».

The Russian verb (when in the paSt) inflects' for. femenine and neuter, so it agrees with the
su均ect in gender: , masculine (no suffix), femenine (-a suffix) and neuter (-0 suffix) (see (56»):

a
dd03cu--A··inynraa--ad.-EJ

、
/
a
b

fo
ζ
J

r
'
·飞

‘Iwωwritingt (male subject)
~I was writing'· (female subject)

c. ty pisaI 'you were writing' (male subject)
d. ty pisa1a ‘youψerewriting' (male subject)

e. .on pisal 'h~ was writing'
f. ona pisala 'she was writing'
g. ono pisa~o 'it was writing

[examples transliterated from Wade (1992)]

If, as we see, T , responsible for Nominative checking, has a complete set of <p-features, we can
hypothesize that its counterpart v, responsible for Accusative checking, also has its own complete
set of φ-features.

As for the Case feature of adjectives" the examples of Russian depictive constructions are
illustrative in this respect: the depictives may int1ect for the same struc.turalCase as the argument
they are oriented to: for Accusative in (57)a, and for Nominative in (57)b.

(57)
a. Milicija privela 鸣也cc domoj .pjianogoAcc

police brought him home drunk
b. 0旦NOM zhenilsja na nej .pjanyiNoM

4

日e· married her drunk t

[Filip & Kennedy (2000)]

[Hinterh6lz1 (2000)]

We·will assume, then, that Spanish depictiv/esagreywith the common argument not only in
<p-features' but also in structural Case features inthe same way as Russian depictives.do. ·Thus,
assuming the system of feature checking p~oposed by Chomsky (DbP,BEA), for the derivation
of depietive constructions to converge, the uninterpretable features of the adjective will have to
be deleted too.

In the .case of its <p-features, the Agree ~elation that will provide values for deletion to_ be
possible will be a probe-goal..relation within thedomain of thedepictive, as in (59), which
corresponds·to the two.sentences听e were usjng above as e;xamples (repeated as (58)):

(58) . (=(49»
a. , [TP Jorge [T caminaba [vp tJorge [v' [VI V tcaminaba] [AP tJorge pensativo] ] ] ] ]
b. [TP Felix [T meti6' [vp tFelix [VI V[VP [NPunas ga1letas] [VI [VI t meti6 en la lata]

[AP tunas galle!.ωrotas] ] ] ] ] ]

(59)
a. [AP Jorge

φ幢INT

[person-3p]

pensativo]

φ-UNINT

b. [AP unas galletas'

φ..:INT

[person-3p]

rotas]

φ-UNINT
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[gender-M]
[number-Sq]

CASE-UNINT

GOAL

[gender] • M
[number] • So

CASE-UNINT

PROBE

[gender-F]
[number-PL]

CASE-UNINT

GOAL

[gender] • F
[number]一争 PL

CASE-UNINT

PROBE

~
AGREE

~
AGREE

The Agree relation is established, under matc~ng， between theadjectival head, with ,its <p-feaωres

acting as a probe, .and thenOminal in its Specifier, with its w-features a~ting t:ls.a goal. The Spec
head relation, then, must be keptoperative: the Spec position must be included in the search
q.omainof the head.As a resultof this Agree relation, whe~e the goal isφ-c'omplete， the adjective
obtains. values' foc its gender. arid number' ,features from those of the goal, which can t~enb，e

delet~，d (indicated by the .italics in (59}). However, the , Case feature 'of the two terms of the
relation'remainsintact, since neithe,r ofthem can value theother.

Now, the merging'of the subtrees AP and vP (whensubject oriented) orAP and VP (whe~

object'oriented), places theAP in anedge ,position with resp~ctto the headsvand·V·, forming ~

vPorVP (=.v'N' i.n (60)}. Thelatter will mergewitha nominal (which becomestheextemalor
internal argument, respectively), as shown .in (60)a and (60)b:

(60)
a [TpT

φ-UNINT

[person]
[gender]
[number]

EPP
PROBE

[VpJorge' IVI [VI V 'caminaba] [AP t]orgepensativo] ] ]

φ-~NTφ-UNINT

[person-3p]
[gender-M]
[number-So]

CASE-UNINT • NOM
GOAL

[gender - M]
[number -So]

CASE-UNH、~T → NOM

GOAL

GA企
叩

OD
才\

b. IVI. V.[vP [NPunas galletas].[VI [VI I盯I口n始削e创ti凶6 en la la瓜tal [A川p t，乌un肌1μt

φ-UNI则NTφ-INTφ-1JNI肘NT

[person] [pers9n-3p]
[gender] [gender-F]
[number] [number-PL]

CASE-UNINT• Ace
GOALPROBE

[gender-F]
[number-PL]

CASE-UNINT• Aee
GOAL

企
山

D 三?

As Ihave described above, the argumentin theAP undergoes 'movement into a 8-position in the
lexical domainof t~~verb， becoming (Spec, v) in (60词， and (Spec,V) in (60)b (so both get into
an edge position, too). This operation gives the unit to'be merged , wit,hT and v, respectively.The
:heads T and Vare φ~complete， w~th all <p-features bei,nguninlerpretable, so they willhave to
establish a probe-goal relation to get values an~ldelete.

In their search domain, they find a <p-compl~te nominal , Jorge and unasgallet，αs， .w'hich
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provide values and allow theJdeletio;n of the uninterpretable <p-features on T and v (p~rson" gender
and~umber)， while -getting a 'value for their own uninterpretable Case feature (~OM if accessed
by T; Ace if 'acce~~edby v). .But, they also find 'a matching set of φ-featureson the adjective in
AP, which have beenpreviously valued through their relation-with the common argument. So T
in (60)a and v in (60)b establish an Agree relation with ,this set of φfeatures on the adjective,
providing it with a value for its Case feature.

The. proposed Case feature' on the adjective is the key, in this approach, to explain the
constraints on the orientation-ofthe depictive: this predicate is agoal for the same probes as the
nominal arguments in charge of valuing the uninterpretable features of T and v byineans of the
Agree relation they maintain - the argument that becomes the subject and gets Nominative Cωe
from T , and the nominal that becomes ~he object and gets Accusative Case from v. Since these
two heads'are the only two in the sentence structure thatvalue Cωe features , the depictive will
have to ~stablish.anAgree relation. with one of them, which will be the same as the one that has
acces~ed the nominal that the depictive isoriented to. This is the explanation for ~e constraints
on the orientation ofthe depi.ctive: it is the grammar of sentences ~ssociatedwith the, need to
~liminate uninterpretable 'features that reduces the options , exclusively to the sentential subject
and object.

If 1 am correct, two are the f?lements specifically regulating the syntax of depictive 、

constructjons: the '~onditionsfor aspectual compatibility. between.lexical predicates in (11), and
the requirement that theup.jnterpretable features on the- adjective be eliminated from the
derivation (where-the latter relies on the generaI mechanism of Agree, triggered by T and v in the
structure)8.
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On Predication,Derivation and Anti-Locality~

This .paper pursues the question what the implications of the Anti-Locality Hypothesis could be
for the syntax of secondary predication. Focus of the discussion will be an investigation of what
their internal structure of small clause complements must look like, how these .small clause
complements , connect to ~heir matrix environments, and what the relevance could be for the
formulationof anti-locality. presented here. Anti-locality is defined over a tripartite clause ~

structure (split into threeProlific Domains) and a PF-condition on the computation 仙e

Condition on Domain-Exclusivity).. The investigation revolves around two leading questions: '(i)
does the syntax of small clauses.involve ,more' structure than simply [sc DP XP] and (ii) do small
clauses constitute , their own Prolific'Domain (or maybe even more)? The results, affirmative
answers to both questions, arealso relevant for other types of secondary predication.

1. l Introduction

This paper explores the relevance· to selected issues of secondary predication of the framework
prcsented in my dissertation work (GrohmaXIII2000纱， which concerns a lower bound on locality
-' the ~istancebetween two positions inagiven (movement) dependency - formulated in terms
of anti-,locality. It concentrates on. a treatment of small- clause咂complementsin this framework.

In the ~rstp征t of the paper, I present the Anti翩Localiη Hypothesis， 4iscussing a' clausal
tripartition into Prolific Domains, how these .connect to clause structure, and what kind of
assumptions about the computational system 也is anti-locality framework ωsumes (section 2).
Th~ major~eoretical proposal is the Condition on Domain'Exclusivity, which.bans movement of
a maximal .ph:t;ase within a Prolific Domain.and the_introduction of Copy Spell Out, a principled
mech~nism to ensure Exclusivity, even in apparently illegitimate s~ructures (section 3). This part
introduces the basic $ets of data supporting the Anti-Locality Hypothesis .and -.the framework laid
out. It also sets the stage for thesecond p创 of the paper by turning to ECM二constructions.

白lispaper grew out of preparations for' ,,Derivation and Predication in an Anti蜻Locality Framework,'‘ a talk
which I was supposed tO"present at the Workshop on Syntax ofPredication at ZAS in Berlin (November 二3，

,2001). Unfortunately, I became ill right before the workshop, and all of the talk that survived is a hand-out. I am
grateful to Niina Zhang, the organizer.of theworkshop, for all her help before and during the workshop, and for
distributing the hand-out. 'As I wasn't present at the.actual workshop, I cannot thank anyone for feedback and
thus take full responsibility for everything let out in these pages. 'I am grateful, however, to Juan Carlos Cωtillo，

John DrurY and Joachim Sabel for discussing some of the material.

ZAS Papers in Linguistics'26, 2001, 87-111
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The second part , investigates the relevanceof'this .framework forsecondary predication,
focusing on the syntax of.a class of constru~ti9n~subsumed under theterm "small clause" (SC).
Based on the discussion··of h()w reflexive subjects of· EC¥-complements be best treated in an
anti-Iocalityframework, ·we will face the puzzle extended to SC-complements (section 4). ·An
intennezz'o introduces 'the complex issuesof the'format of SCs (orbetter, SC-complements) iQ.

thecu~ent frameworl\ (section 5).Ourdiscllssion oftheseas well as.other cases 'ofsecondary
predication ~illleadus to the conclusion that the"syntax ofECM- and SC-complements isn't too
different afterall (section '6). Then a discussion follows of the structure of SCs, as relevant to. the
anti-locality framework (section , 7). A conclusipn 'Yraps.tip this paper (section 8).

2. Anti~Localityand Prolific' Domains

One robust-.resultof generative .resear9h onmovement. depen~enci~s{orconstrual) i~ that'they
are bounded; a depe.ndency· is· subject to (9ften,· strict) locality' conditions. Locality' is' typi~ally
understoodas 'an'upp~r'boundon distance.! (1) ilhistrates how locality restricts the formation ‘ of
selected .dependencies, relevant for the ensuing discussion~ Assuming the Copy. .Theory··· 'of
movement (Chomsky 1995, Nunes 1995), lower 09currences' of moved elements are crossed out.

(1) a. * lohn thinks [that Mary likes himself].

笔一…--- * - J
b. *.John iS'believed f占扣@怡 tωob忱el丑ik怡e.均1

个 i个..* I 个 i

c. *引That did who [wfl:e buy wft低]?

个* ' I

In (οla功.) the dependency between th~ refle~ive:himselfand the attemptedantecedentJohn
cannot.b忱ee创sta汕.blis必s1巾电s1

the intetveningDP Malηηy bl<?cks t由hi妇s dependency formation (indicatedby the sta缸.r)一 or巳，二;'in'other

teqns, the distance between the two elements is .too· far, subject'..to locality. The mo'vement
dependencybetween. the highest and lowest occurrenceof.John in (1b) is also illicit: the~econd
most deeplyembedded copy ofJohn (traditionallY'"the result ofmovement from the·thematic
agent to the canonical subject position) cannot move across it and thus skip apotentialJanding
site. Again, the ·violating step is markedby ‘*' and ruled out by standard locality conditions (see

1 I concentrate on "anti-locality" effects and a formal way to capture these, rather than on standard locality'effect;s
ordefinitions. This connection isdiscussed explicitly inGrohmann (2001b). , It thus suffices ~9 say 出atbyand
large locality can be ,characterized 'by Relativized Minima1ity (Rizzi 1990), integr~ted into 由e minimalist
企amework in a variety ,of ways, all involving some notion of "distance" 一 "shortest Move," ·;,Minimal Link,"
,,Fewest Steps" etc. (see Chomsky 1995, Zwart 1996, Nunes 1999, Hornstein.2001a, and many others for
discussion). Concerning the' usage of "dependency," 1 take a strictly derivational approach tothe computational
system, as will become clear presently, and leave aside how a more (or evenstrict).representational view could

2be integrated (viz.chain formation, for exmnplG), atleast for purposes ofexposition-
In- standardapproaches, reflexives are subject to Condition A, i.e. a resultof bi~ding.a fully lexicalpronominal 
e~ement.Most approaches don't assume a movement ~nalysis ofbinding relations'.I indicate this by the broken
line, as opposed to fulllines (arrows) indicating movement.·We will soon modify this view of local reflexives
and 'in位oduce a movement analysis, much in spirit of recent approaches, but for slightly different reasons.
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fn.I). (Ie), finally, illustrates an ill-formed dependency concerning movemen~~o Comp. One
way .ofcapturing the illicit movement in'this case ~s to say that another relev.ant element, i.e. one
of the saine "type·" (in this case, onealso bearing a Wh-feature), is closer to 出e landing site than
what, which cannot skip over this intervening element (here ,·who).

This very rough sketch of how locality conditions may restrictdependency formation is
nothing new, hence canbe left sketchy as is~ One question that has no~ yet been as~ed is whether
there is the opposite ,.restriction to (the .locality ot) dependency. formati<?n ~oo. We could th~s ask
whether there is also a lower bound on distance" banning movement that is too close. I argue that
such a restriction does indeed exist.; As it seems to be the- opposite restriction of what standard
locality conditions cover, I call it "anti唰Iocality."

The 'examples in (2)咀(4) illustrate what anti-locality could capture, if formulated properly
(where, as throughout, '*' marks linguistic ungrammaticality_and ‘#' an ill-formed derivation).

(2)

(3)

(4)

a. * John likes.
b. # [vpJohnv [vp likes JeI:ffi]]

a. * -Him likes she/her.
b. # [TP him T [AgrOPffifft Agrq [vp 挝ftl V [vp likes she/her]]]]

a. * .Who, John saw? / Who, did John see? / Who did, John see?
b. # [TopP who Top [Pocpwhe (did罚。C [TP John saw/see …(研he) .. .]]]

We could thus ask why one' thematically markedelement may not move to 'another theta
position, as in (2)~ One could envisioI1 an interpretatio~ of identity, as in John likes himself, for
ex~mple. Likewise, DPsdon't seem to. receive two structural cases, but Case-checking is
restricted toon(c)e 'per ,DP. In other words, movement from .one Case-position (say, AgrO酌，
checking accusative, to another, picking up nominative, as suggested in ob), is illicit.(Note that
one cotlldassign Casetothe ar~ment left behind through some default strategy, or other means,
but neither she nor her·would be grainmatical in this scenario.) , Lastly; movement of a wh-ph~ase

to some other position within. the C<>.mp-Iayer seems .to be. ruled out -as well. ·The
ungrammaticality of either version depicted in 件均 could follow from too closea movement二 as

shown in (4b): movement to a Wh-checki~gposition (such as FocP, ·as Rizzi I~97， among
others, argues for) cannot befollow.ed bytopi~alizati9n. (Leaving aside details regarding the role
of do-insertion , as indicated by.the three options in (4a).) .

Let's_sum up what these data and hypothetical deriv~tions sh~w us. The'structure's in the b
examples share one property: all it;ldicated movement steps involve two closely related positions.
In (2b) there is movement from one theta- to another theta-position. (3b) suggests movement
from one agreement-related or phi-position , to another phi-position. And thehypothetical
derivation (4b) involves movement from -- one Comp- to' another Comp-position. (Contrωt these
"closely related'" posi.tions with ~he type of positions related in (1纱， (lb) ·and (Ie), respectively.)

Under traditiQnal approaches, both' within咆 GB theory as well as most minimalist versions,
these .derivational stepsare e~ily-~Ied out. Themovement in .(2b)violates the Theta Criterion.
The Case Filter accounts for the ilIicitness of moving-from one phi皿 to another phi-position and
check two different Casefe~tures， as in (3). Various "Affect Criteria" (such as the Wh-Criterion)
could account for the ungrammaticality of (4纱， or the ill-formed derivation (4b).

Scrutinizing core minimalist premises, however, this line isn't tenable anymore, or should
at least be seriously rethought. One clear desideratum of any minimalist approach to linguistic
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theory is that all conditions' .on the compu!βtion' 'must ·follow from Bare Output Conditions,
namely those that relate directly to the conceptual-intentional andarticulatory-perceptual
interfaces (Chomsky 1995: 221ff.). With theelimination of D-andS-structure as "levelS of
representation,"PF and LF are the sole interface levels (or, less representationally, components).
As such, all D-~tructure remnants in the theory should be dispensed with. The only way tomake
sense of thi,s desideratum is to derive all filters , prin~iples and cond~tions. on the computation
from Bare Output. Conditions. One'plausible candidate '.is cert~inly the' principle' .of Full
Interpretation, aconc;lition of the , conceptual-intentional interface impos,ed onLF .(~omstein

2001a: 15). Less 'plausible candidates are arguably' the Theta 'Criterion, Case Filter or' Affect
Criteria, as these do not directly' relate ,to the two interface systems. Rather than appealin.g to
additio~al filters , principles or conditions, 'w~ would like toknow. now whether structures as
depicted in (2)-(4) can beruled out on independentgrounds, or gy one generalconditi~n.

I suggest that an explanation in terms of anti~locali~yoffers a positive answer:

(5) Anti-Localiη Hypot~~sis

Movement must not be too local.

qiven (2)-(4) above,.the .most straightforward'way to capture"too local" movementcould
be mov~mentwithin a specific part of the clause, or a "domain" of sorts; sketched in (6):

(6) # AP，αi

/\
XP 'A' ，α!

~\
AO，αi

~\
ZP，α!

~\\
买P ...

If a ban such as indicated in , (6) is' on the right track, we would' need a: means to' compute
the relevant domain , within which movement of anXP, as illustrated in (2)二(衍， is ruledout. Call
this domain a Prolific Doma仇， characterized , along 'the following lines.' ., The part or domain
relevant to compute "too local'" or anti-local movement correspo,nds to adomain of shared
contextual information - a ProlificDomain.Asgeneralized in 份， :a Prolific Domain may
contain thematic context 怡 "a-domain飞 agreement context (a."φdomain")， or discoursecontext
(an "ro-domain")-' where.1αI·in(6) would thus correspondto one of ，{酬~ lepl, IωI} .

Let's define aProlific Domain (abbreviated-to'I16. in structural representations) as-follows:

(7) ProlificDomαi~ (IlL!)
AProlific Domain IIi1 is a contextually defined part ofthe computational system,
i. which provides the interfaces with the'information relevant to the context and
ii. which consist of internal structure, interactin.g with derivational operations.
Such a vi~w' offers' a n'atural tripartition "of the clause, where , each part is locally licensed:
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(8) , Clausal Tripartition
i. 8-domain: The partof the derivation where theta relations are created.
ii.φdomain:The part of the derivation ~here agreement properties are licensed.
iii. 份domain: The part of the derivation where discourse information is established.

The "contextual domains" are 出us Prolific' Domains. Theyare prolific because each
d~main may is 'arguably made , up of finer articuJated structure; such as vP > VP 份-domain)， or
TP > AgrOP (and wh~tever else is , needed in theφdomain)， orTopP > FocP (and more, such as
CPlForceP, for 'example, for the co-domain). They ar~ domains in the usual sense, denoting a
particular (and unique) part of the structure characterized by contextual information.3 Beyond
mere terminology, the anti-locality fraInework'sketched here offers anovel way of formalizing
the intuitive tripartition of the clause (see fn. 3). This will be outlinedin the next section.

3. Exclusiv~tyand ，Copy Spell Out

If movement 'witbin a Prolific Domain is to be ruled out, as the data in (2)-(4) suggest; thi~ ban
should follow from Bare Output Conditions, or the argument to simplify our inventory of rules
goes down the drain. Let' s now focus on such a view of the anti-locality framewor~.

The one and only condition that I would like to propose, ,.needed to account for all anti
locality effects, is the Condition ,on DomainExclusivity.

。) Condition on Domain Exclusivity (CDE)
An object 0 in a phr.ase marker must have an exclusive Address Identification AI
per ProlificDomain IILl, unless duplicity yields a drastic ,effect on the output.
L An AI of 0 in a given :rILl is an occurrence of 0 in that IIil at LF.
ii. A drωtic effect on th~ output is a different realization of 0 at PF.

The main assumption is that LF and PF are accessed cyclically, in the sense of multiple
applications 9fthe operation Spell Out, proposed by'Uriagereka (1999). (See also Chomsky 2000
and subsequent work, although in a different'framework.) This would lead us to say that LF and
PF are interface' components, rather than levels of 'representation. AI is then taken to be
"interpretive visibility": the LF-presence of an object in thephrase marker (from (9i)), coupled
with a unique PF-matrix(per (9ii)).. As a result, anti-locality' is a PF-condition.As such it
follows , as desired, straight' away from Bare Output Conditions, viz. , the CDE. The long and
short of (9) is that an expression must have one and only one phonological occurrence in , a given
Prolific Domain, w~ether it is pronounc~d ,or not.

Within , Copy Theory we understand multiple occurrences of an object in the phrase marker
to be non-distinct copies of that object. In other words, the CDE concerns XPsonly: by
definition head movement creates a new object (via 叫junction)， as morphemes (pronounced or

3 Note that this 位ipartition is nothing new or revolutionary, but rather reminiscent of earlier conceptions .of the
clause ---- cf. [ COMP [ INFL [ VP ]]] from Chomsky (1986纱， for example. The proliferation of 企inctional

projections，企om·the works of, among many others, Pollock (1989), Chomsky (1991), Hale & Keyser (1993),
Baker (1997), Rizzi (1997), ,Poletto (2000), and the 位ip缸tition 俗、电umed in Platzack (2001) are also relevant in
this context. What is new, however, is the formalized tripartition envisioned here (opposed to, say, Platzack's).
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not) -,' the "real" input of functional heads 一 .obligatorily change the PF~matrix 'of the moved
head. (See Grohmann' 2000a: 58ff. for d~tailed discussion.)

This_.understanding:· of theco'mputa~ion''makes one simple' prediction. If a dependency
between .twopbsitions within' the sameProlific Domain were' to involve different PF-matrices,
the CDE should· be satisfied. Following recent discussion in the literature, this prediction seems
indeed to be borne out.'

Let~s discuss some ideas on implementiilgastri~tlyderivationalview ofthe computational
system. Taking·certain pronouns aS. ,grammatical fomiatives , ratherthan fully lexical expr~ssions

(see' among 'others 'Aoun· &Benmanio~n 1998, Aoun, Choueiri .&, Hornstein 2001 , "Hornstein
2001a .for discussion)~.domain-internaldependencies with a different PF-matiixassigned to each
'copycan indeed be found: asgrammatical formatives ,.these pronouns are. thusderived.

One'example con'cems the"吨relation between the peripheratXP andacor~ferentresumptive
pronoun' (RP) in' certain left dislocation constructions -, but ·nor oth~rs.· There is' a type of left
dislocation that e;x.hibits clea~ 'diagnostics for movement. (10) isone such i,nstance, illus~rating

theavailability of a .l.>o:un.dvariabl~ reading between a quantified subject'and' a pronoun contained
in the left~dislocatedconstituent (where the left-dislocat~'d constituent and theRP are in , an "anti
local relationship," as shown i~ (10b): CP and ,TopP are 'partof the 份domain). (The corefer~nce

isindicatedby italics.and the bound variable reading in ~his case by subscription.)

(IO) a." [S~ineniVater] ， den mag jederi.
his-Ace father、 RP-ACC likes everyone
‘Hisfath~r，"'everyone likes.'

b. [cpseiJ;1en Vater C [Toppden mag~Top [TP jederT.·..]]]

This. example is·from: German.. and is typically known , as "contrastive")eftdislocation.
Contrastive leftdislQcation stands , in clear contrast' to another .type of left dislocation found 'in
German (and English), known as "hanging topic'~ left dislocation (ornominati:

(lJ) a. [Sein; , .. Vater] , jeder*ilk 'mag den/ihn.
his-NOMfather everyone likes RP/him-ACC
‘His'father"ev~ryon~ likes him.'

b. . [cp sein' ， Va:te~ [cp C [tP jeder mag-T den/ihn二..]]]

Hanging topics appear in nominative, whilethe RPreceives .the"proper" Case. Moreover,
the RP·may appearlowin the structu~e， as opposeqto the topic position. What we see in (ll)'is
that the bound variable reading from (10) disappears~ If the left-dislocated constituent with the
pronominal element inside'has rnovedjn one case, but not the other, this difference is predicted:
at some point in the derivation (e.g. after reconstruction at L町， the quantifier and the pronoun
are in a command relationship, allowing for variable-binding to take place.

It is easy to ~how that. thereexist' clear contrasts between contrastive ~nd hanging topic left
dislocation beyond theone illustrated here. Thesehavebeen known, debated· and 'analyzed for'a
long time (see van. Riemsdijk 1997 for an overview ， ~d manypapers in Anagnostopoulou et ale
1997, but alsomy ownwork in Grohmann 1997, ~OOOb， 2000c fordis~ussion).

In particular, theforjner constmGtion does not ·display. Weak , Crossover or Condition A
effects, but is sensitive.l() Condition C.Moreover~the two differ with respect toother
consequences of , reconstruction, such as the possibility of left-dislocating idiom chunks; whether
they may appear in embedded contexts, and , whether they'allow multiple left-dislocated XPs.
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Analytically, we coul4 capture these ~iffere_nces as _follows:_ contr~tive left_ dislocation
i1J.volvesmovement of the left-dislocated element (XP) through two Co~p-positions - i.e.
movement within the ro-do'main - and the RP is the spelled out copy that-allows the (otherwise
illegitimate) structure to conform to the CDE.Hanging topics~ on, the other hand, are base
generated in a CP-adjoined position and the RP is inserted directly into d~rivation ， not involving
Copy Spell Out. Thedifferent structures are represented in the b呻examples of (10) and (11); the
relevant derivati9nal steps for the former are shown in (12), where '~' indicates Copy Spell Out,
a notation I will employ from now on throughout the paper.

(12) [ep seinen.Vater C [TopP seinen Vater ~ den mag-Top [TP jeder., T ... seinen 'later ...]]]

This leadsus to the question what Copy Spell Out actually is. Intuitively, it "rescues" an
otherwise illicit step iIi the derivation. Standard deletion of the lower copy within an anti-local
environment (the same Prolific Domain) is ruled out by the CDE, but if the.lower copy receives a
different PF-matrix, the CDE is satisfied. Copy·Spell Out doesn't delete, but spellout the lower
copy, and by -doing'so, assigns jt a different PF-matrix (see Grohmann 2000a, 2001b for more).

Under the same ass'umption (i.e. .that certain· pro~ominal ~lerp.ents· .are grammatical
fonnatives and that dependencies -should be- deri~ed by mov~ment wherever possible), another
appliGation ofCopy -Spell 'O~t can be argued for local anaphors, where reflexives ,. for example,
are ,the result of spelling olit a' copy th'at woul~ otherwise violate the .CpE. In otp.er words,.under
such a .view, ·local anaphors' woulda~so be introduced in th,e course of the derivation (see, for
example, Lees & Klima 19.63, ，~idz &.Idsardi 1997, Hornstein2001a for precursors).

Parallel to (10) then, w~ could derive localanaphors just as RPs , via Copy Spell Out:

(13) a. John likes hims~lf.

b" .[TP John ,T. [~P 如协 ν[vp-likes-VJe恼。 himself]]]

Pronominal elements that surface as' spelled out copies can thus be taken to be RPs of so~s，

rescuingan otherwise illegitimate dependenGy.Or, in'more general terms:

(14) .*[α~XP ...芸剖， unlessXP ~ Y, where [PF] ofXP 手 [PF] ofY

RPs thus. seem to appear in two diametrically opposite environments, namely.when a
dependency would otherwise'be too far (stan'dard) or tooclose (Copy Spell Out); see also
Grohmann & Haegem~n (in progress) foranelaboration of'this point.

At this point, a puzzle mateIjalizes.Such a derivational account of reflexives_ raises the
question how refl~.xive ECl\Jιsubjects might be derived. If (local) reflexives werealways the
result of Copy Spell Out w~thin the same a-domain, it would not immediately be clear how
himself'could be introduced into the derivationin .(1_5b):

(15) a. John expectsM缸Y to win the. race.
b. John expects himself to win the race.
Under most standard assumptions, ECM咀structures like (15a) would receive the following

derivation:

(16) [TP John T [νP JeI:H:t v[vp expects-V [TP Mary to-r [vp Mary vTVp win the race]]]]]]
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However" given the a~olishrnentof 'government as aconfiguration that licenses, among
other things, Case-assignment, aminimalist approach toECM-constructions ne~ds to a~count for
the "exceptional".accusativecase~markingon Ec;M-'subjects.There , ,are •basically' three typesof
explanatiqnavailable. 'First, the ECM-stibject could coye~ly ， mov~ to the matrix acc~sa:tive

position, such·as SpecAgrOP (entertainedby Chomsky 1991 , :~asnik & Saito 1993, among
other功; i~ this variant, the Case-featuresof the , ECM-subjectwouldbe license.d , at LF.Secondly,
it 'Could , ~ptionally moveove~ly to thisPQsitiop (a.dvocated py a large body of"early~‘ minima1ist

literature, up toL~snik 199~， 'for exampl.~).Thirdly ， the overtmoyem~ntinto matrix SpecAgrOP
could be obligatory' (asargued for bY I\oizumi 1993, 1995, 'Lasnik 1.99~a， 1995b" Bo运kovi

1997, 2001 , and'others).
Either , way wego" an approach 'that .check~ accusativecase' of , the ECM-subject in' the

matrix clause wouldy~eld (17) as the underlying' derivation for (15似 ratherthan (16) - where
the .relevant , movement s.tep.takes p.lace i~ theover(()r covertcomponent. ,('?' is , some , positi<?n
higher than 'AgrOP, given that the verbpiecedes theECM-subject; further'identification of '?'
sh~ll be .of no.con~em -''among otherthings, it also depenq.s onho'w headmovement is tre~ted.)

(17) , [TPJqhn T , [?p expects~? [AgrOP 11aryAgrO [vP J.eftft v [vp V [Ti> Me:巧，.' to win the race]]]]]]

IfJocar :an,apho,:s ，··~re. the result of aqomain-internal movem~nt 'step (t~iough , Copy 'Spell
, Out applyingtoanotherwise illegitimate copy) and ifm'atrix an~:l ECM-subj~ct are not part of the
s'ame thematicd<;>main, inwhich this movementstep could takeplace (viz.John likes himse{月，

this domain"irttern.al'movement step' could'in theory occur ata later point.
To derivereflexiv¢ECM-suojects, we;, could tl)us imagine one of the following , derivations

(only relevant parts shown)"where the locusof CopySpellOut is actually the matrix <t>-domain:

b. [TP10hn expects [AgfoP Je始。 himself [vp Jehft [VP [TP to [vp~ ·…]]]]]]

This· fo.ute 、 would , allow ·us to~hold fast onto· , the 'assumption'that localanaphors are the
result of Copy Spell Out, applying to the lower of two copies within. one and the same' Prolific
,Domain.The way' local:anaph,qrs in simple clauses differfrom 'an,aphoric subjects of E(:;M:
complements 'is the type of Prolific Domain that' ,hosts the relevant'movement step': thematic vs.
agreement domain.'(We will discuss the- difference between (18a) and (18b) in- section ，~~)

If' this "line of explanation is on the right track, 'wewould have another argumen~ ， that
movement of the embedded subject of "dyficient" complements (such aS , ECM-constmctions, a
notion we willpick upagain l~ter) into' ,(the objectpositionof) the matrix clause maytake place
ove此ly - after all, the reflexive ~CM-subject in (ISb) showsup as 'a reflexive at the point of
pronunciation, thus thederiv(;\tional step that resuJts in Copy SpellOut must take place· in the
overt component. We'can , thuseliminate the 'hypothesis that such el~mentsmove exclusively in
the covert component~

Qne majorgoalof the remainder of the paper, the secon,d , part, will beto -test how. far w'e
can take the nonchalant ge'neralization' in Grohmann (2000a)' about the difference between intra
vs. inter~clausal movement, , namely that across .cl~useboundaries ， movement always target the
same type ofProlific Domain; this' willbe instrumental in helping us to ', decide , on the de,riyatiqn
(18a) vs. (18b). But first let' s turn our attention to smallclause-/~C-syntax more diligently.~

4 l use "SC" to denote' the small clause in general(not its 'category), regardless of its finer architecture (cf. (24)).
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4. Small Puzzles

When we. turn to SC-complementation, a puzzle very similar to 也就 seen in ECM-constructions
征ises: .the SC-subject appears in nominative, it may be reflexiv~ (bound by the matrix subject),
and the matrix and the SC-subject never seem to appear in the same 也domain.

(19) a.' 'Mary considers [John intelligent].
b~ John considers [himselfintelligent].

(20) a. Mary considers [John a good friend].
b~ John considers [hi.mself ~ good friend].

Just as .above, .we have tO.ask ourselves wh~t the origin is of the' reflexive subjectof ~ small
clause andhow it gets Case. In the re~ainder of thispaper, we will pursuethis:questio~ andtum
to the following topics:

。) Canwe account for reflexive SC-subjects derivati,onally (viz. Copy Spell Out)?
(ii) !f:'so, or if not, what is the structure of SCs (relevant to the anti-locality fr~mework)?

(iii) 'What types .of movement does the anti-locality framework allow naturally (and why so)?

Again, we are faced with.a number of p~ssible approa~hes to capture SCs. Theleast
interesting one, for cutrent purposes,' is that the anti-locality framework is .simply barking up the
wrong tree and the whole line of , re_asoning should be abandoned. Weaker 'versions of this
argument .could be that <?nly the derivational' analysis of. local. anaphors suggested here is
untenable or that the particular ~nalysis of reflexive ECM-su~jects touched upon above is
inapprqpriate. Under this view, SCs 'would rece.ive. the same structure that ECM-constructions
used to rec~ive(inGB), relevant to the current issu~， namely something like the following:

(21) [TPJohn T [vp Jehft v [vp considers-V [xp himself (. ..himself. ..) intelligent]]]]

"XP" denotes the SC', whatever structure it is made up of (see fn. 4 above and also section
5 below), and CaSe is checked iri whatever way Case is ~h~cked (e.g. under "government,'‘ as in
GB). The reflexive is licensed in whatever way local ~naphors are licensed (subsumed under
Condition A, for example). For ob.yious reasons, I will not entertain this option any further, .but
push ~ line very much compatible with. the anti-l~cality framework , and na~rally so, as I 缸gue.

An alternative wouldhold that SCs essentially behave like standard ECM-complements:
the SC-subject undergoes movement into the matrix clause object position, as sketched above for
ECM-constructions -' Qvertly or covertly (with emphasis on the former):

(22) [TP John T [AgrOP himselfAgrO [vp Jehft v [vp considers~V' [xp himself intelligent]]]]]

However, this still doesn't account for the "introduction" of the reflexive, if it is really
"introduced‘~ into the .derivation, rather than base咀generated and licensed by more traditional
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means. This.can be: achieved if reflexive SC-subjects 'actually behave like 'reflexive ECM
subjects in an anti-locality framework: theyundergo CopySpel1 Out in the matrix φdomain.

If this line of reasoning'~scorrect, refl,exjve SC-subject~ would be' introduced the same way
that reflexive ECM-subjects are introduced in theanti-Iocality framework, namelyby moving
first ~nto-the matrix 8-domain, t出heωn into sωorne position of the matrix 今φ~donia刽in' ("AgrOP"
finally to anoth.er， pQωsitiωiωO∞n within' the matrix' <f>-dornain ("T,P"), undergoing , Copy , Spell Out. We
could illustrate .the necessar.ysteps roughly' as follow~:

(23) [TP John T [AgrP~'.~ himselfAgr ， IνP Jel:H:t v [vp considers-V[xp Jel:H:t intelligent]]]]]

This is very similar to~hat we have seen in'(18a) vs. (18b) ·above.Oneapparent'difference
is, of course, tp.at th,e internal , structure of a SC is n.otthe sarn~asthatofa)l.ECM-complement.

While the latter is.presum'ably a full-fledged (if deficient) .TP" the fonnerhas been , argued to' b~
something. different. For ECM-clauses' it. iseasy to ,seeth3:tthey containa8-domain as
understood. .from' (8):, they" include a full verbalpredicate, without restrictions; th~y can also be
~gued to containaφdqmain ， indic况edbyω. Arguably, this , non-finite 'TP/<p'-domain is defi~ient

(in thestal1d~rd.s~n~e， i.e~ at le~st .in '!S far aS.it fails to license nominative). 'Onegoalof the
followingdiscllssion .is to gecideon thest~tus of "X~" in(23).If theSC-subjectovertly , inoves
into thematrix claus~， (i) w,hich position'(P~olific Domain) does it target and. (ii)where does i~

come 仕Q~? Aside , from a' cornpar!son of'the syntax of ECM- an<;l SC-subjects, we will thus
investig~te the finer struct~reof SCs, 'as rele'vf\nt tO, the anti~locality framework. Wewill then
adopt someversion :or refinement'of the deriyation 'in (2匀， which we' , will -then gelleralize(in
t~rms<:ofthe:abov,e-inentioneddistin'ction , between, "intra- vs. inter-clausalniovement")

5. , , Small Clauses

A standard characterization"of a small clause is' that it fo口ns the minimalstructureexpressing
preQi~ation， .withoutcontaining'tense.Wh",t is rel~vant for , our , purposes.is thequestion of what
this "minimal structure" could or should look likein an anti~locality'framew ，ork (such as·the one
presentedhere), one that splits the, clause intoProlific Domains.; Whatwewill investigate next- is
thus. wha~' the internal structure of SCs looks like anc;l how it connects beyond the SC
complement, i.e. how it interacts with the matrix clause.

The literature is split about , the "constituency question" of ,SCs.A .large .body，也 since

Jespersen (1924), has assumed~hat t~eSC-complement (su均已ct and predicate)are generated asa
constituent, the view endorsed, here~; Other. approaches ，、howey~r，c;lenysuch" a' constit~ent relation
(e.g. , .Bresnan, 197~， 'Williams '1983 , Schein 1995) or derive it as a' result of complex predication
(Chomsky 1955). I ,will concentrate on variousappro~ches within the first-mentioned , camp for
twoteasons:first, for reasonsof spaceand second, it seems towork {applied to' anti-locality).

Three typical instantiations of theSC-as-constituent approach are given in(24):
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(24) a. XP

~\
DP X'反P

~八\

... XO

b. 'FP
~气\

DP F'
~气\

PO , XP

. c. SC
~气\

DP XP,

Under the variant in (24吟， the subject of the small clause (DP) is taken to be the specifier
,of a predicative head XO (Stowell 19~1 ， 1983); alternatively, "it is adjoined to the predicate XP
(Manzini 1983, Heycock' 1994, Rot~stein 1995). The entire small clause is an XP. In (24坊， a
small clause is understood to be the projecti~n of a special function,a! head, ~uch as' "Pred"
(Bowers 1993) or "Agr" (Gueron & Hoekstra 1995); see also Moro (19'88), Svenonius (1994),
Pereltsvaig (2001) for more discussion., (24c), finally, takes a small clause to ,be of the type"SC"
with the 'bare structure[sc DP X町， as argued for by Moro (1997, 2000). This approach thus
assigns the 'construction SC the categorial status SC (cf. fn. 4).

Regardless which one of the- approaches -in (2'4) we choos~ (or any other, for that matter),
some~hing has to be said in addition to the structure of SCs concerning' how they tie in with
higher(possibly predicative) material. Two relevant questions in this, respect are~hefollowing:

(i) Is there movement within the SCbefore movin'g to a higher clause?
(ii) Is there ,movement from the SC to somehigher position忧f<;>removing~oa higher cla~se?

I want to treat the exact internal structure of a "SC th~ same, way I treat the exact internal
structure of 因FL or COMP: rather vaguelywith respect to the projections involved and finer
architecture, focusing on the input of Prolific Domains and ,the' relevance of the anti-locality
framewor~."There are three relevant hypotheses we could consider:

(HI) SCs constitute their own individual Prolific Dom~in (i.e. an additional oile).
(:H.2) SCs constitute one separate Prolific Domain ,of the three available (e.g. e~domain).
(H3) SCs constitute more than one separate Prolific Domain (maybe a 8- and a <t>-domain).

.As before, I'll pick the lasthypothesis, w.alk with it and mold it. Thiswill allow us then to
be--more specific with respect to the internal structure of SCs. Maybe we will be able to decide on
(24a-c) a little bit more precisel)人
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6. Small Analysis

One primary goal will be to expla~n the accusative case of the SC-subject and. the derivation of
reflexive SC-subjects, relate it to other structures (such as ECM), and, generalize ,thetypology of
movement steps .in an anti-locality 仕amework.Before we' sy~tle for one of the three hypotheses
(Hl-匀， let' s th~n consider two generalizations concerning movement and the computation within
an 'anti-Iocality framework, namely movement withina clause" ("intra;..clausal") arid across clause
boundaries{"inter~clausβ1，，).5

Con~idering the relevant copies of a moving Wh-phra~e indicated in (25坊， needed for- Wh
movement (i.e. checking thematic, 'agreement and discourse' features)" we can' gene~alize ~ll

(argumellt) movement .within a given clause: it must takeplace! from a 8- to a <t>- an~， ifneeded,
.to ,.an ro-po·sition. In other words, intra-clausal movement always targets· the I1;ext higher Prolific
Do~ain in the clause, as expressed in the abstractderivation (2Sa). 如

(25) lntra-cZαusal.movement hypothesis
a. [ωA . .. XP ,... [<pL\... 妥P... [eA.二.芸P .. ~]]]

b.'Who didMaη':W协 see'wfte?

Movemen~ acro'ssclauses is characterizedbythe' successive~cyclicproperty， .whichhas
long beenargued..for~'Standardlyeinployediri long Wh~movementorA-raising, this isnothing
n,ew. Given what wehave justsaid, that a. 'wh-phraseneeds t9 check the three' relevant types of
fe~tures，.. (26a)"is":a~ ， appropriate 二 ifabstract ， derivationfor ·{26b),". in.di~atilig all.relevantcopiesof
theWb-phrase:that undergoes A-raisingprior toWh-checkirig.

(26) "Inier-clausal hypothesis
a. [ωAXP ...l中A 妥P ... [SA·... Iω …[中A 妥P...lsA … [ωA[仙芸P ... reA 买p .. .]]]]]]]]]
b.Who辆也。 seems辆也e to be likely 辆也eto 柳he sleep?

Let's as'sume thatthe'two hypotheses regarding intra- and inter-clausal' movement .have
some bearing on the comp~tation of 'standard'a~counts of locality effects and anti-locality.
(Again, see.Grohmann 2001bformore~)Wecan now·turnto anevaluationof(Hl-3).

The ftrst hypothesis takes an SC to be its ownProlific Domail1, a typeof ProlificDomain
different仕omthe three"established so far. Call it pil, just to"distinguish it from the others.".Recall

t ouragenda from section 4 thatderives· accusative-marking on the' SG-subject byeovertor' covert)
movement into the' matrix <1>~domain (AgrOP). If (27a), repeated from (23), is our specific

5 In the interest of space, this discussion must be cut short. Amore extensive treatment can be found i~ Grohmann
(2001坊， where‘ these hypotheses, treated"as the "Intra-Clausal ¥ovement Generalization" and the "Inter-CI~usal

Movement Generalization," respectively, are formulatedabstractly as follows:

(i) a. Intra-Clausal Movement Generalization
[J3ti XP ... [ω.... 部...]]， where~>α

b. Intra-Clausal Movement Generalization
{ωXP.·.. 丰... [ω... 妥P...刀， where 丰= clause boundary

Space doesn't permit a more thorough disc~s.sion. What I will do here is assume that these general~zations

have theoretical and empirical merit. As such I am. going to employ them to teaseapart· potential analyses ," but
refer to them as hypotheses, for the time being' axiomati~ally' helpful hutno proven warranty.
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deriva~ion， (27b) should be the .one relevant for an evaluation froqI the perspective of the anti
locality 仕amework， where.XP is our small clause-complement SC (w40se structure has yetto be
determined):

(27) a. [TP.John T ..[AgrP JeftH. ~ himself Agr [vp JeftH. v [vp considers-V [xp JeftH. intelligent]]]]]
b. [epL\ John:.. Je如... [aLiJe始 considers ...协却始...]]

(HI) now make two particular predictions in the current context: movement within a' SC
should be illicit (as a CDE-violation), and our hypothesis concerning inter-clausal movement
would. have to be ex~ended. I take .it that compared wit4 (27), (28) would be the ·desired structure
for a clause with a SC-complement whose subject is not reflexive, where the SC咀subject still
needs to move to SpecAgrOP/φdomain of the matrix clause to check accusative:

(28) a. [TP Mary T [AgrP John Agr [νpMafY ν[vp considers-V [xp 如he intelligent]]]]]
b. [epL\ Mary... John.... [aLi Maf;t considers ... [J3L\ JeftH. .. .]]

-The movement from the SC.~-domain to 出e matrix <I>-dom~n' does not conform in any
obvious way to the inter-clausal ,Ipoyement hypothesis. It would have to be modified so as to
capture that.froJl.l an additional Prolific Domain p-domain, movement may target (at least) either
a po~ittonwi~hin ·the S-domain or the φdomain of the next higher clause. This is only one
argumeI1t ·against the.existence of'''~Ll，fI on top of conceptual'reasons, evoking an additional tool
in ourinventory for (so far)no compelling or reasons of (virtual) conceptual n~cessity.

Let's turn to (H2).. Onanalogy with (27) for (Il l), (29) is 'presumably ~he' counteqJ缸t for
this hypothesis·， .~here "α.Ll" is the Prolific ·Domain that specifies XP (o~r SC-complement),
which." is of one of the three types in our inventory (SA, <l>Ll or ωt.\).

(29) a~ . [TP John T [AgrP Je拙。 himselfAgr [vp JeftH. v [vp considers-V [xp JeftH. intelligent]]]]]
b. [中A John ..JhM...·MhMconsider与…队如如...]] ,

The predictions from this hypothesisare for one also that no movement should be possible
within the SC-comple1?1ent,' but in addition that movement ~utside. the SC should· target a S
domain, shouldw~ identify "αil" with the ~-domain，.. The latterprediction looks good for (29),
but fares less·well with a non-reflexive SC-subject,. as in (28a). 茧"αil" is indeed·the a-domain,
thismovement runs again coun~er the inter~clausal movement hypothesis.

Alternatively, we could ωsign a varying identification of Itαil
lt

: it .could be a a-domain if
the' SC~subject is (to become) a reflexive and a φdomain elsewhere. The obvious faultof this
step is that .Prolific Domains are , not- some purely formal ~arker without any meaning. As the
nature of a given Prolific Domain' is regulated by thecontextual inf9rmation it encodes, it is
highly unlikely that one and' the same structure - apredicative SC -. should be one' of two
different Prolific Domains, more or less at ~hoice. .On , the 'other 'h3:nd, given that SCs are
predicative, it lies near to assign it the Prolific .Domain that specifies thematic information, i.e.
the a-domain. Let's do that next.

/(H匀， namely,' says that SCs are more complex than a single Prolific Domain. It suggests
that a SC -.- again, with a .finer articulated stI1:1cture yet to be decided upon - comprises two
Prolific Domains. !f one is the S-domain for the reasons just\given, it is likely that.the second one
would lbe the 今domain ， the next high~r one {viz. the intra-clausal movement , hypothesis from
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above). Applying this , reasoningto the , two exemplary cases (~7a) and (28纱， 'weyield the
following structures~ ~he-(H3)-counterpartsof(27b) and (28b), respectively: .

(~O) a. [<1>6 John... 拍拍... [8~扮MConsiders .. ~ [<1>6 0 [86 Jel::ift •• .]]
b. [中6 Mary ... Jel::ift •~. 186 Ma巧~ considers ...协Jel::ift [86 JeIm.,. •. ]]

What we see, here i~ the following. A , reflexive, 'SC-su:bject undergoes ,(inter-clausal)
movement from its base-generated SC-position;' a predicative' 8-position, straight into the mat~ix

8-position (before'moving on' into'thematrixφdomain). A'non-reflexive SC-subject, however,
undergoes SC-internal movement:一 ruled out by b6th(Hl)'and{H2)- from , its base-generated
8-position to an additional SC-internal position~ withinthe今-domain of theSC. , Once thereitcan
(only)target amatrix、中二position， and everYthing i~ ， hunky-dory.

Thisoption forces us '.to'adopt , an alternative similar in spirit to the one mentioned for (H2)
above. The difference,is; however, that in theprevious alternative,s1;1ggestionwewouldhave,to
assume two different' strUctures for the SC-comple~enr" while under this 'strategy , the SC is
invariantly bi.-domainic; the, -optioJ;l that arises urider (H3) is whether or not to move through the
<I>-position of the'SC." In other' ,words, the prediction that (H3) m~esis. also two-fold, bU,t very
different from th¢'oth~rhypotheses: , SC...internalmovement should befine (as wenow have'two
Prolific Domains) andaddittonal movementsh()uld target either the matrix 8-orthe matrix' <t>

domain (depending' on' the laun~hingposition).10ptfor，{H3}jn general"and the domain-relevant
derivations in (30a-b) for (27a) and (28吟， respectively (i.e. (19a-b) from secti9n 4 above)二

This optionality might raise:an , eyebrow' , ar two，、 so let's>.gothroughthe background
aS$umptioJ;lsp,articularly impl~ed in , the int~r-~lausalmovement hypothesis~'We willsee that the
proposal'that theSC二sil均ect;may， butneed i?ot, ffiove through ~n ，intermedi~teposition'~snot

unreasonable. , Moreover, there are other constructions that exhibit exactly thiskindof optionality
(which, Iargue, is not "optionality" ,at all).

Consider'a derivati9nalapproach to~ contr~l'constructions, such as theoneadvoc'ated
recently by Hornstein (1998, 199-9-, 20'Ola, 2001b).6 TaJQngminimalis'tdesiderata ser~o~sly to try
and simplify the inventory of tools, condit~ons， assumptions an'd'so , on, Hornstein- scrutinizes"a
number of'modules il?-ternal'to the language faculty .thatwere p~ of OB theory.One of thes'e,
t~e Control Module (including the PRO, theorem} is particularly susp,ect. ,Not onlybecauseasa
"module" itbetter be something'needed for virtual"conceptual necessity; following the usual
Ockham's razorargtiments, 'a module con'stitutes ad

6 I concentrate on 'Hornstein's specific 'proposals, as it's (a)c~uched-in a minimalist 仕amework， (b) assumes a
very similar view ofthe ,grammaras endorsed here, and,'(c) is very compatible with ,the anti-locality 仕amework.

In fact, theanti-Iocality framework suppor~s his particular analysis' without postulating additional machinery. (A
ffi,ovement approach to control, relating similarities between it and raising, goes back to Bowers 1973啻 1981.)

nunu
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embarks on and develops (see alsoO'NeiI1995 , Manzini & ROUSSOll 2000).Relevantfor us is an
analysis in terms of movement - for ,both raising arid control. Let's review this very briefly. 由

_Raising an'd control- constructions exhibit a number' of obvious , similarities: they bo也

involve a nonmfinite complement clause Whose subject position is phonetically empty;that
subject receives.its interpretation from the filled subject position in the finitematrix clause. The
main difference, to be, derived in a movement analysis, is that the control dependency between
the overtly filledmatrix and the empty embedded subject invQlves with two theta-roles, but the
raising dependency , onlyone.

The movement.analysis , of control put forward by Hornstein is movement of the embedded
subject from its (thematic) agent-position to the matrix agent-position - movement into a .8
position. He ·considers both (31a) and (~lb). The former assumes the intermediate step for
reasons of the EPP (originally entertained in the , beginning of chapter 2; cf. Hornstein 2001a: 27,
38) 二 The latter follows Castillo, Drury & Grohmann's (1999) doubts about theEPP, dispenses
with that step and moves the subject in one fell swoop as, what we would call, 8-to-。由movement

(adopted in the remainder of th~book; cf. Hornstein 2001 a: ch. 2, esp. pp.56丑， and p.223, fn.12).

(31) a. [TPJohn T.[vp Jeflft wants [TP Jeflft to [vp Je胎 win the race]]]]
'b. [TP John T [vp Je切 wants [ri> 0 to [vP .Je如 win therace]]]]

From the point of view of the inter帽clausal movement hypothesis, (31b). would fit the
pattern. "Moreover, if tpe EPP , does not exist (see also Epstein & Seely 1999, Boeckx2000,
Grohm(liln~ Drury & Castillo 2000for discussion), the intermediate touch-down would not be
required a. priori. On the'other ~and， w'ewould like this' intermediate.touch-down to happen in
raisingfor. the same reason (i.e. following the inter-clausal movement hypothesis). We have
basicallythree choices, in bothcontrol and raising (not necessarily mutually exclusive):

o passing through lion帽finite SpecTP is enforced by the EPP
(Chomsky , 1981 , 1982'and all ，，~tandard" approaches, since)

@ the EPP doesn't exist, hence the intermediate SpecTP is empty
(Epstein'& Seely 1999, Boeckx 2000, Grohmann, Drury & Castillo 2000)

@} the intermediate EPP doesn't exist, but the position is filled for locality reasqns
(see Grohmann 2000a, 2001b for c~rrent and Bo运kovi· 2001 for independent reasons)

Only @} fits with the 'working hypothesis 'of jntra- vs. inter-clausal movement. Asjust
mentioned, controlverbs'have , a 旬11 thematic structure or '8-doma.in (containing vP, VP). Hence
8-to-8-movement as , in (31剖， repeatedhere, would indeed be an appropriate option:

(32) ， a~ John wants to win the race.
b. .[TP John T [vp Je坦 v [vpwants-V [TP , to [vp Je始 v [vp win 也e' race]]]]]]

Raising verbs', 'on theother hand, lack a full thematic structure,; presumably the 8-domain
of this cl部s ,of. verbs contains only a-bare VP. Fro~ the .point. of view of the inter-clausal
move~ent hypothesis， φto-<J>-movement should apply h~re， as sketched below:
(33) a. John , seems to win the race.

b. [TP John T [vp seems-V [TP 如ftft to [vp 却始 v [vp win the race]]]]]
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The embeddedSpecTP of ， ~deficient"(i.e.non-finite) T isn't filled. for EPP~reasons， ,but for
locality'(orSd argues Bo运kovi e2001).Consider (34):

(34)a. John was considered a.fool.
b. * John was consideredhimself a fool.

Passive. verbs can , be .argued to '.lack 泞， thus force movement from embedded structures
into their (matrix)φposition~ If they lack 'thelTIati~ positions ， mov~ment into' the 8-domainof·a
passive verbis ·notexpected. Fol~owinga~1 we have said so. far, (34b) is thus correctlyruled out:

(35) [TpJoh.n was-T [vp considered [中LlJ.elffi$ [sc J.elffi a .fool]]]

Returning to the ·above~mentioned "optionality,"we cannowrecord that no intrinsic
property of (deficient) , T forces movement to or through its specifier position. If this position.can
be , filled or'not 一~depending.o1.1 a. certainunderstandingof (standarq) locality' considerations
(Boskovic2001)- we would like to seehowif can be skippe.d in some cases. The int阳e町r-clausal

movementhypoth~sis wo飞~ld offel; a possible .principled "aω.cc∞oun挝t.7 'It takes the stanωIS of the
moving .element seriously: i江fi让t .needs -to move i讪nt，ω.oa higher. a-position, it_qan onlydo so.fronia
a-position; , this yields' control structures anddispenses with the intermediate' touch-dqwn.' If the
intended movement. targets a higher <l>-position, .it· can o1)ly take .place from aφpo~iti~n; ， this
gives'u~ raising1 'where thematrix (raising)verb·doesn' t. even' make. a ~-po挝、tion 'available, arid
mο飞rement to' deficient SpecTP is necessary~This isan' in~tance 'ofpotential points' of symmetry
·betweenstandard:·accounts of locality and this:framework (seeGrohmann 2001b).

To re~ap， within a framewor~ 出at takes a tripa:口ition of the clause ··seriot;lsly ， (formal~zed in
terms of Prolific Domains) wesaw that itmakes' sense to treat small clalise- (SC-)'constructions
to comprise not one, but two Prolific Domains, which we identified.as the ·8- and the <1>-domain.
Reasonsfof thjs are two-fold.. First,· following" the Condition' onDomain-Exclusivity , (CDE),

elements in the phrase-marker cannot moye withina given Prolific·Domain, or rather,. no
dependency·can ·be formed betwe:en .two"positions , in one'and t~esame Prolific 'Doma.in which
are assignedid~ntical PF-matrixes. ·This·constirntesthe gist- of~hat we have calledtheanti
locality framework throughout. If 'correct, it , me~ns thatthe' subje~t c;>f SC-complements, which
must raise to the matrix' object position, shouldno~ beable tomove within· the' SC;unless the SC
is bigger than a single Prolific Domain.

Second, 0∞n 'analogy w叭it由h a' d也er~巾i扒忖飞va刽圳.tional approach tωo r臼efle低xi忖vi泣za创.tiω1ω:0∞O

S创ub均deωct臼s， we found ituseful to have 'the:optionofmoving theSC-subject into the matrix' 8
position, from·which it can then proceed to the'object'and the subject.positiops, spelling'out its
copy in "AgrOP as the :reflexive (otherw'ise, th~ CDEwould be violated). This derivationwould
conform to our proposal of deriving reflexives as the result of copy Spell Out within a given
Prolific Domain. On , thebas

7 If there_is something ωtheintra- .and inter-clau~al movement hypotheses {see.fn. 匀， w已 would， of course, like to
derive these somehow, -rather than state them axiomatically. A.potenti3:1rωte of explanation might involve a
closer examination of the Uniformity Condition, usually expressed over chains (see Browning .1987 and
Chomsky & Lasnik 1993, Chomsky 1993, among·pthers·, for.further discussion). I leave the discussion at that,
with a final note that such an explanation of the intra- and inter-clausal movement hypotheses/generalizations is
not worked out in Grohmann (2001b) either.
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the warning for caution 出at this hypothesis is only that,. a hypothesis, as mentioned in fn. 5;
however, it.seems to fit in with the present framework, the cases at hand, and many other cases.)
We discussed several possibilities for the types of Prolific Domain(s) involved in SCs and
reached the conclusion that it must be one 8- and one φdomain.

7 Small Structures

In the final. section, I want to consider a number of other aspects that concern the .structure of
SCs. As before, I'llconcentrate on the input of the anti-locality framework, .i.e. on the domain
relevant'structure.A bit of musing towards the end will allow 邸， though, to saya little bit more
about the options for_more specific structure as the discussion aroun4 (24) implied.

An interesting phenomenon .relevant for this discussion is a construction that Rafel (2000)
calls "complex small·clause" (CSC), illustrated for English in (36).

(36) a. I regard [John as'my best friend].
b. They took [John for a fool].

Ra(~l takes: a ,esc to be. an instance' of , 'double predication, where one SC (XP in (38)) is
predicate(i of another one (YP). The resulting' structure is a mirror image of the .stfl:lcture of
"simple" SCs (cf. (24a-c».

(37) [xP=:CSCDPj [x' X [yp=sc PROjY]]] .. ,

We willdiscuss the plausibility of the existence of CSC assuch , next. First bear in. mind,
however, that. we·still haven't 'decided whi~h option of (24a-c) to take. Rafel'sstructure in (38)
suggests either (24a) or, more likely and in the spirit of Rafel's proposal, (24b) ,. where some
functional .head· takes YP as its complement and XP as its specifier. Refraining from further
discussion of the structure of a CSC for the time being, Rafel argues that the head X can stand
for different heads, such as complementizer C, as illustrated in (3.8):

(38) a. I regard [cp=csc Johni as-C [sc , PROj my best friend]]
b. , They took [cp=csc Johnj for-C [sc PROj a fool]]

Note that this exact structure should raise suspicion, at least for the reason 由at it contains
PRO. If we wanted tq adopt ~afel's analysis, we. should look for. a derivational.implementation
in the current framework. Moreover, the.fully. , clausal ("CP") analysis of the embedded (C)SC
structure isn't compatible with our assumptions: if esc were indeed CP, then it should constitute
its own ro-domain. If that were the case, how could John then move into the matrix a-position
(again, holding fωt to the inter-clausal movement hypothesis)?

I want to offer and discuss three alternatives to analyze CSCs. One would be to tre~t the
"complex" part (i.e. YP) as an additional ProlificDomain'on top of the "simple" SC. This would
be a 8-domain, clear if we treat as and/or as the predic姐ve elements. In other words, "complex"
SCs would be complex because they constitute two "simple" SCs..This strategy is illustrated in
(39时， comp3:red to the "siniple'~ SC in (39a):
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(3~) a.. V [~£\一... [s£\DP XP]] (viz. 'Mary considers Johnintelligent.-)
b. ···v [<1>£\一..~ [SL\ DPi'(as伤。 [SL\ PROiXP]]]' (viz.Maη cqnsiders Jo~n as herfriend.)

DP, the. SC-subject; would in' these cases raise into the slot within the <t>-domain marked
一， (and str'aight into thematrix. 8-domain if it is; reflexiv~). One advantage, and hence a

potential means for e.valuating. the optio~s' suggested here, is that this allows a.. movement
analysis of the DP~PRO relationship that Rafel assumes. If PRO boils·down to being a.copy left
behind by movement from a 8- to a 8.-positiol?-, we don't run into trouble.

An alternative would be to say that the "complex" part is ~ <t>-domain on top of a 8-domain.
The 8-donIain would be then be.the originalSC'~

(40) a. Vl仙一… [SL\ DP' XP]]
b. V [<I>L\ _as扩or [s£\DP XP]]

(viz..M~ry considers .Johnintelligent.)
(viz~Mary considers John'as her介iend.)

This allowsus to keep the same"structure for SC and CSCin terms of Prolific Domains:
both contain one 8- and' one φpositiop.， ·instead qf.·two 8-positions (and pres:umably.another <t>

domain 'ontop) form the firstoption. Unlike the first .option, howev~r， this alternative doesn'f
allow fora movenientanaJysis ,of PRO.·But itdoesn'tneed to:giveJ1 thatcontrol is movement
across Prolific飞 Domains， the.constructionsconsidered here 'cannot distinguish between
movement of·the 'Sort we ~ould 'apply 'to (39b), from 0:ne.8-, to ····another· 8-position (recreat,ing
PrO), but as' we indicated in (40剖， from· the base-generated 8-position ('DP') to the· <t>-po~ition

('_.'), i.e. A-movement business as usual.
Whether 'the first' , or' the second ,option farebetter , (or ~ven·. which one wouldbe .more

plausible) shall play no r.ole. Th¢re is a·third option, andour 'empirical testing c~se ·w~ich we'll
see .pr~sently isone \vhich cannot be' captured by either the first or the second· option. Th¢ third
option can, soit is the· one I , adoptThis optionssays that t~e "complex"part is no additional
material beyond theoriginal "simple"SC, butit plainly is'part of tl1~ originaI8-domain~Thu.s,
CSCs and SCs a缸re structures t也ha低t' are'bas优e-generat优ed 'within" a:挝;

domain on tωop 一 withres创S叩pecttωo Prolific Domains completely identical:

(41) a. V [<I>L\，一..·[SL\' D~XP]]

b.V [仙一… [SL\ DP (a~，伪r) XP]]
(viz.Mary considers Johnintelligent.) ‘

(viz. Mary considers John as her介iend.)

This tr~atment of'"complex" SCs is basically theJine take~ ~y. Moro'(1997)产 Once again
the last alternativeseems to be most compatible (possiblycoupled with (ib)from fn. 8).Consider
the following data:

8 In fact, Moro argues against a layered SC-structure, as the first twooptions inthe text abov:e would. imply. The
structures he suggests arethe following (slightly adoptedfor·currei1t purposes):

(i) a. [sc DP (as) XP]
b. [sc DP [asP as XP]]
C" [asP' DP [邸， XP]]

(Mora 1997: 203, ex. (104))
(Moro1997:287, n.3.1 , ex. a)
(Mor() 1997: 287,·n.31 , ex. b)

Option (ib) is the,.more general one, disreg缸ding details about the position of as (or for) , buthe notes that i!1
(ib) "as is entirely parallel to of in oj二insertion. "
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(42) a. They took [John for a fool].
b. . John took. [himself for a fool].

(43) .a. They took [John for hims.elt].
b~ John took [himself for himself].

While (42) could be analyzed under either option (cf. (44» , (43) shows that we' must allow
SC-internal movement to derive a reflexive in the "simple" p征t of "complex" SCs. Following
the discussion·up to this 'point" the most likely derivation for (43b) would be (45):

(44) . a. [TP they , [AgrP John [vp 白ey- took [sc Je始 for a fool]]]]
b. [TP Jo~n [AgrPJe始。 himself [vp :JelH:t took [sc~ for , a fool]]]]

(45) a. [TP the.y [AgrP John [vp 白句 took LscJe栩如rJa切~ himsel叮]]]

b. [TP John [AgrP Je胁。 himself [vp :JelH:ttook [sc~ for Je恼。 himselt]]]]

As there is. presumably no way that we could argue the lowest occurrence of himself in
these cases to move into the matrix clause, it must be generated (or derived:via Copy Spell Out)
internally to the SC. Thismeans that John~ the original (and only)DP in (43胁， must move from
one position to ·another position within the same Prolific Domain. In order to ."become" a
reflexiye (again), it must also ~ove into the matrix a-position.:Thissuggests that John leavesthe
SC from a a-position (by the inter-clausal movement hypothesis). In other words, the structure of
the "complex".·.SC-complernent in (43坊， marked simply SC in (45胁， has ·the same structure as
any "simple" SC we have seen so far, regar9.less of the presence offor.

l!nder these c'onsiderations, the domain;-relevant structureof (45b) is (46):

(46) [中~John 如胁。 himself rea Jeftft took [仙 o [ea· Jeftft for Je胁。 himselη)]]

After all this discussionof domain四relevant aspectsof the ·structure ofSC-complements,
note that we still haven't decidedon the categorial status .of SCs from ‘ (24a-c) above. Ideally~ I'd
leave it at that, but Ifeel comp.elled to at least discuSs som~ aspects of the structures , mentioned.
While· we cannot yet satisfactorily decide 'on any single one, w.e should beable to rule qut some,
on pretty much principled grounds in the' current framework. I leave if to the reader to decide in
howfar the argument goe~ through, as I don't believe that a resolution matters for the main point
argued for.

As wenoted repeatedly, a Prolific Dom~n is not simply a technical gimmicl\, but relates to
contextual information in the ♂lise of thematic properties. The current framework clearly
dissociates thematic from' agreement properties and as. such pin-points the locus of Case- and φ
feature checking beyond the thematic layer'unambiguously. This dissociation i~ muddled under
"standard" recent approaches, since section 4.10 of ChQmsky (1995). That line .of rese~ch

pursues Case-checking through some' propertyof ν， by creating an additional specifier to vP
where accusativ~ gets licensed. This is not the right place to d~scuss multiple specifiers (see
Grohmann 2o.01a for discussion and references). But whatthis muddling amounts to is to allow' a
potential miXing of ~~ and <t>-properties. This might ~e the right way; 必er all, Koizumi (1993,
1995匀) originally suggested splitting the verballayer into i让te仅ra刽tive VP轧一'AgrP s挝truct阳ures (the "Spli让t
vp-帽Hypot也he臼si沁s"

with the antiι川-locali江ty framewor~ laid out here.
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The suggestion that SCs ar~ generated· in a structure.like{24b) p.as often' been followed. by
identifying the' headF witha .particl:ilar functional head, such .asAsp(ect)orAgr(eement), as
mentioned ,above. This seems' .tobe the same' type of muddling as licensing accusative on v: for
all , purposes,...Asp and Agr' are <I>-related and notuniq~ely ， predicati6nal'or thematic. As such,
they'~e not predicateo. 'tobe.part of a '8.;.doinain; but. as..thediscllssjon'above' h~ argued 'ad
nauseam, this is the kind of Prolific Domain that we nee~.

The first suggestion, (24a) ~omes/ in t~o flavors, as also briefly mentioned above.
Generating the:SC-subjectas' an a司junct ， or as a specifier. For reas0:t:ls laid out elsewhere .(such as
Grohmann2000a:80-112, 2001 吟， structurally a司j，uncts make 'very poor candidates for as tight
predication relations as we , 'are· dealing with in' ·SC-constructioris. If we choose the specifier
9ption, we' would , agai~ have to say somet4ing , about th~ head ,X" projectin'g XP - and if, the 、

answer is , one along the lines of "F"just discussed, ~e candisriliss'jt on' the same grounds.
T'his , leaves , us with , two ,otheroptions. The subject is generateq. as 'a specifier'of a' head X,

and"Xis cle~rlyand uniquely thematic in nature;or the entire S~ is formed by merging the
subj~ct DP and the' predicate XP.A'lo~·ofbackgroup.d .info~ation hangs 'on -both choices, so I
will leave the discussionat'that. For the , anti-locality fram~work as presented here itdoesn't
matterwhether we're dealing'with [scDP XPl or , [xp DP ，[x' yP刀， , as'long as bothcanbeshown
to be p~ssible 8-d9mains.

Now that we have considered thedomaiIi-relevant structure'(and, to some degree, the
categoI划: status}:of SC~: iriq~ite somedetail, let's revisit .c9nt~01， one more time.We could ask
ourselyeswhy control verbs'don't takeSC-somplement~(Williams1994-， Schein 1995):

(47) a. * Johnpers1;laded Bill [PROhappy].
b~ * John tried [PRO ;happy].

The expl,anation , seems to be that SC-selecting verbs , assign n<;>minativeand accusative (cf.
ECM-believe) , , while contI叫 verbs 'don't , Note that..'Hornsteiri'(2001a:.. ·1~8} also remarks that
verbs may differ as , to whether they discQargeaccu~ative caseor not. Thus, verbs, like .expect
op~onally:assign case, inwhich' case' they function"as ECM-verbs.When they don't, they are
used in their.control-verb function.

(48) a. John expects himself to be elect~d.

b. , John expects PRO tobe el~cted.

The televance of Case here is obvious: asboth (48a) and (48b)' involve movement of Jo1J,n
in the present framework"the·ad hoc character of the·"optional" movement ofJohn (either into a
a-or into a <I>-position) is 'ilccounted for.

Verbs like believe, on the other hand, ·do'not have , this option. , they must assign accusative
case:
(49)' a. John believes himselfto be elected.

b. * John believes PRO to be elected'.

The explanation' IwQuld.·like to ·suggest ·goes.as·follows.. Expect-typeverbs may assign
nominative'arid accusative, believ-e-type verbs:()nlynominative. Thusfof expect there aretwo
derivational·~hoices.The embedded agent may b~come the matrix , agent and ,then , check both
accusativeandnominative (with the .result that , oneof the:two "becom~s" an anaphoricelement,
viz. copy spell Out, forced by.the CDE). , Altematively,·the'embedded agent becomes thematrix
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agent and , then check nominative only; in , this 'case the matrix subject/agent "controls" the
embedded subject/agent. In the , other c部队 we only have one option. Agents that are embedded
within complement clauses .(jf believe may only become the matrix agent, in which case they
check nominative.

Let's sum up the main results' of this paper. At least with respect to a clausal tripartition in
terms ofProlific Domains, thebehavior of SC-subjects suggests that ECM- and SC-constructions
should be analyzed on a par. Both involve obligatory movement of the embedded subject into a
matrix Case position二 For ECM-constructions, this is fairly standard. The relevant (abstract)
derivation for se~tences like (50) are given in (51):

(50) a. John expects M征Y to win the race.
b. John expects himself to win the 'lace.

(~1) a. [<I>L\ subject ... DP … [9Asubject... V ... [<I>~甚浮 to ... [9L\ ;QP .... VP]]]]
b. [<I>L\ DP ... f)p :> anaphor ... [9L\f)p ••• V... . [中III to ... [9L\f)p ••• VP]]]]

As .we have argued, SC;..constructions underlie the same derivational steps. Note that while
the embedded structure argu~bly diffe,rs from ECM~structures in terms ofpr~jections， they share
the same numberand typesof Prolific Domains, one 8- and one φdomain. Thus, the relevant
derivations fOf SCs, like (52)~ are the same 部 the ones for J3CM-constructions; (53) and (51) are
virtually identical (differing only in the embedded predicate):

(52) a.' John considers Mary intelligent.
b. John considershimself intelligent.

(53) a. , [中L\ subject '... DP ... [aL\Sl元~... V..:[<I>L\I弗. · · . [aLl f)p XP]]]]
b. l中L\ DP .... f)p :> anaphor ... [aL\f)p ••• V... [仙… [9L\f)p XPl]l]

The last question I am going to mention (briefly). is whether this striking similarity is aI1Y
bad. One could argue against a collapse of SC-, and ECM-syntax in all practical matters relevant
to the anti-locality framework.. , One possible objection is perhaps the well-known' extr~ction

asymmetry found in SCs, already notedby' Kayne (1984)~ 'As (54)shows, ,only the predicate of a
SC may be extracted from:

(54) . a. * Who did you .consider [[the sister of whe] [a friend of Mary]]?
b.Who did you consider [[the sister of John] [a friend of Wfte]]?

Should we now conclude that SC-subjects can't move (overtly) irito a matrix object
position, because they don't behave much like objects? The natural answ~r should be "no." After
all, the same holds for ECM-constructions:

(55) a. * Who did you expect [the sister of研he] to kiss [a friend of Mary]?
b. Who did you expect [thesisterof John] to kiss [a friend of研胁]?

One might, of:course, object andconsider thesedata evidence against a movement analysis
of for ECM-constructions as' well, under which the-ECM-subject ,stays (and receives/checks
Case) in the ernbeddedclause. B~t an alternative· explanation is available, a.I)d it is a more
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generalone 'as well. Note. thatthe lan(1ing site ~n the. m'atrix clause. (e.g.AgrOP). isa specifier
position and as suchaleftbranch. Hence both (54a) and'{55a) ,are ruled o~t qy whatever rules
out extractions from left brancl1es in general.

8. Conclusion

Thispaper took as· its starting point theradical derivational ·direction formulated by Hornstein
(2.001a) and investigates relevant predicationstructuresin'a spe~ific model, the' anti-locality
fr~mework (Grohmann ·2000a, 2001b). Subjectof investigatibnwasthequestion howsmall
clauses fit into ,the panitioning into Prolific Domains， andoneofthe'mairi~oIl;clusions'is to liken
theJ?l to ECM-constructions. As such, the subjectofan. SC moves in theove~~yntaxinto the
matrix clause.; J\s an anap.horic subject, it also spellsollt in thematr~x <l>-domainas a reflexive,
for example, after moving , into a matrix e~position. , A non-anaphoric' SC-subject, 'on theother
hand, ,moves. straight into the matrix <I>-position. , Thesameanalysis was' argued to hold for pCM
subjects~This. derives fairlynaturallytbe Casepropenies of SC~subjects.
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Abstract 、

This paper compares secondary predication 'constructions (including small clause complements,
resultatives, -and/or depictives) in English anq Korean and argues that these two typologically
different languages employ different modes of ， satis句ring the Case Filter (Chomsky 1981) with
regard to the Case of the subjects of secondary predication constructions. More specifically, we
argue that'~he subject of the secon~ary ， predicate in English is Accusative Case-marked by the
higher governing verb, while that in Korean is Nominative Case跚marked by default. Evidence , for
default Nominative Case ,will be provided 企om Korean and other languages.

1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to compare small clauses such as complement , small clauses,
resultatives, andlor depictives iJ;l English and Korean andargue that these two typologically
different languages employ different modes of satisfying the ~~se Filter (Cp.omsky 1981) with
regard to t4e Case , checking/marking of the subjects of sm~ll clauses. More specifically"we
argue that.the subject of a , small .clause (or' secondary predication) in English is Accusative
Case-marked by the higher governing verb, while that in Korean is Nominative Case-marked
by default.

In Sectio~ 2, we discuss the case properties , of the subjects of small clauses iIJ.

English, and show thatthe subjects of small clauses shouJd be Accu$ative Case-marked either
by raising tq an appropriate Case position (Bow,ers 1993, ~997， , 2001) or by changing the
matrix governing verb into a "transitiv~" one (Kim and Maling 1997). In Section 3, we show
that the subjects of small clauses in Korean are Accusative Case-marked or Nominl:ltive Case
marked accordi~g' to the types of the matrix' verbs. ,' That is, if the matrix verb governing the
subject of a small clause is transitive'; then the subject is 'Accusative Case-marked. If the
~atrix verb governing the subject 'of a smallclause is intransiti.ve, on the other hand, then' .the
subject is Nominative Case-marked,. unlike 'in English. In, this Section, we also argue that
~orean employs' default case strategy in order .to satisfy the ~ase Filter ,with regard to the
Case checking/marking of the subject of a small clause when there is no source of case
assignment, whilt? English employs various other strategies. In Section 4, we discuss the
default case strategy from a more broad perspective. In this Section, we compare English.and
Korean with reg创 to satisfying the Case Filter. We argue that English allows , ~严insertion

and/or a preposition-like compl~mentizerfor in order to mark C部e on Caseless nouns, while
Korean allows default Nominative Case for Caseless nouns二 Section 5' concludes this pape汇

2 Case Filter and English Small Clauses

It is generally assumed that the subject of the secondary predication has its Case
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assigned/checked by the matrixverb in ~nglish. Consider the following examples:

、
、
自
/

11
/
S
E
‘
、

a. Iconsider 也也 honest]

b. The gardener w~tered rthe tulilM flat]
c. The joggers ran rtheir Nikes threadbare]
d.The liongnawed (*on) rrhebone raw]

(complement small clause)
(transitive resultative)

、 (intransitiye resultative)
(object depictive)

(la) contains' a complement smallclause, (lb)and (Ie) contain resulta~ivesmall clauses, and
(ld) contains .adepictive small clause. Here.We.assume·a verbless complement to be a small
clause (see Williams 1980, Rothstein 1992, among <?thers). Note in examplesgiven ,in·(l) that
the subjects.. .of these small clauses are allCase-marked by the governing' verb Qf the matrix
clause..That i~， in(la), hi1!l is Accusative Case-marked by the matrix verb consider.· In (lb'-c),
the subjects ,the tulips and their Nikes are ea~h .assume:d to beCase.:.markedby the matrix
verbs watered andran, respectively.. In (ld), th~ bone、:is assumed. to be· Case7""markedb'y the
transitive-like gnawed (see Kim andMaling 1997, amongmanyothers).

Various· mechanisms are proposed to account for the Case properties of thesesubjects
of secondary predicates. For exa~ple， Stowell (1981) ， argu~~ that the matrixverb Itgov~rns"

into the subject of small clauses.Thus in (la), the matrix verb consider "governs"into the
bracketed category so that him is assigned/checkedoff its· accusative Case.

In his extensive series ofworkson secondary predication, Bowers (1993, 1997, 2001)
assumes. that the". subjects. of small clauses are posited .in .·':l .Case .positiQn. In ·particular,..he
assumes th~t transitive resultatives are.. control constru~tions inwhich the .subjects .of the
resultative predicates are in [Spec, VP] and that· intransitive' .resultatives····.·.~e raising
const~ctions iIl:whichthe subjects. of the resultative'predicatesare rais.ed from[Spec, J>,rPJ to
[Spec',. VP].. Gonsider the. two different structures given by' Bowers (2001:327). .According to
him, thederivationsof transitive. resultatives would· be as follows:

/\
|

fieneA
U
画
、

，
.
4

、
E
a
J

mrmhN4··-rEEEh

/\ \
/\
1/
1/\

wateri the tuiipsj
[Ace]
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In the structUre (匀， the object ofthe matrix. verb, namely the tulips, is in the [Spec, VP] and it
controls·· the PRO subject of the secondary predicate, namely flat.. BQwers (2001: 325)
proposes the following structure for intransitive resultatives:

[Ace]

mwaKu

m
-
ω

LU

In the structure (匀， the subject of the secondary predicate, namely their Nikes, is raised from
[Spec~ ~RP] t9 [Spec, VP]. Bowers (1997: 4~) ~gues that the strong [Acc]ca~e-m~ked

subject of the resultative ·PrP is fqrced to move overt~y， to [Spec, VP] to .check case features. 1

It is important for our purposes here' to 'note that in both the transitive and intransitive
structu'res, given in(2) and (3) respectiyely, the subject of the (so呻called) predicate phrase 'PrP
is in. [Spec, VP] to which Accusative Case ·is assigned 'by the higher governing verb of the
matrix clause..More examples ofintransitive r~sultatives are providedbelow:

(4) . a.'The kids laugh~d themselves into frenzy.
b. He sneezed his·handkerchief completely soggy.
c. The tenors sang themselves hoarse.

Inall of the ~xamples above, the' subjects of the secondary predicates are Accusative Case- ,

marked by the matrix verbs, which are "intrinsically" intransitives.
On a different background', Kim and Maling (1997) argue that the matrix intransitive

verbs of the intransitive resultative constructions undergo so-called 叹esultative Formation,"

whereby the intransitive verbs cQange to transitive verbs so that they can assign/check Case. 、

Consider their structures:

(5) .a. The lion gnawed (*on) rthebone raw]
b. The winemakers stomped (*on) the grapes flat.
c. The professor lectured (气功 the clas~ into a stupor.

1 In general, Accusative Case in English is'assumed tobe weak, so that it c~ be- ,checked off at LF. What Bowers
intend to mean by "strong [Acc]'" seems ~o be that the subject of the secondary.predicate in English must be
"overtly" Case-marked 'by rna创x verb governing it.
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(6) a. The lion gnawe.d *(on) the bone
b. The winemakers stomped *(on) thegrapes.
c.Theprofessor lectured , *(to) the'class.

In the example~ in (匀， the 'matrix verbs are cl~imed to u~dergo so-called "Resultative
Fonnation." Thus the prepositions are not allowed· in these examPI邸， while in the ord~nary

intransitive uS,age in (6) the prepositions should not be omitted. What is not clear about this
kind. of analysis is the nature of this transitive-formation.2 Converting intransitive verbs into
transitive qnes' isnbt infrequent, but Kini' and Maling .(1997) do notdiscusswhat exactly
motivates the function-changing process in intransitive resultatives.

A process like "ResultativeFonnation'" proposed in Kim and Maling (1997) seems to
be needed, anyhow, to account for 'why , theprepositions in theexamples'given in (5)' are not
allowed and, equally importantly, to'explain why the "fake" retlexive objects are obligatory in
the exampl~s in (7)below':

(7) a. Joggers often run '*(themselves) sick
b. .The kids laughed *(themselves) into , a frenzy.
c.. The tenors sang :F{themselves) hoarse.

In .the.examples in (7), the reflexive objects· should not beoJ:llitted. Otherwise, .the' Case
(feature)of the matrix .verbs may not be checked/saturated" after it is transformed into a
transitive verb.3

In all of these analyses, one common feature is' that Case Filter holds of the' subjects
'of' thesecondarypredicates inEnglish and that Case Filter is' satisfiedby the"transitive-like"
properties of the' matrix·verbs.In sum, the ,subjects of the secondarypredicates in Englishare
Case-marked and the caseof these subjects is assigned/checkedby the matrix verbs governing
the subjects.

3 .Small , Clauses in Korean

In this section we are concerned with , the two , Case' forms pf thesubjects of， ~mall cl~uses· in
Korean. In Section3'.1 , it'is shown th'at the subject of a ,small clause .is Accusative ~ase-' ，

mt;lrked if the matrix verb is transitive, while that is Nominative 'Case-marked 'if the matrix
verb , is i ,ntransitive. 'In Section 3.2, we argue that the subjectofa .small clause inKorean. is
Nominative Case-marked by default ifthere is riocase' assigned (to the subject of the -small

2 It'seemsthat in, Englis~ semantic transitivity mightbe ， express~d，jn , terms of , syntactic transitivity_ That is,
resultativeitself is a semantic , transitive and this transitivity seems to be expressed by syntactic"位ansitivization' ，'

of the in位ansitive verbs. However~ it does not necessarily hold cross-linguistically. , See Section 4 of 也is paper
for the' case of Korean in which we argue that , Korean in位ansitive resultativesdo riot under "Resultative
Formation" inthe sense of Kim .and Maling (1997).
3 Rothstein (1992:157) arguest~at case consideration cannotexplain the obligatoriness of the pleonastic in
examples like (i) below,' since the assignment of accusative CasebyapotentiallyCase-assigning verb is not
obligatory:

(i) I consider [*(it) obviousthat they had·to leave]

We dO l1;ot .entirely agree with her, instead adopting the minimalist assumption that the Casefeature of"a
functional head/lexical head must be checked off. Another possibility is that the so c~lled Extended Projection
Principle (EPP) is violated in (i) if the pleonastic it is omitted.
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clause) by the matrix verb.

3.1 Accusative and Nominative Subjects of Small Clauses

~owers's (1993 , 1997, 2001) raising analysis of intransitive resultatives or Kim and Mali吨's

(1997) "Resultative Formation" may not be extended over to Korea~' data. The subjects of the
secondary predicates in Korean are invariably Accusative Case-marked if the matri~ verbs are
transitive verbs. This is illustrated in (8)below:

(8) -a. Robin-i [soy-luJl*ka . ttukep-key] t球kwu-ess-ta. (resultative) ‘

Robin-Nom metal-Accl*Nom hot-Comp heat-Past-Dec,

‘Robin heated the metal hot.'
b. na-nun [Robin-uJl*-i cohci abn-key] yeki-n-ta.. (complement)

1-Top Robin-Accl*Nom not good-Comp consider-Prs-Dec
'I consider Robin not good.'

c. Robin-un umsik-ull*-i cca-key , mek~nun-ta (depictive)
Robin-Top food喃Accl*Nom salty-Comp eat-Prs~Ind

'Robin eats food salty.'

In the' examples in (8), the subjects of the secondary l?redicatesare all Accusative Case
marked and not Nominative Case-marked. On tb~ oth~r hand, the subjects of the secondary

. predicate are invariably Nominative Case-marked, if the matrix verbs are intransitive.
Consider the following (examples are taken from,Kim and Maling 1997):

(9) , a. Robil)-i [paykkop-i/*Iul ppaci-key] w~s由ess叩ta (intrans~tive resultative)
Robin-Nom belly-Nom/*Acc come.out-key laugh~Pst-Ind

‘Robin laughed his ,belly out.'
b. Robin-un [nwun-il*ul ppaci-key] . (Mary~lul) kit.ari-ess-ta.

Robin-Top [eye-Nom/Ace comeout-Comp] (Mary-Acc) wait-Past-Dec
‘Robin waited (for Mary) (so, long) that his eyes almost ,came out.'

c. Robin-un [kwutwu-kal*lul talh-key] talli-ess-ta.
Robin-Top [shoes-Nom/*Acethreadbare-Comp run-Past-Dec

In examples in (句， the subjects are all Nominative Case呻marked. .This is strikingly .(1ifferent
fromthe intrat:J.sitive resultatives in English.

Suppose that Bowers's' (1997) raising analysis or Kim' and Maling's (1997)
Resultative Formation analysis arecorrect in that the subject of the intransitive resultative
pr~dicate discussed so far must be in'~ Case position. That is, sl:lppose that it is in [Spec, VP]
in Bo\yers (1<)97, 2001) Of , in object position in KIm ~d 'Maling (19.97).: Suppose further that
this analysis is intended to be applied cr9ss-linguistically~ Then it is incorrec~ly predicted that
in (9) the subjects of the resultative predicates should be Accusative Case-marked and not
Nominative Case-marked.

. If the Case Filter (Chomsky 1981) is a universal. condition and Korean is not an
eception to its application, then we need to explain how the examples in (9) .would be
compatible with the Case Filter. In the next subsection we are concerned with this issue.

4 Kim' an<;l Maling (1997) note in passing 也at the Nominative Case· of the subjects of the Korean small clauses is
assigned by the morpheme 飞key". In this paper we assume, con位a Kim and Maling (1997), that "-key" is simply
a'complementizer and ~oes not assign Case. E.-K'- Kang (2001) takes 出is morpheme to be a Predicate hea<;l,

following Bowers (2001). For a similar approach to ours, see Sells (1998).
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3.2·Default·Nominative Case

Given that the CaseFilteris a universal condition, Korean data, inparti~ularthose in (9) seem
to pose a potential problem. ~f the matrix verbsunqergo"Resultative .Formation" or if they.are
transitive verbs, thenthe subjects of the secondary predicateswouldbe Accusative.Case
marked. Thisis'not.the case, however.

A· careful examination, however, revealS thatit is only. anapparent one.' It is h地hly

conceivable that languages may 'differ in allowing default Case strategy. Thus English and
Korean may be·parameterized·~ith regard to the default Case strategy: Englishdoesnot"allow
default Case strategy, while Koreandoesallo:w. "it. IiI the' case of 'secondary p.redication,
English employs "Raising to .c;ase position" (seeBowers 1993, 1997; 2001) or "Resultative
Formation"(see KinJ and Mali~g 1997) to satisfyCaseFilter; Korean doesnot e~ploy these
apparatuses since' it , allows default strategy.5 In the. next sectionwe' 'provide evidence' for' the
claim that we need to admit default Case strategy "in Korean.

4 Default , Case'·in Korean.and Other Languages

In ·this 'section .we provide arguments forour ~laim that Korean allows.·d~faultNomi~ative

Case when there isno squrce. of any case ,for an .·'argument ,NP. Supporti,ng' evidence. includes
Case phe~omena ill adjective'constructions and in the infinitival constructions'. We"also
provide·' supporting 'evidence from' typologically unrelated languages. 'such as ·Icelan"q.ic.
Section 4.1 discusses thed~faultCa'se ， strategy in Korean and Section 4.2 dea1s.. with default
Case in.other languages.

4.1 Default Case in Korean

In ~orea~"，. tra:nsi~iv~..v~r1Jsa~sign ..A~c~~ative 'Cas~ to its ~ister/complement， as' shown -in (10)
below:

。0) Mary-ka' John-ul ttayri二ess-ta.

MarY-Nom John-:-ACC heat-Past-Dec
'Mary hit John.'

Nominative Caseis morphologically realized as '-ka and the accusative Case isrealized as 
lul.6 'There is a consensus ..on .the· assumption that· structural Accusative.' Case in Korean "is
assigned by the verb to its' object in transitive' sentences, just. .like· in English. Surprisingly
~enough， h。如'ever， some objects are not Accusative .Case-marked' butNominative .Case~
marked. Thisis illustrated in (11) below:

5 Peter Svenonius (personal communication) suggests thatan abstract and morphologically null preposition or.
postposition might assign Case in Korean secondary predication constructions. Since the distributionof
NominativeCase inKorean· is not uniform,:positing an.empty .preposition/postposition may not be helpful.
~ NominativeCase 'marker is.-i (as in' John-i) if theNP ends with .~ consonant and Accusative Case marker is …

luI (as in Mary-Iul) if the NPends witha vowel. That is the choice between theNominative };Ilarkers -kaand -i
and between the AC'cusative markers -ul and -luI is phonologically·conditioned.
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(11) John-i Mary-ka coh-ta. (Adjective)
John-Nom Mary-Nom fond帽Dec

'John is fond of Mary/John likes Mary.'
(12) . John-i chinkwu-ka - iss-ta.

John-Nom friend-Nom. 'be-Dec
'John has friends.'

In (11) the theme argument Mary is Nominative Case-marked, and in (12) the theme argument
chinkwu is Nominative Cωe-marked.

7 This·is different from their English counterparts, given
in the translations.

~-s. Kang (1986) first proposed that Nominative Case in Korean is a default Case.
8

、

Kang's proposal for the Case marking system in Korean is as follows:

(13) Generalized Case Marking-ordered
a. An NP argument which "is a sister of [-stative] V is assigned Accusative Case.
b:Nominative Case is assigned to all non-Case-marked NPs.

According to him,. Accusative Case' is assigned..to.the theme NP, say John in (10), since the
predicate is [-stative], according to him~ However, the theme NPs in· (11~12) ， namely Mary
and chinkwu, are marked as default NominativeCase, because the verb .in these 'Sentences is
not [-stative].

;M.-~ Kang (1988:35) propo~es apartial Default-Nominative CaseHypothesis. M.-Y.
Kang~laims 出at the Nominative Case-marking of the experiencer NP, namely John in (11
12), as a consequence of structuralNominative Case assignm~nt by n叫FL， where'as
Nominative Case响marking on the themeNP, namely ·Mary a~d ch~nkwu， is viewed as a result
of default Nominative Case assignment.

Saito (1983 , 1985) also argues. for the default Nominative .Case strategy in-Japanese.
He argues that Nominative Case in Japanese is not. assigned by !NFL but assigned as a default
Case. He notes that non.:.arguments may· takeNominative·Case marker in Japanese.

(14) Yahari, [natu-ga [biiru-ga umai]]
after all summer-Nom beer-Nom tasty
'After all, it's during the summer that beer tastes good'

He points out that in (14) natu 'summer' is not an argument of the predicate umαi. 'tasty', and

7 In some-tradition of Korean grammar~ the first Nominative marked 'NP is notconsideted as a subject. Rather it
is considere~ as a topic expeIjencer and the second Nominative marked NP isconsidered as a real subject. Man幽

ki Lee (personal commu~ication) points out-that in Spanish.the first NP is Dative Case marked and the second
NP is a real subject. See the following example:

(i) m~ gusta M缸ia~

me.DAT like.3SG Mary.NOM
τlikeMary.'

In the example (i) the experiencer me is Dative and the subject Maria is Nominative. However, we assume that
白e theme NP is a syntactic object and the experiencer NP is a syntactic subject in Korean.
8 Y.-S. Kang (1986) points out that there is no positive evidence that (AGRin) 剧FL assigns no~native Case in
Korean, because Korean does.n't have'AGR. He ip.dicates that INFL in Korean doesn't have any 'independent
properties as a head of S, .and concludes that 出e assumption thatthe nominative Case is assigned by INFL in
Korean is unmotivated.We will not discuss in detail the Case. assigning mec~anism of Kore~n in thi~ paper.
Readers are referred to Y.-S. ·Kang (1986) and M.-Y. Kang (1988).
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nevertheless takes the nominative marker -gα. This Japanese sentence can 'be .translated. into
its Korean'equivalent:

9、

(15) eccaysstun, [yelum-i [bie-ka' ~hoyko-ta]]

after all. summer-Nombeer-Nom tasty
'Afterall，此's during the summer that beer tastes good'

Thus, we are. led to' conclude that the non-argument yelum is assigned default'Nominative
Case, just like in Japa~ese.

Y Kim (1991:135) pro~ides several more ， ~rguments'for defaultNominativeCase in
Korean.According to her, a lexical NP can appear in the' ~tibjectposition of infinitival control
constructions. Let us consider the following example, slightly changed from her sentence':

(16) a. 'Inho-ka'.[sr"[s PRO/caki-ka ka]-ko] sipheha-n-ta}O ,

Inho-Nom PRO/s~lf-Nomgo-comp hope~Pres-Dec

'Inho hopes PRO/selfto go.'

b.' Inho-ka[s' [sPRO/cαki-lca ku kes-ul ha]-lyeko] ayssu-ess-ta.
Inho-Nom PRO/self-Nom that thing-Ac,cdo-.Compendeavor-past-Dec
'Jnho en~eavored PRO/selftodo·it.·'

Korean infinitival cOD;lplementconstructions like , (16) have "obligatory , co'ntrol" prop~rty.

Th~r is ,' the following sentence' is ungrammatical:

(16a)e'*Inho-ka [s Yumi~ka ka-ko] ， -sipheba~n-ta.

Inho-Nom Yumi-Nom go-Comp"hope-Pres-Dec
'*Inho hopes Yumi to go'

Retumi~gto the control structure. (16), the subject of the 'infinitival clause isPRO.As iswell
establisped, PRO· mustnot be 'governed aridhence is notCase-inarke,d. 11 That is, the .subject
position of the infinitival clause in (1.6) is not a Case position~. Therefore, the ·nominative Case
on the' reflexive subject, namely caki,'cannotbe assignedany Case. simply , because this
position is not a Case position~ Nevertheless, ~he 'subject 'caki of the infinitive complement
occurs with the Nominative C'ase marker-ka. To account for the 'occurrence of the
Nomin~tive Case marker on this subject of the infinitival clause, Kim (1991). 8:rgues that we
~eed to posit defaultNominative'Case marking..

There are otherpi~ces ofsupporting evidence for theclaim that Koreanallows default
Nominative Case for' caseless NPs.Th·roughout the paper, we have assumed thatEnglish
employs.a sp~cia~ apparatus to 'satisfy the Case Filter. For example，吸esultative Formation"
(Kim and'Maling 1997) or Raising to [Spec, VP] (Bowers 1997) iS· ,needed. ~o s~tisfy the.Case
Filter in secondary predication. On the other hand, theCase Filter is satisfied by.default Case
assigning strategy in Korean. Consider the following.data:

9 CarlsonSchutze(1997) claims that ;'ka inKoreanishomopl1onous and th~t in this kind of ex'ainple would bea
fo~us/topicmarker.Reaqers are referred to Schutze's work.
1?The English giOmary for siphehd吭-ta in the original sentence was' "want". However, we changed it to "hope"
to emphasize thecontrol propertyofthe given verb.
11 Wewil1 not discuss the status of null Case. ofPRO. See Martin (1999, 2001) for null Case assignmenton PRO.
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(17) John-un Mary-ka coh-ta. ， (A传jective)

John-Top Mary-Nom fond咀Dec

'John is fond of Mary/John likes Mary.'

T4e sentence.(I7) i~ more readily, translatable into "John is fond of Mary" ratherthan "John
likes Mary. II The. adjective co儿ta 'fond' assigns theme role to' its ~isteζbut it does not assign
Case to its sister. This is just like the English counterpart shown in (18):

(18) a. John is fond *(of) M缸y.

b. John is proud *(of) his son.
¢. John is aware *(of) the fact.
d. John is sure *(of) his appointment.

In the English examples'in (18), it is'clear that the adjectives assign theme role to their
complements. It is also cl~ar， however, that they do not assign Case to their complements. In
order to satisfy the Case 'Filter, the preposition of is inserted in these particula~ cases.12

In contrast to this ，oj二insertion strategy for' satisfying the Case Filter, Korean seems to
employ default Nominative. Cm♀e. In other words, ~n cases like (I7), where the adjective coh
ω ‘fond' a~signs theme role toits sister but it does not assign Case"as mentioned before, the
Caseless NP, namely Maη，. is assigned defaultNominative C~se.13

Another case· of defaultNominative Case in Korean· is witnessed in infinitival
constructions. Before discussing infinitival constructions, -consider the'following' small clause
construction:

(19) John-un [SM Mary-luI ka-key] ha-ss-ta
John-Top Mary-Acc go-Comp do-Past呻Dec

'John made Mary go.'

In' (19) the matrix verb hayssta, which is a ,transitive , (or.causative) verb, assigns Accusative
Case·.to the subject of the small'clause, namely Mary. There seems to be no controversyon
this' point. The Englishco~nterpartof this example, given in the translation, s l:lggests that
Maηis Accusative Case-marked by th~ matrix ·vetbmade.

Now let 'us consider the infinitival , clauses in Korean~ It is· important to note that the
subject position of infinItival , clauses is not a Case position.14

(20) [IP ku-ka cinaka-tolok] ·John-up pilhyese-ss-ta
he-Nom passby-Comp John帽Top·stand aside-Pωt-Dec

'John stood aside in order [for him to pass'by].'

The embedded clause in (20) is an infinitival clause. Hence there is no tenseor agreement
marker in this infinitival clause, as shown in (21):

12 "In Chomsky (1986) it is argued that 出e preposition of is a realization of the inI:terent case borrie by 也e

complement of. the theta-roleωsigning head. Admitting this, we , still need to explain why the preposition ofis
inserted because other inherent case does not appear in some cases, as in English indirect-direct object order.
13 We do not deny the existence of inherent Case. What ·we want to show is that even the inherent Cωe in
English mustbe overtly marked/realized, while theinherent Case is automatically realized as .Nominatie in
Korean ωa default Case.
14 ~e subject position of control infinitival constructions is assumed to be aSsigned Null Case. ·See Martin
(1999, 2001) and Chomsky (1995).
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(21) *[IPku田kacinaka-ss-tolok] John-up pilhyese-ss-ta
he-Nom pass by-Past-Comp John-Top stan~ aside-Past-Dec

'John' stoodaside in.order [fqr him to ·p~ssby].'

As in English, the infinitival clause in Korean' does not , carry tense markers. Hence the
ungrammaticality of '(21).15Given that in (20) thebracketed embedded , clause is ·infinitival,
there is' no source of theNominativeCase , onku, 'thesubject of the :embedded: infinitival"
clause. If the subject ku is not Case-assigned, then the sen~encewould incorrectlybe judged to
be ungrammatical. This is, however, not the case. Thus we are led to admit that Koreanallows
default Nominative Cas~ in this situation. Compare' this sentence with its English. counterpart,
givenit1' (22):

(22)' [For him to pass by] , John stood aside.

As .is 'well known ,. the subject positioll of theinfinitival clause in English isnot :·'a .Case
positiQn (see' footnote 1O)~ Given the , Case..Filter, however,' the' subject:him must,be.assigned
any Case. Since English cioes not allow default Case, strategy~ ， himmust.be assigned Gase .l)Y
some appropriate Case-assigning head.·.. The' ..pI叩osition-like c0111plementizerfor is thus
employed 'only for· Case theoreticreasons. Onc，~again， 'arl argument NP mustbe·"assigned
Case in' 'some wayor other.

In sum, :E;Ilglish does not allowdefault· 'Case so that itemploy~ ~严ip.sertion ， or
prepositional cbmplementizer for -in cases w~ere' there is no' source· of ·Case., On the'other
hand, Koreanallows default Nominative Case' so that, itdoes' notneed any~pecialappar~tus

for satisfying the , Case Filter.

4.2 Default Case inOther' Languages

Icelandic also allows Nominative NPs tooccur in , the subject pOSition of certain infinitival
cl~uses. First of all, consiq~r theexamples in(23), cited from Thrainsson (1979:299, 301}:16

(23) a. Marias,kipaoi[honum aδvera goour/goδum/*gooan]

Mary qrdered him(D) 'to be' good(N / D/*A)
b. Mariabao .[pa aδvera gooir也ooaJgooum]

Mary askedthem(A) to be'good(N/A;*D)
(24) a. Eg bad [h~nn ao fara einn/einan/*einum' pangao]

I asked him(A) to go alone(N/AJ*D)there
b. Eg skipaoi [henni ao fara ein/einni/eina pangao]

Iordered her(D) togo alone(NID/*A} there
c. Mer viroist [Anna veraveik]

me-Dat seemsAnna-Nom to-be sick

The examples in (23)'are object-controlled infinitival constructions. In' (2~a)，出巳 Case agrees
between'predicate adjectives and their PROsubject. In (23b), subject-oriented , adjunctsagree
in case witl) their PRO subjects, which 'are controlled by the objectof matrix verbs.The basic
generalization about "object-co,ritiolled equi"sentences like' (23a,b) is that the.'predicate

15 Kiyong' Choi (personal communication) claims tha~ theremight not be defaultCase in'Korean'"bypointing、out

也at even in' (21)' subject honorific 3:greement marker "-si"" can be'inserted.' We do not incorpo~ated· such .data
because honorific agreement is ql:lite oftenovergenerated.
16 D=Dative Case, A=AccusativeCase, and N=Nominative Case
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adjectives and subject-oriented a传juncts agrees in case with the matrix c9ntroller (=也e matrix
object) or Nominative Case marked. What , this means is that PRO ,is ~overtly Nominatfve
Case marked. In certain raising- constructions like (24c), a nomin~tive lexical N:P overtly
shows up in the subject position of infinitival complements.

Andrew (1982: 470) proposes that Nominative Case. ·in Icelandic should .be
considered an "unmarked ~部队" so that there is no nominative case-marking rule, whereas
objects will call for a restri~tion to the effect that their Case be ACC. His Case-Marking Rule
does not introduce Nom, since, according to him, Nom is.not a value of Case, but the absence
of Case. The fact that both , Icelandic and Korean allowNominative Cas~ marking in the
subject position of certain infinitival clauses, unlike English, is consistent with the default
nature of Nominative Case in both languages.

Y Kim (1991) also cites McCloskey (1985)and McCloskey and Sells (1988).
According to these works, in Irish and Classical Latin, and perhaps 'in Anc~ent Greek as well,
lexical \NPs show up in non-Case positions such as subject position of' infinitival
complements.These lexical NPs are, according to them, D;1arked with default Accusative
Case, as illustrated below:

(25) Modem Irish
a.Nior mhaith liom [e , a theacht abhaile]

I-would-not-like him come-Infin home
'I wouldn't like him to come home'

b. Ghoillfeadh 'se ormtu me a ionsai
would-bother it on-me you attack-Infin
'It would both.er me for you to attack me'

(26) Classicα1 Latin
te valere : gaudeo
you(Acc)be-well-Infin rejoice (Pres S1)
'I rejoice that you are well'

(McCloskey & Sells 1988: 1~1)

(McCloskey 1985: 193)

From the discussion above, we would get the following conclusio~: If a language' has a
default Casestrategy, it allows a lexical , NP in a non-Case position. On the other han.d, if· a
la~guage does not have a default Case strategy, a lexical NP cannot appear in a non-Case
positi<?n, due to the Case Filter, orthat NP should.beassigned Case somehow.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we argued that English and Korean differ from each other in satisfying the Case
Filter. More specifically, we argued that the subject of asmall clause. in English is Accusative
Case-marked by the matrix , verb governing the subject, while that in Korean is assigned
default Nominative Case.

In· Section 2, we discussed the general case properties of the subjects of secondary
predicates in English, and' showed that the subjects of small clauses should be ·Accusative
Case-marked either by raisin..g to an appropr~ate Case position (Bowers 1997, 2001) or by
changing the matrix verb into a "transitive" one (Kim and Maling 1997). By contrast, we
showed that the subjects of small clauses in Korean are 'either Accusative Case唰marked or
Nominativ,e Case-marked according to the types of the matrix verbs. That is, if the matrix
verb 'governing the subject of , a ,small clause is 位ansitive， then the subject is Accusative Case
m.arked. If the matrix verb governing the subject of a small clause is intransitive, on the other
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hand, then the subject is 'NominativeCase-m缸'ked. In' this section, 'we proposed that , Korean
employs' default Case strategy in order tosatisfy the'Cas~Filteron , the subject of 'a small
clause when there is'no source of caseassign;rnent. In Section 4" we discussedthe defaultCase
strategy from a more 1?road perspective."We argued that English allows ~严insertion andlor'a
preposition-like complementizer for in order to mark'Caseon.Caseless nouns, whileKorean
/allowsdefaultNominative Case for Caseless p.ouns.Default Case in , othe,r l~nguages is also
discussedin this section.
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Abstract
The main purpose of 由is paper is to· show 出at argument structure constructions like
complex telic path of motion constructions (John walked ω the store) or complex
resultative constructions (The dog barked the chickens.awake) are not to be regarded as
"theoretical entities" (Jackendoff (1997b); Goldberg (1~95)). AS , an alternative to these
semanticocen创c accounts, I argue. that their epiphenomenal status can -be shown iff we
take .into account some important insights 企om three syntactically唰oriented works: (i)
Hoeks位a's (1988, 19.92) analysis of S<mall>C<lause> R<esults>, (ii) Hale' & Keyser's
(1993f.) configurational 也eoryof argument stru，cture~ and (iii) Mateu'& Rigau's (1999;
i.p.) syntactic 、 account of Talmy's (1991) typological distinction between ‘satel1ite
framed languages' (e.g., Engljsh, German, Dutch, ·etc.) 缸ld 'verb跚企amed languages'
(e.g., Catalan, Spanish, French, etc.). In particular, it is argued that 出e formation of the
abovementioned constructions' involves a conflation process of two different syntactic
argument structures; 出is process being、 carried out via a ‘generalized ·transformation'.
Accordingly, the' so-called ‘lexical subordination process' (Levin & Rapoport (1988)) is
argued to involve·a syntactic 'operation, rather than , a semantic one. Due to our assuming
that the parametric variation involved in the constructions under study cann~t be
explained in purely ,semantic term's (Mate~ & Rigau (1999)), Talmy's (1991)
typological distinction is argued to be better stated in lexical syntactic terms.

1. Constructions:" Theoretical entities or epiphenomena?
T~e mainpurpQse of this paper 'is to show that argument structure 'constructions like those
exemplified in (1) are not , to be regarded as "theoretical entities". In particular, I willbe
argU:ing against. Goldberg's (1995) and Jackendoff's (1997b) claims quoted in (2) and (匀，

respectively.

(1) ", a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

f.

They danced thenight away.
Morris moaned his way out of the hall.
He sneezed the tissue off the table.

The dog' barked the chickens , awake.
The truck rumbled into the yard.

The boy danced into the room.

("The time~away construction")
("The way-construction")
("The causedmoti9n

construction")
("The resultative construction")
("Sound verbs in path of motion
constructions")
("Manner of motion verbs in path
of motion constructions")

(2) "In the past two decades, the pretheoretical notion of construction has come under
attack. Syntactic constructions have been' claimed tobe epiphenomenal, arising solely
from the interaction of general principles (Chomsky (1981 , 1992)); the. ,rejection of

• I would like to thank the audience at the Workshop on the Syntax of Predicati"on for many comments and
suggestions. Needless to say, all remaining errors 缸e my.own. Research for this paper has been supported by 也e

Ministerio de Ciencia y Tecnologfa (BFF2000-0403-C02-01), and the G~neralitat de Catalunya
(1999SGR00113).
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constructions in'. favorof such general principles' is often assumed' , now tobe the only
way to capture generalizationsacross patterns' (...).'
(...) This monograph represents aneffortto bring ~onstructions back to their rightful
place' on.center ~tage by ，ar~ing that they ‘ should be "recognized as theoretical entities"
<emphasis added: JM>
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(3) ','The ·task·for l.inguistic theory is not to struggle , to eliffiil)ate the need for such
constructions <like those in (l):JM>. Rather,. it is todisc~yer. the rangeof such
constructions permitted'byUGsuch th~t thechild can acquire them"

Jackendoff (1997b:558)

Concerning Jackendo菇'8 claim in (匀， it. is clear .that ···generative syntacticians and
Jackendoffare talking at cross-purposes; thatbeiilg dueto their different conception of what
UGissupposed to deal with. Jackendo旺's statement in (3)must be understood' in the context
of his. arcp.itecture of the language faculty. For ex'ample, in (4) .is depicted his analysis of the
so~called way-constru~tion.According to Jackendo菇， .three' different· , structures are
independently generated, being' related iIi a non~derivational.way.,UG is argued to be fle)(ible
enough.in order to allow non'-c~nonical correspondences (statedin (4) via indices) like those
involved in theway-construction.1

(4) The way--construction , as a 'constructional idiom'(Jackendoff (1990, 1992, 1997Wb»
PS SS CS

m川A爪
叫

VP
~气\\\
Vv NP , pp

/'\\
NP+poss aN

IGO ([Xl, '[p础 Y]z) I

l!3Y ([Z.()]y) ~

Jackendoff (1997a: 172)

In this pap~r I.will assume a c()nception of the syntax-semantics interface .which is
diff~rentfrom thatespousedin Jackendoff (1990f.)..With Marantz.( J. 992) anq. Mateu'(2000 吟，
I think that the unconstrained nature of Jackendo缸's (1990f.) linking theory (tf. (5» prevents
him from recognizing the-non-trivial role of syntaxwhen dealing with' constructions like those
in (1)~

(句 "The. work developedhere leads'to aposition·that ill,ight .be termed 'autonomy of
correspondence rules' , the idea that the correspondence rules have their own properties
and. typology, to' 'a· considerable degree independentof thesyntactic structures and

1 Jackendoff points out that' (4) licenses correspo~dences of syntactic.s位ucture (SS) and conceptual structure
(CS) that.do not f.ollow cano~ical'principles of argument structuremapping. As a result, the verb. is not what
licenses the argument.· structure of the' rest· of the' VP; rather, the construction does.. According. to Jack巳ndoff

(1997a: 172), the CS in (4) can be read as saying that ‘Subject goes alongPathdesignated by PP, by V-ing'
(sic).
SeeM缸an~z (1992)and Mateu (2000a) for a reply. Thelatter shows that Jackendo筐's semantic analysis is not
adequate，出is bei~g due to his neglecting (i) the causative nature of the way~construction and (ii) the semantic
contribution ofthe way NP.
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conceptual structures that they relate (.斗 Th.e.richness oflinking theorypermits 'us ω

keep the syntax simple <emphasis added: 1M>".
Jackendoff (1990: 286)

By· taking a different perspective, I want' to show the non-trivial role of
(morpho)syntax when dealing with constructions like those in (1). By doing so, I will try to
make it clear in which specific sense constructions like those in (1) ·can be taken as
epiphenomena when analyzed from the present syntactic perspective. The specific sense by
virtue of which I will be 'calling those constructions in (1) ‘epiphenomena' will be shown to
emerge .when discussing a non-trivial question: Why is it the case that those constructions 'in
(1) are typically found in some languages (e.g. , in English), but nor in others (e.g. , in
Romance)? Following syntactically-oriented work by Snyder (1995), Klipple (1997), and
Mateu & Rigau (1999, i.p.), I will show that the so-called 'resultativity/directionality
parameter' is crucially involved in accounting for the syntax of those examples in (1).. To put
it crudely, constructions in (1) will be shown to be epiphenomena as faras their syntax is
concerned because a more general morphosyntactic explanation seems to be involved, this
accounting for why these constructions are possible in some languages but not in others.

To be sure, our recognizing that those constructions in (1) are epiphenomena should
not prevent us from recognizing that there are non-trivial' semantic peculiarities associated
with· them, those that make them ‘idiorp.atic constructions'. However, with Marantz (1997), I
think that their idiomaticity (i.e., what allows us to call those examples ‘constructions') has
nothing to do with syntax or the computational system, as' we understand it (cf. (6». Rather,
their idiomatic.. character should·);>e encoded' in what Marantz (1997) recently calls the
‘Encyclopedia' , which is to be taken as the realm of special meanings. That is, it is at the
interface. with that non明generative component ('the Encyclopedia') where' those special
meanings are ‘negotiated' (to use Marantz二 s ternis) with those structural contexts provided by
syntax.

(6) "I deny the m苟or assumption of , Construction Grammar thatsuch me~ings 'may be
structure-specific, rather than general for a· language and generally universal (...) I
would like t<:> insist that neither phrasal idioms nor· derived wl?rds have special
s的lcture/meaning correspondences (emphωis added: 1M)".

Marantz (1997: 212)

Accordingly, it should be clear that, along with Marantz (1992, 1997), I disagree with
1ackendo匠's (1992) claim that a syntactic· account ofconstructions like that in (4) ·would not
beappropriate since there are lexical-semantic restrictions involvedin their formation. Such a
claim is a non-sequitur. Jackendoff's premise is simply false. Why syntax (e.g., the aIleged
syntactic rule in (7» should take care about those semantic peculiarities?! (cf. Mateu (2000a».

(7) ''The movement rule has to besensitive not only to the lower verb's being intransitive
which seems reasonable呻 but also to its being an action verb that can be construed as
an internally articulated process- which does not seem reasonable in a theory of
autonomous syntax".

JackeI)doff (1992: 170)

In this sense Idisagree with 1ackendo缸's (1992: 170) claim that 3:.syn.tacti9 account of
the way-construction does not seem reasonable in a theory of autonomOl;lS syntax二 According
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to him, forthe syntactic , account to be correct, the relevant 巳syntactic rule or other. autonomous
syntactic principl~s shαlId prevent senteJ;lces like those- in (8) from being generated:

(8) abe *Bill blushed his way out ofthe room.
*Bill-had to crouch hiswaythrough the , low opening.

Jackendoff (1992:'170))

However, I will take pains to .show th~t therelevant syntacticoperation of conflation
involved in (1), that concerning the computationalsystem'as we understan'd it, is sensitive not
to ~ semantic reason but rather t<;> a morphosyntactic reason. As. noted above,· the obvious and
undeniable'、 fact thatthere.are'semantic restrictions/peculiarities associated to the constrqctiQns
in (1) does not affect their synt~ctic ， computation. Accordin到y， I would like'topropose that
senterices likethatin , (8a) or'that in (9) are freely generated by the computational 'system，~

their , anomal.y being , detected in thenon-generative· compou~nt of. the Ep.cyclopedia, the
idoneous place .Where the relevant. semantic peculia:缸ri凶tie创sireωstrietiωons .analyzed by Ja沉ckendof汪f
and Goldbe缸rg are tobe c∞oded~33

(9) # The boy 13:ughed into the room (cf. the truck rumbled into the yard)

It seems to me that Jackendo缸'sconception of an impoverished~yntax makes、 him

commit the same :mistake as' that exemplifiedby Spencer& Zaretskaya's (1998)words quoted
in(lO).

(1创刊(.-..) resultatives arecomplex , predicates formed at' a semantic level of r~presentation

a~dnotconstructiqnsformed.in the syntax~'{p.4; emphasisadded: JM) .
、"(...)， One'.indication thatwe ~eed·to form the ~omplex'predicateata lexicallevel
comes fror;n the factth~tni~nytypes o(resu~tativy art( lexically r.estricted" inthat , only
certain types' of lexeme can serve as , the syntactic. , secondary predicate" (p. 11 ;
emphasis added: JM).

Spencer& Zatetskaya (1998: 4; 11)

disagree with Spencer and' Zarets~aya's (1998) fallacious claim , that' showing , that a process
has lexical-semantic restrictions is' an inevitable sign that syntactic formation is ,.not involved.

Notice then that what Goldb~rg's (1995), Jackendoff's (1990f.) and Spencer ,&
Zarets:kaya's (1998) semantic 'approaches have in common is· that all minimize the role of
syntax when dealipgwith resultative-like.constructions "suc4 as those in (1). Moreover, notice
that theyhave nothing int~resting. to offer concerning the non-trivial question of why
construct~ons l~ke those in (1) are presep.t in some languages (e.g., in Germanic languages),
butabsentfromothers (e.g., from Romancelanguages). Unfo"rtunately, they are notalone in

2 WaJ.电 the case that blush is an unergative verb in Englis~ (see ~evin & Rappaport H6vav (1995: 160)),it would
be better. to replace .* (‘ungr缸ilmaticar) by # ('se~antically , deviant') in (8a). By con位ast， (8b) could be .
an寻lyzed as ungrammatical, ·pr'ovided we show that the verb crouch is an unaccusative verb. See below fqr the
syntactic constraint that only unergative verbs (unergative use of transitive verbs included) are allowed to enter
into ， ~ose constructions in (1)~

.:J The computational system is not concerned with the lexical-semantic difference .between [GO-laugh] and [00
rumble1: ,That is, the fact that the sound of ‘rumbling' can be taken as partaking of an intrinsic relation with an
inheren~ly directed motion event, whereas that of 'laughing' cannot; is a "lexical"fact"to be' coded- inthe
Encyclopedia of English.· No ma忧er how systematic that semantic ~elation turns out to be across languages (e.g. ,
。) is out inGerman as well), that semantic difference is fully opaque tc)the computational system.
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being un'able to provide. a principled explanation of the crosslinguistic variation issue: for
example, what could it mean to say that Romance -languages lack the relevant LCS operation ‘

(Levin & Rapoport (1988); Legendre. (1997); Spencer & Zaretskaya (1998» , the relevant
aspectuaI operation (Tenny (1994), the relevant event type-shifting .operation {Pustejovsky
(1991); van Hout (.1 996» , or whatever relevant semantic operation to be invertted in the days
to come? I will not review my criticism of these aspectual/event structure-based approaches
~ere (see Mateu (2000b; 2001a» , but I will limit myself to pointing·out that the solution of
such a .linguistic variation problem cannot be stated in purely aspectual or event structure
terms. To be sure, I do not wantto deny the relevance ofthe.aspectual semantics in analyzing
the data in (1) nor the descriptive insights found in the abovementioned works. Here I will
concentrate on· showing that morphosyntax has' a non-trivial role in accounting for the
parametrized variation involved in (1).

As an alternative to the semanticocentric· accounts, I think that the' syntactic approach
to constructi9ns like those in (1) hassome important insights .to offer concerning their
epiphenomenal status, basically those provided by the three following .syntactically~oriented

works in (11):

(11) (i)
(ii)

、
E
S
/

··i--1··EA
/
，
‘
、
、

Hoekstra's (1988, 1992) analysis of.S<mall>C<lause> R<esults>
Hale & Key严se町r、 (1993f.) syntactic theory of' argument struct阳ure (adopted by
Cαhomsky (1995»)
Mateu & Rigau~s (1999;i.p.) syntactic account of Talmy's (1991)'typological
distinction' between ‘ satellite响framed languages' (e.g. , 'Germanic languag~s)

and ‘verb-framed.languages' (e.g. , Romanc~ languages).

2. " Hoekstra's (1988, 1992) S<mall>C<lause>'analysis
Hoe~stra (1992) analyzed resultative constructions from an interesting perspective that
combined Stowell's (1981) SC theory with some insights on aspect taken from event
semantiGs works (Carlson (1977); Kratzer (1988»~ Accordingto Hoesktra (1992: 161-162),

(12) ·"We can. isolate the circumstances under. which a resultative may be found: the
predication must be stage-level «e.g., cf. *This enc~抄y卢clopedist knωOWSi切'ndiν材idl匈uωtαal level [SC all
books supe伊uous]» and dynamic «价e.gι. ， cf. *Medi彻usaα saαω予w认ωy人切-dy，川n阳nam

stone]» , but not inherently bounded (e.g. , <e.g. , cf汇~ *The psychopath killed+bounded [SC the
village into a ghost town]»".

Hoesktra (1992: 161-162)

In th.ose examples in (1), repeated below .in (13), the verb expresses a stage level,
dynamic, and not inherently b9unded, predicate.斗

(13) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

They danced [sc the night away].
Morris moaned [sc his. way out 'of the hall].
He sneezed [sc the tissue off the table].
The dog barked [scthe chickens:awake].
The truck; rumbled [sc ti into the yard].
The boy; danced [sc t; into theroom].

4 Qu.it~ importantly, Hoekstra .(1984, 1988, 1992) provided extensive evidence in favor of positi~g a
syntactically-based unaccusativization process of those unergative verbs.in (13e-f).
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On the"other hand, as'emphasizedby Hoekstra (1988: J
, 138)in (1衍， the SCanalysis

defines th~ ripperbounds'ofthe ~i~tribut~on 'of res毗ative SCs，也低 is to say, the structu盯r

ones'.· Moreover, it ,shquld be cle~r ~hathe was aware ()f the fact that "t~edistributionappears
tobe more 'testricted". , That is, Hoekstra was aware of· the fact that there are additional 各

semantic .'pec~liarities involved in resultatives.. However, he considered them asfalling
outsideof the theory pf the I-Language..Notice thep the compatibility of Ho'ekstra's claim
withourcl~im ofencodirig 'those ， semanti~ peculiari~iesalluded to above in the so~called

‘Ency¢lopediacornponent' (to put itin Marant~'s terms).

(14) "Tne , ·presen.t analysis defines. the 'upper bounds <emphasis added:JM> ,.of , the 、

distibution 'of , resultative SCs (...) In fact, thedistribution appearsto' be' more restricted,
showingthatlanguage does not fully'exploit its resources. Whatwehave here ispar~llel

tofhe distinction between actual and/possible ,words, familiarfrom th'edbmainof
morphology·, (.·..)·The·gap 'between the p f!ssible and theactr"alis not ω be bridged by α

theiJη of the I-Language, but belo!lgs ω the domain.of the E-Ianguage in the sense of
Chomsky (1~86)， <emphasis， added: JM>".

Hoekstra (1988; 138)

On'. ,the <?ther. hand,' Hoekstra ma4~' anqther ~nvaluable contribution" to 'the linguistic
theory by, showing the flaws of "some 'current lexicalisttheories ,.'As Hoek~tia (1988: 13~)

noted, "the common'distinction betwe~n， lexicalword m~illg and'nori-Iexicalsentence.
幅 making·is:'question~ble at , best二. ,Forexample"he showedthat 'structurally, the' c- and d..;
examples in (15).. are .identical, "consisting of the , activity denoting verb, taking a ,SC
complementwhichi~ interpreted as 'aresulting state" (p. 166): see(16).

(15) a. dat Jan bier drinkt. (Dutch)
that John beer drinks

b. *daf'Janzich drinkt.
that·John himself drinks

c~ dilt Jan zich 'dronken ·drinkt.
that·John himself drunk drinks

d. dat Jan zich bedrinkt~

that John himself BE-drinks
Ho~eks，tra (1992: 166)

(16) drinkt [sc zich {dronkenIBE-}]

Hoekstra 'was sliccesful' in showing that.. the alleged distinction be~:ween "synta~tic

formation" (cf. the'syntactic bbject'in (15c»and"lexical formati9n" (cf. the 'morpl1ological
object"in(15d)} ,seems tO'be questionable. Noticet白heω，n thecompatibility, of Hoekst位fa矿's attacks
of Lex刘icωalis挝sm，'with Hale ,& Ke叼yse缸r's' (1993f.}oωrMa缸rant归tz's (J997) s叮y哇创I

approaches tωod命eriva创tional morphology.

Hoekstra' s irisights on SCRs notwithstanding，'~· would , like to· emphasize' here that
there is 'non-trivial problem that remains unaccounte4 for in , his 庐 syntacticapproac~. In;
particular; n,oti.ce that what Hoekstra's' the~ry， as it stands,. does ',nbt explain js the
crqsslinguistic'variation involved: No explanation is provided, concerning the 'So~called

‘directionality/resultativity'parameter' (see Snyder (1995); Mateu &Rigau (1999), among
others). For example, what prevents Romailce"speakers frolIl fonning SCRs'like those in
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(13)? That is, why is it the case·that activity verbs in R<;>mance cannot typically take a SCR
complement? To be sure, thosequest~ons can be said to be'''innocuous'' for.·constructionalists
like Jackendoff but they should not be so for Hoekstra's syntactic approach.

According to Jackendo筐" it is simply the case that Romance languages lack the
relevant ~corresp~ndence rule' , in particular his Verb Subordination· Archi-construction
~epicte~ in (17), which is said to account forall tho.secases in (1). Thus, for example,‘the
time-away construction' in (la) can be regarded as a particular instantiation of the ‘Archi
constniction"in (17): see (18).
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Jackendoff (1997b:exs. (101-102); 554-555)

Despite the descriptive merits of Jackendo菇，s constructional approach, here Iwould
like to argue that Hoekstra's syntactic. approach can be shown to bemore' explanatorythan the
non-syntactically based semanticapproach~s .~万 it is complemented by Mateu & Rigau's
(1999; in press) lexical syntactic. account (Hale & Keyser (1998)) of TaJmy's (1991)
typological distinction between satellite-framed languages (e.g. , Germanic languages)and
verb-frarJ;led languages (e.g, Romance languages).

Before 'analyzing the· relevant parameter involved in Talmy's (1991) -typological
distinction, it will be usefulto sketch out bri~fly the fundamentals of Hale & Keyser's (1998豆

1999a) configurational theory of argument structlJ.re, which my analysis of constructions like
those in (l)will beargued to depend on. Quite crucially, an importantmodification!reducti6n
of Hale & .Keys时's basic argument structur~combinations ~ill be shown to be motivated by
my unified approachto complex telic path of·motion constructions (e.g. , The boy danced into
the rt;Jom) and ~司jectival resultative constructions (e.g., The dog barked thechickens awake)
(cf. Mateu(2000.p)).

3. T~e syntax of argument structu~e (Hale. &J{eyser(1998;1999a))
According to Hale &'Keyser (1999a: 454):

(19) Argument structure is defined in reference to two possible relations between a head
and its arguments, namely, th~ head-complement relation and the head-specifier
relation.

Agiven head (i.e., x in (20)) may enter into .the following structural.cc;>mbinations in
(20): "theseare its argument structure properties, and its syntactic behavior isdetermined by
theseproperties" (Hale& Keyser (1999a: 455)).

(20) Head (x); complement (y of x) , predi~ate (x of z)
a. x b. x c. α d. x

/'\ /'1 /才
X y Z x Z α

卜\ 「\
x y α x
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According" to' Hale & Keyser, the , prototypical or "unmarke4 morphosyntactic
realizations ,in Englisht of the lexical heads 'in' (20) (i.e., thex' s) are the following:V in (20吟，

Pin (20坊;A in (20c), and'N in (~Od).

The main empirical domai~ on which Hale & Keys缸's' hypotheses' have beentested
includesdenominalverbs(unergative verbs-like laugh (cf. (2la)), transitive locative verbs
likeshelve (cf;C21b)), or .1ocatuinyerbslikes~ddle (cf. (2Ic))), and dea司jec~ivalverbs{e.g.，

clear (cf. '(2ld)).

(21) a.
b~

c.
d.

John laughed.
John shelved the book.
John s,addled the horse.
John cleared the screen.

(22) a.

Un~rg~tive' verbs' ~re ~rgued to be 'transitive since they'hinvolve merg~nga'noun with a
v,erbal heaq. ·;this resulting in (22a); both locative v~rbs (e.g. , shelve) and·locaturp. verbs -(e.g. ,
saddle) involve' merging"th~ structural combination in (20b) into that'of (20a):' see'(22b).
Finally, transitiv~de~司jectival ， verbsalso involve , t~o struct~ral ， combinations ， i.e.;, that'.in
(20c}is'merged ,into thatof (20a): see (22c).

V
/产\

V N

b. V

N P
{b06!v'h6rseJ I'\\

P N
{shelf/saqdle}

V

/\\
V y

/产\
N Y

smen v/产\A

Locative and locatum verbs are said to be transitive (cf. (23a)) beca~se their innerP
proje~tion canno~ occur as , an autonomous predicate. Bycontrast;deadjectival ,. verbs can' be

Crucially, notice that it can be"associated with tense morp4ology.

(23) a.
b.

*Thebook shelved; ~The horse saddled.
The 'screen' cleared.
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furthermore, as justified in Hale & Keyser (1993日， the· external argument of
tran~itive constructions ·(unergatives included) is argued to be truly external· to the argument
structu~e configuration. It will appearas the specifier of ,a functional projection in s(entential)
syntax.

Both denominal and deadjectival verbs imp~icate a process of conflation, essentially an
operation that copies a 如II phonological. matrix into an' empty one, thisoperation being
carried out in a strictly lo~al configuration: i.e. , in "a head-complement one. If Conflation can
be argued to be concomitant of Merge (Hale & Keyser (1999a)), the argument structures in
(22) tum out to be quite abstract sinc,e they have been depicted as abstracted away from those
conflation. processes invo~ved in the 'examples in (21). Applying the conflation operation to
(22a) involves copying the 旬II phonologicalmatrix of the noun lau:gh into ·the ~mpty one
corresponding to the verb.Applying it to (~2b) involves two steps: the full phon(jlogic~

matrix ,of the 'noun {she伊'sad41e}is first copied into the' empty one corresponding to the
preposition; since the phonological matrix 、corresponding to. the verb is also empty, the
conflation applies again from the saturated phonological matrix of the preposition to the
'unsat~rated matrix 'of the verb. Finally, applying the conflation process to (22c) involves two
steps aswell: the full phonological matrix of the adjective clear is first copied into the' empty
one corresponding to the internal 'verb; since the phonological matrix corresponding to the
external verb is also empty, the conflation .applies again from' the saturated phonol<?gicaI
rriatrixof the'inner verb to the unsaturated matrix of the external verb.

To conclude my review of Hale & Keyser's (1999a) theory of argument structure, it , is
important , to keep in mind that'bothaspects of the conflation'processes~ the syntactic and the
lexical, are regardedby Hale & Keyser in noway as incompatible..See their relevant quotes in
(24).

(24) "Our conservative position holds that the lexic~l entry of an item consists in the
syntactic structure that expresses , the .full system of lexical gra:mri1atica~ relations
inherent in the item". 山 Hale &Keyser (1993: 98)

"Argument structure is , the system of .structural relations holding between heads
(nuclei) and the arguments linked to them， ρs part of their entries in the , lexicon

、 <emphasis added: JM>'. Although a lexical' entry is much more than this, of course,
argument structure in the sense intended here is precisely this and nothing.more".

Hale & Keyser (1999a: 453)

"Conflation is a lexical matter , in the sense that. denominal verbs, and deadjectivaI
verbs as well must be listed in the lexicon. 'Although their formation has a syntactic
character, ·as we claim, they'constitute p红t. of the lexical inventory of the language.
Tfle two characteristics, the syntactic and the lexical， αre in no way incompatible
«emphasis added:.Th在>".' Hale & Keyser (1999a: 453)

Notice that adopting the conservative position alluded to ..in , their first quote in (24)
leads Hale & Keyser to posit the exis~ence of phrasal projection in the lexicon. In order to
avoid such a potential contradiction, Uriagereka (1998) argues that those structures given in
(22) 、 are not lexical representations, but syntactic structures corresponding to 'lexical
representations, after they are selected from the numeration. For example, according to
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Uriager~ka， (25) could' be' taken as the actual·lexica! representation of the denominal verb
sa.ddleth3:tdetermines :thesyntactic.structure in (2，2b).J 、

NVnf.+-P:.N
-v
v-F
F-N

(25)

Uriag'eteka (1998: 438)

On thenon-primitive status of argument structure propet:'tiesof 'Adjectives'

In this. section, I putforward' the hypothesis that. the lexicalhead x in (20c) isnot to be;seenas
an atomic element, -as in Hale· & Keyser' s approach ,. but as. a composite unit: in particular,.-the
lexical head x in (20~)， whose unmarked .moiphosyntactic realization in Engl~sh ， is' the
category.. Ac习ective (A), canbe: argued to .be -'decomposed' into twomore primitive lexical呻

syntactic'el~ments:6 I 'claim thatA fnvolves t l1e conflati6n·ofa non-relatiQJ;1al element like that
expressed by 'the lexical:head y 'in (20b) intoarelational element like thatexpressed bythe
lexical head x iIi (20b).Th~t is to say, the structural combination in· (20b)aI12ws us to account
for the ~rgtiment structure propertiesof As as. well. Acc~rdingly， the 'small cl~use'-like

argumen~ structure in:V,olved in two sentences like those in (26a,b) , turns Qut to be the same,
that in (26c)~ Quite crucially, I ~laim that the conflatiol) ofy. into x involved in A accounts for
both its relational orpredicativecharacter, which Ashares with P , and its nominal properties,
飞fVhich A shares with N.7

saddle]+P[e.g., v +

'4.

is·[the cat [in.the room]]
is βhecat [happy]]
isι zIxx， yJJ

abc(26)

Furthermore, the decomposition of adjectives into a. r~lational element' plusa non
relationalelement appears to be quite natural.froma conceptual perspectiveas well. F.or

5 According 'to Uriager吹a (1998:434), "the features in question<those in (i): JM> are pur~ly combinatorial
markings, uninterpretable formalfeatures of words like saddle and shelve that are idiosyncratic to each of these
verbs"

(i) F-P
v-F
F幢N

P-F'

("、a咽P阶re叩p-inc∞or叩poωra刽te邱S呻into-me'丁

("1-.incorporate-into-v")
("a-Noun嗣incorporates-into-l11e")
("I~incorporate唰into-P")

feature-P
v-feature
feature-N
P-feature

一一--
一-
……

6 At first glance, this hypothesis should: not be surprising ~t all: 'the fact that the A category is missing in some
languages is coherent with its second:ary status.
7 For example, the fact that languages like Latin 'markAs with'morphological.case can be taken' as empirical
evidence in favor of theirnominal nature.
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ex缸nple， from a Jackendovian perspective,. the Conceptual Structure assigned to (27a) can be
argued to contain a r~lational element introducing an abstract Place (Aη· In fact, this
extension is clear勾 expected under the so-called 'Thematic Relations ,Hypothesis' (Gruber
(1965), Jackendoff (1983, 1990» , according to which the same conceptual'functions we use
when , dealing with physical_space' (e.g. , BE, GO, AJ: TO,. etc. ) can also , be applied to our
~onc~ption of'abstract space.。

(27) a.
b.

The door is open.
[State BE [Thing DOOR] , [Place AT [Property OPEN]]]

On the other hand, more relevant for the purposes of the present paper is 'the fact that
such a parallelism between physical and abstract' spatial domains recei.ves in tum 臼rther

empirical- support when considering the crosslinguistic morphosynta<;tic properties of
resultative predicates': e.g., not only do Romance languages lack adjectival resultative
constructions like the one in (28吟， but prepositional ones like the one in (28b) are , missing in
these languages', as well:9

(28) a.
a'.

b.
b'.

Joe kicked the door open.
*EI Joe colpeja la/porta oberta. (Catalan)
The Joe , kick-past-3rd.sing the dooropen
Joe kicked the dog into the bathroom.
*EI Joe colpeja el gos a dins el bany.
The Joe kick-past帽3rd.sing the dog inside the bathroom

Quite interestingly, the "reduction" of the syntactic conf~guration in (20c) to the one in
(20b) can be argued to be empirically motivated: the lexical-syntactic.element corresponding
to the ‘terminal coincidence relation' (i.e. the telic Path) involved· in" both prepositional and
adjectival resultatives can beargued to be the same, this being explicit in directional PPs like
th~t in (28b); but , covert. in resultativeAPs like that in (28a).lO Ii we· are willing to maintain
that the' relevant explanati<;>n accoun.ting for the contrasts in (28) is basically morphosyntactic
rather than ·purely ~e:rnantic， it will be , seen inevitable to decompose resultative APs in two
different lexical syntactic elements: the relevant parameter must have access to the relational
element incorporat~d in As, i.e., that corresponding to , the telic -directional relation. That is to
say, to the extent thatboth prepositional and adjectival resultatives 'are treated in a uniform
~，ay as f~ as the lexicalpara.JJ;leter is concerned, the decomposition of adjectival resultative
predicates into two lexical syntactic elements seems to be justified.

Notice moreover that my mod~fication or reduction of Hale & Keyser's (1998/9)
argument structure types becomes incompatible with their structural distinction between those
denominal verbs involving Merge of (20b) into (20吟， and_those deadjectival verbs involving
Merge of (20c) into (20a). According to 'Hale &, Keyser, it is precisely such a structural
distinction that explains why the former arealways transitive, while the latter can have an
intransitive'v'ariant (the αverbal head in (20c) being then inflected with Tense).

8 See lackendoff (1990: 250) for a localistic analysis of the LCS corresponding to the {causative/inchoative}
verb , open.
~ (28a') and (28b') are grammatical on thefollowing irrelevant readings: (28a') is'grammatical if A is interpreted
notas resultative but as at位ibutive: i.e.，咄e open door'; (28b') is grammatical'if. the the PP has a locative， 'non呻

directional reading: Le.,‘the kicking took placeinside the bathroom' .
10 See lackendoff (1990)· or Goldberg (1995) for 也eir insight that AP resultative constructions involve an
abstract Path.
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However, asIGparsky' (1997):.and Mate~ (2001b) have shown, Hale &. Keyser's
generalization isnqtwell-grounded (.cf~ (29)). ,A.ccording to Kiparsky, denominal verbs can
participate , in the causative/inchoativ~' alternation' if"they denote events that can proceed
with()utan explicit animate·agent.

(29) "Denomi~alverbs .do participate in the causative/inc~oative alternation if they denote
events whi,ch can proceed on their 'own (caramelize, shortcuit, carbonize, gasify,
weather).This is also J true for location.-verbs, 'such as those .denoting me<?hanical
processeswhich' are'understood as capab~e of proceeding on their owri (,,-eel, spool,
stack, pile (up)) , and the positioning of self-propelled vehicles (dock, berth, land) orof
persons (bed， b~llet， lodge)".

Kiparsky (1997: 1497)

On tbeotherhand" Kiparsky points o.ut 出at there· are·..dea司jectival verbs. that can 'not
participate in , the causative/inchoative alternation: e.g~ ， cf. legalize ， visuαlize ， etc. ,

Similarly, Levin, and Rappaport Hovav'~ (1995:· 104-105) examples in (30-31) also
show that the .lic~nsing of theverb in thecausative/inchoative alternation is more dependent
on semantic conditionsrather than on morphosyntactic on~s.. According to Levin &
Rappaport Hovav (1995: 105), "detransitivization ispos~ible precisely where an exte~ally

caused eventuality c~ncome'aboutwithout the intervention ~fan agent.".

(30) a. The dressmarker lengthened the skirt.
b.' *The skirt lenghteried.
c~ The mad scientist lengthened the days.
d. The days lenghtened.

(31) a.The waiter cleared the table.
b: *The table cleared.
c. The'wind cleared the sky.
d. The sky.cleared~

Levin'& Rappaport Hovav (1995:、 105)

That· is to say, the relevantconclusiort· f9r mypresent· purposes is. tl).e followingone:
the causative/inchoative alternation cannot~be' takenas a "valid' structural criterion when
workingout the relevant syntactic argument structures. In· particular, the factfhat. denominal
locative verbs like shelve or denominal locatum'verbs .like· saddledo not enter into the
causative/inchoative alternation isnot due t9 apurely ,structural source, as Hale & Keyser
propose, but to the fact that they involve an animate agent.

This said， o~e important caveat i~ in ot:der: my recognizing that the facts partly go with
the ~emantics with' respect to the. causative/inchoative alternation should not'qe s~en as
incompatiblewith my adopting a syntactic , approach to argument structure. Rather the
relevant conclusion· should be the followin ,g: thosewhQ are· willing to adopt a pure syntactic
approach toargument' structure should avoid' elaborating on complex hypqthe~es to explain
facts that fallout oftheirprogram.

5. " The semanticsof argument structure (Mateu &Amadas (200!))

The reduction of (20c) to· (20b) is not orilyempirically. supported,' as we , have pointed but in
section 4, but is welcome from a theoretical perspective as well. My goal in this , sectionis to
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show.. that this reduction strengthens the theoretically desi~able claim that there is a strong
h'omomorphism between the syntax: and semantics of argument structure. 11 The present
proposal p缸t饭akes of both Hale & Key严ser、 (1993) paper, .where certain meanings' were
associated:with certain structures, and their'mote recent (1999a) paper, where ~ refin~ment'of

the basicargument structure types is present~d. 'Quite importantly, Mateu & Amadas (2001)
argue that the reduction argued for in section 4 allows us to synthesiz~ ~these two compatible
proposals in ·quite· an elegant and simple way. Given this reduction, the basic, irreducible
argument structure types turn out to be those in (32).

/\\ ，/气\

/\\

c. X

We claim that the reduction of (20) to (32) allows homomorphism to show.up in the
terms expressed in (33): given (33), the relational syntax of argument structure can beargued
to be·directly associated to its 'corresponding relational semantics in quite a uniformway:

(33) ‘ a.

b.

c.

The le~ical head X in the syntactic configuration of (32a) is to be associated to
an eventive relation.
Thelexical head X in the syntactic configuration of (32b) is to be associated to
a non-eventive relation.
The lexical head X in (32c) is to be associated to a n01卜relational element.

In turn, the eventive relation which is .unifo~y associated with the X in (32a) can be
ins~antiated as two different semantic relations: 12 If there is an external argUment in the
specifier pb~ition of the relevantF(unctional) projec~ion (cf. Hale & Keyser (l993f.)), the
eventive , relation will be instantiated as a' source relation , the external argument being
interpreted , as ‘ Originator' (cf. Borer (1994) and Mateu (1999)). If there is no external
argument, the eventive relation ~will be' instantiated 'as a 'transitional relation (cf. Mateu
(1999)), which' in tum always selects a ，non-eventive'relat~on (~f. (32b)), whose specifier and
complement are interprete,d as ‘Figure' and ‘Ground' , respectively (this terminology being
adapted and b。可owed from, Talmy (1985)).

The source relation isinvolved in .transitive structures (cf. Xl 'in '(34)) and unergative
structures (cf. Xl in (35)), while the transitional relation is that involved in unaccusative
structures (cf. 'XI in (36)). ,Notice that the only structural difference. between transitive
·structures and unergative structures 'is based on the type of complement selected by the source
relation: While a non-eventive reI础。n'is selected in (34) as complement, it is a non-relational
element that i~ selected in (35).As a result, the ~ransitive structure in (34) can be argued to
p缸take of bQth an unergative struc~re (th~ e:ventive relation Xl' is interpreted as a source
relation to be associated with an external argument Zl via F) and an unaccusative structure
«34) includes a non-eventive relation X2).

11 SeeBouchard (1995), 'Baker (1997) or Mateu (1999) for discussion on the ~omomorphic nature between the
svntactic and semantic structures.
12 In this sense our proposal is similar to that developed by Harley (1995). The main difference is that 'we, along
with Hale & Keyser (1993日， do not analyze the syntactic head associated to 白e eventive relation as a functional
one.
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(34) Transitive structure

-Ar
F\「X「\I\

Xl X2

/'1
Z2 X2

卜b

(35) Un~rgative structure

~
F\'Xl

~YI

(36) Unaccusαtive structure
Xl

七、

z{1卜2 \

X2 y2

It is ~mpor~ant to draw a crucial distinction between the constructional/col矿igurational

s~~.ant~~s .th.at .Gan...be.. .re.ac;l .off .the mere· syntactic. structure. and the.lexical ~emantics that is
expressed via semantic features··associated to theparticularlexical h:eads (Chomsky~s (2001)
semantic propertiesSEM(H) of the ~ead). That is. tosay, the syntactic corlstructionsin(34),
(3日， and (36) are to .be associated totheir corresponding structural meanin'gs, independently
ofthe particulatlexical items that instantiate tl1em{see Hale & Keyser (1993)fora，p征ticular

iinplementation ofsuch' aview): ,Structural ..semantic properties like、 eventive

({source/tr缸lsitional})， non-eventive, arid 'non-relationalcan then , beargued to bedirectly
read off ,themeresyntactic configurations. For example, th~'Xl relation is tobe read as. a
source relation in (34)and (35), butasa transitionalrelation in.(3.6). Thex2 relation is tobe
read as a non-eventive relationin both-(34) and (36)~

There must b.e" a compatibility between the structural semantic properties, those that
canbe read 9ff the mere sY,ntactic structure, and thosesemantic features of the lexical head.
Let us assu,me that ~he latter semanticfea~ures are ~ssigned to the lexical , relatipnal heads in"a
binary way likethatexemplified in (37): ~-.，

13 See Hale (1985) for the distinctionbetwee1) TCR andCCR.
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(37) CAUSEIDO:
HAVE:-
BEC。如但IGO:

BE:
Te~nal Coincidence Relation (TCR):

Central Coincidence Relation (CCR):

dynamic value of the source relation
static value of the source relation
dynamic value of the transitional relation
static value of the transitional relation
dynamic value of the non帽eventive/spatial

relation
static value of the n,on-:-eventive/spatial
relation

Notice ~hat those binary values in (37) are not relevant to ~he syntactic projection .of
arguments.忡 Consider the minimal pairs (38a-b) and (38c-哟， 'and their corresponding
argument ~tructures in (39).

(38) a. John sent Peter to prison.
b. John kept Peter in 'prison.
c. Peter went to prison.
d. Peter was in prison.

(39) a. [p John [Xl CAUSE [X2Peter [X2 TO prison]]]]
b. [p John , [Xl HAVE [X2 Peter {文2 IN prison]]]]
c. [XI GO [ X2Peter [X2 TO prison]]]
d. [xI BE [ X2Peter 恒的 prison]]]

Despite the different semantic values ass'ociated to the source relation (the dynamic one
in (39纱， an9- the static one in (39b» , and <;lespite thedifferent ones associated to thenon
eventive/spatial relation (TCR in. (39吟， and CCR in (39b» , it is neverthelessclear that both
(39a) and (39b) are indistinguishable as far as tl).eir syntactic projection of arguments is
conce~ed. This is' due to the fact that both (39a) and (39b) project the very sarpe' argument
structure, that in (34). -Accordingly, in both (39a) and (39坊， John is interpreted as
‘Originator' , Peter as ‘ FigUI矿， and prison as ‘Ground\

Similarly, the" same' reasoning should.be valid with respect to the , minimal pair (39c)二

(39d): Despite the different semantic valuesassociated to the transitional r~lation (the
dynamic one in (39c.), and the static one in (39d» , and despite the different ones associatedto
the non-:-eventive relation (TCR in' (39c), and CCR·in (39d» , it is nevertheless clear that both
(39c) and (39d) 3;re i~distinguishable ~ far as their syntactic' projection of arguments is
concerned. , This is due to , the fact thatboth PI吗ect the very same argument structure, the
unaccusative structure in.(36): Accordingly, in both cases Peter is interpreted as 'FiguI矿， and
prison as ‘Ground\

As it stands, notice that our claim that the semantic values in , (39)are not directly
relevant to the syntactic projection of argument structure, allows syntax to·generate structures
like- that in '(40b).

(40) a. Peter stayed with him.
b., # John stayed Peter with him.

14 One important caveat is in order here: To be sure, our specific clai血 is not to be regarded as incompatible with
the more , general claim that those semantic values in (37) can be said to be relevant to grammatical processes.
For example, see Tenny (1994: 190-192), where it isexplicit1y argued 也at the information associated to the
CAUSE function or the GO'furiction is essentially aspectual, ergo grammatically relevant.
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c. [BE [X2 Peter [X2 wπIH him]]]
d. # [p Jphn[Xl BE [x2Peter·Lx2WITH him]]]]

Following" Chomsky (2001: 例， we· assume that theta-theoretic. failures at the interface
yield ‘deviantstmctures' (cf. (41)). Given our set ofpresent a.ssumptions, (40b) is to be ruled
outbecause ofthe failure induced by the incompatibility between the·presen~e of an·external
argument and the'semantic feature'~exically associated tothe eventive head ~f stay (i.e., BE).
Thatisto say,.the failure in (40b)is not to be'regarded assyntactic in nature becausenothing
prevents (40b) from being attributed theconfigurational interpretation corresponding to .the
transitive structure in (34). That is, its mere syntactic cqnfiguration is interpre~able: crucially,
John in' (40b) is structurally allo·w.ed to. :be interpret~d as Originator. However, it is the case
that·· 'v~!bs of existence',‘verbs of appearance' , etc. ··do ·not ·appear to have' an external
causer~ lJ'hence the deviance of{40b).

(41) "Uncontroversially, th.eta-th.eoretic. .properties depend in.part onconfiguration and the
semantic properties S,EM(H) :of the p.e.ad (label). ·In the best· case, theydepend ·on
nothing else (the· 'Hale-Keyser version ,of theta theory). Assuming so,' thereare no"s
sele~tional fea~fes or theta-grids distinct from SEM (H), which is typically·a rich and
complex structure, and theta-theoretic failures at , the interface do 'not cause~he

derivation to crash;. such~structures yield 'deviant' interpreations' ofagreat many
kinds."

Chomsky (2001: 9)

Finally, l will conclude my sketcq.y , review qf Mateu & Amadas (2001) with one
important , tenetof their· theoryof· "ar阴ment structure:'There is no configurationally· based
lexical decomposition beyond 'l-syntax.Accordingly, thele'xical decompositionof verbal
predicates (cf. (42) for a sample) stops atthis c~arse-graineq level" the rootbeing , alvyays
associated' toa non~relational"element-(cf.- (43)).16As'a result, we want to' embrac~ the non- I

trivial hypbth~sis ·thal· th¢ .'only 'open-ended'class of 'roots corresponds tonon-relational
elements; e.g. ,. those occupyirig the specifier andcomplementpositions in (43).

(42) a. John corraled'the horse.
b.、 Johnkilled the horse.
c. John loved the horse.
d. John pushed the horse.
e. John laughed.
f. Thehorse died.

(43) a. [FJohn [Xl CAUSE [X2 the horse [X2 TCR COR丸4.L]]]]

b. [F John [Xl CAUSE .[X2 the horse [X2 TCRKILL]]]]

15 See Levin' & Rappaport Hovav (1995). The fact that this class of verbs ·is consistently a~sociate~with an
unaccusative syntax inEnglishcan be argued to· be related to theclaim that these· verbs are lexically associated
with the {GOIBE}· value. 'Accordingly, the lexical item stay isprev~nted 仕om entering into a transitive argument
s~ctureofthe following type: [F Zj [:f(J {CAUSElHAVEj·[X2 Z2[X2 X2· Y2]J]]·
I t> The conceptual stuff depicted by caps must not be interpreted "as i~ stands". For example, we do not actually
claim that the、 non-relational.element CORRAL in (43a) is to be interpreted', as the noun corral. Rather what is
requited is that CORRAL be interpreted as the ·non-relational·element (i. e~ ， the abs位act Ground) included in the
locative verb to corral (seeMateu (2001b)).The same holdsfor those morphologically less transparent cases:
e.g., in (43b,t) 'what ismeant by {KILUDIE} is thenon-relational element (i.e., the abstract Ground) included in
the chang~ of state verb {killldie j.
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c. [F Johni [Xl CAUSE [X2 thehorse [X2 CCR PUSHil]]]17
d. [F Johni '[xl HAVB· [X2 thehorse [X2' CCR LOVEi ]]]]

e. . IF John [Xl DO IAUGH]]
f.· [Xl GO [X2 t4e horse [X2.TCR DIE]]]

In 'other words, as far as the syntactically-based lexical decomposition is concerned,
we claim that the non-relationalelement corresponding to the root in (43) (theroot is depicted
in italics) is a Fodorian-like ·monad. However, unlike Fodor, we think that a minimallexical
decomposition is necessary in order to provide an appropria~e. answer to theoretically
interesting questions like those emphasized in (44). Wi出out such a minimallexical-syntactic
decomposition, it is not clear to us which interes~ing answer could be provided to tho~e' non
trivial questions. To the best -ofour kno~ledge， no principleq accou~t has bee.n -given by
Fodor concerning those-two questions pointed outby Hale & Keyser (1993) and addressed by
Mateu (1999) or Mateu & Amadas (2001).

(44) "It seems to us that one theoretically interesting insight to be found in Hale & Keyser
(1993) (in our view, one that strongly militates against a complex syntax跚~emantics

interface l~ke that. envisioned by Jackendoff (1990, 1997» is their realizing that the
following questions are intrinsically related: tWhy are there so few lexical categories?'
/ 'Whyare there so few themt(ltic roles?'. Notice. that for Jackendoff it does not make
sense to inquire. into the relation of both questions. No doubt, we c'onsider that
important insight poirited'9ut by Hale. & Keyser (1993) and developed by-Mateu
(1999) as..pro.viding.us with a very strong theoretical argument in favor of the perfectly
designed syntax-semantics interface envisioned by Chomsky (1995f.)".

Mateu &'Amadas (2001) ,

6. ~..1;he I-syntax of Small ClauseResults
After having presented the basics 'ofour argument structure theory, let us return to the
constructionsunder study in. the present paper, those in (1). Since Hale & Keys~r appear to
assume that phrase structure is exclusively projected from lexical heads, Jackendoff's point in
(45) could be ..argued to be proolematic for one willing to adopt their syntactic approach when
dealing with re~ultative-like constnictions such'as those in (1).

(45) "Many contemporary theories of syntax proceed .under the premise that phrase
stru~ture is' projected exclusively'from lexical heads. If the analysis proposed here is
correct, these const~ctions <i.e.,.. examples like those in (1): JM> constitute· an
interestfng challen.ge to this pr~mise， for in such constructions ,- the .argument structure
ofthe VP is licensed-notby the verb, as jn the usual situation, but by the construction
itself'.

Jackendoff (19970: 534)

However, Jackendoff's (implicit) reasoning in (46) to be drawn from (45) is a non sequitur:

(46) premise: phrase structure isprojected exclusively from lexical heads

17 See Hale & Keyser (1999b) for the l.exic~l syntactic analysis of ateli~ activity verbs like' to push and atelic
stative verbs likeω love: According ω 也em， the 'impact noun'. push and the ‘psych nominal' love must Qe
linked to 也eir source, the external" argument, i.e., the s(entential)-syntactic subject. These -nominal roots are
supplied ,with a bracketed subscript representing a variable which must be bound obviatively. See Hale & Keyser
(1999b) for more details.
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then (?)
the argumentstructureof the VP is necessarily licensed by the .surface verb.

That is to say,I would.like to argue that the premise in (46) does not necessarily entail
what is ~ntende~'to ~ntail.in (46). Given this, ·Jackendo筐's critici~m of the premise in' (46)
does. nothold. In fact, I will immediately showth'at assuming such a premise 'can be taken as
fUlly compatiblewith- providing.anadequate: syntacticaccountof· the 'complex argument
structure involved in examples like those in (1)~ In particular, as pointed outby Mateu &
Rig~u (1999), the for~ation·of resultative-like 'cons~ructions like that in (Ia) involves two
different synt(ictic argument' structures, the'mal!! , one being transitive (e.g. , that in (47a) , and
thesubordinate one being unergative (e.g. , thatin. (47.b».The transitive structure in (47a) is
associate.d to an 'a~coinplishment' (e.g.,' 'tocau.se y. to go away'),18 w};1ile the .unergative
structurein.(47b) is associated toan~'activity'， (e.g.，而 doz').
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As I.will show in the followingsection, it is prec~sely the non心qnflating nat:ure· of the
P element in (47a) what allows the complex verbal head in' (47b) to be conflatedJmerged into
thepho~ologically ~ull transitive verb in (47a). Quit~ interes~ingly ， 'ChoJ71sky (1995) pro飞rides

u~ with the adequate devi~e forsuch a conflation process tobe carried o~t: a ~generalized

transform'ation'; see(48) fot the resulting a司junction process.
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Accordingly, the semantic intepretation ~nvolved in the'subordlnationprocess depicted in
(49) canbe argued to be 'associated ~o the complex syntactic argument structure in (48):

18 Notice that Hoeks位a's Small Clause.constituentisto be translated into Hale &Keyser's (1998)P projection,
heade~ by a birel~tional telic ‘Path' ele.ment (in their terms, a ‘terminal coinGidence relation'):it relates a
'Figure' (e.g. , night) to anabstract ‘Ground' (e.g. ,. (α)way).

Moreover, noticethat the external_ argument is not present in the syntactic argument structure, but is to
be introduced by the relevant Functional projection (c.f. Hale & Keyser (1993f.) or Kratzer (1996)).
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(49)[(they)[[DOmdance}"CAUSE][the night away}](i.e.,‘they caused the night to go
away by dancing').!:!

Unlike Levin & Rapoport's (1988) or Jackendoff' s (1990).. semantic· analyses, the
present analysis of. the s9-called ‘ lexical subordination' as. involving a syntactic operation
should be- regarded in 如11 tune with. Hale & Keyser二 s (1993) particular interpretation of the
Chomskian tradition of interpretivist semantics,.which is summarized in their quote in (50):

(50) "(...) these semantic roles, like the elementary semantic interpretations in ge:p.eral, are
derivative of the lexical sYl?tactic relations <emphasis added: JM>".

Hale & Keyser (1993: 72)

In the next sectio~ I will show that the empirical justification of my lexical syntactic
analysis ofresultative-like constructions like tho~e in (1) is to be grounded on Talrri.y's (1985,
1991) typological workon so-called ‘conflation processes' , which have been recently argued
to invol~e the crucial -tole of morphosyntax when accounting for the relevant parametric
variation (cf. K1ipple (1997),.Snyder (1.995; 2001); a~d Mateu & Rigau (1999; in press)).

7. Small ClauseResul~写 and parametric variation
As noted above, semanticocentric approaches to resultative-like constructions su~h as those in
(1) can be granted descriptive validity but they. do not provide anY.principled explanation of
some important parameterizable morphosyntactic facts put forward by syntactically~oriented

works like S~yder (1995), Klipple (1997), orMateu and Rigau (1999; in press): To put· it
clearly, they cannot e~plain' why. resultative-likeconstructions like those in.(I) exist in some
languages (e.g. , in English or'German) but not in others (e.g., inCatalan or Spanish). They
often liniit themselves to stating this as a fact: e.g., the following statement in (51) can be
takenasrepresentative of'adopting such a position. No explanation is pursued concerning why
it is the case that in Romance languages "the two components" inv_olved in a complex telic
path of motion construction like She raninto the room, have to be obligatorily .separated in
the syntax.. Why doesn.'t sucha restrictionhold in English?

(51) "Not all '-languages can conflate (118) <i息， [BECOME (x, [LOC (y)]), BY [RUN
(x)]]: JM> into a single verb name, of course. For those such as the Romance
languages the.two components have to be separated in the syntax. The core predication
is the LeSfor a general verb of directed motion· such as enter. Thus the realization of
(118) <cf. supra: JM> iIi. Romance will look "Something 'like She entered the room
running".

Spencer & Zarestakya (1998: 33)

Before showing the non-trivial role of morphosyntax in (1), it will be useful to
introduce some basic' ideas .from Talmy's (1985, 1991) typological work on so~called

‘copfl.ation processes' .
According toTalmy's descriptive typology, examples like those in; (1) fallon the

lexicalization pattern that is typically involved in satellite-framed languages like English or
German. For. example, consider the following complex telic path of motion construction in
(52a). To put it in Talmy's (1985) terms, (52a) involves confl~tion of Motion with Manner, or

19
币Ie fact that the stro~turally唰based paraphrase in (49) is not actually. adequate for the so-called ‘time帽away construction'

should not be of concern to syntacticians: Syntax has nothing to say. concerning its (non-stru~turally based) idiomatic
meaning: e.g.,‘wasting time doing s~mething\
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alternatively, in Talmy's ·(1991) terms, (52a) involves c~nflation Of·AGENTlVEMOVE with
SUPPORTING[EVENT]. By contrast, t4e corresponding count~rpartof (52a) in aRomance
language like Catalan' typically involves a different lexicalization pattern (i.e. , conflation, of
Motion with Path, the Manner component being expressed as an adjunct).

(52) a. .. The boydanceq into the room. 气 ConflationofMotion + Manner
b~ Cat. El noi entra a l'habitaci6 ballant. Conflationof Motion+ Path

The bqy went-into loc.prep theroomdancing

In·Germanic languages.sentences like tha~ in (52a) (or those in (l)).can'be argued to be
possible because of, the following fact: th'e telic P(ath) Jsnot conflated , into the , verb (hence
thei:t; satellite,-framed nature), this verb. being then·allowed to beco~flated·with the so-called
{‘Manner constituent'/ sUPPORTING[EVENT1}.

Quite interestingly, Hale & Keyser's theoryreviewed iIi -section 3 allows us t~ ~{(p~ess

this fact in the followingmorphosyntactic terms: the absence .of lexical saturation ofthemain
verb , (e.g., Gf.V in (53a)) by the birelational element P allows'.this phonologically null
unaccusative verbto incorporate a subordinate ,verb froman independent structure (e.g.~ the
unergative one in (53b))" this incorporation(conflation process peing carried out via a
g~neralized transformation (cf. supra). The .result of this syntactic operation isdepic~ed in
(54).
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As -above, the semantic intepretation tO ,be·associated to the complex sy~tactic argument
structure in (54}can 'be 'depictedas in'(55):

(55) [[[DO-:-dance]一GO] [boy into rooni]] (i.e." ~theboy ~ent into the room dancill;g').
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;By contrast, in Romance languages sentences like 由at in (52a) can be argued t9 be
impossible because of·the following fact: the P(ath) is often conflated into the.verb (hence
their verb-frained nature), this·.verb being then prevented from being., conflated with the so
called {'Manner constitu~nt'/ SuPPORTINO[EVENT] }. To put it in the presentmorphosyntactic
terms, the lexical ~aturationof V in (52a) by the relational directional element P prevents this
unaccusative verb from incorporating a subordinate verb from an independent structure (e.g.,
the unergative one in (52b)).

Forex缸nple， consider th~ following'Catalan Path verbs in (56):

(56) sortir 飞o go out' , entrar ‘ to go in' , pujar ‘to go up' , baixar 'to go down'. (Catalan)

From a synchronic perspective, the conflatiQn involved in the verbs in (56) can be
regarded as a .clear exainple of ‘fossilized incorporation': roughly speaking, what corresponds
to the motion verb and what to the telic Path relation' cannot be distinguished any longer (cf.
Mateu & Rigau. (in press) for. more.·discussion).

By contrast, according to 'Talmy (1991), 'satellite' status must be attributed to
Germanic p.reverbs like tho~e involved in complex denominal verbs such as those in·(57). As
pointed out by Mateu (2001c), the syntactic anal.ysis presented above for ‘syntactic objects'
like that in (52a) or those in (1)) can also -be argued to hold for ‘morphological objects' like
those in (57).·If such a move is correct, we are' allowed to 骨take this as evidence in favor of
Hoekstra's (1988 , 1992) or Marantz' ,s (1997) criticisms of current Lexicalist approaches (see
(58)).

(57) a.

b.

Er νer-gartner-te sein gesamtes Vermogen. (German)
he' VER(away)-gardener-二ed his whole fortune
'In gardening, he ~sed up all his fortune.'
Sie er-schreiner-te sich den Ehrenpreis der ;Handwerkskammer.
she ER-carpenteI可d herselfDAT the prize of the trade corporation
'She got the. prize of the trade corporation by doing carpentry.'

Exs. from Stiebels (1998: 285-286)

b. "(...) there is no reason not to buildwords in the syntax via ‘merger' (simple
binary combination) as .long as there areno special principles of composition that
sep缸ate the combining of words into .phrases' from the combiningof morphemes into
words".

Marantz (1997: 205 )

For example, let us analyze the German example· in (57a). The complex' denominal
verb ver-giirtne，r帽te can be argued to involve two different syntactic argument structures, the
main one being transitive (cf. (59a)), while , the subordinate one being unergative (cf. (59b)).
Crucially, the non-conflating (i.e. , satellite) nature of the Path r~lation ver- in (5.9a) allows 'an
independent lexical-syntactic verbal object (e.g., cf. the unergative argument structure in
(59b)) to be conflated into the phonologically null main 'verb (i.e., the V in (59a)), the former
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providing the latter with' phonological cont~nt (cf. (60)).20 ~y~on位ast， Romance ·languages,
which typically lac~ cotriplex:d~nominal'"verbs like those. in .(57), are verb~framed: the Path
relation' is cbnflated into the.verb; 出is .inco'rporation being. fossilized (see .(56)). This
fossilized incorporationprevents amanner ~()mponent (in'our t~rms， anunergative argument
structure) frombeingconflated into the main verb.
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Frutherinore, 'an 'additional step in the derivationof (60)~ppears to be involved: the
affixal nature of the P.ath relationver- forces' it to be a司joinedto the superior complex verba~

head.Bycontrast, such an additionfll step is typically missing in English, as shown in (61吟，

even though' so~e co~plex verb~ similar to those in (57) can also , be found in..English:cf. the
out-prefixationexamples in (61 b).

He gambled all his fortune away.
I outplayedloutswam him.

a.
b.

(6.1)

Notice moreover that the lexicalization pattern accounting for the Germane~缸nples in
(57) is the same one holding for , English complexdenominal verbs like naildown or b'rick
over. This seems then th.e adequate place to refute Stiebels's (1998: 298) words ,quoted in
(62).

20 Di'rectional or resultative preverbs (prefixes/particles) and ~Ps involving a ‘terminal coincidence relation' can
be argued to 1;>e assigned the same argument structure (both contain a birelational element), the differencebeing
that the former involve the conflation of a. non-relational element X (i.e.,. an abstract Ground) into a directi6nal
relational element P (i.e. , the ‘Path'). N in (59a) is to be interpreted as ‘Figure厅heme\
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(62) "(....) as with complex denominal verbs in German, 'H~e.! & Keyser might have
problems to account for complex denominal verbs in English (e~g. ，. nail down, brick
over the entrance, pencilout the entry, brush out the room) for which the tole of'the
preverb should be Glarified".

Stiebels (1998: 298)

As above, my rebuttal will.be grounded .on the descriptive basis of Talmy's (1985,
1991) typological work on conflation processes~which is not taken. into account by Stiebels
(1998). My lexical syntactic analysis of.complex denominal verbs in English runs as follows.
For example, consider the cOmplex deno_nUnal verb to nail down , which can be regarded as
the ~esult of conflating two different ,syntactic argum~nt structures, those in (63). (63a) is a
transitive one, which contains a ‘phonologi,cally "null verb subcategorizing for a PP as
complement: Its head, the particle down, "is to be taken as the re.sult of conflating it. non
relational .element X (i息， an' abstract Ground) into the prepositional head expressing a
terminal coincidence relatIon产 Its specifier is to be interpreted as Figurerrheme. On the
other hand, (63b) is a.den·oIIJinal verb, which isformed by'conflating ·the nominal root nail
into another phonologically null verb expres~ingan activity (i.e.. , the activity of nailing).
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As stre.ssed by Hale.& Keyser (1998), 'phonologically riull properties flssociated t9 heads .must be
saturated at PF. As it stands, the syntactic arguinent stIiJcture in (6~a) would then crash at PF. The Path relation
(e.g., down) has non-conflating (i.e, satellite) status in English, this being unable tosaturate the empty
phonological properties of the verbal head in (63a).An option becomes- then available: namely, to resort to an
independent le~cal syntactic object (e.g., ~hat in (63b)) in order tosaturate the empty phonological properties of
the verb in (63a). ·The phonologically null properties.ofthe verb in (63a) allow an indep~ndent lexical syntactic

: object with full phonological 'content (that expressed' by nailing) to be conflated into it. The same generalized
transformation operation we made use of above c'an also be argued to be resorted to when 'accounting for
complex denominal verbs in English. The resulting complex lexical syntactic structure is depicted in (64):
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21 see Svenonius (1996) and Hal~' & Keyser (2000) for more discussion on' the argument structure of particles.
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_ To 'conc\ude, 'a syntactic approach to resultative~like constructions like' that pursued
here is 'to be regarded as' a particularwayofattempting to provi~e a p,rincipledexplaIiation of
how to dea:l with the'linguistic v,atiation that is detennine4 by morphosyntacticprope目ies that
do not affect functi9nal categories, 'but lexical categories.~~ Cruciall.y, I 'have tried to show that
there is a unified morphosyntactic explanation. ofwhy verb-framed languages like' Romance
do'not , have "syntactic' objects" like those in (1) nor"morphological 0均ects" like' those in
(57).Quit~'interestingly，i1otice that this can be taken as evidence forHoekstra'sor Maran钮's

claims quoted in (58).
Finally, so~e remarks concerning the'crosslinguistic variation involved in (1) , are in

order.

8. Concluding remarks
(I) Myapproach can , be regarded to be in tunewith those' syn~actically二based aspectual
approaches to resultative-like' constructions' likethose in (1): e.g., Hoekstra (1988, '1992),
Borer (1994), or Ritter& Rosen (1998), amongothers~ However, mywork cruciallyparts
wayswith them in a non-trivial point: th.eyneglectthe so-call,ed ‘resultativity/directionality
parameter', inv:olved in the data in (1)~ Moreover, theY , omit thecoQflation process involved in
their formation. As a result, they donot explain the crosslinguistic variation involved .in
T,almy's (1991) typologicaldistinctiorr. For example, let u~ take·eBorer's (.1 994) pioneering
analysjs into account: As it stands, it is not clear what pr~vents Romance , languages frQffi
h~ving John walked into the cave. Why i~ it , thecase that in ， Rom~J.?ce"Johncannotbe

generated as thespecifier of the functional categoryAsPEvent~Measurer? In other' w<?rds, why does
the una~c山ativization 'process involved in that sentence appear -tp "be' impossible in
Romance?ωAs'shown , above, my solution to' such a puzzle has be~n ， argued to ,have , nothing
to'do with aspectual properties'associated to fun'ctional categories, but with morpho~yntactic

properties associated to lexi~al ~ategories.

(II) On the other hand, letme , emphasize that my intention :was not'to provide a complete
picture of the crosslinguistic variation involved in resultative-like constructionslikethosein
(1). Ihave concentrated'myself on dealing with what I taketobe some' ofthemost relevant
differen己es between satellite-framed languages like 'English'andverb-frafiledlanguages like
Romance. I leave it for another research agenda' to ~ork out the interrelationsbetween the
present Hale & Keyserian syntactic approach 'ai1dworks adoptinga wider.crosslinguistic
perspective{e.忌， cf. Kim & Maling(1997)).
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The Syntax ofSmal1 Clause Predication
Abstract

In, this paper I put forward and just证'y a syntactic configuration that I call Complex Small
Clause-structure. I show 出at this single syntacticstructure can expl~n both the semantic value
and the syntactic behavior of a range of constructions that up to now ha,:e been explored
separately and, hence, proposed divergen~ ~alyses among them.

1 ,The Complex Small Clause:"structure

The syntactic configuration that'I want to propose and defend in this article is depicted in (I).This
is the syntactic. configuration of what I call aComplex Small Clause (CSCI).

、
E
F
'
'

唱
E
A

/
t
E、
、

YPX [CSCI] = EXTERNAL , PREDICATION

From the bottom up, we can see here' that a lexical head X selects , an , external argument
(alternatively, , a constituent of lexical 'material , selects an external argument if X appears with
complements). This external argument is base-generated in the specifier of the projection headed by
this lexical element, that is, in Spec, XP.As usual in'a syntactic configuration like this, these two
components end up establishing a subject-predicate relationship, which will have to be licensed
within a , functional domain. Typically, the , members' and the content of each. member of this
functional domain' will be determined by the lexical head X, in the sense that each functional
projection of this domain will have to be associated with the lexical head of the predicate (~) (see
Grimshaw 1991, Riemsdijk 1998).

In the struc1U:re in (1), I only represent the highest e4tended projection associated with X , which
Icall YP. The subscript X on the·YP-projection in~~cates the association of this functional category
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with the lexicalhead X. The dots between XP and YP, on the other hand, mean that other functional
projections may also appear between these two projections, but, of course, only if requiredby the
lexical head X.

Now, going' back to the exterQ.al argument of the lexical headX~ we can see in. (~) that this
argument has to be null -in a CSCI, that .is,-it must be either a PRO· or a pro. The former will show
up if this argul11ent cannot check' Case' within _the , fU,nctional domain of X, namely some'Yhere
between theXP-projection and the head Y, or, alternatively, it canonly checkoff null Case. l The
latter will appear if it can' check off nominativeCase within the functional domain of X.

Asyou may have already noticed, up to -this point nothing special h(:ls been said in the structure
in (1), 'since' the syntactic' configuration as described 'so far actually embodies the. syntactic
configuration of an ordinary predicative domain.

The special thingin the structure in (1), however, arises ,when we consider tpe, highest extended
projection of X, that is, the YP-projection. As it·can be observed here, , the unusual' thing , is that a
DP-argument app~ars base-generated in its specifier, i.e. , Spec, YP. As indicated 1?y the subscript,
we also notice that this DP will have to corefer with the , grammaticalsubject downstairs, which is
the null subject PRO,/pro.

Now" what this syntactic configuration tells us is that,. if this· arrangement. of lexical and
functional categories canbe instantiated by' someconstruction in some , language, then language in
general must permit thepossibility for a single extended projection -:YP , in (1)- to contain two
predicative relationships. In (1), 'on the one hand, we have thepredicative relationship that is
established by the null subjectPRO / pro in Spec, .XP and ~he X"-constitueiitI c,,:ll this' subject
predicate relationship the intemalpredication of the CSCl. As we will see, this internal predication
can come in two varieties: either as a verbal clause (section 2) oras aSmall Clause (section 3).

On the other hand, we also have the predicative relationship that is setup by the DP -in Spec,
YP and the Y"-constituent. I call this. predicative relationship the extemalpredicationof the eSCl.
Now the nature of this external predication will determine the status,-and hence the behavior, of the
wholeconstruction in (1). Atthis point, we already know thatYmust be the. highest' extended
projection of the lexical head X. This'means that Y cannot

1 This app缸ent "optional choice" simply responds to the mote general con位ov巳.fsy surrounding· the type of Case that
PRO checks, if any. . ~

2 For the' concept·ofSmall Clause, see Stowell 1981, 1983, and for some discussion with regard to this notion, see
Cardinaletti and Guasti 1995.
3 Recall that thepredicate of a regular SCI is X', where.X is a lexical category (N, A, P). As I point out in section 4.2
below, there cannot be "regular'" scts where X is V. I· claim that the so-called -Verbal SmallClauses are actually
CompltixSmall Clauses, where X is V -and the (C)SCI-subj巳ct is base-generated in the specifier of the highest extended
projection associated with that V.
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constructions are discussed in section 2. Type 2, on the other hand, are complex constructions the
predicate of which is nominal or adjectival. lexplore constructions con~aining the words regard-as
and take-for. But withip. -this type I also include result必ve constructions in· Chinese, al出origh I
claim that the analysis for the Chinese resulta4ve constructions can·· also .be. extended to the
iesultative constructions in English. This is the topic of secti<;>n 3. Finally, in section 4, I point out
some general conclusions both for thegeneral Theory of Granimar and for the SCI~Theory that can
be drawn from ~he CSCI-structure presented in this' article.

2 Complex Small Clauses Type 1: ·The Progressive

The constructions that are discussed' in .this section have two properties in common at least.The first
one· is that they all respond to the CSCI-structure presented in (1) above. And the second one is that
they all express an event in p.rogress. In section 2. -1, I focus' on the so砸called Pseudo-Relative in
Romance. In section 2.2, I consider the. so-called' Prepositional Infinitival Construction, which is
foundinEuropean ~ortuguese， in some Italian arid English dialects, and , in Middle English. But, as
we will see, the nominal version of this constcqction is ·also found in languages like German 'and
Dutch.

2.1 The Pseudo跚Relative

The so-called Pseudo-Relative (PR} is a·constniction that is used in them苟ority of the ·Romance
languages to express an event "in progress. -An ~xam.ple is provided in (2) for Spanish, (2纱， and
French, (2b).~

(2) a. He visto a _[PR Juan que corr臼. ]

b. J"'ai vu [PR Jean qui courait.]
I have seen to-ACC John that ran~he-IMPE町
、Isaw Johnrunning....

Before going on, let me just remar~ 'that this'construction is not a , relative clause~There are
some arguments that conclusively show that this is so. Here are some of them:

(i) In , the PR, the that-~onstituent does not modify the DP, but it rather expresses a situation in
which that DP is a participant. This is what allows the whole construction to express .an ev~nt in
progress.

(ii) The DP can be a proper ·name in: the PR, and" importantly, there is no break in the
intonation between the DP and the that~cbnstitueIi.t， at least necessarily.

(iii)Differently from a relative clause, the DP can only be interpreted as (or associated wi~h， see
shortly below) the subject of the embedded finite verb.

(iv) The:tense of the' that呻constituent must match the tense of thematrix clause only in the PR.
(ν) And only in the PR the DP can be extracted leaving the thαt-constituent behind.

Now, from a semantic point of view, the PR can only express an event in progress. In other
words, 'this cO,nstruction cannot~enote' a propositiondespite being a CP-constituent. Asexpected,
then, the only type of verbs that will be able to appear in thi~ structure' ar~ verbs that are related'to
events.' If this condition is not 'satisfied, the sentence becomes ungrammatical. This is what the
example in (3a) shows us.-5

4 Constructions 'like I saw [ John'.running 1 are ungrammatical in some Romance languages like, for instance; French
and Italian.
5 In this section I use Spanish data, but crucially the same effects do also hold for the other Romance languages that
possess this construction.
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a. *Vi a [Jlian que sa'bra 企ances.]

saw.I tO-ACC· JUaD.· that ·knew.he French
b. Vi [que Juan sabla ._france~.]

saw.I that Juan knew.he French
、 I saw that Juan ~ould speak French.,'

PR 一争 *proposition

CP• oKproposition

Notice that here the verb us~d is saber ('to know工 namely a-verb typically linked to.propositional
expr~ssions. The example in (3b), on the other hand, indicates that the' verb saber ('to know') can
appe~ inan ordinary CP-structure, since· the inherent semantic properties of this verb are -notin
conflict with the propositional.status of'aCP.

Thereare also Som~ interesting syntactic facts .that define the PR.To begin with., it is important
to remark that this construction is inteipre~ed' as a single -constitu~nt， at least in one. possib~e rea4ing.
Therefore, a pronoun Ijke "1o (、it') can resume the"whole construction, as illustrated in (4).°

(4) He visto a . [Maria que' corria.] Yo tambien 10 he . visto.
'have.I seen t。一ACC Marfa that ran.she-- I also it have.I seen
、 I sawMaria running. I saw it too. '

Note, incidentally, that this possibilityc'earlyindicates that we are not dealing. with a complex DP
headed by the.-N Marfa in (份， but ratherwith a "thing." And this "thing" here isan event.

As -far as the. assignment / .checkip.g of theta~roles and Cases is-'concerned~we must assume,
first, that theconstituent headed by the V assigns an 'external theta-role_ toan argument base
generated in its Spec, nainely, in Spec,. VP.-This theta-role will bethat of AGENT· ifthe Visto.run ,
as. in (4).TheCase that this argument will check off will be thenominative that is p~ovidedby the
finite !P. Now, atthis point, we can follow two possible ways:

Hyp. 1] The first one is to suppose that the a;rgument that is. base-generated in ·Spec, VP is the
lexicalDP· (Juan). In this.hypothesis, then, this is .the element that wilrcheck off the nominative
Case that is provided by the finite IP.

Hyp. -2] The secondapproach consists in saying. that ·the argument that is base-generated. in
Spec, VP is null, and that t~is .is the element that will check off the nominative. Case that is provided
by the ·finite !P. Since thi~ null argument checks nominative Case, then it has to be a pro. Notice
that, .in this hypothesis;the. licensing of PTO in thePRdoes not~differ from tl1e licensing of the pro
that appe~s .in an ordinary clause, like the one in(5).

(5) pro corrfa.
ran.(s)he-llvIPERF

、 (S)he was running."

Now, if we adopt this··second hypothesis, ·then we must address'the question concerning the
position in whichthe lexicalDP' (Juαn). is base-generated in the PRo T~e claim is that this lexical
argument isbase-generate.d in Spec, CPo This. idea is consistent with the fact that .this argument
showscup preceding the'C that,. which' is the highest extendedprojection' of the lexical head, namely
the verb, 'and the·fact that thewhole construction·can·be replaced'by the pronoun 10 、扰， {see (4)).
Notice that this latter fact prevent us.from saying that the DP is base-generatedinahigherposition.
Were this the -case, then the whole construction would be expecte.d to behave like a complex DP
structure, contrary to what we have.

The next question that arises. from·this second hypothesis is how this DP is licens.ed
semantically·and structurally.·The answer is that it rhust be semantically licensed by predication. If

6 As expected, 'all the traditional constituency-.. tests can be also. successfully applied to this 、 construction. So, for
example, the PR can be clefted'- pseu;doclefted, the answer toa question, etc.
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pre4ication necessarily involves the assignment of a theta-role, then. we should assume 出at this DP
gets a theta-role from the C二constituent， since t~is C~7constituent is predicated of this DP. On the
other hand, the s~!1tence in (6) shows us that thisDP is struc~urally licensed· by checking off the
accusative Case 也就 is provided by the matrix verb.

(6) , {Lo / La} he visto [ que (Pro) coma.-]
him / her have.I seen that ran.(s)he-MPERF

'I saw' {him / her} running.'

Now this fact is crucial sinct? it immediately allows us to rule out the. first hypothesis presented
above. This is so sinc.e, according to that approach, the lexical DP.(Juan) would end up checking off
two structural Cases in the PRe ,The nomin~tive assigned by the embedded finite IP, and the
accusative. assigned by the matrix verb (see (6».·Of course, this goes against the general jdea that an
argument'is frozen in place wh~n it checks' structural Case (Chomsky 1995). So, at this point, we
are just left with one hypothesis, the second one.

Another interesting fact about the ~.R is that the lexical subject must necessarily corefer with
the null subject pro. In the example in '(7), for instance, this condition is not fulfilled. So, as
expected, the sentence is rule'd out.

(7) *He vista a [ Mari4αi que prok corrfan.. ]
have.I seen to-ACc Maria that 、 ran.they

The observations provided so far are just part of a battery· , of arguments that lead us to analyze
the PRthe way it is shown in (8).7

(8)

(1)

PR = [CP (CSCI) JU3ni [C二 que [IP
Juan . that

CSCI = [YPx DPi [Yx'Yx

[vp prOi [v' coπfa ]] ]]]
ran.he-MPERF .

[XP {PR01Iproi}' [x' X... ]] .]]

Now notice that this structure rep~oduces the syntactic. configuration. that is put forward by the
CSCI-model present~d in ~ection 1 above. The CSCI-model is reproduced he_re ·again so we may
comp'are.the general structure, (1), with a specific realization of this model, (8). 。

2.2The Prepositional Infinitival Construction
与白restingly enough, Europe~n Portuguese does notaccept the PR despite' being a Romance
language. Instead, it uses the so-called Prepositional Infinitival Construction (PIC) to express an
event in progress. As we can see in 份， the .PIC is formed by a lexical DP, the P a (、 at工 and an
infinitive, which can show up inflected,·as in (9纱， or as a bare infinitive, as ill: (9b).

(9) a. Eu vi [PIC OS meninos a correrem.]

7 There are two important things that must be pointed out her~. The·first.one .is that the PR can be an argument or an
adjunct. In the former c部队 the PR is s.electedby a lexical head. The analysis, then, would be as shown in (8). In' the

. latter, it just functions like a depictive SCI. This meansthat Spec, CP would be occupied· by a PRO which would be
controlled by a OP argument. These two versions are also found in the Prepositional Infinitival Construction (section
2.2) and in the progressive -iitg Construction (section 2.3).

The second thing is ~hat the lexical OP in Spec, CP in (8) must corefer with the grammatical subject of the internal
predication, independently of the semantic properties of 也is grammatical subject. That is, "the grammatical subject can
turn out to be a ·nonanimate entity or an internal argument. This latter possibility is what we find when the' verb in 由e

PR is unaccusative or passivized. Again, these phenomena also apply to the Prepositional Infinitival Construction and to
!he progressive -ing Construction.
。 For more' details on the analysis in (8) and the ~nalyses that are presented' in the remainder of this article, see Rafel
2000b.
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b. Eu vi [PIC OS meninos a , correr. ]
I saw the' children' at 'run-INP-(3P, Pυ

、 I saW the children running. '

The sentences in (1 伪， on the othe,r hand, tell us that the same structure 'is also ,productive' in
some Italian and 'English' dialects., and was productive in Middle~nglish.

(10) a. [ L'] ho vista Ta corie..]
himhave~1 seen at run-INF

、 I ， saw him running.'
b. '[He]'s been , [ a~hunting a deer. ]
c. [ ,He] was [.{on > a} laughing.]

[Falconara ·dialect~ Italy]

[rv1odem Appalachian<English'"U,.S.A.]9
[Middle English]

CP→ OK与pro句poωsitωt

PIC• *proposition (cf. (3))

Not , surprisingly, the PIC behaves semantically and syntactically:just like the PR. , From' a
semantic viewpoint, 'then, ~his construction ca~notexpress a'propqsition, but only'an event. So the
argu~ent that-was' :u~ed above to' show this very same thing f9f the PRcan be reproduced here, again
this time'using the , PIC. Consider the following contrast:

(11) a. *Eu vi . [ 0 Joao a saber 仕ances.]

I saw.1 the Joao atknow-INP French
b. Eu vi [que '0 Joao sabia frances~]

I saw.I' that the'Joao k.new.he·'French
、lsaw that Joaoeould s'peak'French.'

As expect~d~ the verb sαber (、to know')cannot 'appear inthe PIC, (11 吟， but"it , can show up in a
regular CP-structure, ,(11b}.This , indicates that.·, the PIC is'a'syntactic construction that can only
denotean eyent and, because ofthat, it cannot contain verbs that arenot inherently linkedtothat
ontological category.

As ,far as its syntacticpropettie~are '·concerned, .we must say first that the ~IC canalso' be
interpreted as ,a 'single , constituent .in one reading. So it can' be:' resumed , by th~ 'clitic it or be
pseudoclefted.. This latterpossibility isillustratedin (12).

(1-2) 0 que euvi foi [as meninos a correr(em).]
what that I saw was.it the children at run-INP-(3P,Pυ

、What I saw was the children mnnin'g. '

(cf. (4))

As usual, we must also suppose here that'the specifier qf the phrase projecte,dby the infinitive,
that is, Spec, VP, hoststhe argument that , will be assigned the theta roleofAGENT , by the
constituent headed by the V to run. But, once again, the nature of this argument leads us to consider
two possible ways to proceed.

Hyp. 1] In the first hypothesis, we would say that the argument that is base-generatedinSpec,
VP isthe lexical DP (os meninos). From thisviewpoint, this argumen~ would be the one that checks
offthe nominative Case that is provided by the E only when the infinitive shows up infiected-Ifthe
il}finitive isbare, then this lexicalDP 'would .need to move up into thematrix 'clause to checkoff
accusative Case.

Hyp.2]The second approach consists in ~aying that theargument that is base-ge~erated in
Spec, VP is null. Thisnull argtlluent would be apro if it can check off nOl)1inative Case. 'This would

9 It is interesting to' notice that the DP the deer 'is not preceded by thePof" which indicates that hunting is a V and, as , a
such, it assigns accusative Case.
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occur when the infinitive appears inflected. If the infinitiv旦is bare, t~en the null· subject would be a
PRO, and presumably would check off a sort of null Case. IU

Of C9urse, this second hypothesis needs to tell us where tpe lexic~l D~ (os meninos) is base
generated in the construction. The answer would· be tl以 this DP is '~ase~generated in Spec, PP.
Again, this would be so because of the fact 也at this argument appears. preceding the Pα(、"丁 and

the whole construction is not interpreted as a complexDP, but as aclause. 11 This latter aspect
prevent us from assuming that this DP is base-generated in a higher position.

So, according to this second hypothesis, the le~ical DP is base-generated in the specifier of the
highest extended projection of the lexical head of the copstruction, namely the verb. Notice that the
P a (、砾1 is the aspectual element that provides the PIC with its progressive interpretation. This
means· that this element is a functional 'head that operates on the infinitive.. Now the idea that it is
the highest head of the verbal functional .domain is strongly supported by the Gerrt:lan and Dutch
data presented'shortly below.

The' sentence in'(13), on the oth~r hand, "Shows us 出at the accusativeCase that is provided by
the matrix verb.is checked offby the lexical subject con~ainedwithin the PIC.

(13) Euvi- [os. a correr(em).]
I s~w them at run-INP-(窍， Pυ

、I saw them running."

(cf. (6))

Interestingly，、 it shows us that this occurs independently of the agree;mentproperties of the
embedded verb. In other words, the lexical DP checks off accusativeCase even when the embedded
IP can provide nomin.ative Case. Again this -leads us to adopt the second hypothesis pointed out
aboye as the. right one. Otherwise 'we would be claiming that anargument can checkoff two
structural Cases.

Exactly like in the PR, the lexical subject has to corefer necessarily with the null grammatical
su歧ject downstairs. Thus, the sentence in (14) is out just because this~ondition i~ .not satisfied.

(14) 、 *Eu vi [0 Joiioi a {PROkl prok} coηer(em). ]
I. saw the Joao at run-iNr(3P， Pυ

(cf.' (7))

Based. partly on th~ analysis that Raposo 1989 proposes for these constructions, partly on the
properties that we have seen here, we can ~ay that·the syntactic analysis of the PIC扫 as shown .in
(15).

(i 5) PIC = [pp (CSCl) os. :rp.eninosi [p' a
PIC = .[pP (CSCI) os meninosi [p' 、 a

the children,,' at
(1) 飞 CSCI = [YPx :PPi [Yx' YX

[CP . [C' [IP
[CP [c'.[IP

[vp prOi [v' correrem ]]]]]]]
[VP ·PROi [v' correr ]]]]]]]

run-INF (3P, PL)
[XP {PR,Oi Iproi} [x"'X _... ]]]]

As· you may have already noticed, the _syntactic organization. of ~is construction, (ο15匀)， also
fa挝it出hf如ul~y matches the ~ore general'syntactic configuration t白ha低.t I have called CSCαl-s侃tructur，吼 (1).

Before' moving on to the English data, let Us very briefly consider ~he German 缸ld Dutch
examples that we have in (16).

(16) a. [ Jan] war [ am Schreiben eines Briefes. ]
Jan was at.the write a-OEN 1etter-OEN
丁an was writing a letter. '

(German)

10 See footnote 1.
11 For example, it can be resumed by the clitic it, as pointed out above, and it triggers a third person, singular ~greement
on the matrix verb when the whole construction occupies the subject position in the sentence.
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b. . ['Jan J was [een brief aari. het schrijven. ]
Jan was a . letterat the write

、Jan w3:S writing aletter."

(Dutch)

,\

The elements thatmake:t1pthese constructions are j~st like the elements that makeup the.PIC. -And,
, just like the PIC" these' structures do also~ express an event inprogress, as wecan see through the

translations into English~Now. theonlyrel,evant4ifferencebetween the constructions ·in (16) and
thePIC is found in the factthat here the aspectualP'at is notpart of the extended projection of a'V,
but.p征t ofthe. extendedprojecti9n ofa'notriinalized v. ~ince this seell)s to be the 0 Illy significant
differencebetween these constructions and the PIC.,' if .seems 'plausible, at leastin principle, to
analyze'the constructions in (16) as indicated in (I7). {、Nom." means·、nominalized version of 'the
PIC气)
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Nom.'= [pp Jani
Jan

eSCl':::: [TI>x :OPi

[p'. an
at

[Yx'Yx

[DP dem [NPPROiSchreiben eines l3riefes ]]]]
the write a':'GEN letter-:-GEN

[xp {PROi I proi} lx'X ... Il ]]

Notice tha~ tp.e~e constructions clearly'sh9W, ontheone hand,'that , the.lexicalDP is base-generated
in the' specifi~r of the ,projection headed'by the a~pectual marker ， an 、"二 namely'Spe己，.， PP.And，·on

the.other hand, thatthis aspectual element is the highest head 'associatedwith the·lexical nqun" ..siI)ce
it prece~es a'DP-projection with an· Qve~ D. (dem).12 This. is s~rong 'evidence infavor of th'e idea
that, in the·verbal, version. ofthis construction, ·n,amely in thePIC, the lexical.DP is also base-~

generated in this· position, thatis , in' Spec, PP, 'and that the， Pα 、况" ,is also ,the ,', highest head
associated' with the lexical head of theconstruction, namely , the v~rb (see (15)). Now thedifference
lies in' that in the PIC the Pa 、况" precedes、 a CP, thehead ofwhich is nulL l

-1

2.3 The -ing Construction' 、

An obvious question that arises atthis point is 'whethera .similar syntactic configuration like the one
proposed here for'the PR and the PIC..canalsobe appliedto the progressiveconstl}lction in'Modern
English, in , which aβsuffix -ing appears attached on the' v'e,rbalhead (-ing Construction). An example
is provided in'(18) for Spanish, which also admits it,and English.

(18) a. He vistoa '[-ingC Juan corriendo.]
have.I s'een tO-Acc Juan ~nning

、I saw Juan.runiling.'"
b.~ , Isaw [-ingC John running. ]

I' can alreadyanticipat.~ that the answer is affirmative, that is, that this construction p~rfectly

accommodates to the , CSCI-model put forward here. But beforepresentingthe ana~ysis， let me·'first
川 re~ark some properties that show that this construction behaves just li~e the Pl3- a~d the PIC.

The first important thing for our purposes here is that this constmdiorldoes not denote a
proposition. So, as we have already seen before f9r the PR and the PIC; averbthat 'does not express

12 As pavid Adger. points out t6 me, the nominal'version ofthe PIC .is aI.so use~ in Irish, as shown'in (i).
(i) Chunnaic mi lain na .mith.

saw I .John' in-AGR '(his) running
'1 saw John.running.'

The interesting thing about Irish lies in that the P 'na 、in' appears inflected..This indicates that there is apro be~ween this
P and .the nominalized.verb. That an in:(lected. P~s followed byan'argumental pro in Irish has been independently
demonstrated in McCloskey and Hale 1984二

13 The (phonological) null properties of thee must be attrihuted t~ the infinitival form. of the verb. 'That is, in
Portuguese, asin many other Romance languages, an infinitive is always linked to a null'C. So ,. it{this'sense, the. PIC
does not stand as an exception at al'.
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an event will not be allowed to appear in this construction.This is the c，~se of the verb to know. This
f~ct is ill~strated bYithe already familiar contrast in(19) (cf~ (3) and (11)).

(19) a. *1 saw [Johnknowing the answer. ]
b. I saw[ that John knew the answer. ]

::'ingC • *prOposition
CP_• oKproposition

h 也is. sense, the -ing Con~truction differs from another construction in English in .which. the verb
also appears bearing the suffix -ing. This construction, .which can be .combined'with' verbs like to
hateand to remember, is apparently an o~dinary CP and, .as expected, denotes a proposition. A. pair
ofexamples are provided in (20).

\

(20) a. I hate [ {everybody / PRO} telling him what hehas to do.]
b. I remember [ PRO having read all these books. ]
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Some relevant differences between this construction and the progressive -ing Construction are
the following:

(i) The embedded structures in (20) do not express an event in progress, but a proposition.
(ii) The subject of the embedded constructions in (29) can be a null.PRO. This possibility is not

available in the progressive -ing.Construction. Compare (20) with (21).

(21) a. Isaw[-ingc {John / *PRO}watching the stars.]
b. I ~aw [-ingC {myself / *PRO} ~atching the stars. ]

=event
=event

(iii)Even thoughSpanjsh has the progressive -ing Construction, (22功， it does not possess the
propositional constru~tion with -ing, (22b).

(22) a~ He visto'a [-ing CJuan corriendo.]
have.I seen tO-ACC .Juan running
、 I saw Juan running."

= event

b. *Odio a' [todo el mundo diciendole 10 que tiene que hacer.] = proposition
hate.I to-ACC all the world" telling.him· what that has.he that. dO-INF

(intended meaning: 、I hate everybody telling him what he has to do. ")

Thus, in the Spanish counterparts of the English sentences in (20) we can only find either a ·that
clause (when the subject of ~he.matrix 'clause and the subject of the embedded clause do not refer to
the same p~rson)， (23纱， or an infinitival complement (when the subject of the main clause and the
subject of the embedded construction do refer tothe same person), (23b).

(23) a. Odio [that-clause que todo el mundo Ie diga 10 que tiene que hacer. ]
hate.I that all the world him tell what that has.he that do~别p
'lhat~ everybody telling him ~hat he has to do."

b. Odio UI1严clause PRO decirle 10 que tiene que hacer.]
hate.I tell帽INP-him what that has.he that do-即F

、 I hate telling him what he has to do."

This indicates that the progressive -ing Construction and the embedded structures in (20) are inde~d

different constructions.
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Like the PR and the PIC, tpeprogressive.~ingCoJ;1struction can '-also be interpre~ed' asa~ingle

constituent, at .least in one ·possible·r~ading. .Thus, the .whole .(embedded) structure in' (24) 'can be
resumed by the clitic' it.

(24) I saw [John running.] I saw it too. (cf.(4) and (12))

Let 'us point outnow' what we know·for sure about~he assignment of theta-roles and Cases in
this construction. First, we know .that, as .usual, the verb to run in (25)assigns an external theta role
(AGENT}to an argu:ment situated in.the Spec··ofits.projection, that is~ Spec, VP. And, secondly~we
know that a lexicalDP contained within the progressive' -ing.Construction checks off the accusative
Case'th~t isprovided by the matrix verb in the.example in (25).

(25) lsaw [him run(n)ING.] (cf. (6)and (13))

On the otherhand, we·also ·know·for , sure.that thesuffix ~ing ， that appears'on the verb..is the
aspectual marker'that 'provides , the construction with its 、progressive interpretation~and that 'this
con~truction does .' not denote ~ proposition. In other words, it seems fair to think thaJ this
construction c'annot be an ordinary CP-structure,· probably in contrast to , the embedded -ing
constructions" in (20).

'Now, if we put together all the things t出ha况.t w'e knowfor sure a'劝.bou旧1此t白t

we are led to analyze t白hi沁s' ~onstruction the way i让t i妇s depict¢d in (ο26仿).

(26)
(1)

-ing C =
CSCI'=

[CP (CSCl) Johni [C' 一，ing

[YPx DPj [Yx' Yi
[IPt[vp PROi [v' run(n)_]] J]]

。 [xp {PROil proi} [x' X... ]] ]]

Now, as youmay have already noticed, the only differ~nce between t~is construction, on' theone
hand, and the. PR.and the PIC, onthe other; lies in .the·niotphologicalnatureofthe CSCI-head. That
is , ..in this construction the CSCI-head is the aspectual suffix' 一ing. .So, as.a suffix; it·will have to
appearat the overt Syntax' attached on a lexical.element, in this case the. verbal head~ Differently',
the CSCI-headin the·PR and in'the PIC, namely que a.nd a, respectively, is anunbound element.So
it will be able to showup at Syntax as an independentmorphological head. All in all, this m~ans

that ModemEngIish uses a synthetic. version .of the' progressive construction,. whereas those
languages that' utilize thePR or thePIC ma~e'use ·of .the anαlytic versionof exactly the.same
construction.

2.4 Summary
The specific instantiationsof the CSCI-modelthat have be~n ， presented in thissection are
reproduced here once again in (27).
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The main properties that characterize these structures are thefollowing:

14 The ones mentioned in the text butalso the idea that the verb must be associatedwith an IP- and a CP-projection; the
fact that this'construction behaves like" a SCI, and just like the PR and the PIC, which do als'o expres,s. an. event in
progress; or the fact that the lexical subject can move further up to an A-position:

(i) , a. Johnj was seen [CSCl tj running.]
b. Johnj is [CSCl 乌 running. ]
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(i) . The CSCI-predicate (i.e., the' intemalpredication) can beeither.:verbal (Ro~ance， English)
or nominal (German, Dutch, Irish).

(ii) 白Ie highest extended projection of X is an ~pectual m.arker: [ "J =Asp ]15

(iii) The aspectual marker can .be an independent head (analytic version [Romance, 'German,
Dutch, hish, dialectal andMiddle English]) or a bound head (synthetic version [Modem
English and some Romance languages]).

3 COD1plex SD1all Clauses 乃1]Je

Constructions
2: re~αrd-as I take份rand Resultative

The question that arises at this point is whether the CSCI-model presented in section 1 can only
account for the progressive construction in various languages. or, differently, this syntactic
configuration is more productive than that~ Well, the answer is that this structure is more productive
than that. I claim that it can also· be found in constructions that here I call ·regard-as.and take-for
constructions (section 3.1), and may also be found in resultative construc~ions (section3.2).

3.1 regard-as and take份r constructions
The examples. of CSCl that here I call the rega"rd-as and take-for constructions are provided iIi (28).

(28) a." I regard [ John as mybest friend. ]
b. . They took [ John for a fool. ]

Once again, let us first start remarking , what we surely know about these constructions: Tobegin
witl;1, ·we know that the SCI-predicate my best介iend and a fool in (28) must assign a theta-role to a
subject, just like it does in the sentences in (29).
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On the other haIi.d, we know that the lexical DP John in (28) checks off the "accusative Case that
is provided by the matrix verb. 1;his isshown in (~O).

(30) a. I regard him as my best friend.
J b. They took him for a fool.

15 For arguments in .favor of the idea that the C que 、 that' behaves like an' aspectual marker in the .PR, see Rafel 2000a,
b.
16 The p红ticles as /Ior have been taken as 、prepositionai complementizers' (see Starke 1995).Even though I. aJso use
this term here, my analysis does not depend at 'all on the categorial status of these heads.
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[c' as
[c' for

Joan Rafel

[XP (SCI) John [my best friend ]']1]
[xp(SCI)·John [,. afool ] ]]]

A~thbugh the analysis in (31) seems to be· t1}e simplest one (even the most logical one), it raises
some important problems ~l!at· should not be ignort:?d forthe, sake of simplicity. Some of these
problems are the ,following: 11

(i) Diff~rentlyfrom English, in ,Spani,sh subjects. do 'not h~ve. to appear necessarily in Spec, IP
~t the..overtSyntax (or its.equivalentin a SCI). So;for example, in·S.Cls the subject can show up
eitherfol19wing or precedi~g theSCI-predicate. This ~s shown in (32).

(32) a.Tomaron a [' Juαn飞 por tqnto.. ]
took.they lO~ACC Juan. for fool
飞They took Juan 'for a fool. "

b.. T011?-aron [ por tonto aJuan.]

Despite that, the subject cannot appear in this construction between t~e particle por 、for" and the
predicate tonto ('fool丁 ever. This iS'illustrated in (33a).

(33) a. *Tomaron [por Juan' tOI)t().]
took.they for Juan fool

b~Tomaron a [Juan por extraordinariamente. tonto.]
took.they to-Ace Juan for extraordinarily fool
'They took Juanfor a bigJerk."

The'example in (33b)~ ', on the'other hand, tells uS.that theungrammaticality of (33a) cannot , be
attr~but~d to some kind of affixation"of the particlefoi~nto the' predicatefool.

(iiY.Following the analysis in (31), we must assume that in the' passive sentences in (34) theDP
John has ll10ved from theposition, ·where it' is base-generated(an A-position), tothe Specof, the
projection headedby the particleas / for (an A-b':lf position)lO and, finally, into the-subject position
of the matrix clause, where it checks off nominative Case.(againan A-position).

(34)、~. Johrij .is regarded' , [ tj I as . [ ti my best friend. ]]]
b. Johnj is taken [tj [for' [ ti a fool. ]]]

Now· the legitimacy of this movementoperati~n is. no~， byany means, obvious since we' obtain a
mixed[A, A气 Al chain and, according to the generative tr~dition， this~ombination should get~s a~

ungrammaticaloutput, in contrast to whafwe have, (34).
(iii)Another question is why the lexical DP in (35a) cannot be assigned structural ,Case bythe P

forcontrary to whatwe have in (35b)~ ， Furthermore， we may wonderwhy the DINP women [3
person, plural] in' (36a) has to move to.a position preceding the particle as if this -DINP doesnot
check off the nominativeCase that isprovidedby thefil1ite IP of the matrix clause [3person,
singular].

(35) ~. *,They took Tfor him a fqo1.]
b. For me to do that,

(36) a. [Women as engineers] still surprises some people·. (from Emonds 1985: 276)
b. *[As women engineers ]stil1 surpris~s somepe.ople.

17 ,For more arguments and details, see Rafe12000b, 2001.
18 -Since'this is not an agreement position nor a theta position irithis analysis. Recall, furthermore, that in this analysis as
and for are considered 、prepositional comp~ementizers'.
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(iv) And, finally, in the regard咽as， case, we happen to have a v~~sion in which the particle as
introduces a finite clause, as shown ~n (37b).

(37) , a. I regard J(Jhnas my best friend.
b. I'regard Johnras if hej were my best friend~

In ,.this finjte clause we find , a , subject that,' in this , example, must corefer with the lexica). DP that
appears preceding the particle. Of course, the analysis in (31) ~oes not tell usan严hing about the
obvio~s relationship betwe~n the SCI-version, (37纱， and the finite clause咱可pe， (37p)~

The.positionwe are at 出is point is the following. We know that the SCI-predicate my best
卢iend and afool must assign a theta-role to a subject (see (28)-(29)), and that the lexical DP checks
off the accusative Case that is provided by the matrixverb (see (30)).

But we now know that' this lexical DP, first, cannot appear between the particle and the
predicate ever, and, secondly, cannot move up into the -matrix clause without violatin'g some
theoretical principle.

At this stage, wealso know 'that there aresome constructions that contain two subjects, one
l~xical and one null, within a single ex~ended projection. Now the obvious thing t.o suppose at this
point is that maybe a similar analysis can also be applied to these constructions..Were this the case,
we would obtain the structures in (38).
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Now the surprising thing is that· by adopting 也is analysis w~ can immediately account for th'e
problems that we encounter 'by using the traditional analysis. Here are the explanations:

(i} Th~ lexical DP (John) cannot appearbetween th~ p缸ticle and t~e .SCl-:-predicate because
this 'DP is base-gene~ated' in a' higher position in the structure, , namely Spec, CP. .Of course~ the
same goes for languages witha relatively. free word 'order like Spanish (see (33a)). But, as we have
already seen, in Spanish, even though w.e Can find the SCI-subject either preceding or following th~

SCI-predicate (see (32)), and even lexical,, :materialbetween the particle por、、for'" and the predicate
tonto 、fool' {see (33b)), we can never find the lexical DP between these two elements. This fact
'could be. attributed to a prohibitio:Q of inseI1ing an , argumental DP-subject into· ttie subjectdomain
a1reaq.y occupied by anotherargumeQ.tal subject, namely' PRO, which is, furthermore, coindexed
with, orc.ontrolled.by, that very same lexical DP.

(iυ In this' configuration, t~e specifier Qf the projection headed 'by the particle turns , out tobe an
A-posit~on.This is' so because the lexical DP is base晴generated there. So this lexical DP will ,be free
tO ， move 旬rther up in the structure .to an A-pos拉ion. .H~nce the grammaticality of the passive
βente~ces in (34), where we ~nd up with a uniform [A, A] chain.

(iii)The lexical DP cannot get Case.fromtheprepositional Cfor (see (35a)), as opposed to what
we find in structural contexts like' that in (35坊， because in the derivation this lexical DP never
occupies a pOsition below that particle. 也，

(iv) The only difference between (37a) and (37b) lies in that the constituent intr9duced by the
p缸title as is aSClin (37纱， the subject of which isa PRO because it cannot check structural Case,
where~ it is a finite clause. in (37坊" where the subject js a pronoun Jhat can' check off nominative
Case.

3.2Resultative Constructions
Interestingly enough, Huang (1992) proposes an analysis for the resultative construction's in
Chinese that reminds us a'great deal of the CSCl-structure that we are testing here.
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An example of theresultative construction in Chinese is given in (39).

(39) John [ ha M ,ary] ku- [de h~n shangxin.]
John , , BA-PREpM'ary "cry-DE-CLITIC .(=OLD v 、obt码的 very sad
(lit. John to ~在ary cried till very sad.)
、Johri criedtillMary got very sad.'

In .this sente'nce, we ,?an see that the re~ultatiye construction in Chinese is formed" by , two
constituen毡， the ones that appear into brackets. , In the fii-stone, W~ havea DP， Mαry， which is
iritroquced by a particle, pr~su1nably a Case marker. In the second one, ontheother hand;wehave a
particle, which ~erives from the , old verbto.obtq,in, plus anadjectival'predicatethat indicates·the
state. in which the DPMary ends up in.

Now, the analysis tha~ Huang proposes forthis construction is t4e one depicted in (40).19

。 。

(40) John [NP ba . MarYi]
John BA-PREP'Mary

[Resultatlve Clause 二de 'Proihen shangxin.]
DE very' sad

、、John cried till I\在arygotvery sad.'

According to·this analysis, the V (cηJ) selectsand theta-marks theresultative clause ("obtain" very
sad). 'Afterthat, the re~ultativeclause ("obtain" very sad) plusthe V (£;η，) select and theta-mark the
lexical DP (Maη).

So the question at this point is whether thisanalysis acco;mmodates or relates, if itdoes' inany
way, to the. general'CSCI-structure that weare usinghere.Well,.the· answer is clearcut: Itdoes
relate to the generaICSC.I-model 'since the analysis' i~ (40) is nothing -more ~han a 巧restructured'"

version of the CSCl-configuration. The' analysis in. (40) 'previous 'to >the restructl;1ring operation
wouldlook like.(41).

(41)
(1)

Resultatives = [CSCI' MarYi [ de. T' ..Proi [very sad
CSCI == . [yp~ DPi · [Yx" YX .••• [xp {PRQrl proi} [x'" X...
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Herewe only have to say that, the CSCI-head~ which. is.de in. (41), incorporates at Syntax onto'the
matrix verb (cη，).Npthingelseneedsto. be said.

Just like in other typesof CSCI, the lexical subjectche~ks' structural Case (accusative) within
the matrix clause, and it ~ust. corefer with .the null subje~t Pro , whichgets the theta-ro~e from the
adjectival predicate. As expected, ..if the subject 'of the external predication and the subject··of.the
internal predication do' not corefer, then we obtain an" ungral)lmatical' sentence':' This'is shown .in
(42) (仕omHuang).

(42) *tak ba fani ..chi-de [./ ti [Prok hen bao]]
he BA-PREP riceeat-DE " very full

(intended reading: 、He' ate rice and got very fulL')

The natural question to , ask.. at. thispoint is" whether. the same approach to' the resultative
constructionsin Chinese can also be extend~d to the resultative clauses in 'English. I think that, as a
hypothesis, this is a plausible idea. 'We would only need tO'say that in the result就ive con'structions
in English the he~d of the CSCI is' nulL So' the structure of the emb'edded construction in (43a)
would be as depicted in (43b).

19Huang uses Pro for pro' or , PRO due to the lack of morphological evidence in Chinese in favor of .one or another.
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(43)

(1)

a.' John kicked [the , door open. ]
b. .[CSCI (PP) the doofi [p" 0 [= "ob恼'丁

eSCI = [YPx DPi [Yx' YX •••

[AP(SCI) PROi .' [A, open]]]]
[xp {PROi 1 proi} ex, X·...]] ]]

As I said, this is a hypothesis that, I think, would be worth looking into.

3.3 , Summary
The analyses of the constructions th低 have been considered in this section are reproduced here once
againin (44).

Non帽verbal constructions • A single syntactic co~月guration

(44) a. [cp (CSCI)
q. [CP (CSCI)
c. [PP(CSCI) 俨

i

o

lio
nnddhhsoohy

J
Y
J

舍
也

[C'. as
[C' for
[p' 0

[OP(SCI) .PROi .my best friend ]]] (analytic)
[OP(SCI) PROi a fool ]]] (analytic)
[AP (SCI) PROi open ]]] (1.?)

Therilain properties thatcharacterize these structures are the following:

(i). The CSCI咽predicate ,is nominal or adjectival.
(ii) .The highestextended projectionof X is either a modal marker' (as / for) or a relational

element (resultatives).
(iii) This marker canbe an· independent head (analytic version [regard嗣αs "and take作r

constructions]) or a bound head{synthetic version [Chineseresultative constructions]).

4 The Complex Small Clause-structure: Some consequences
In thisarticle, I have put forward the. structural model of what I have called a Complex Small
Clause, and have applied this model to sever~l constructions indifferent languages. The (mail))
constructions that have been examined and the analysis in terms of a CSCI that has been proposed
for each oneof these constructions appear in (45).

(45)

J a. [CP (CSCI) Juani
[PP (CSCI) os meninosi

c. [PP (CSCl) os meninosi
d. [CP (CSCI) Johni
e. [CP (CSCI) Johni
五 [CP (CSCI) Johni
g. . [PP(CSCI) the doori

[C' QUE [IP proi coma ]]] (analytic)
A [CP proi correrem 、J咱J、J /(‘, anahhJd"dHdCc.,,·，，、，、，，

[p' A [cp PROi correr ]]] (ana
[C' 一!NO [IP PROi run(n)_ ]]] (synthetic)
[C' AS: [oP(SC1) fRO my best friend ]]] (analytic)
[C' FOR [OP(SCl) PROi afool ]]] (analytic)
[p' ·0 . CAP(SCI) PROi open ]]] (??)

In .this section, I remark some consequences that c'an be drawn from the discussion presented in this
paper. In s~ction 4.1 , some consequences for the general Theory of Grammarare pointed out. In
section 4.2, I outline some consequences for the SCI-Theory~ .Of course, these general cons~quences
must be implemented by the 'ones drawn by. the reader.
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4.1 ' Some consequences for the General Theory of G17amniar
• we have'learned 'that a .structural model, the one put forward' by·.the Complex SrJ1all..Clause二

structure, explains' the semantic.and syntactic propertiesof a setofconstructions that up Jonow
have been analy:zed in tremendousdifferent·wayse

• The constructions examinedhere have told usonce again that .every .element counts, be it an
independerit head ora morpheme. So the simplest element.can determin~ the syntax and semantics
of the construction it appears in..Forexample, we have··s~enthat ，the'pa~ticleas'that sho~s， up inthe
regard-as construction isnot an ~'optional" head, that is, th~phonologicalrealization oftheheadof
aPredP-projecti6n, as sustained in Bowers 1993, bilt the head ofaCSCI. So·thert?· is an·important
semantic and syntactic , differen<;e between 'the example in' (46吟， Qn the one hand, and the ones in
(46b, c), on the other.

(46) a. I 90nsider [SCI John my best friend.]
JJ. I consider [CSC} John asmybest frie.nd.]
c. I consider [ John αs if he were my bestfriend.]

This means that, if there is really a PredP introducing a clause, be it a full cl~useor a small clause,
its .hea<i cannot be covert or overt optionally.

The 一ing Construction, on theother·hand, showsusthat.the same simple element can also be
li;nked to different semantic and syntactic structures~.We. have seen that the suffix ~ing' can b'e
associated presumably.with aplain ~P， (47吟， or 'associated'with'a CSCI-configuI观ion， (47b).Il1 the
former case, the construction has 'a propositional value,. whereas in the latterco.ntext it , denotes .an

咱event.

(47)ρa. I hate [cp people telling himwhat he has to doall ,the time.]
b. lsaw.[csc1him running.]

4.2· Some cQnsequ~ncesforthe SCI-Theory
• , The CSCI-rnodel suggests 'thatpredicatio~ is the resultof a syntactic relationship. 引Te , have
seen that a , full~fledgedpredicative relationship canbe itself , predicated of a 'subject, although
certain' conditions must be met. Th<; most remarkableon~sare Gust to recall):

(i) , The CSCI-subject must be base-generated in'the Spec·ofthe highest extended projection
associated with the'l~xical head of the construction (X)~

。i) The CSCI-:-slibject must corefer 'with thegram.matical subjectof the internal predication.

This structUral configuration is _used to express the .idea' that , anentity (DP) is or , becomes
(progressive andresultatives, respectively) aparticipant in some sorfofevent (e) [Type 1] or
situation (s) [Type 2]:

(48)
1.
,J1.Jρ

ν
Q
U

AAPPADDab where'e is
where s is

[Event PRO , V .]
[Situation ·PRO A I·.N.,]

• A functional (or semi-lexical, grammatica1. ~.}element (see COfverand ， Riem~dijk 2001 , ~.afel

2001) canbethe head of a SCI. This occurs when·asuJJject is ba~e-generatedi~ the specifier of its
project~on.This 'means that the asymilletry between lexicaland funct~onal ，categories traditionally
assuIV.ed bytbe Small Clause Theory (si~ce Stowe111981, 1983}doesno~exist.

The functional properties of theCSCI-headmakeus expect this head to "lookfor a lexical
host." It can already do itat the overt Syntax~ In.thiscase, we 'can see that the CSCI-head ca~ look
either "down," like in the progressive , construction in , EnglishF-ing run(n)-] , or "up," like in the
resultative constructions in Chinese {eat-de]. But it can alsowaitrand do it' after Spell'Out~ In this
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cas巳 the CSCI-head shows up at the overt Syntax as. an independent head, like in the PR [que
coηfa] ， PIC [αt work]，、regard-a儿

• The so-called 、Verbal Small Clauses ~ may just be tokens of (he CSCI-model. From this
viewpoint, in a full.clause the subject would be .base-generated in Spec~ VP, \Yhereas in a Verbal
S~all Clause. the subject of the construction would be base-generated in the ， Sp~c of the highest
extended projection associated with the verb.. This is what occurs in the examples of. Verbal Small
Clause that have been co~sitlered in this article, namely the PR, the PIC and the progressive -ing
Construction. But it is alsoexpected to happen in other examples of Verbal Small Clause, typically
in the so-called Bare Infinitive (Bn, (49). «49a) is in Spanish.)

(49) a. He visto a [BI Juan correr. ,]

have.I seen tO-ACC Juan run
、 I saw Juan run. ~

b. I saw [BI John run. ]

According to the position adopted here, the BI would be analyzed as shown in (50). Compare (50)
with the version of the PIC in which the lexical he'ad is a bare infinitive, (15).

(50)
(1)

BI = [cp
CSCI = [YPx

Johni
DPi

[c~ .( [IP
[Yx~ YX

[VP PROi [V~ run ]]]]]
[XP{PROi'/ proi} [X~ X...]] ]]

This 'is a possibility that, I ,think,. de~erves to be ·explored .seriously, 'just like; th~ analysis of the
resultative construction in terms of a CSCI addressed in section 3.2 above.
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WHAT SECONDARY PREDICATESIN RUSSIAN TELL US ABOUT
THE LINK BETWEEN .TENSE, ASPECT AND CASE*

Kylie Richardson
Harvard University

Abstract

In this paper I show that the different case marking possibilities· on predicate
adjectives in' depictive secondary predicates in Russian constitute the
uninterpretable counterpart of the interpretable tense an~ aspect features of the
adjective. Case agreement entails thatthe predicate adjective is non-eventive,
i.e., it occurs when .the event time of the secondary predicate is identical to· the
event time of the primaη， predic'ate. The instrumental case, however, entails that
the secondaη~ predicate is eventive: some change'of state or transition occurred
prior to. or during the' event time of the primary predicate. I claim that case
agreement occurs .in.. COl飞joined tense phrases in Russian, while the instrumental
case occurs in adjpined aspectual phrases. In English, secondary predication is
sensitive .both to the structural location of its antecedent and to the event
structure of· the primary .predicat~. I suggest that depictives with subject
antecedents in English ·ate true adjunction structures, while those with direct
object antecedents. occur in a conjoined aspectual phrase. This hypothesis finds
support in the different 、 movement and .semantic constraints in conjunction
versus a司junc~ion phrases in both English and Russian.

。. Introduction

In this paper I address a classic problem of Russian grammar, namely the 'different c~se

marking possibilities' found on.predicate adjectives 'like examples (1)-(5).1 , ~

申 I am extremely grateful for the u~elenting patience of my Russian native informants who willingly gave
J up many hours oftheir precious time to answer my never-ending questions. 'Thanks go especially to PoHna

Rikoun, Ekaterina Dianina, Alfia Rakova, Vadim Platonov, Alexander Spektor and Misha Dobroliubov.
Thanks als.o go toPatricia Chaput, Michael Flier, Catherine Chvany, Sue Brown, Rachel Platonov,
Stephanie Harves and the participants in the Slavic linguistics colloquia at Harvard. My ideas in this paper
were also influenced by comments made by David Pese岱ky in his graduate course 0 t:l tense andaspectin
syntax at 扣住丁， ;cotaught wi也 Sabine Iatridou in the创I ofthe 2001唰2002 academic year. The usual
disclaimers apply.
I In Russian every noun and a司jective is marked with one ofsix morphological case endings. I use the
following shorthand 岛r the di汪汪rent cases: NOM =nominative;ACC =accusative; GEN =genitive; DAT
牛 dative;. PREP' =prepositional; INSTR = instrumental.
~ Russian is a language in whi9h scr~bling is ~ommon and appears to be cost-合ee. The~e is, however, a
simple test to determine whether a predicate叫jective _with case agreement is predicative ~d not
attributive. Attributive adjectives cannot modi巧， object pronouns in Russian, as the eX3.Qlples.below show.

(i) 牛 Milicija privela p'janogo
Police brought drunk-ACC

ego domoj.
him，跚ACChome
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(1) Vadinj vernul斗a iz bol'nicy.zdorovyj/ zdorovy~.

Vadim回NOM returiied fromhospitalhealthy二NOM/ctired-INSTR

'Vadim·returned froln the hospitalhealthy/cured.'

(2) Ja zakazala rybui
1ordered .fis·h-ACC
'I ordered the fish raw\

syruju/ syrojj.
raw-ACCI raw-ll、JSTR

。) My tancuein p'janyel p'janymi.
We-NOM dance drunk-NOMI drunk-INSTR
4轧'e are dancingdrunk/we dance. drunk'.

(4) Ja po肌肉ju bananYi spelye/ spelymij.
~-NOM b~y~ banarias~ACC ripe~ACCI ripe-INSTR

," I am buying the banap.as ripe/Ibuy {my)~ananasripe'.

(5) Ja P9zvonila emUi ' ,p'janomu/ *p.'janymi.
I-NOM phoned him-DAr drunk-DATI *drunk-INSTR
'-I phoned him (andhe'was) ,drunk\

These cOl1strtJctions are all· ，d~pictive small clauses~ They.are commonly. referred·to as
adjunct , smalL clauses, since.the predicateadjective isn<?t obligatory. In Russian, theonly
difference·between the minimalpairs in examples '(I)二(4).above is.the case endingonthe
predicate adjective. Each'example, however, has·a .differentinterpretation. Irl'example (1)
case agreement (by which" I' mean that' the' predicate a司jectiveexhibits the s~me. case
marking asits antecedent), entails a descriptionof Vadim's "state at the point in time at
which he'returned home, i.e., the event time ofthe secondary predicate' , is identicaLtothat
of the primary predicat.e. The predicate adjective with instrumental case, ho.飞~ever~ e~tails

thatVadim's healt~y sta~e is the result of a change· of ~tate at some point prior t9the .'
eventtime oftheprimary·predica'te. The:different English translations captur~thischange

of state:versus its absence in theseexamples.~ In example (2) the instrumental'case entails
acomparison between ordering the'fish in its ra~ state versus; say, its cooked .state.. The
adjectivewith case agreement does not 'entail any' '. sortof comparison' and 'simply
describes the state of thefish at the tim~ of the ordering event. In' exarp.ples , (3) and (4)
thepredicate adjectiv,es with case , agreement lerid a progressive 'interpretationto the. verb
phrase~ while , the predicate a传jectiveswith instrumentaLcase lend a habitualor generic
interpretation. , Inexample' (5) theverb takes an obligatory quirky case , marked 'object
th~ dative-andca~eagreement on the predicate adjectiveis obligatory.

-, ·In thispaper, I will show .that the case agreement versus instru~ental dichotomy
is intimately ,' connected tothe event structure of both the ~primary aQd secondary

、
E
E
J

......···a
J
'
'飞 Milicija privela ego domoj 的anogo.

Poli♀e brought him-ACC home drunk-ACe
(Example taken from Nichols 1981: 156)ι

Jheexamples in this paper have been tested ~ith pr0t:lominal antecedents.
,); I thank Asya Pereltsvaig for discussing this example and similarexampleswith me.

r、
如，

4
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rVht;lt Secondary Predicates in Russian Tell Us
abollt the Link betweenTense, Aspect and Case

predicate.4 I \vill claim that the differe~t case marking possibilities. constitute the
uninterpretablecounterpart of interpreta~le tense·' and aspect features in secondary
predicate constructions. Case agreement on·· predicate a司jectives .is the uninterpretable
counterpart of interpretable tense, w~ile the instrumental case is the uninterpretable
counterpa民 of interpretable aspect. Thiswork thus builds on recent analyses in the
literature on C/case that address the link between Clcase and tense or aspect (see, for
instance, Krifka 1991 , Ramchand 1997, Kiparsky 1998, Pesetsky and Torrego 2000, and
Svenonius 2001).

The format of this paper is as follows. Section one provides a brief discussion of
the role .of Case in 'syntax. Section two contains the body of the paper. It outlines the
distt:ibution of depictive small clauses in both English and Russian, and provides a
syntactic account for the aspectual constraints on the formation of these constru,ctions in
English and on their different , case marking possibilities in Russian. Section three
provides an analysis of predicate adjectives with.obligatory case agreement, namely those
adjectives with "quirky" case marked antecedent~， those with an indirect internal (dative)
argument antecedent, and those with an antecedent contained withiri a prepositional
phrase. -Section fouris the co.nclusion.

1. The Role 'of.Case in Syntax

Case is generally· considered a formal feature that must be. checked and deletedprior to
the in.terfac.es , (PF' and LF). The system of feature check~ng deyeloped by Choms均

(1995, 1998), among others, states that pairs of features exist in which only one ine~l?er

of the pair is seman~ically ·int~rpretable ， 'while the other , is , uninterpretable. Feature
checking occurs when an uninterpretable .feature is 'matched with' an interpretable
counterpart within a limit~d search domain. This checking of features is requi~ed before a
derivation is sent offto the interfaces, i~.e. ， uninterpretable feat~res must be eliminated for
legibility conditions .to be satisfied. A~ Svenonius (2001)- notes, in this system we are left
with a curious state of affairs, in that the other formal , f切tures postulated to account for
grammatical processes ·generally have some semantic content. Take, for instance, the
number feature' on subject noun phrases. This number feature has a semantic value or
interpretable featur~ in that it indicates the plural or singular nature of the noun phrase.
The number feature on the finite verb, however, as manifested'in agreement morphology,
does not have' a semantic value-it is uninterpretable-since the plurality or singularity
ofthe agreement morphology does not bear any semantic value ofthe verb i'ndependently
of the semantic v,alue. of the subject. When these uninterpretable and inte~retable

features match, the uninterpretable one is formally deleted (thoughits morphological
man~festation remains). In Chomsky's system of f与atu're checking, however, .Case does

4 This work di任ers significantly from 'earlier work (Richardson in press) in which I claimed there wωalink"
between the case markirig on predicate a叫jectives in depictives and grammatical aspect. N1;y.earlier work
attempted to link the distribution ofdepictives with by!' ‘be' small clauses. The distribution of case
agreement versus the ins~rumental in by!' constructions do~s appear to be sensitive to grammatical aspec4
as Matushansky(2000a, 2000b) convincingly shows. The di能rent case marking possibilities with
depictive small clauses in Russian, however, is sensitive to the event structure of the predicate adjective
and to the event structure of the primary predicate~ not grammatical aspect. By! ' small clauses therefore
constitute a di能rent phenomenon.
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nothavean interpretable counterpar~， btlt insteadis'an anomaly spbjec~ to the descriptive
stipulation that unlil\e "other grammati~al feature~ ， it' is "the pure' uninterpretable , featUre
par excellence" (Chomsky 1995: 278-279;2000:' 102, 119}.

The existence" of' pure uninterpretable , features complicates an otherwi?e
"minimalist" 'approach to feature' checking. As :Pe~etsky , andTorrego note, the most
"minimaljst" possible position vvould hold-tnat such features. donot exist (2000: 7).
Recently there has , beeri , a move to' bring' Case featuresmore in line' with other
grammatical . features. Scholars are' 'beginning to se~k a connection between
uninterpretableCase features and interpretable' grammatical features. Such 'a connection
seems , to exist between the case of·noun phrases and' tense or' aspect. Pesetsky and
Torrego (2000), for instance, claim that , nominative case iS'i the uninterpretable.
manifestatio~of interpretable tense features. Svenonius" (2000} , argues that in Icelandic
acc~sative anddative case marking , alternations are directly related to the event structure
of the verb "phrase ', inWhich they occur. Kiparsky (1998) , claims thatFinnishmarks
unbounded , events' with partitive case on the , direct object, bounded oneswith' accusative
case. Ramchand (1997) has also showna connection between. aspectand 'objectcase in
Bengaliand in , Scottish Gaelic.

This , work on"case isexciting in it number ofways. First, we arefinally , moving
towards an investigation of the role of morphological case ,in syntax, 'and, second" with a
shi玩 in attentioQ on morphological case marking, the time is ripe , fo~' figuringout the
nature of case marking on predicate' a句ectivesinRussian， a problem that , has long
stumped .linguistsworking on this phenomenon in the Slavic languages. In thispaper; I
will 'provide further evidence that theelimination" of purely uninterpretable , features , in ,"

syn~axis a step in the rightdirection (see, for instance, Svenonius 2o.01)~1 will show that
the' Case features on predicate a司jectives inRussian, like , the number features onverbs,
are the' uninterpretable' counte叩art of the interpretable tense oraspect features on the
predicate adjective.

2.'Depictive Small Clauses in English andRussian

2.1. Against theStage-level Constraint onDepictives

Ithas been suggested that a predicate adjective can only occur in depictive smallclauses
if it iSa so-called 'Stage-levela司jective--an a句ective that denotes a , more temporary
characteristic of its antecedent. So-called Individual-level' predicate adjectives-,

adjectives that denote' more permanent characteristics of'their ante~edents-are'claimed
to be' ungrammatical (see, for instance, Rapoport 1991, 1993. On' the Stage- versus
Individual-level contr~♀t see Carlson 1977), hence the grammaticaiity in both' Russian
and Englishof examples'like (7) below, btit theungrammaticality of (6).

(6) 丰 Ivan prisel umnyj/ umnym.
*Ival1-NOM arrived intelliger吭-NOM! intelligent-INSTR.

(7)-- Ivan priselp'janyj/ p'janym.
Ivan.:.NOM arrived drunk-NOM/ ,'.drtink-INSTR.
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It is not clear ho\-v one might capture this so幢called Individual-versus Stage-level
Qescription in the ·syntax. I will show that this distinction is unnecessary to account for
the distribution of dep i"ctive small clauses. The dis~ribution of depictives in English and
Russian, for instance~ suggests that the correct generalization is one that makes reference
to the .event structure of , the pred~cate a司jective. That is, only eventive predicate
adjectives can occur in depictiyes, hence the grammaticality of (7), but ~ngrammaticaIity

of (6). The a司jective urn均lj 'intelligent' is stative, and thus is devoid of event structure.
.The adjectivep 'jalηdιdrunk'， however, is eventive, it entails the transition from one state
to another. Unless the context provides a stative adjective with an eventive interpretation
(see 出e examples in , McNally 1994，岛r instance), it will be ungrammatical in depictive
small clauses.. The distinction ·between whether an adjective is interpreted as eventive or
not plays a crucial role in the case marking possibilities on secondary predicates in
Russian. The case markjng , possibilities have nothing to do with whether an a传jective is
interpreted as a more temporary or permanent quality , of its antecedent, as will soon
become clear. We can capture the aspectual constraints on depictives syntactically by
positing the existence of aspectual phrases in primary and secondary predicates, ~s I will
show shortly.

It is necessary at this point to clarify some terminology, namely what sort of
aspect plays· a r<;lIe in the structure of depictives. There are essentially two phenomena
that fall under the rubric of aspect: .grammatical aspect and event structure.. Russian" for
instance, has a rich system ofverbal aspectual morphology that manifests itself in a two
way split .between the impel仓ctive and pe.r食ctive aspect. This .type of aspect has been
referred to in the. literature as grammatical, morphologic剖， viewpoint or outer aspect. I
will refer to this aspect as grammatical aspect. It is the- aspect that specifies how- an event
is .viewed. In 'Russian, perfective actions are , limited in time, and are perceived as a unit,
without any import~.nce.attached to their duration or internaf constituency. Imperfective
actions, however, focus on the. internal 、constituency of an event. Theyare. unbounded,
and used for situations t
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(8) Nouns
[+N]
[-V] ,

飞Terbs

[-N]
[+V]

玛Jlie' Rtchardson

~dje~tiv~s

[+N]
[+V]

Prepositions
、 [-N]

[-V]

Like nouns, adjectives in Russian have case morphology. Based on the breakdown i!l (8),
it follows that"likeverbs, adjectives also have event .structure- and tense' , features. J It is
difficu泣， however, 'to see how Vendler' s terminology'couId. carryover , to adescription of
the event structureof~djectives， except perhaps the concept of a state. Pustejovsl9" s
(1991) breakdown of the subeventual structure6f yerbs, however， is~ble ，to capture
intuitions about the event ,' structure of adjectives.' Pustejovsky (1991)claims' that events
have' internal' structure that ", can bedecompos~d into' smaller parts." He identifies three
temporal subperiods---initial, intemal， andfinaI~that， identify thre~ underlying'prope民ies

ofevent classification. , He' uses thes'e three temporal'periods todefine' threeeventtypes-,-' ,

states, processes and transitions:. His breakdown ofevent types is as follows.

(9) State (S):a single event, whichis evaluatedrelative tonoother event.

S

e

(lO}Process (P): a sequence ofevents identifying the , same semantic , expression.

J
、

J/
el· ... .,..... ~.... el

(11) Transition (1): an event identi秒ing a semantic expression'which is evaluate' relative
to its opposition.

Et -,E2

E in the structure for a transition stands for any event type, although , transitionsgener~lly

decompose into a process with a ‘ culminating 'state. Pustejovsky , thus collapses
achievements and , accomplishments into ， transitions二 InPustejovskian terms, an adjective
like 'intelligent'wouldbe a state and thusnon-eventive in tQe sense that it -doesnot
involve any sort oftransition inits', event structure, i.e.，让 is not eval~ated relative toany
other event~ In the absence of ,anymitigating circumstai1ces~ 'one ， is"bor~intelligent and
di ,es intelligent. An adjective like' 'drunk' , h()~ever， is eventive: it , entails the transition

5 S~pport for the hypothesis that-adjectives encode verbal properties like tenseand aspect comes from
languages -like Japanese in which both adjectives and verbs are conjugated.
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from one state to ariother, and it is ev'aluated relative to , its opposition. Only the eventive
adjective is licensed ~n depictives. I will now show that the [+verbal] properties-tense
and aspect-playa crucial role in the case marking possibilities on predicate a句ectives in
Russian and on the structural properties ofdepictives in English.

2.2. Constraints on the Distribution 'ofDepietives: Thedata

In English, secondary predication is sensitive to the event structure of the verb phrase
when the predicate adjective has an object antecedent. With subject antecedents this
se,nsitivity disappears. Rapoport (1999)claims that secondary predicates with object
antecedents can only occur with achievements and acco~plishmer邸， while subjects'c~
occur with achievements, accomplishmen~s and'activities.6-.Thus, in Pustejovskian terms~
a' predic~te a司jective with an object antecedent can only. occur with an eventiveverb
phrase, namely a transition. Consider the following examples.

, (12)
(14)

John ate the meati raWj 二 (13)

Johnk pushed BilIi drunk* i/k. (15)
Bill sliced the breadi warmj.
Johnk chωed Bettyi drunk*i/k.

In (14) and (15) the predicate adjective can only ~efer to the sU'Qject 'John\ ‘Push' ~nd
'chase' are not transitions, thus, object reference is not possible. It may seem
counterintuitive to think of ‘push' and ‘chase' as activities or processes. They are,
however, activities inthe sense that they cannot b~' modified by inx time. Dowty (1979) ,

claims, for i~stance， that verb phrases in which the , modifier is in x time are
accom'plishmer邸， while verb phrases where the modifier isforx time are activities. Ifwe

6 Like Rapoport (1999), I will not discuss $e structure ofsecondary predicates with statives like ιJones

preferred her coffee black', which, asRapoport notes (pg. 654)have different prope民ies than the depictive
constructions under analysis. The claim that ~tives behave differently 合om "true depictives" also seems to
hold 岛r so幽called propositional statives (thi$ term is taken, from Timberlake 1982). In propositional stative
constructions the eventive constraint on predicate adjectives with 0均ect antecedents does not hold, as the
following examples show. 、

(i) Jake drinks coke warm.
(i i) Alii eats meat raw.

The VPs in these examples are not achievements or accomplishments, yet the secondary predicate is still
licitwi出 an object antecedent. The di能rent movement constraints on propositional statives also suggest
that these constructions are di任erent from true depi~tives. Consider the following examples.

(iii) Coke warm is whatJake drinks.
(iv) ? The coke warm is what Jake drank.
(v) Meat raw is what Alii eats.
(vi) ? The meat raw is what Alii ate.

Movement ofthe·NP antecedent and the second缸y predicate in the stative examples are more acceptable
than in the eventive examples. I will not discuss the distribution and behavior ofstatives. Note, however,
that under my analysis, the different behavior of statives is part and parcel of a larger phenomenon: small
c,lauses , come in many di任与rent flavors.
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applyDow纱's test to these examples, 'push' ~nd "chase' ar~activities (i.e,., they do not
encode a transition) while ‘ate'and ‘ slice" can be both accomplishments andactivities.

(16) John pushedBill for anhour/*in an hour.
(17) John' chased Bill for an hour/*in an hour.
(18) John ate the meat for an hour/inan hour.
(1.9) Johnslicedthe breaq for a ,.-uinute/in.a rriinute.

Noticethat once we· addadditional (irgument..structure to 'push' and 'chase', changing
their event structure' class 企om a~tivities' to accomplishments (processes to t.ransitions),
they are.muchmore acceptable...·In the following examples,' for insta11-ce, the additiqn ,of
the prepositional phrases 'into the lake' and 'intothe ditch' change the.eyentstructureof
the verbs and the .secondary. predicate' is licit with an obje9tantecedent.

(20) John pushed Billi into the lake drunki.
(21) JohnchaseqBet勾'i into·theditch drunki.

l

It is important to note that. the crucial" factor determining.whether the secondary. predicate
is possible is ~hether the' verb phrase in its basefonn. is a transition. How the' action·.:is
then. viewed-impetfecti,yely, perfectively or .progressivelY-·is nbt relevant. ·Thus;·a
predicate adjectivewith anobject'anteced'ent is possiblevyith progressives, provided the
verb. phrase. in' its base form .is a transition, i.e., th~t 'jt is a "propositional process .or
activity" , is inconsequential; as thefollowing examplesshow.

(22) .Kate is buying the meat raw.
(23) ?I* Kate: is' buyingmeat. raw.

In the absence of.a highly defined context, the ,. transition (example (22)) is more
acceptable than. the process (ex~mple (23)) with a depictive small clause. Thus, in

;oEnglish both· the primary .and secondary predicate in. depictive small ·clauses with 'object
antecedentsmust be eventive, i.e., "likes occur with lik~s." Predicate adjectives ~ith

subject antecedents, hovyever~ are not. sensitive to the event structure of theprimary
predicate, as exam.ples (14) and (15) illustrated.

Unlike.English,' inRussian a secondary predic~te can occur with any verb phrase,
regardless of its event structure. A predicate adjective is grammaticalwithan 'object
antecedent, for instance, with activity or process.verbs like ‘push' , as (24) shows.

(24) . Jatolknula Ivanai p'janogoi.
I pushed Ivan幽Ace drunk-ACC

.Like English, however, a ~ensitivity to ev.ent' structure ·.exists in depictives·. This
sensitivity, however, manifests itself in the different case 'marking possibilities on the
predicate adjective. Takeexample (l)at the beginning of. this paper, for example,
repeated below as (25).
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(25) Vadim vernul斗a iz bornicy zd~rovyj/ . zdorovym.
Vadim-NOM returned 企om hospital healthy-NOM/cured-INSTR
'Vad.im returned 合om the hospital healthy/cured.'

The verb vernut 'sjα;to return.' is a transition. There is a strongpreference amongst native
speakers for the secondary predicate to occur with .instrument~1 case marking when the
primary predicate is a transition. Case agreement is, however, possible, .but it 'entails a
non蛐eventive interpretation of. the adjective (although, of.course, the adjective is still
eventive i~ its base form), resulting instead in the interpretation that the , everit time ofthe
secondary predicate is identical to that of the primary predicate. As a result, constructions
in which the ~econdary predicate has instrUmental case marking encode twoevents-.the
event of the primary predicate an.d the event .of the secondary predicate. In (25), for
instance; the instrumental case on the secondaiy predicat~ entails that at some point .in the
past, Ivan b~came·healthy， he. then returned home in this new healthy state. Constructions
in which the secondary predicate has case agreeP1ent encode' one event, since the event
time of both the primary and secondary predicate is identical. Consider another example
with a primary predicate that denotes. a transition.

(26)
-nuvnAUe

肉
、d
&
E
t

，

。
臼

nrLHaaLV
.,Jef"

MON
aannooPAPA

kusocek
piece晴Ace

jablok'a
apple-GEN'

p'janaja/ p'janoji.
drunk-. NOM/drunk-INSTR
'PoHna ate , the'last piece. qfthe apple drunk'.

The predicate adjective with nominative 'case agreement entails that for the. entire eating
of the apple event, PoIina was. drunk. rhe predicat~ adjective with instrumental case
marking entails thatPolina became drunk at some point before or during the eating event.
One , can imagine a situation，、 for instance~ ·in which PoHna is eating the apple ·and
swiggin'g away on a bottle of vodka at the same , time. By the time she eats the last little
piece of .the apple, she' has become drunk. Only ,th.e instrumental cas~ islicit in this
scenarIO.

It has bee,n claimed thatonly adjectives that denote atemporary state carl occur in
the agreeing form' in depictives (Hinterholzl 2001: 103). Hinterholzl (7001) states, for
instance, thatadjectiv~s like spelyj "ripe' ·and ~yr.oj ~raw' ， are ungrammatical in depictives
in the agreeing formbecause they do not det:l0te temporary properties. He provides
examples like (~7) to supporthis hypothesis:

(27) On sobral SliVYi .spel)咽i/ *spelyej.
He .plucked plums ripe-INSTR/ *ripe-NOM.

This' generalization, , however, is not correct. ， Ta~e .examples' (2) .and (4) at t.he beginning
of this paper, for instance, repeated belowas (28) and (29); Notice that both case
agreement and instrumental case marking are possible on the predicate adjectives spelyj
'ripe' and 与lroj'ra\v~ in these examples.
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Ja pokupaju bananyi spelyei! : spelymii.
I-N.OM buy bananas-ACCripe~ACC! ripe-INSTR
'1 am'buyingthe bananas ripe!I buy(my) bananasripe\

Native spea~ers·.claim 'that a 'preqic.ate 叫jective' 'with instrumental case marking Jn
examples like(29) entailsan irpplicit comparison between t~，e state 'denoted , by the
predicate adje9t~ve.withan alternative 'state, while 'case' agreement entails' 'no such
co¢parison. The questionthat then- arises iswhy caseagreeQ}~nt iS'acceptable 'in tl1is
example, 'butnot in· (27), an(fwhy case agreement is less'preferred 'in 'many qther
examples, like (30) below.

(29) Ja zakazala rybui
I otdered· fish-ACC
'I ordered the·fish raw' .

syrujuj/ syroji.
raw-ACC! 、 raw-INSTR

(30) On s气jel mjasoi .syrym/ . ?sy~oei.

He ate meat-ACC raw-INSTRI ?raw-ACC
4日e ate the meat. raw.'

First, in Hinterholzl' s example (27), the.· primary.' predicate' is 'a , transition. Trans技ions

favor instrumental case marking on the pred.icate adjective, since transitions often lend an
eventive interpretation to , the predicate adjective, and' there is a tendency for '~Iikes to ,

occur with likes." 7 More importantly, however, 'recaIIPusteJovsky's (1991)detinition'of
a state versusa transition«9}and (I)) , above): statesareevaluatedrelative tono other
event,wh i1e transitionsare evaluated r~lativeto an opposition.. Iftheinstrumental case , is
used -with' transitions，、i.e.~ eventive predicate adjectives, whilecase agreementis ,. used、

with non-eventive adjectives, then the association of the a战ject.ive with instrumental case
markin运 witha' compa~ison to some other'state js predicted by thevery definition. of
transitions:they are evaluated relative to an opposition. With stative. morphology一一case
agre~ment-as expected, no- ·such comparison will exist, since states are~evaluated

relative tono other events.

7 Henc~ thegrammaticalitY ofpsychologicaI states in theinstrumental case in examples like:'

(i) On prisel grustnym.
He-NOM arrived sad-INSTR

And similarly the possibility for instrumental case marking on psychplogical states 'if information is added
which. specifies thatthe predicate a司jective entails an. eventive interpretation..Compare, for .instance, (ii)
and (iii) below.

(ii) Vadim citaet grustnyj/*grustnym.
Vadim-NOM reads sad-NOM/*sad-INSTR

(iii) . Vadim tol'ko citaet grustnym/?grustnyj.
Vadim~NOM r only reads sad-INSTRI?sad-NOM

The addition of the adverb tol'ko ‘only' opens the door to. an eventive interpretation 'ofthe stativeadjective.
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Pragmatic notions like expe_ctation also p,lay a role in the case marking of the
predicate adjectivein ,examples like (27)一(30).8 It: 'for instance, 'there is nothing contrary
to expectation about, say, orderingfish in its raw state, agreement will be possi \Jle, hence
the case agreement on the predicate adjectivein (29), i.e., the state ofthe fish is evaluated
relative. tono other event or state. If a state is perceived as unexpected, however, the
instrumental' case wiU occur on the predi~ate adjective, hence th~ preference for the
instrumental case in' example (30): the raw state of the meat is evaluated relative to its
opposition, cooked meat (the expected state in which one eats meat). 0位en， just the
addition of a depictrve adjective to a construction entails a degree of unexpectedness.
Why state, for instance, that one gathered the plums ripe if comparison withsome other
sta~e is not implied? Why not simply state' that one gathered the 'plums? T~is degree of
unexpectedness favors the instrumental caSe on the predicate a传jective，. since it opens the
door to a' comparison with some other state. This hypothesis is supported by examples
like the following in which both case agreement and the instrumental case are possible on
the' predicate adjective.

(31) , Ja' voz'mu egoi 兰ivogo/ 兰ivymj.

I-NOM take him-ACC alive-ACC/ alive-INSTR
'I will take him alive' .
(Richardson in press)

There is no broken exp~ctati9n entailed in , thepredicate a传jective in this example. We
exp'ect tha~ someone 'might be taken alive, thus, non-eventive case , marking (case
a~eement) is possible. As expected, the instrumental cas'e on .th~ predicate adjective in
this example entails a'compari~on betw~en two different states: ‘ I will take him'alive, not
dead' , or 'I won't kill him. in the process of taking him'. Context and pragmatic notions
like, expectation therefore playa crucial role .in whether case agreement is possible on a
predicate adjective.

Consider now example (28). ·First of'all, a predicate adjective that occurs with
verbs that denote , processes (or 'activities) may exhibit both case agreement with its
antecedent or the instrumental casein Russian. As expected, caseagreement entails th ,at
the event time of the predicate adjective i,s 'identical to the event time of the primary
predicate. The instrumental case on the a传jective entails either that a transition occurred
prior to or during the event time .of the' primary predicate. In example (28), case
agreement on the predicate a;djective entails , that 'I am buy~ng the bananas ripe right
now' , while the instrumental case entails 吁 buy (my) bananas 'ripe (in general).' That is,
the different interpretations that the differen~ case. endings manifest lead to a progressive
interpret'l.tion o,f an activity orprocess versus a habitual or generic interpreta~ion. This
generalization' is also true of example (I) at the beginning of this paper, rep~ated below as
(32).

(32) My , tancu.em p'janye/ p'janymi.
We-NOM dance drunk-NOM/ drunk-INSTR
ιWe are dancing drunk/we dance drunk' .

.8 ( thank Patricia Chaput for suggesting to me that "expectation" ~ould playa role in the case marking of
secondarγpredicatesi.n Russian.
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The progressive interpretation of the primary predic,ate'is entirely in keeping with the
generalization'that the event time of a predicate adjective with·case agreement is identical
to the ev~nt time of theprimary.predicate, while the habitual interpretation follows
naturally 企om the· interpretation of the predicate adjective with· .instrumental case
marking as .a transition, i.e叮 we +dan¢e (3rd p.erson plural, preseht tense) + (we are)'
drunk •‘ we are dancing drunk,, while we +dance o卢 person·plural, pres，ent·.·t~nse)· +
(we got) drunk• 'we dance drunk'(we dance having become drunk).

That the ~vent structure ofthe primary predicate playsa role in th~different ， case

marking possibilities on the predicateadjective in.thesecondary predicate is ,seen .most
acutely with verbs that denote processes,· i.e., activity 'verbs.This fact' ismostevident in
the casernarking possibilities on the predicate adjective in norifiniteclauses. It i~'

generally assumed that case agreement is impossible in no.nfinite 'clauses unless the
antecedentfof the predicate adjectiveisa subject··iIi the higher finite clause (Franks 1995,
and Richardson in press). This generalization.has lea~ someto posit various'subject and
o均ect as)咄metries in secondary. predicates .in Russian. Case agreement in nonfinite
clauses·with obJect antecedents is, however, possible. ,-The event.·structure ofthe primary
predicate is the crucial factor thataffects the choice of one case ending 'over another: case
agreement , is .possible with' activity/process. verbs, the instrumentalcase is" preferred
(sometimes obligatory) with .transitions. The' following examples, for instance, all have
activityverbsin the .nonfinite clause. Notice that case 'agreement. is possible on the
secondary predicate in the nonfinite , clause, irrespective of the structurallocation 'of the
overt antecedent.

Accusativedirect internalo与'ect antecedent
(34) Ja poprosila egoi PROi tanc~vat' gologo/ golymj.

I-NOM asked him-ACC to-dance naked嗣ACC/naked-INSTR

Nominativesu~jectantecedent9

(33) Ja prisla PRO tancevat'
I-NOM came to-dance

golaja/ goloJ.
naked-NOM/naked-INSTR

Dative , "quirky"casemq.rked direct internalo々ject antecedent
(35) Ja velela emUj PROi tancevat' golomu/

I-NOM ordered him-DAT to-dance naked-DATI
golymi~

naked-INSTR

Dative indirect 'internal 0与ect antecedent
(36) Ja dala emUi den'gi PROi tancevat'goloITl1.i/ golymi.

I-NOM gave him-DAT money to-dancenaked~DAT/nak'ed-INS

Case agreement in these examples entails' that the antecedent了 is already naked, and the
speaker wishes him to dance as he is. The .instrumental case entails that the speaker
wishes the person in question to get naked and dance~ 10

9. I assume, following Martin (1996: 176) that P'RO gets nullCase whIch, in turn, is a type of'‘chameleon"
Case, in that it has no morpho-phonological properties of its own, butrather exhibits either default or
inherited properties.
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The case marking possibilities in these examples have escaped notice before due
to the types: of 'examples that' have attracted' attention in the past. 'These. examples have
been onesJike (37).

(37) Ja poprosil . Ivana, ne PROi pri~odit' p'janym/ *p'janogoi.
I asked Ivan幡ACC NEG to-come drunk-INSTRJ*drunk帽ACC

'I asked Ivan not to come drunk' .
(Franks 1995: 222)

The problem with this example lies in the eventstructure of the verb prijti 'to aηive'.

Prijti 'toarrive' is an achievement in: Russian. Achievements are almost instantaneous
transitions. The instrumental case 90 predicate aφectives with achievements is stror,.gly
preferred. This prefer~nce is consistent with the hypothesis that the instrumental cωe
focuses on the· change of one state to a~other. Thus, the case most similar .in aspectual
meaning to the verb in the primary predicate is the case of choice.

That the instrumental case is linked to. the [+eventive] feature of the secondary
predicate Jinds support in twq other phenom.ena in Russian: (1) the case marking .in
resultatives; and,· (2) , the·distribution of NP secondary predicates (I use ·NP as catch all
terminology 岛r NPs and DPs). ·Although the .distribution .of resultatives· is beyond the
scope of this·pape巳 it is noteworthy· that they obligatorily occurwith instrumental case
marking on the predicate adjective, as seen in (38) below.

(38) Alya pokrasiIa stol . cernym/ *Cemyj.
Alya painted table-ACC black-INSTR/ *bla~k-ACC
'Alya painted the table·black'.

This fact is entirely. in keeping with the ·analysis presented here. That is, resultatives
involve the change of one state to another, i.e., they.are eventive transitions. My analysis
predicts that if a predicate adjective is eventive, it wi.ll occur with instrumental case
marking. This predication is borne out.

Jf we posit that predicate· adjectives· have tense and aspect features, just like other
[+verbal] eleme邸， 'we have an explanation for an otherwis'e curious phenomenon,

namely the fact that onlyadjectival phrases can occur with both case agreement and
instrumental case' marking .in depictive secondarypredicates, J;1o~n phrase predicates in
Russian obligatorily occurwith instrumental ~ase marking, as the following examples
show.

10 Note that case agreement is no longer possible once the overt complementizer ctoby ‘ in order to' is
present, as Franks (1995) noticed.

(i) On prisel, [ep ctoby PRO tancev砾， golyrn/ *golyj]
He arrived in-order to-dance drunk-INSTRJ *drunk-NOM
4 日e arrived/came in order todance naked'.

An explanation for this 也ct could lie in the status of the overt CP as a strong phase (for details, see
Chomsky 1998~ 1999). The derivation is built to CP and then sent to the interfaces. In the absence ofany
greater context for the predicate adjective that the higher clause might provide、 the default interpretation of
the predicate a司jectiveis that it is eventive-since the event structure ofthe adjective is eventive-and the
instrumental case is obligatory.
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(39) Ivan
Ivan二NOM

均)l~，必'eR厄icha旷r饰~o仰n1

vern丁叽nuls轨q飞.

returned home
bednyj/
poor-NOM/

bednym.
poor-INSTR

In example (39) the secondary predicate is an adjectiye,. while in (40) it is a nqun phras~.

Case agreement is only licensed on the adjective in (39).· W~ile it is clear..that eventive
noun phrases existin language {noun phrases .like' 'the destruction. (of th~ city), .for
instance), .it is not so clear that noun phrasep~edicateshave' tense features. If only,

[+verbal]elements are able tO'manifest thecontrast between tense and aspect, we have an
explanatjon forwhy' only adjectives show the .case· agreement versus instrumental·case
dichotomy, .only adjectives have an interpretable tense featurein secondary predicates" 1

(40) ryan vernulsja domoj
Ivan-NOM' returne.d home
'Hereturnedhome a pauper'.

bednjakom/ *beditjak.
p~uper-INSTRI*pauper-NOM

2.3.TheJ匀Intax ofDepictives

Thus, the syntax. of depictive ·small clauses has to capture thefollowing facts about
English and Russian. In English, secondarypredicates show two constraints:'(l). the
predicate adjective must be·eventive;(2) both t4e'primary predi~ate、 and.' the. secondary
preq.icate ·must. be e'ventive一…·bothmust· be<transitions~with internaldirect object
antecedents '(see section 3.3 for a discussion ·of indirect 0均ect antecedents). Pre.dicate
adjectives wi~h'，subject antecedents豆豆已告ee to occurwith any type of primary predicate.
InRussi.an, predicate adjectives indepictivesnial1 clauses are free to occufwith a~y typ'e
ofprimary predicate,: regardless ofthe structurallocationofthe subject or the object..The
case 'markiJ;lg on the predic.ate adjective 重 however， is sensitive to eventstructure.Th~

syntax ofdepictive small clauses inRussianmustcapture thefollowing tWo constraints:
(I) case agreement occurs on the predicate adjectiv~ when the eventtime of the
secondary predicate is identical to that' ofthe primary pre.dicate, a predicate adjective with
case ~greement 'is thus stative or nonev~ntive; (2) a predicate a司jective \yith instrumental
case-marking never·entails that the event time.·ofthe primary and secondary.predicate is
identical. .Thus;· a: clause witD: ·a secondC:lry predicate with instruI1!ental case marking
entails' the occurrence ofat least two· events.

It.is commonly thought thatdepictive small clausesare adjuncts, adjoinedto the
V-bar, VPor vP level. I will suggest that inEnglish, $econdary predicate constructions
with ~ubject anteceqents are adjunction structures,. whHe secondary' predi.cates with object
antecedents are conjunction structures. These structures capture the fa~~ that with object
antecede'nts "likes co-occur with·likes" (both the. primary and seco~dary p~edicate mU$t
be eventive transitions), while with su ‘ ject.antecedents the secondary predicate is·free to
occur with a primary predicate' of .any event' structure. Similar妙， in Russia'I1' case

‘ agreement occurs in a conjoined tensephrase,' $ince theevent timeof the primary
predicate is identical to th创 of the secondary predicate ("likesoccur with likes勺， while

II Note that this is' a sepa~ate issue fromwhether a NP/DP argUments have' an uninterpretable tense 也ature

manifested asnominative case (see,for iI1stance, Pesetsky and Torrego 2009). CruciaUy, there is little
evidence thatthe noun phrase secondary predicatehastense features. Instead, the predicate N.P is
interpreted as eventive-a'transition-and instrumen.tal case marking is obligatory.
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the instrument~l case occurs' in an adjunction ~~ructure， since a predicate adjecti.ve with
instrumental c~se marking entails the existence of a separate event, and it can occur with
a primary predicate of any event type. That primary predicate transitions tend' to' favor
secondary predicate transitions in Russian· follows 企om the fact that the higher eventive
primary. predic8:te, has scope (c蛐commands) over the secondary predicate. Note that the
structures below are greatly simplified and only .include relevant information for my
analysis. They show ,movement of the nominative argument into Spec帽TP to check its
uninterpretable tensefeature (see Pesetsky and Torrego '2000 for details). They do not
show any other movement operations.

(41) English $ubject'Antecedents向djunctionstructure)
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(42) English 0加ct Antecedents (conjunction structure)
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I leave open whether the secondary predicate a司joins to the vPNP, AspP or "IV田bar·level
in (41). The adjunction site itselfis not crucial in my analysis. What is important, is that
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predicate adjectiveswith subject antecedents constitute adj unctiol) struc!ures, while those
wlth 'object antecede'nts' are conjunction structures. I assume that the. smallclause is
dominated' by anaspectual phrase to acc<?unt for the , fact that only eve~ti~e'predic"~te

adjectives are'possible in depictive smalI ~lauses. PRO is placedin the Spe~ ofthe
functional' category dominating the 'preqic~te' adjective for theta reasons. I remain. open,
however, as to whether we really need .PRO in ~econq~ry predicates.' The (non-)existence
ofPRO isnot crucial , fOf my analysis.'.1 place' the (eventive)' , AspP inthe primary

, predicate' imm~diately below tense, i‘ e., , dominating'both vP andVP. This' is p'urelyfor
descriptive 'purposes arid , does not affect my analysis. It could alternativelybe .located
between vP and VP (see Travis 2000 for such a suggestion). I. take conjunction phrases to
be asymmetrical' binary-branchingstructures:that obey tpe' format QfX-bar.' theory.:
Following Babyoriyshev (1996), I also ~ssume'that ConjPs have the same distribution·as
the categories they dominateand"are 'ableto fulfill , the same syntactic'functions. The
exactmechanism which ensures that the features of a Conj f> 'and""the features'of the
categories dominated by it match is not reI~vant for ~y analysis (the features may
per~olate up to the ConjP, or the , ConjP may receive an ~arbitrary set of features, with
some ,filter-like' mechanismrulingout the constructions where its featur.es and th~

'features ofthe conjoined phrasesdo not match, as suggested byBabyonyshev 1996: 78).
The crucial" pointhere is "that c;lepictives constitute both adjunction and COl飞junction

structures,. Le., notaIl depictive small clauses ~re the same. .
If pr~dicate .adjectives with subject .'antecedentsare adjunction structures, ~hile

predicateadjectives 'with ,object aI1t~ceden~s 'are conjunction , structures" then we' predict
that movement-out ofthe adjunction phrase .should be' possible, b.ut·movemerit out oftJje
conjuncti9n phrase shoula not, sincemovement is restricted by the·Coordinate Structure
Constrail1t {see Ross , 1967}. This "prediction iS'bome out, "as the fo l1owingex;ample~， show.

(43) She arrived drunk.
(44) Drunk she arrived.
(45) She ate the .meat raw~
(46) * Rawj she ate the meatj.

In examples (43) and (44) the secondarypredicate has a subject antecedent; it occurs in
anadjunction , structure and movement is possible.' In '(45), thepredicate a;djective has a~

objectap.tecedent; it occurs in a conjunction structure arid moyement isnot possible. 1~
Notice" that movement of 'the me'at raw' is ungrammatical, whi<?h supports the
articulation of the"noun phrasearid pr~dicate adjective as separate' constitu~nts.

- (47) *The meat raw he ate.

121 assume th创 movement out of the firstco时unct sounds considerably be忧er than movement out of the
1‘

second conjunct in' (i) below, since while extracting. one. of the conjuncts out of a coordinate stru~ture is
ungrammatical ((ii) and (ii i))extraction of a subpart of one of the co 归nets is much more' acceptable «i)
and (iv) (see Babyonyshev 1996: 84 for details).

(i) ?The meat he ate raw.
(ii) *Who did he and t Betty.
(iii) *Whodid he see Betty and t.
(iv) ?John who I bought a picture oft and a glass ofwater.
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(4离) RussianCase Agreement ·(corz.junction stnlcture for both subJ·ect and 0与ect

antecedents)

ConjP

~飞~飞飞
TP . Co~'

/\/\\
ConjV TP

Ona-NOMj prisla tj [Tel =Te2]' /\\
NP T'
PRO /卢\\

r>
uη

pa--zahu

oosnn"-m
m
股

公

d

n
L

俨
i

\\在\

AP

AO

p'janaja-NOM
[u巧

'She arrived drunk'

In this structure, a checking rel~tionship is established between the T· head· (w泣h
interpretable tense [i1]) and the adjectival. head. of the secondary.. predicate. The case
features of the predicate adjective are valued in situ. The predicate adjective's
uninterpretable tense' feature (归功一as manifested in agreement morphology-is
deleted. The deleted feature disappe3:rs 企om the narrow. syntax, allowing. convergenc~ at
LF. Its morpho.logical remnant, however,-temains in the.form ofnominative'case on the
predicate adjective (case agreement). (Note [Tel =Te2] means that thetense ofthe two
events; is identical.)

(4究) Russianlnstnlmental Case (adjunction strncture for both. su与ect. and 0々;ect

antecedents)

τp

~\\、

NP T'
Onaj ~、飞飞飞

TO . AspP
/飞\飞

/\
AspP
~\\、

NP Aso'
PRO /'\、

.Aspo
[iA，ψ]

\\冻

AP

AO

p丁anoj 唰INSTR

[uAsp]

prisla ti

checking
relationship
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The· checking' relationship between the head ~fthe' aspectual phrase and the adjectival
head works in thesame manneroutlined above for the tense headandthe'adjectival heaq
in conjoined tensephrases inRussian~

These structures predict that movement willbe possible -in 'alI depictive
constructions in Russian. This prediction is borne out, asth~following examples show.

、 (51) Jablokoi onak s"jela ti
Apple~ACe she-NOM ate
'The. apple·she atedrunk'.

p'jan勾ak·

drunk-NOM.

(5.0) 的anyei my
Drtink-NOMwe-NOM

4EL--··‘......
W
J心

et
、
J
F
U
V

山
山m

huJU

(52) P'janymi druz'ja priveli egoi domoj ti~

Qrunk-INSTR friends brought him~ACC home

σ3) EgOi druz'ja priyeli tj domojp'janymi.
Him-ACe 企iends brought t homedrunk-INSTR

ThecruciaI.· co.nstraint on depictive conjunction phrases is thatmovement 队 isnot possible
outside of the ..conjunction phras~ itself.. Thus, tha~ (5仿佛 and (51) a.re possible tell' us
nothing, siqce.tfie predicate adjective may have a司joined to the higher tense .... phra~e ， and
"may no~have: moved 0川 oftheconjunction phrase. Thecol飞junction phrasedoininat~s the
entireclauseinde.pictives, thus, ·if·movement·occurs to theleft ofthe nominativesubject,
it dO'es' notmean thafthe moved elementhas mqved out o.fthe· conjunction phrase, siJ)ce
the nominative subject is contained within theCol飞jP. As expected, .movement·out ofthe
adjunction structure is licit, as (52) and (53) ShOW. 13

That "like TPs" only conjoin with "like.TPs'," finds 'support in' th~ verbal system.
Noticethat· if· we 'conjoin two.'verb phraseswith. , different , event structures, the
constructions are .ungrammatical. with identical .time reference.

(54) *He arrived andhe sang. 、

(55) *He \val~ed along the shore and remembered the answer~

13 Note that Bailyn and Rubin (1991: 106-107) claim that predicate adjective with instrumental case
marking are not able to move. They provide examples like thefollowing to suppo民 this claim.

(i) Golye/*Golymi, my tancevali.
Naked-NOM/*naked-INSTR we danced.

Movement of predicate adjectives with instrumental case markingis possible and depends on a number of
intonational, pragmatic and discourse related factors. Examples (52)-(55Yare topicalized in the same way

, as English topicalized 'equivalents like ‘ Such behavior we do hot tolerate in a.civilized society' .
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Example (54) has an achievement conjoined with an' activity. There is no \vay in which
we can interpret the two conjuncts in t~is construction' ,as. identical. in time reference,
instead we interpret them as' 'a sequence of events: ~he arriv~d and then he sang.' A
similar state of affairs holds , for (5匀， i.e., we do not i.nterpret 'this ~onstruction 'as 'for the
duration of his walking' event along the shore, he remembered the answer.' Thus,
secondary predicates in depictives follow the ‘Coordination of Likes Constraint (CLC)'

. (See Chomsky '1957). The CLC in depictives"is reminiscent of ~chachter's (1977: 90)
generalization; that coordinate constructions must belong to the same syntacticcategory
and have the same semantic funcfions, hence the ungrammaticality of(56) below二

(56) *John and a stone broke the window.

It might seem counter-intuitive at first that there is more than one structure for
depictive small clauses in languages. Upon closer inspection, however, it becomes 'clear
that this belon'gs to a larger phenomenon, namely thereare many different , types of
seco,ndary predicate constructions that behave differently. .in di能rent languages:
complement 'Small clauseslike 'I consider him stupid~ ， 'be' constructions (see footnote
份， statives with secondary predicates (see footnote 6). Complement ·small clauses in
English, for instance, d出er from their Russian counterparts, as , the following , examples
show.

(57)
(58)

(59)

I consider him stupid.
I consider him to be stupid.

Ja scit司ju egoi glupym/*glupogoi.
I considerhim-ACC stupid-INSTR/*stupid-ACC

(60) RT
P
δ

L
W川

咆
i
"

沪

M

DAph-m
o
b
M
剖ρ

u
v

抖
，
闯

K
U

如
队

CPUAm
M
卧

eMUMM.
句
M

ltsvcn
c
u

内
u

acτ
J
e
y
i

*

In English, we can insert the verb 'to be' to get the full clause equivalentof the small
clause, while this is impossible in Russian. Furthermore, unlike depictives, instrumental
case is obligatory on t~e predicate adjective in these constructions in Russian. Examples
Iike'(61) and (62) below show that depictives differ in various languages.

(61) On prisel ko mnei p'janomul *p'janymj.
He~NOM came to me-DAT drunk-DATI *drunk-INSTR

(62) Ja S nimii m'ortvYri1ij razgovarival.
I-NOM with them dead-INSTR spoke

In English a secondary predicate can.not adjoin to or COl飞join with a prepositional phrase
(or have an indirect object antecedent). In Russian,. however, adjunction to or conjunction
with' a prepositiorial phrase is 'possible, as examples (61) and (62) show (see also se'ction
3.3 on predicate adjectives with indirect 0句ject antecedents in Russian)., We know that the
predicate adj~ctive is in fact adjoined (orconjoined) to the pr~positional phrase and not
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the' ve~b .phrase in these examples, sin~e under t.he moveqlent test the adjective moves
with its antecedent, unlike secondary predicates 'with .direct internal arguments:

(63) Ko mnei~ p'janbmui on prise l.
To me-DATdrunk-DAT 'he came.

(64) . S nimii ‘ m'ortvyrriij ja
With them-INSTR dead帽DEAD I

av
俨
i

aIUM---
σ

，
e

gk、
但
怀

viphu

(65) * Mjasoi syrymi on s丁el.

Meat-ACC raw-INSTR he ate.

Ex创npl~s (63) and , (64) show that the predicateadjective can"move vyith its antecedent in
PPs, while (65) shows that this iS'not possiblewitha direct object'antecedent.

Thus, the 'different behavior of secondary predicates with subjects and objects is
parfartdparcel of a larger ph'enomenon: secondary , predicates differ both within. a
language and across languages.

3. 'O'bligatory .Case Agreement in Russian: Depictives

Thus'far, I have focused on constructions in which. both cas~agreement and' instrumental
Icase "are possibl~ on predicate a传jectives. 'There are,' ho~ever， three constructi9ns in
which ， cas~ ， agreement is , obligatoryon the predicate'a传jective inRussian:: (1) preqicate
adjectiveswith object anteced~nts , with"quirky" dative' 'or genitive case (objects with
quirky instrumental , case obviously 'occur with , a.'predicate 'adje.ctivewith instrumeptal
case marking); (2) a传jectives with an antecedent- contained ',within' a PP; and, (3),
adjectiveswith an indirect 0均ect(dative) , antecedep.t. In,what follows, I will' suggest that
case'agreeIllent in all three of these , constructions is' alsQ linked to tense and aspect. Note
that the following 'discussion. is speculative 'and is part of a lTIl!ch 'larger project
(RichardsQn inprogress).

3.1. Quir.炒 Case j\lfarked 0乌jects

ηle.followi~gexamples, based on BaiIyn andRubin (l991) and Bailyn(1995), showthat
case agreement is obligatory with verbs like pozvon.ft'sjα 气o phone' and boit's}α 飞o fear' ,
i.e., verbs that 'take obligatory dative. and genitive , casemarkedobjects, respectively.

(66) Ja pozvonila emUj
I-NOM phoned him~DAT

p'janomu/ *p'jai1ymi.
drunk-DATI '*drunk-INSTR

(67) PoHna boitsjalvanai p'janogo/ :p'janyrrli.
PoHna-NOM fears Ivan-GEN drunk-GENI *dtunk-INSTR

On·thebasis ofexamples likethese(and the obligatory cas~ agreement on the predicate
adjectivewith internal ind~rect .arguments discussedin. sectior 3.匀， Bailyn claims that
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true depictive secondary predicate adjective, which for him are· adjuncts with
instrumental case marking, occur in a null PredP' with a PRO subject. He maintains that
non-nominative or accusative arguments do'not 9-command this PRO subject (see Bailyn
2001 for details), and therefore are not the antecedents of adjunct secondary predicate
construl?tions, but ratheroccur in appositive constructions. Thus, for Bailyn an adjunct
predicate a传jective with instrumental case marking is only licit when its antecedent c
commands the PRO subject ofthe secondary predicate.

Case agreement on the predicate adjective, however, appears to belong. to , a larger
phenomenon linked to ~he role of the eyent. structure of the verb phrase on the case
marking of its arguments. Notice 也at in Ru~sian ， 'like Latin, Greek and Hebrew, quirky
cas~ marked objects are αlways so帽called "affected p~tients气 Th~se arguments never play
a role in the event structure of the verb phrase" i.e., they never delimit or "measureout"
the event in any way (see Tenny I994 for a discussion of the role of the direct internal
argume.i1t in the event structure of the verb phrase). The Latin, Greek and Hebrew
examples , in the tables below are taken 企om Arad (1998: -77-78). I have added the
Russian equivalents.to Arad's table for comparison. Note thatHeb~ew mar~s theobjects
of these verbs with a locative preposition, be ,(at): kick at the' ball" use at the knife~ drive
at a car, or Ie (to) ， αI (upon).

(68) Quir炒 case marked 0乌;ects、

English Latin .Classical Greek Hebrew Russian
Help+acc auxilior+dat boetheo+dat azaI叫e pomogat'+dat
Use+acc utor+abl xraomai+dat' hiStameS+be pol'zov~t'sja+instr

Trust+acc fido+dat pistιρeuo+da品l bataz+be doverjat'+dat
Rule+acc dominor+abl arxo+gen maSaI+al pravit'十instr

Obey+acc pareo+dat peithomei+dat ziyet+le podcinjat'sja+datv

(69) Accusative case mαrkedo与ecls

English Latin Classical Greek Hebrew Russian
Build+acc construo+acc' oikodomeo+acc bana+acc stroit'+acc
Write+acc scribo+acc bσrapho+acc katav+acc pisat'+acc
Murder十ace occido+acc apokteino+acc racax+acc ubivat'+acc
Eat+acc edo+acc ,esthio+acc axal+acc est'十acc

Wash+acc lavo+acc luo+acc raxac+acc myt'+acc

Arad (1998: 78) makes. the strong claim that two-place predicateswith "measuring
o均ects" universally mark their object wi~h accusative' case. Two-place predicates with
non唰measuring 0歧jects may mark their object with ei~her accusative, dative, ablative o~

genitive case, or by a prepositi<?n, depending on the particular morphological properties
of the language. As these tables suggest, Russian seems to fit into this generalizatjon. If
weapply Dowty's in x time (test 岛r -accomplishments) versus forx tim~ (test for
activities), to any ofthese.verbs-with their arguments-.in English or Russian, it is clear
that they are all activities or processes. Thissuggests that all of these verbs, even with
their internal arguments present, are always processes, as the English examples below
show.
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(70) She ruled the country fortwo years/*in two year~.

(71) 'She obey·ed him for a day/*in a day.

Unlike other processes , or activities , discllssed thus' far in this paper, the direct , internal
argumentofthes~， verbs can never delimit these events~ Notice wit1:l activities li~e 'dance'
and , 'sing' that the direct internalargumentcan playa. role in the , event structure , ofthe
verb.

(72) She danced for an hour/* in an hour.
(73) She danced thejig for five' ininutes/infiveminutes.
(74) She sang for fiveminutes/* in fiveminutes.
(75) , Sh,e. sang the song forfive m~nutes/infive minutes.

Unlike (72)一(75)， in (70)and(71) there isno possibilityfor theseevents, evenwiththeir
intemafarguments present,'tobe construed astransi~ions.

While" the case' marking of arguments is not the focus of this paper; 'what' is
interesting .for my analysisof the case marking on the. predicate a司jectives , that occurs
with ~these verbs is that the potential , ambiguitypf ot~ei， ~ctivities， or- processes , to be

.' interpreted as transitions appears to open the , door for a secondary predicate , to be
interpreted as eventive and thus occur with instrumental case marking., Verbswith quirky
case marked arguments are 'always pure' processes and ,'case , 'agreement on the.predicate
adjective 飞 isa!ways.obligatoryinRussian. ,Thus, the only' possible secondary predicate
structurewiththese ,'verbsis a conjoined tense phrase, with the event timeofthe predicate
a司jective thesame asthat of the ve'rb'phrase with which it canjoins.This hypothesis , is
supported by the int~rpretationof these ,examples, i.e., 'example (66) 'l:bove;' ,for instance,
is interpreted ， ~s 'I phoned him and atthe time 1phonedhim,. he wasdrunk'.l 斗

3.2.Prepositional Phrases

As" )pentioried before, 'c_ase'agreement is obligatory in , PPs (see examples (61) , and'(62).
That PPs (and CPs) are able totake care ofJh'e Caseproperties oftheirarguments, while
NPs, have to move, apparently , for Case , reasons, is com~on knowledge. Thereasons' for
the dich9tomy' betwee,n PPsand CPs versus NPs, ho\yever, are ~till notclear. Rece~tly，

Pesetsky (comments in'class) suggested that PPs mighthavesomefunctional structure in
them, and thatperhaps t~is functional structureis a TP. IfPPs (andCPs) havea TP that is
able toenter into a checking.relationship with the uninterpretabl~ tense featureon its , NP
argument, this' wouldexplain why NPs contained within PPsdo not have tomove out of
the PP in the narrow , syntax in English~'IfPesetskY's·hyp~thesis i.~ on' , the rig~t track,we
als~ have , an explanation for'why case agreement is obligatory in PPs in Russian: the only
functional element in a PP is a TP (AspPs are 'absent).The secondary predica~e conjoins
with ,.thisTPand, as weknow, conjoined TPs result in case agreement on.the seco~dary

predicate inRussian.

14This is a departure [roln Richardson (in press).
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3.3. Internal Indirect (dative) Antecedents

、 As mentioned previously; the' predicate adjective with an indirect object antecedent
exhib~ts obligatory case agreement in Russian, as (76) shows. As withPPs, secondary
predication in English is not possible.

(76) Ja dala emUi d钮'gi , p'janomu/ *p'janymi.
I-NOM gave him咀DAT money drunk-DATI *drunk-INSTR
'I gave him the money (when he was) drunk'.

The structural location of, the 'dative indirect object, and its equivalent i~ English double
o战ject constructions, is highlycontroversial and far 企om' resolved. The following
hypothesis therefore does not claim to' be anything but suggestive. If the PP does indeed
haye functional structure in both English and Russian" it is not unreasonable to consider
that the P~ "equivalent" in double object constructions (the indirect internal argument) is
also dorriinated by this functional category, i.e~" the indirect object occurs in, Spec-TP,
while the s'econdarypredicate is merged as the complement of a' null tense head (with
interpretable tense features). If this functional structure is indeed tense, then we have an
explanation for why we get cas'e agreement in these constructions in Russian, i.e., the
uninterpretable tensefeatur~ on the predicate adjectjve enters intoa checking re'ationship
with ,the interpretable tense f出，ture on the T head. The di征erent movement constraints in
the- following examples show that th'e pr~dicate adjective with a dative indirect object
anteceden~ forms a constituent wit~ its antecedent, while the predicate adjective with a
direct object antecedent does not.

(77) *叫aso syrym on s丁el.

Meat幅ACC raw蛐INSTR he ate

(78) Ivanu p'janomu ona dala den'gi. 15

Ivan-DAT drunk-DAT she gaye money

Theseexamples sho'w that only the dative object and the secondary' predicate form a
constituent. Thus, like PPs the secondary predicate and indirect object form a c9nstituent.
As expected, the event time of the primaqand secondary predicates is identical in (76)
and (78).

4. Conclusion

In. sum, this paper provided further support for the hypoth~sis that pure uninterpretable
Case features can be eliminated from syntax. The different case marking possibilities on

IS This e.xample was not accepted by all my native informants. It is grammatical in what I term the
"courtroom se伎ing"， i.e., it is the most neutral variant that a Judge could ask a witness or with which a
witn~ss could respond. All ofmy native informants did , however, agree that (77) is considerably worse
than (78).
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predicate adjectives in dep}ctive slnalI. clausesin Russian show that case ·is .intimately
.. linked to interpretable -tenseand aspect feat~res.Case agre-ef!lent is the uninterp.retab.le
counterpart of interpretable tense, while the , instrumental case is the' uninterpretable
counterpartof interpretable' aspect. Case agre~ment occurs i.n.a conjoined tense phrase,
instrumental case occurs in a conjoined aspectual phrase.' Engljsh depictive secondary
predicates with object antecedetlts alsoshowa s~nsitivity to aspect, i.e:, ~'transitions

occur with transitions". Secondary , predicates with su时ect 'antecedents do not showthis
sensitivity. Depictives with subject antecedents th~s constitute true adjunctionstructures,
those with object'antecedents occur' in a conjoinedaspectual phrase.~Thus， structur~l

differences exist even within the classofgepictive small clauseswithin a language and
across lang~ages， not tomelJtion the differen;ces that exist. between other types of small
clause constructions in ~ given language.
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Case and Event Structure
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Abstract
I argti~ in this paper for a novel analysis of case in Icelandic , with implications
for. case theory in general. I argu~ that structural case is the manifestation on
the noun phrase ~f features which are semantically interpretable only on verbal
projections; thus , Icelandic case does 'not encode features of noun phrase
interpretation , but it is not uninterpretable either; .case is properly seen as
reflecting (interpretable) tense and aspect features. Accusative case in Icelandic
is available when the two subeverits introduced in a transitive verb phrase are
identifiedwith eacl} other, and dativecase is available when the two parts are
distinct (thus Icelandic case manifests aktionsart or inner aspect , in pa口ial

c.ontrast to Finnish). This analysis bears directly on the theory of feature
checking in -the Minimalist Program; specifically , it paves the way for a
restrictive theory of fe~ture checking in whichno features ~re strictly
uninterpretable: all formal features come .in interpretable-uninterpretable p~its ，

and feature checking.. Js the ~atching of such pairs , driven by legibility
Gonditions at Spell-Out....

1. Case and meanin.g

Traditional- grammars abound with cha~acterizations of the semantic meanings of various
cases; the, very name of the d~tive means (etymologically) the' one ‘ given~' In the
sentence in (1) , there is a nominative agent ('the birds') , an ,accusative patient ('the
helicopter') , an accusative path ('all the way') and adative location ('the airport~).

(1) Fuglarnir hafa elt pyrluna alIa lei~ afflugvellinum.
f仇'he.bi扩r，饰d

‘寸俨T吨he birds have followed the heli比copter all the w.ay from the a刽ir叩po口，

However , it is well known that none of these associations of thematic role with case is
very stable; there are nominative patients anddative agents , asin (2).

(2) ~yrlan hefur verio elt af fuglunu~.
the .helico,pter.NOM has been followed ofthe .bi1论.DAT

'The helicopter .has been followed by the birds'

Even -adverbial cases may be' subject to structural factors; consider the durational
adverbial in the Finnish sentence in'(3纱， which appears in the accusative case (the object
is partitive); in the pass'ive' sentence in (3b) , accusative is no longer avai1ableand the
adverbial is necessarily nominative (see Mitchell 1991 , Pereltsvaig 2000).

(3) a. Maria luki kirjaa ko-ko i lIan.
Maria.NOM read book.PART whole evening .Ace
‘ Maria read the book.all evening'

罩 The' content of this draft \vas completed on August 20事 2001. Thanks to my , audiences in York , Troms0 ,
Montreal , Reykjav仗， Stuttgart, and Nis, \vhere this \vor~ \vas presented in the spring and summer of 2001 ,
for stimulating feedback. I am especially grateful to Halld6r Sigur~sson and Gillian Ramchand for
discllssingthis \vork in progress , and to f>orbjorg Hr6arsd6ttir for patiently navigating me'through the
difficult terrain of the data.
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b. Kirjaa' Iuettin koko iIta.
book.PARTread.PASS whole evening.NoM
'The bookw,as read all evening'

Of course , certain morphological cases can be associate'9 closely with , semantic
representations (e.g. Finnish abessive , meaning ‘ without': pithtai-tta kasi-.tta , ~lean-ABE
hands-ABE ‘ withoutclean hands'; cf. Nikanne 1993). Nevertheless , common , cases: such
as nominative and ac~usativegenerally ,defy any association with semanti~ meaning , and
in generativegrammar; they areordinarily taken to be.thetnanifestation of apurely
syntactic licensing requirement on noun phrases (Rou.veretand Vergnaud 1980, Chomsky
1980)~

T~is ， how~ver， leads- , to , a peclJliar state ofaffairs , in that the other formal features
postulated to account forgrammatical , processesgener~I1y have 'some ·semantic content.
T~e system of featurecheckingdevelopedby' Chomsky (Chomsky 1998 inter , 'alia)
postulates, in cote cases '. pairs of features in.which'one mem i:>er'()f a pair is. semantically
interpretable, the other uninterpretable. Chomsky propo'sestnat cheyking is necessary to
eliminate uninterpretablefeatures before .thederivation is evaluatedat the iI~.terfaces(PF '
and. LF}; , thus , legibility conditions at the interfq.ces d~iye feature checking. Feature
checking , occurs when an uninterpretable featIJre is mafched)with an' interpretable
counterpa此 within a limited searchdomain.

For ~xample， the number feature on the subject noun phrase in (1) has~ a semantic
value , indicating. theplural nature of t4at noun phrase; hence , it is interpretable. The
numbetfe '.lture on thefinite v.erb (hafa ‘ ha.ve.PL') , as manifested in agreement
morphology ,"is uninterpretable, because there is no sensein wh~chpluralityor.singularity
of the agreemeIlt morphology bears on the semanticvaltie of theverb , independentlyof
the semanticvalue'of the su良ject. Therefo.re, number on ,the verb is uninterpretable. When
the uninterpretabl~ .and, interpretabl~ number features match , theuninterpretable one is
formallydeleted.' (though. -i ts morphological 'm~nifestation remains; compar~ hφ，f，r

‘have.sG' in(2)).
The .picture is 'complicated by -theputative' eXistenceof purely' unip.terpretable

fea~ures.Chomsky 1999 suggests that structural Caseis the'paradigmatic uninterpretable
feature , as it does notcontributeto the interpretation of t~e nounphi~se. However,
Pesetsky and Torrego2000 argu~ that nominati".e Case, is the uninterpretable cou
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examples in (4a) , and Barodal points ~ut that··verbs like ‘ dry' 'and ‘ comb ,' which
ordinarily take accusative , can(optionalIy) take dative , objects when the 0战ject·is human
or a familiar ani n:tal such ,as a cat ， a~ in the examples here «4b-e) fro~ Baroda! 1993 , (4f)
from Maling 2001).

(4) 'a. Hlynaoi ofninn' 'ekki fl6tt? Hlynaqi per ~kki flj6tt?
war/ned the.oven.lvOM notsoon warmed VOLt .DAT not soon
‘I?idn't the oven get warmer soon?' ‘Didn't you get.warmer soon?'

b. ~ristfnσreiddi hariδ. Kristin ·2reiddi J6ni.0"-"--" ...._.......... ._................ 0

Kristin combed the.hair .AcC Kristin combed Jon.DAT

c. Kristin pvooi handklreoio. KristIn pVQδi baminu.
Kristin wαshed the.towel.ACC Kristin washed the.child.DAT

d. Kristin purrkaoi handklreoiδ. Kristinpurrkaδi barninu.
Kristin dried the .towel.ACC· .Kristin dried the .child.DAT

e. Kristfn strauk handle22inn 运 seT.Kristin strauk kettinum.00

Kristin stroked the.armACC on RFX Kristin stroked the.cat.DAT

f. Kotturinn kl6raoi mig. Eg kl6raoi kettinum.
the.cat scratched me .ACC I scratched the.cat.DAT

Sigurδsson and Barodal ---suggest that animate· arguments in such cases are goals or
benefactives , rather than themes ,- and the dative is used for goals or benefactives more
generally in Icelandic;·a ·varh:~nt on this intuition is to characterize these objects as
e~periencers;asMaling does.

Nevertheless , the usual situation in Icelandic (as with German) is that
monotransitive verbs govern either 'only dative or only accusative case (there are
genitive-taking verbs , but they are rather few) , and this is usually taken to be listed as part

、 of the dictionary entry.

(5) a. Eg keyri m6torhj61/*m6torhj6li.
I drive motorcycle.Acclmotorcy~le.DAT

',I drive a motorCYGle'
b. Eg ek m6torhj6li/*m6tor均61.

I drive motorcycle.DATI"!-otorcycle.Ace
'1 dr~ve a motorcycle'

Th·us the Icelandic dative is more closely tied to lexical semantics than the Finnish
partitive , a'difference which can be thought ofas being determined by the'difference
between inner and outer aspect. However, since there' i比S lit创tIe evidence for a str飞uctω飞ura右a

difference between dative and accusative 0々均je仅ct岱s (see Ma纣ling. tωo appe倪ar)， I assume that
case. features are checkednot in Spec-head configurations , but und~r Agree.(Chorpsky
1999}, perhaps limited only by the extent of the strong phase (see Svenonius.2001).

2. Ballistic motion
In Icelandic, objects , which u~dergo certain types ofmo
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(6) a. -negla ‘ kick'or smash' « negla 'nai)')
d. prykkj~ ‘ kickor smash' «卢rykk)αjprint'?)

b. prusa ‘ kick or smash' « English thrust?)

c. dundra ‘ kicker smash' « ? note ‘ thunder' is 卢rumα or'druna)

The data.ftqm neologisms , like the-data from Dative Sic',kness (Svavarsd6ttir 1982 ,
Hal1d6rsson 1982)is extremely importantin that itestablishes thatthe· patterns of d~tiv'e

in I~elandic are notsimply remnants of somemorjbund historical， syst~m. Surely; the
historical patterns , provide information.about the originsof themodern 阴阳rn， ~ncr ~here

mayrentairt verbs ,with. idiosyncratic le~ical specifications which are simply learned , like
idiomatic expressions" by each new gen,eration. But if .the patterns revealed.by 'close
examination.9f the extensive and detailed listscompiled by·Joan· Maling (Maling 1998
lists about 800 verbs which are attested with dative.o歧jects) ·aIldJ6hannesGisli J6nssqn
(Jonsson 2000 is alisfofover 300 constructions with non-nominativesu均ects) sugg~st a
system ,' the 、 neol9gisms and reclassifications documented -by J6han,naBarod·al., Asta
Svavarsd6ttir, and others are definite proof that a syste'm exists~

This' can. -?Isoqe seen withverbs referring to' the launching of projectiles. The
target of ,the , action may be accusative , but th~. projectile itself is- dative (7a-d) from
Maling 2001).

(7) ~. skj6ta fuglinn 'shoot the bird' (ace)'
b. s均6ta k(iI unni ‘shoot the' bullet' (dat)'

c. skutla hvalinn ‘harpoon the w.hale' 但cc)

d~ .skutla skutlin4m 'throw the ha叩oon' (dat)
e. stinga sig ‘stick oneself~ (acc) 、

f. stingahnffnu日1 f treo 'stick the knife (dat) in the tree'

The last example is not strictly ballistic, as the knife need not I,eave the hand. The same "is
true' of (8a-b) below (from Maling 2001). Such examples are' sometimes reminiscentof
the Proto-Gerinanic instrumental dative (cf. (8c) , also from Mating 2001).

(8) a. Hanns16ko忧inn.

he. hit the.cat.ACe
'H.e hit the cat'

b. Hann s16 kettinum , f vegginn.
he hit the.cat.DAT in the.w.all
‘ ~e· hitthe'cat against the wall'

c. , Peir t6ku henni opnum·ormu~.
they tookher open arms.D},.T
‘They greeted her with openarms'

Whatever the historical source of the construction , it is clear , that mqdern Icelandicuses
dative on objects , which undergo (certain kin<;ls of) motion. Npte, however, tha~ ~lements ，

which uridergo motion 'are ordinarily nominative with intransitiveverb.s , whether t~e

motion is self-directed.ornot (cf. Zaenen and. Mali,ng 1984) (t
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(9) a. Skipio sokk.
the .ship .NOM sank

b. Oddlau !Z· stokkeb.

Odd/aug .NOM jumped

Thus , it seems ~hat da~ive is only licensed in verb phrases which have two parts , an
initiation of an event, and some. result of that initiation; compare Burzio's Generalization ,
which states that accusative. case is only available from verbs which have an external
argument. I will return in section 5 to the question of monovalent verbs with dative and
accusative subjects; first I will continue to' investigate the 'di仔'erence between dative and
accusative with transitive verbs.

3. Other manners of motion
When an event involves assisted motion then the 0均ect is accusative, not dative.

(10) 、 a.

b.

c.

draga ‘pull , drag , draw'

(lytja ‘ move , transport, carry~
frera ‘ move'; ‘ bring'

This includes some instances where the ve~b lexically specifies the direction of motion;
each of the verbs in (11) takes an accusative object.

(11) a. hrekka 'raise'

b. ·lrekka ‘ lower'

However, verbs which specify manner of motion in the sense of Levin and Rappaport
Hovav 1995 have a strong tendency to take dativeobjects , when transitive ..

(12) a. dreypa vatninu ‘sprinkle water'
b. fIeyta batnum ‘float theboat'

c.. veltatunnu"roU abarrel'

d. venda skipi 'turn a ship around'

Similarly for verbs meaning ‘overturn,'‘wag,'‘dangle ,' "droop;' ‘dive,'‘blow,'‘pour,'
'gJide,'‘swing,'‘splash ,' an·d. so on. Here , as in the examples given in the' previous
section , there is a sense in .which the movement of the object may. be. initiated by some
action on the part of the su均ect ， but the subject's influence need not persist throughout
the event.

This c~aracterizationis less clearly aptwhen the object is reflexive, as in (13).

(13) a.

b.

snua ser
turn RFX.DAT
‘ turn around'

demba ser
pour RFX.DAT
‘ dive'

It may- be true that fl.. turning or'diving event conducted by a sent~ent subject involves
continuous application of control over the event. However, this need not mean that it is
con~eived of that way. Barodal 1999 documents a great number ~f neologisms in which
verbswith various meaningshave been coopted as verbs of manners of movement by the
addition of a dative reflexive object. Just a few examples are given here; the last two are
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俨 apparently basedon English words (which arenotordinarily used , with , reflexives in
English).

( 14) a. blaka $ir flap RFX ‘ getlost'
b. dilla ser wiggle RFX ‘get lost'

c. dingla serdangle R~X ‘ get lost~

d.. . drulla ser shit RFX ‘ hurry'

e. kOJnα sercome RFX ‘ move'

f. s i'ppa ser zip R主x ‘ move'

g. skvfsa ser squeeze RFX ‘ squeeze' by'

Exampl~s~fthis type show that verbsof mannero( motion take dative case productively ,
n~t simply as a , matter of arbitrary lexical specification. , I will assume that they are
distinct from the accusative-taking verbs' in (10气 1 -1) 'in that thesenseof continuousaction
on the object is'l~cking from (13-1剑，'even·though there is no:，·、such differenCe inthe real
world events they describe'. Notice that snuacan t,ake anaccusative reflexive , with a kind
ofaffected 0战ject meaning.

(15) snuasig
turn RFX.ACC
‘ twistone'selbow/arikle'

I return to the lin~ bet»，~en accusative and affecte:d obJects'in , section 5. .
The split-vhypothesis. is often taken toencode , Burzio's Generalization , jf

accusative.case i~ as?fgned by v, the samehead tliat is responsible fo门he agent theta role二

With.verbs of motion ,. accusativeseems tosignal that the'o问ject is'aff~ctedoracted upon
throughout the event, ina way that Is absent from the dativ~ ,o,bjects. This jndic'ateS ,an
integrationof the'activity performed by:the agell:t ororiginator (theargument introduced
~yv)and:whateverit is that happens to the pati~ntor undergoer~Inthedat!veexamples，

thedative , argument is more' insulated fr~m v andthe upper layer of the event, almost asif
there were , a null preposition 'assigning the dativecCl:se; however ,., dative oQjects in
Icelandic sho.w.:no signs 'of behaving :like prepositionalphrases; for example' they undergo
ObJectShift while prepositional complementsdοnot(cf~J6nsson1996).

(16) a. 'Booullinn : bjargaoi stelpunni . ekki .
.the .e.xecutioner rescued the .girl.DAT not

b. * BooufI inn qansaoi skipinu ekkia.
the .executioner danced the.ship not .... on

Also unlikeprepositional complements , dative .obj~cts arepromoted. uJ}der. passive (see
Malin'g and Zaenen 1985). Importantly , thepromoted object remai9s dative under
passlvlzatlon.

(17) a. Skipinu var sokktafskipstj6ranum.
the~ship~DATwas sunkby the.captain

b. , Honum varoft hjalpaδafforeldrum sfnum.
him.DATwas often helped bypar:ents RFX.POSS

Another important indication that the. synta{C of ，accu~ative ， and. dative complements is
basically the'same is t
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(18) a. I运ta aftur huroina - lata huroina aftur
put back the.door.ACC pu~ the.door .ACC back
‘close the door'

b. haIla aftur huroinni - haIla huroinni aftur
lean back the .door.bAT lean the.door.DAT back
‘close thedoor, leaving itjust slightly 哉jar.'

I have argued that these constructions involve small clauses in Icelandic (Svenonius
1996a, Svenonius 1996b). If that is correct, then the analysis of dative certainly cannot
make reference to directobjects or theta assignment in the old sense嗖 In any case , the
similarity of the patterns here do not suppo此 any attempt to locate the dative喃accusative

contrast in a particular licensing positiori, as by a null preposition.
At this point it is possible to begin to formalize the characterization made in the·

previous section for the environment ofthe dative. Assume that all transitive verbphrases
consist of at least two parts , v and a IO 'tYer part (see e.g. Kratzer 1~94， Harley 1995). The
t!ead' v bea'rs an eventvariable , and introduces the external argument, and maycarry
information about the manner in which an activity is carried , out(cf. Hale ahd Keyser
1993 , Hale and Keyser 1999 and Krifka 1995). rhe complement of v may be a root (cf.
Marantz 1997) which introduces the internal argument and may specify infqrmation
about what happens to the internal argument. If the initiator (the external argumerit) is
continuo,usly involved in the situation introduced bythe root , then the ,v event and the
root situation are cotemporaneous. This can be represented (mixing terminologies
slightly) as t(ev) =., t(s",) (compare the event identificatiop of Kratzer 1994, which is
stronger; my reason for this weaker formulation will become' apparent in section 4). This
would seem to be consistent with the intuition tqat , for example , a draggin.g event
involves continuous impartatio'n of forc~. For a throwing event , on the other hand , only
the initial part of ev is cotemporaneous with s"., , Possibly , thishappe f}s when the root
introduces 'its own event (cf. Harley 1999 for a relevant investigation).

For simplicity , assume that whether t(ey ) =t(s,,) or not is determined byproperties
ofv,‘ Then v that binds its corpplementin such a way that t(ey ) =t(s,,) is just the kind of v
that licenses accusative case'. Accusative case will not beavailable in unaccusatives , on
the reasonable assumption that there are not two. separate subeventswith an unaccusative. \
Passive~ pla~sibly do.contain both s
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Travis 2000 ,on ,the inventories ofv in Salish andAustronesiart languages; cf.:also Harley
1995).

In -Icelandic , there are some overt morphological candidates for v;su~has the
inchoative deadjectivaI suffix -ka (Sigurosson calls it ‘ progressive') indypka ‘deepen ,'

mj6kka ‘ narrow ,'· or 'Jnin ,nka ‘ shrink' (cf. also the verbs' in· (11». Allof these take
accusativeobjects and belong to the same'declension' paradigm (bakka ‘ back up' take~

dative , bu~ seems to only accidental l.yend in ~ka;jt is not inchoati've , notdeadjectival ,
and doesn't show umlaut).

If v deternlines the declension paradigm,then causatives which are productively
formeofromunaccusatives'by the. addition of a particulark~nd.ofvshould belongto the
same declensionparadigm.The systematic correlation' betweenwea,k verbsJike those in
(19) andstrong ones like , those in (20) ;is , discussed' in Sigurosson 1989 (forthe weak
transitive verbs in (1 句，theinfinitive ， third per~ortsingular- past， and past participle'forms
are ， given;~the， alternation o-t-d is phonoIQ,gically. .'predictable; for the strorig
unaccusative verbs in (20) , the infinitive' is followed .by thetijird person singular present,
third per.son singular past, thir<fperson plutal past ,. and'thepast participle).

(19) a. dreypa (dreypti , qreypt) ‘sprinkle'
b. feykja (feykti;feykt)'blow'
c. fleygja (fleyg悦， fleygt) ‘ throw(away)'

d. fIeyta (fIeyti , fleyt) ‘float'
e. renna (renndi , rennt) ‘ pour, letflow'

f. sIeppa (sleppti , sleppt) ‘ let go , release , drop'
g. stokkva (stokkti, stokkt) 'chase~

h. velta (velti, velt) ‘ roll'

(20) a. drJupa (drypur;draup，世upu， dropio)'~drip ， fallindrops'
b. fjuka (fykur; fa ll.k, fuku , fokio) 'beblown away , blow away'
c. flj t1ga (flygur; flaug , flugu ,flogio) ‘fly'

d. f.lj6ta (flytur; flaut', flutu , flotio) 'float'; ‘ run , stream'
e. renna (rann~ runnll, runnio) ‘ slide ， .slip'γflow ， stream ,. run'

f. sleppa'(slapp , sluppu ， s}oppi创‘getaway ， escape'

g. stokkva (stekkur; stokk, stukku , stok~io) ‘jump ， leap ， gallop=

h. , ' velta (valt, ultu , oltio) -'ro日'

It is striking that allof the verbs i.n (19)'takedative complements. Siguross6~1989 also
gives. similar (transitive weak-unaccusative strong) pairs in whic~ the transitive verb
takes the accusative (selja ‘ set,' reisa ‘ raise ,'·fcera ‘ move ,." corresponding ,to sitja ‘ sit,'
rlsa 'rise ,' lara ‘ nl0ve'-) , but they do notspecify manner of motion , but r(\ther
accompaniedmotion (cf. (10-11). This sug
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(21) a. brj6ta (brytur; b.raut, brutu , Qrotio) 'break , crack'

b. klj t1fa (kIYfur; kI~uf ， k!ufu , klofio) ‘split, cleav~'
c. rffa (reif~ rifu , rifio) ‘ tear, rip'; ~tear down'

d. 、 slfta (sle泣， stitu , sIitio) ‘snap , break'

(22) a. brotna (brotnaoi , brotnao) ‘break, crack'
b. klofna (klofnaoi , klofnao) ‘ split , crack'

c. rifna (.rifnaoi , rifnaδ) ‘ tear， rip open'
d. slitna (slitnaδi ， slitnao) ‘ snap, tear'

Howev~r， -na is denominal (appare~tly: cf. ·brot ‘fracture ,' klo! '.crotch， 'r伪、ip ， tear.,
crac.k, 'gap, sli t;' slit ‘ wear and tear'; but Sigurosson (1989:242) n9tes that-nαis also
frequently deadjectival; (22) might be formed on the past participles of (21)}, so the
pa位em here does not necessarily suggest that the unaccusatives are derived directly from
the transitives (furthermo~ethe strong paradigms are regular, so they could themselves be
derived).Most·class 3 verbs ending in 飞ja take accusative (e.g.jlytja ‘move ,' dylja ‘hide,'

dvelja ‘delay') , but there are ex~eptions (vefja 'wind' enters a dat-acc alternation). Some
of the exceptional dative-taking verbs might actually be seen as· invo l.ving a distinct,
instr~mental dative (e.g. aka ~drive，' jljuga 'fly (a plane)乃. It is clear that the apparent
correlations bear furth~r investigation (see Sigurδsson 1989: 242 for references to
previous work, especially on the.~s(suffix).

In the next section I look at one construction in detail , the spray斗oad alternation"
. to determine the syntactic structures involved.

4. The spray皿load alternation
In Icelandic , the familiar spray-load alternation is productive with ·verbs with the
appropriate semantics.When the direct object is the Iocationor target of movement, it
appears in the accusative case , as in (23a, 'c ，的~ When the' direct object is the element-pr
substance being moved , itappears in the·dative.case , as in (23b , d ,.t).

(23) a. .Via hI60um vagni~n meδhey~·.

we loaded the.wagon .AcC with hay.DAT

b. Via hI6δurn heyinu a vagninn.
we loaded the.haY.DAT on the.wagon.Acc

c. . Hann'spreyjar bflinn meo maJningu.
he.' sprays the.~αr .ACC with paint.DAT

d. Hanq spreyjar malningu a bflinn.
he sprays paint岛4.TOn the.cαr.ACC

e Hann smyr brauoia mea hnetusmjori~

he smears the.bread.Ace with peanutbutter.DAT

f . . Hann .smyr hnetusmjorinu a brau出o.

he smears the .peanutbutter.DAT on the .bread.Ace

It. seems ~Iear that this is part of the more general pattern already revealed. Given what I
have said. about the dative not being involved in· the upper part of the event, this implies
that the relationship between the verb and the accusative should be tighter and more
intimate ,' in a way , than the relationship between the verb and the dative. This is not
obvious syntactically; objectshift may apply in either structure.
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(24) a. Via hloaurn ekki vag'ninn meoheyi 飞

b. , Via hI6δurn， vagninn , ekki mea heyi.
vve loacled the.wagon notthe~wagon， with， hαy

‘We didn'tload t l1ewagon withhay'

(25) a. Vic hI6δurn ekki , heyinu ,a .vagninn·.
b. Vic hI6aum heyinu ekki a vagninn.

we loaded the.hay not the.hay on.the.w¢Zgon
‘ vVedidn 't load the..hay onto the wagon'

However;semantically , there is·a difference.T.he accusative， dire~t object is conceived of
asan incremental theme , and the event ismapped 'onto'the 0问jectin th,e. sense formalized
by Krifka 1992. In contrast, the dative 0问jectisnot，..and is treated moreas if it.were an

, indivisible' unitunderσoinσmovement.This iS"not a ·fact about theworld:'in therea1O·""'&'&.&b· A .a..&.", y. ...，.&.......~...-&"". A.....&...·'-! AU. ,.......'-'''' '-'4>..,..................,.... '-'4....,-'-',""4....- ""....A. ....., Y ., "'&~"Iw6'

world, it is just as possible forhay to be moved bitby bit intothe wagon as , ft ·is. for the
wagon to be fi Iledbit by bit with hay. But there is evidence';:;;thatthis isnoftheway the
Icel~ndic l~ngua.ge structures such events.Either, as Jri' (24) , the event is thought ofas a
gradual processof Wagonfilling , or'else , aS , in{25) , it'is thought ofa's'an atomic actof
hay·reloca~ion.This becoinesJclearwhen weattempt to modify'the two structures'with a
deg~eeadverb.

(2~) a.' Vioh16oum vagninn nrestumpv(meo hey i.
we' lo r;zded the.w.agon .Acc flearlyso with hay.DAT
呗fenearly loadedthe w'agon withhay" (ambiguous)

b.. ?, ·.Vio hl60um heyinu nrestumpvf a .vagninn.
we loaded' the~hay.DAT nearly sq on the.w.agon.Acc

(26a)is ambiguo,us. It can'eithermeanthafwenearlyperformed the· activity that w:ould
haveledto :wagon-filling, (the.widescope reading)"orelse it canmeanthat we performe.d
some activity , and, as a , result; the ‘wagon , 'nearlY" , became filled (the narrow scope
reading). (26份， in' contrast, can only havethewidescope reading. (26b) isalsosomewhat
degraded.Abetter'sentencethan (26b):istheone below; .in which the 0均ect follows the
adverbial.

(27) Vio.hl6δurn nrestum pvf heyinu. , a vagn~nn. ','

we loaded nearly so' the. hay.DAT onthe.wag9n~Acc

‘ We nearly got around to loading the ~ay onto the wagon'

Hereagain'onJy the wide scope reading is possible. The degree adverbialcannotmodify
the Subportion. of the. event having"to do ·with' the changingof location of .the ,hay ~

Consider the structures proposed by Hale and .Keyser(Haleand-. Keyser .1 993 , Hale and
Keyser 2000) for spray-.load co.nstructions.They ，arguethat， th~ location-as-object variant
involves a complex VP .gtruc.ture , asin (28a)"providing specifiers fo(theagent and the
locatio
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(28) a. VP b.

v~一\\VP

Dp·~\V'
/\~\\

the wagon V ‘ PP
i/\

load williliay

VP

v~\咛
!i d DP///////,,,///••,,J.,,,,,,//,,,,/,,,,,,,,,.

oa

命 P~\DP
i/\

on thewagon

Assuming Icelandic. to have structures like these , the tree on the left would be the
accusative structure , and the higher V in each structure would be the one' thatintroduces
the external argument; that is , it is the head that I have been ~eferring to as v.
Alterna~ively ， there is always a distinct v, in which case the tree on the right must have an
additional layer. I will' return to this possibility.

Assuming the trees in (28) , the two readings for (26a) correspond to the two
possible points of attachment for the adverbial , above and below the causative y atthe top
of the structure (optional object shift allows the 0良je~t to appear to the left or right of
both attachment sites , so that word order is unilluminating). If attachment is high , then
the act of causation was ‘ nearly' performed二 If attachment" is lo"w , t.hen the loading' event
was ‘nearly' complete.

In the dative , structure to the right, there is 'only one V projection , and only one
reading. One might expect a second .reading in which the adverb attaches to the small
clause [hayonto thewagon]. Possibly , the relevantdifference between V and P is that V
introduces an event, while P does not. If the adverbial must bind an event, then it will"not
4aye anything to bind in case it attaches to the non-verbalprojection. This means that the
required higher attachment of the adverbial is forced , and only the wide-scope reading is
available. The only pa口 which is unexplained is why (26b) is degraded ,since object shift
shoul~·allow thedative object to. leave the VP in"any event. I w·ill assume that this has to
do with the information structural. properties of object shift and is not syntactically
blocked.

The account just sketched relieson specific details of the structures in (28) ,
irtdependentlymotivated by Hale and Keyser. But recall the idea that every transitive
verb actually consists of two , parts (as would be suggested by the morphological evidence
discussed above). This'gives tre~s like those in (29).

b.
VJf///〈(、\\‘、\、、.、、、、.

DP--\f'

币;与gon 俨\PP

iold w~y

(29) a. vP

v~
~、

山~\平e

命~
i/\J

on the wagon

Assume for the moment that the root 飞([Dad'， which I label V, can ambiguously be used. as
a way of affecting a location , in which cas巳 v will bind its event, and the tree in (29a) will
result, Of a way tv:: inaking sOlnething mcve , in which case v will only bind the initial pa口
of the event, and the tree will be as in (29b). Now , if the trees in (29) are more accurate ,
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then it looks , as if there should be an ambiguity in (29坊， since there are two locations fot
the attachmentof the adverbial. However, 'theattachment of the 'adverbial below the
causative head would still be above the small clause rhay on .the wagon] , and so the scope
would not be different in any relevant way. The wagon is more' integrated.into the v,erbaI
event in (29a) than in (29的， and will be su良ject to its rnqcpfication. See section' 5 on
mappIng to events.

A similar effect can.be , oQserved inSerbian (as pointed out .to me by Tanja
Milicev)~ with verbs like pomoci ‘ help' whichoptionally takedative or'accusative (with
accusative this verb tends to refer to financial assistance).

(29) a. Onga je skora pomog~o.

he , h iJn .ACC is almost helped
,‘He helpedhim , to a d~gree that was insufficient'

b.、 On mu jeskoropomog~o.

h~ him.DATis almost helped
4日e almosthelped him! , {help was never provided)

In , English , thepartial readingof the sentence he helped h,im'is unavailable-hencethe
clumsy'parap.tirase in (29a)~as if ‘ help.' tqok ,the dative in English. That English has
something .like a covert dative'structure is also suggested byexamples likethose in (30).

(30) a. This'forge partly burnscoal.
b'. . This forgepartly burns on c9al.

(30a) is ambiguous , meaning eitherthatthecoal placedin the forge becomes partly burnJ,
or.thatthe forge uses two typesof fuel , one of. which is coal~' (30b) only has the latter
ll1~aning. In Icelandic~ wh,en'the coal' is the type of fuel that the forge runson , then it
appears in the dativecase , as note9by Maling 2001.

(31) a. brennα kolum burn COal .I~At·'iunon coal'
b. ,' brenna kot burn'coat.Ace ‘consume coal by ~timing' or ‘ make charcoal'

Further evidence thatthe dative has to do ~ith' event stucture Gomes fromcognate object
constructions. Maling 2001 points out th'at cognate objectstend to be dative.

(32) a'. Hun gret sar~m.， grati.

she cried bitter teαrs.DAT

b. Hann"svaf djupum ~yefni.

he' sleptdeep sleep.DAT

c. Hun hIrer alltaf svo inniIegum hlatri.
she laughs always so inwαrd laugh.DAT

d.' Hun lifir goδu lffi.
she livesgood l庐.DAT

e.· Hun brosti .til hans tindrandi brosi.、

she slT1:iled'to him sparkling smile.DAT

Shealso notes a nUlnber of apparent exception,s.

(33) a. syngja songlnn
slngsong.Ace

pvo 扣vottinn

wash wash~ACC

-hu
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c. pylja puluna
reclte poe"!- .Acc

d. dreyma draum
dream dream.ACC

e. r6a r6δur

row ro"人Ace

It turns out that the exceptions a~e not actuallycognate objects , in the formal sense;' they
are simply direct objects which happen to be cognate with the verbs theyappear with (cf. '
the ‘ hyponymic objects' of Hale and Keyser'ZOOl). Thus,‘sing,'‘wash ,'etc. are ordinary
transitive ver~s， while 'cry' and ‘sleep' and so on are not.

This c~~ be seen by the fact that tne true. cognate objects require adjectival
modificatiqn , while the ·.accusative arguments do not. It can be further demonstrated by
using a. modifierwhich makes explicit reference to the physi~al properties of the objeGt,
as in (34); you cannot have a half of a cognate object (except with poetic license) ,
whereas it is quite natural to quantify over ordinary objects.

(34) a. Hann dreymdi half~n draum.
he dreamt ha扩 dream.ACC

b. Hann reri. halfan r6our.
he rowed half row .ACC
'Hemade half of an intended rowing trip'

(35) a. * . .Hann brosti haIfu brosi.
he smiled hαlf sm'ile .DAT

b. * Hann gret·halfum grati.
。

he cried half cry .·DAT

Thus,‘dream' in Icelandic is an activity , like reaqing or writing , which involves the agent
and the patient intimately over the course of the event; the verb consists of a v of
initi~tion which is contemporaneous with a V of th~ unfolding qf a dream. The Icelandic
equivalent of ‘ smiI~，'.on the other hand, is different; it presumably also involves an act of
initiation , but there is no independent event of.smiling , only the smile itself.

What appears to be exactly' thesame contrast is demonstratedfor Russian by
Pereltsvaig 1999, where the true cognate objects appear in the inst~umental case, while
incidentallY"cognate objects are accusative,just like noncognate 0均eGts.

Assuming 'Hale and Keyser's analysis .of intransitive verbs as covertly transitive , a
verb like smile underlyingly involves an N complement to v.(Following Marantz (1997)
or Borer 2000 , the compl~ment might no~ have any syntactic-category before combiniqg
wi~h v.)According to Hale and Keyser ZOO1, the cognate 0均ect construction arises when
th挝 underlying complement to v contains modification (e.g. anadjective) or other
material that requires the Sl:lpport of functional material; the' function~l material , in turn ,
makes the null N imposs i.ble (alternatively , it prevents incorporation , or forc~s the
category N). The cogn'!:te ·opject solution ,is to allow both the the hig

5. Measuring out
Tenny 1994 proposes that if a verb carries the entailment that its direct 'object undergoes
an internal change , then that direct object measures out the event introduced by the verb;
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furthermore , sheargues that otherarguments (subjects , indirect objects , andprepositional
arguments) cannot measureou t" the event.' The clearest examples of; thisareverbswith
incremental themes , such' asverbs of creation and. consumption , and ..the formal
expression of the measure ofJhe evenfissharpestinKrifka's (1992) mappings 'of 0飞jects
to' events and events to 0问jeets.

In I~elandic.，_verbs which entail that their direct 0问j t?cts undergointernal. change
almost always take the accusative case. This istrueofincremental themeverbs like 'eat,'
‘~drink，'‘ build，'‘make，'‘ paint/ and so.on ,.typical affected objectverbs like ‘shoot' (Gf.
(7)) , verbsof'~reaking ， cutting ,. and so on' (cf.(Zl»~··andverbsofchange· of st~te like
‘ enlarge，'‘r~duce/ ‘ bend，'‘twist，'‘melt，'‘ burn，'‘dry ，' ,'heat,' and soon. In fact , many
verbs which take affectedb问jects inthe accusative take dative 0均ects ins~ead when they
are'combinegwith a particle that indicatesthat the 0均ectis moved to a different location
«36a-d) fromBarod~1 1~93， (36e-ηfromMal，ing 2001).

(3.6) a. . : Hann mokar snja.
he shovels snOW.ACC

Hann mokar snjanum burt.
he shovels the.snow.DATωvαy

Hann s6par g6lfiq.
he sweeps the floor .ACC

'Hann s6par ruslinu saman.
he sweeps the.garbage二DAT together

Hann peytirrj6mann.
he whips the.Cream.ACe

Hannpey~ir laufunuI11 burt.
he flings the .leaveS.DAT away

Han~stappaoikartoflur.
he' Inashed .potatoes.AcC

Hann .stappaqi'niδurf6tunum.
he stampeddown .the/eet.DAT

Here , thepartic~e:signals a difference in thewaythe.event··involves theobject , and a
different case is used; but recallfrom(18) in ·.section·'3 that particlesdo no~generally

affect case assignment. It is only when theAtetio~sartis changed inprec'isely thisway
that\the p~rticle matters.

With'the possible exceptio~s .of some. proqlematie cases discussed immediately
below , the generalization is robust that measuring-'outc?均ects in Tenny's sen"se ~re

accusa~iv~.This falIsout from thetheoryof accusative casepresented"in the previous
sections. Take Krifka' s mapping ofevents to objects. to , be the for~al statementof
measuring out· ('Ve ，矿， x[R怡，x) A'e' s e • 3x.r[x' "s x AR(e' ,x')].J); it states that- for a
certain class of predicates , for every ~ubpart ·of.theeyent, there. is .somecorrespoQding
sUbpart o~ the object, such that the relation between the event and the'object (say , eating)
also, holds betweyn the subpart ofth~ eventand th~ subpa

'
。

c.

d~

e

f.

uo·

'n
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-There are some exceptions to the genera!ization that dative objects do not undergo
internal change , which I enumerate here (i-i吟 J

(i) As noted. in section 1 a.bove (see , example (4)) , Barodal has pointed out that
verbs meani r:tg ‘ wash' and ‘scratch' take dative when the object is an experiencer. My
claim is then'that although the towel in ‘ wash the towel' -may measure out the event, the
baby in ‘ wash the baby' is. not seen as'doing so.

(ii} Verbs me'aning ‘ kill' usually take the dative , though the very common drepa
takes acc·usative. Possibly , the obje~t of verbsof killing is seen as an experiencer, in the
same sense as in (i); alternatively , verbs of killing are conceptualized asinvolving the
initiation of a dying eventinwhich th.~ Influence of the agent does not persist. In any

号 case ， it- seems reasonable that the patient does not measure out the event in the way
formalized in , mapping to objects.. Maling (2001) points out th~t accusative呻taking drepa
is a more general term which can be used for stopping an engine, a piece of music, and so
on.

(iii) As Maling (2001) notes , verbs referring~to destruction often take the dative. ‘

(37) a. eyoa 'destroy , exterminate, delete'
b. granda ‘damage, destroy,'

c. spilla ‘spoil , harm ,'

d. tortfma ‘destroy , annihilate'

Again , these might be thought of as involving the jnitiati~n of a termination event, with
the patient then terminatirig independ~ntly of the subject. There are' also many verbs with
similar meaninσs that 2:overn accusative.0"" ....._... b

(38) a. eyoiIeggja'ACC ‘destroy.'

b.' ska5aACC ‘damage , harm'

c. skemma ACC 'damage, spoil'
d. gerey5a ACC ‘annihila旬， liquidate'

My claim would be that these verbs are c'onceptualized as involving event identification,
in contrast to those above. How~ver， I have not uncovered any independent evidence'that
this is the case. At worst , the casescan be lexically stipulated , as on, other accounts.
Nonetheless,'-'it is possible to pursue the , idea' that such stipulation always 'carries
additional entailments.

(iv) A final categoryof verbs w.ith affected objects that appearin the dative is a
set 、of various verbs- with saman 'together,' noted by Bar5dal (1993) (whence (39公b))

andMaIing (2001) (whence (39c-d)).

(39) a. Hann blandar dj t1s.
hemi.xes juice .ACC

b. Hann blandar vatninu saman viδdjt1sio.

he mLres the.water.DAT together with thejuice
c. hrrera deigio 'mix the dough' (acc)
d. hrrera purrefnunum saman ‘ mix the dry ingredients together' (dat)

Mating
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is problematic , but does not consJitute a , clear counterexample to the claim that dative
o均ects cannot measure outan event.

Previous accountsof Icelandic cas~ have always,in the end , relied on stipulated
lexical entries. I claim here , among' other things, that. there are limits towhat can be
stipulated. Datives cannot 'measure Ot此， because the oQly v head available to. license
dative fails tobindV in the way ·necessary for 'measuring , out. , Accusatives. cannot be
involved in disjointed subevents , because. the accusative v necessarily binds V-in a way
出at makes them coextensive.

/ An interesting illustration of this can be drawn from ,Mating's (200l) ‘ verbsof
lieavenly emi ,ssions.' The effluence inmeteorological'phenomeria appears in the dative
case in Icelandic , giving examples li~ethose in (40).

(40) a. - Eldfjollin sp t1a eldi' og· eimy-rju _ yfir landiδ.

the.voLcano spe}vedfire .DAT αnd embers.DAT overthe.Land

b. . I>ao ringdi bl6mum yfir lfkkistu Dfonu prjn~~ssu~

it rained fLowers .-DAT over casket Dianaprincess

Here it is reasonable t,o think thatthe subject does not remain .continuously .involved in
the event, but simply launches (to the extentthat thereeven is asubject in (40b».Maling
includes verbs of ‘ bodily emission'under the same rubric.

(41) a. Heldurouao eg skiti peningum?
think.you that I shit moneY.DAT

b. ' Ranur hafai slefao morgum litrum. at munnvatni a g6lfteppi.
Ranter had drooled many liters.DAT ofdrool. onthe.carpet

If these examples are pa口 of the same semantic·frame' , as the~ ballistic motion cases
discu~sed in section 2 above ,' then. , it must be ~hat there is a subevent of movement of
moneyor drool which is set in motionby some initiating event, without the initiating
event a~dthe'movementevent beingtoointim~tely linked. This , may not'be a n~cessary

factabouthuman' language , ·but rathera convention adopted in.Icelandic.
Another factorthat'is surely su均ect to language~specific lexicaJ convention is the

possibility of monovalent verbs with dative or accusative case ,' amply docu，~ented ， by
J6nsson{J6nsson 1997-1998 , J6psson 2000., J6nsson 2001)..Yet even h~re， my.claim is
thatlearning that a given verb takes ',dative or accusative c~nnot besep~ra:ted from
learning that it has' certain aspectual properties; specifically , the dati ve andaccusative
should not be possible without there being two subevents, unlike the true unaccusatives in
section.2 (cf.example (9».

Dative subjec
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It is instructive to compare these wi~h typical accusative-subjectconstructions.. 'also
catalogued by Jonsson. Accusatiye subjects are possible with certain verbs denotin2
physical sensations like ticklishness (43a) , changes of state like breakage or freezin豆

(43例， and certain'kinds of movement (43c-d).' (Again , all examples from Jonsson 2000.)

(43) a. Mig ~itlar f nefio
'My nose tickles'

b. Tjornina lagoi.
'The lake froze over'

c. Manninn t6k tit
‘The sea seized the man'

d. Batinn h6ffyrir straumi.
‘The boat was carried by the currerit'

These examples are systematically different from the kinds of- examples found with
dative subjects'. In the dative examples, it , is easy to imagin'e an initiating event which
caused the legs to ache , the club to decline , the boat to c'apsize , or the teacher to be
showered , without that initiating force being active throughout the aching , the decline ,
and so on,. In contrast, in , the accusativeexamples"the cause of the -tickling , freezing , or
being swept away is constantly present throughout the tickIing , freezing , or beingswept
away_ furthermore , in 'the'case of (43的， the accu~ative is the measure' of the event,
whereas this is not a possible interpretation for any dativesubject.

These , remarks are not sufficiently precise to predict the case on all non
nominative subjects; it is possible that separate statements must'be made to the effect that
experiencers tend tq be dative under certain conditions; see J6nsson 2001 for extensive
discussion.The pattern 'here is suggestive , however. When some event has been initiated
by some external force , and'some change of state'or location , for some theme then occurs ,
then the theme appears in the dative. When the initiator of the event remains involved in
what happeris to the theme , then the theme is accusative.When th,ere is no initiator, .or
when the theme is the iriitiator, then the theme is licensed at the clause level , and in a
finite clause , will appear in t~e nominative;, this is what happens with true unaccusatives ,
and is the 'usual case Jor intransitive verbs in Icelandic.

6. Conclusion
Icelandiccase has been th~subject ofmuch fine work , and theaccount d~veloped here
would not have been possible without it. It will have been clear from my references to it
~above that I have drawn especiaJly heavily on Maling's (2001) organization of dozensof
dative-taking verbs into semantjc categories.

However, the account developed heredeparts from previous accounts in
.significant ways. It distinguishes itself from those which postulate a connection between
case and thematic roles , as , those accounts makedirect reference to entailments about the
case-marked noun phrase. , Here, the entailments having to do with the noun phrase are
indirect, and are the resultonly of facts about the event structure "in a larger way. This
account also distinguishes it~elf from those which postulate lexical specification of case;
such accou_nts typically aknowledge regularities but then place no constraints on what can
be .lexically stipulated , renderingthem incapable of making predictions. I predict strongly
that datives cannot be measures ,of events , and that accusatives cannot be dissociated
temporally from events.
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As I have mentioned above , Marantz(2001)' has arguedthatverbs consistof a
functional part , v, which contains syntactically relevant- information , and alexical part,
which does not (his V, here V}~On his view'",. it is not possible to stipulatein a lexical
entry that a verb will appear with a particular case. ,Such syntactic , inform~tion canonly
come frqm the functional head , v. The account' I hav'e developed here is fully compatible
w'i th such a view , as the 、 information necessary to determ'ine whetherobject case is
accusative or dative is entirely located in v (in the manner of thebiriding of the lower
event); which roots can , be combined with in the ‘dative' fashion (or, seen a different
way , by the ‘dative' v) is determinedby the event structureoffered for binding by the
root. , Certainly , many challenges for this account remain. Not least among them , the
dative':'taking v ,must be prevented fromcornbinJng with roots like.keyra ‘drive' (cf.(5a) ,
w~ilethe accusative-taking'v inu~t， not combinewith' , akq ‘drive' {cf. (5b). Ultimately ,
this accountmay , be brought , down.by, suchapparent minimal pairs. AHowever , in every
case I , have , been able to examineclosely , , it has turned out that differences 9f canbe
discerned , often in Aktionsart (in the pair in (5)~αkαinthl:suse is regarded as old
fashioned , and so its event structure might simply. beJearned , partly onthe basisof its
case)".

略 Ifaccusativeanddatiye are 'consistently associatedwith' particularAktionsarten,
then the learner. can use evidence fromcase to infer something· about 'lexical· semantics

_(and vice _versa). The learning endeavor is , evenmore greatly·facili~atedif prepo~itional

cases , which are 'very hig~ in frequency , can be includedas well , and it'seems that they
can.

There is a regular alternation with prepositionsin ~celandic， familiar··from many
Indo-European languages , wherebyprepositions appearwith the dativewhen' theyhave a
16cative~eaning ， and the accusative V{hen theyhave.a 9irectional meaning.

(44)' a. Hann·synti. undir btunni.
he swαm under·the"·bridge.DAT
4 日e swam{around) underthe bridge,' (the location was under the bridge)

b~ Hann synti· , undir bruna.
he' swam under the bridge .j\cc
'He swam (to) under the bridge' (the endpointwas under the bridge)

Prepositionsbeing simpler than verbs , this situation might repres'ent a purer instance , of
the same contrast-noted, above for. verbal'complements. I. s,ugg ,ested in section 4 thatP
does n
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Abstract
This paper argues for non咱primary c- and s-selectional restrictions of verbs in computing
nonprimary. predicatives .such as resultatives, depictives, and manners. Our 'discussion is
based both on the selection violations in the presence of nonprimary predicates and on the
cross-linguistic an.d language 啕internal variationsof categoI划 and semantic constraints on
nonprimary predicates. We claim that all types of thematic predication are represented by
an extended projection, and that the merger of lexical heads with another element,
regardless of the type of the element, consistently has c- and s-selectional restrictions.

1. Introduction
Npnprimarypredication includes resultative, depictive, manner, and path predication. This
paper argues for non-primary c-selection and s-selection of verbs in integrating nonprimary
predication-denoting expressions into the clause structure.

C-selection and s-selection are merger constraints o~ the complement of lexical head
elements. The former -is -a categorial' constraint, whereas .the' .latter is a semantic constraint.
Pesetsky (1982: 191 , 1995) suggests that the former can be derived form the latter. However,
as argued by Odijk (19.97) and Speas (2000), c-selection is independent of s-selection.
LangUage-internally, we find apparent synonyms that differ in what category their object can
be. For example， αsk can have a nominal or clausal object, while inquire can only hav.e a
clausal one.

、
E
，
/

-A
/
'
t
、

a.
b.

We .asked {the time/what time it was}.
We inquired {what time it was/ *the time}.

Cross-linguistically, we find apparent differences in the syntactic categories'of objects
of the same semantic type of verb's. For example, in English, the verbs that can have infinitive
objects include hope, expect, need and want,-but in-French none of the counterparts of these
takes an infinitive except that of want (Ie voutfrciis partir).

Importantly, the observed c-selecti6p. of complement by lexical heads -is not seen in
non-'complement elements. As shown in· the following data (cited from Svenonius 1995),
verbs have a strong influence over the finiteness of their clausal complement (2); however,
they have no influence qver the finiteness of their clausal subject (3).

(2) a.
b.
c.

(3) a.

b.

c.

Jack. {wishedl*wan~ed}. that Q.e had never. seen those magic beans.
Jack {wantedl*believed} for his mother to be proud of him.
Jack {regrettedl*wished} trading the cow.
That Pippi defeated the pirates {defied commentlbothered the captain/sufficed
to impress Mr. Nelson}.
For Pippi tb defeat the pirates would {defy commentlbother the captain/suffice
to impress Mr. Nelson}.
Pippi's'defeating the pirates {defied commentlbothered the captain/sufficed
to impress Mr. Nelson}.
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Selection is merger ,of lexical elementswith their complement. We call the standard
selection, primary selection, and c- and s-selectional.restrictions ofverbs primary sele~tional

restrictions.
Wewi山ll'showt白ha刽t c~ααros岱S仕s-lin扛妇ng伊uisti比call均yandlang阴ua锦ge-也t优ernally， ，nωon呻1ψp严rima缸ryp严redi比ca创.te创S

are hosted by'either complementsor'al‘句junct岱s， and the::v~rbs' are sensitive to tbe complement-
type of nonprimary predicates. The sensibilityjsexh~bited'in, on the one , hand, whether
，~ertain s~mantic.··or syntactic. type, of nonprimary predicates -'are allq，wed，缸ld on'" the other
hand, when they 'are allowed, whetherthe s- andc~ selection of the ver1?s change in the
presence of a nonprimary prepicate.

If a nonprimary preclicate is hosted in the 'complement ofverbS, we ca11themerger , of
the verb~with this type of co;mple'-Uent nonprimaryselection, and the relevant catego~ial and
semanticconstra~ntson the niergernon-p~imaryselectional restrictions.

We .' make the followingproposal., Unlike in the primary , selection; the selected
category of nonprimary selection is generally ase，nri~functionali:XP' which isprojected above
a (lexical) , XP(份， and the semantic types of the selected , element .inthiscase can be
re~ultative， depictive, manner, path, etc..In addition ， Jik~v， the'functional a, .n, and p assign' a
theta-rol~， to their subject at Spec. Moreover,-likev, the functiop,al a, n, and p. do not Case
licep.se the subject, and thus the subject has tobe Case-licellse,d in the structureo( the primary
predicate, unle~s the languageallows it to get a ，def~ult case (Jang & Kim , thisvqlume,
Schutze 2001).1 .

(4) xP
~\\

subject ,' x'
~八\\

x XP

Inour analysis, the xP for the :complement~typeofnonprimary predicates is merged
with theverb , of the prilll:ary predicate (5吟， whereas the xPfor'theadjunctnonptimary
predica~e，s' is an adjunct of the structure of the primary ptedicate. (5b). As' in primary s.election',
nonprimary selection occurs only in thecomplement-relation (5a).

(5) a.
~气\飞

v xP
~气\、

subject , x'
~\\

x XP

b. YP
~\\

xP YP
~\/产\

subject x' VP
~\\\

x XP

Note that out claim that , verbs' haveboth primary and nonprimary selectional
restrictions , doesnot imply'~hat verbs can have two' sister~ (as inCarrier ~ Randa111997. See
Bowers 1997 for arguments ,against Carrier & Rarida~l's approach). In (5a), xP is 'merged with
the verb in V, and then the ~ewly-formed termismerged with another element. It is in 'this

1 If v can case~licerise objects, which is in its complement, as assumed inChon:tsky (1995), 'x in (4) should be
able to license the case of XP. For instance, ,the Instrument and other cases of depictives in Russianmay be
licensed by x. Following· the general idea. of Richardson (this volume), we can further claim that the different
cases'may be related to different event-structure features of x.
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derivational binary sense that l10nprimary selection. ~an bend primary one, but not the' other
wayaround (see section 6 .~d section7).\ 、

Our ，~P hypothesis is different from Bowers' (1993 , 200J) PrP theory ip, the following
way. 'Altl:Iough we not only adopt but also provide evidence forthe 'occurrence of a functional
projection in' en~oding a predi<?ation relation, we claim 出at the. label of PrP is wrong.
Theoretically, PrP is redundant, since its relation to vP is -unclear. in primary predica~ion.

Empirically, the category of PrP does not capture the interactions and variations observe.d in
the literature an,d presented in 也is paper.

rhe paper is organized"as follows. In section 2 we provide evidence· to support the
claim made , by the PrP Theory' that a thematic predication relation must b,eencoded by a
functional projection, and adopt the unified analysis of the theta-role assignment to .subjects
proposed by the PrP Theory. In section 3, we present Chinese 'evidence to show that the
assumed xP can be eithercomplement of theverb or an a司j~nct. In section 4 we present cross
linguistic and language-internal variations of the category of .complement-typenonprimary
predicates, and argue that an extended projection rather thanPrP can capture the facts. In
section 5 we present cross-linguistic and language-inter~al semantic constraints on
complement-type nonprimary predicates.We then discuss the violation of c-'and s-selection
of verbs in the prese'nce of complement-type nonprimary predicates- in section 6. In section 7,
we· argue for a syntactic account for the "Direct Object· Restri~tion" on nonprimary
predication, and account for one more instance of c-selection 'violation 'in the presence. 'of
nonprimary predicates.The paper is concluded in section 8.

2. A ,Thematic Predication Relation is Represented by xP
In this sec~ion we discuss the projection of (4).

First of all; we need to distinguish thematic predication from , non~thematic predication.
In the former case, the theta响role of the subject is licensed after the subject is' Ih~rged with a
term which contains the predicate. Both , primary and nonprimary predication b~long .to , this
case. Accordingly, we assume that eventcan·be a subject? bearingan e-role. So.predication pf
an event is a' thematic'‘ predication. Non:-thematic predication, however, is··a 'derived
predic~tion. relation~ as in the , relation between a topic and its comment, between a relative
pronoun and the relative clause (Quine 1960, , see Heim & Kratzer 1998: 86), between·the
extra-nominative nominals and their sister clause (Heycock 1993, Heycock ,&'Doren 2001),
etc. In the non-thematic predication relation, th~ ， theta呻role of· the subject is satisfied
independent of thepredication. Since ,non-thematic predication is computed later than a
thematic predication, .and· thus is a derived rather than a. basic predication , relation, it is not
discussed in.this paper.

We argue that a thematic predication relation, regardless of whether it is a primary or
non-primary predication relation, is represented by the extended projectiοnxP.

Our notion of extended projection is different from Grimshaw's (1991). , In Grimshaw's
theory, "[A]n extended projection consists of a lexical head and its X' projection plus .all the
functional projections above it." (Grimshaw 1994: 76) The notion of extendedprojection used
here means the projection of a functional head which is merged with a lexical phrase~ and the
category features of the functional head and that of the lexical head are'the same. An example
of this extended projecti9n is vP, which takes .yp ,as complement. Both vP and YP are verbal,
and thus they have the same c在tegory features.2

Three claims will. be made: a functional projec,tion is projected in nonprimary
predication, an external argument is always merged at the Spec of this'projection，但ld'finally，

2 If we adopt the theory of the Distributed Morphology, the so-called lexical phrases used generally at:ld here
may all be projec!ions. headed by "f-morphemes," which decide the category .of the "l-morpheme·s. tt (cf.
Marantz 1997)
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this· projection shares its , 'category featureswith its '~omplenient， and thus、 it is 'called
、xtended."In'this s-e9tion, weargue for the first two claims~ The lastclaim' willbe argued for
in section 4.

2.1TheProiection of'aFunctional Category
PrP' Theory is right in claiming that a pre'dication rela~ionmust , beencoded by a functional
proje~tion. A 'direct argument for .this is , the obligatoryalternation between the , de
construction, where the functional word de ()cC\lrs, and the V-V·' construction, w,here the
lexical heads of the' two predicates are adjacent, in the integration , ofa nonprimary' predicate
(resllltative/depictive/manner) in Chinese. fu thefollowing' data, those in (6) 'are resultative
constructions , those , in (7) are depictive' 'constructions ,'" and those in (8)aremanner
constructions:'The de-construction is seen in (6al7al8a/8e), whereas tbe V~Vconstruction is
seen in (6b/7b/8b). The honprimary predicate.follows theverb of the primarypredicate (Vpri
hep.ce) in (码， (8坊， (9b), and (9c), aQd itprecedes Vpti in (7)，但吟， (8c), 'and (9a). 'We will
discuss the two orders in section 3.

(6) a.

b.

(7) a.

b.

(8} . a.

b.

c.

(9) a.

b.

Wusong da de , laohu liuxue'le.
Wusong beat DE tiger bleedPRT
',Wusong beat the tiger sothat it bled.'
Wu~ongQ主豆-Ie laohu.
V(usongbeat-die-PRF tiger
响Tusong beat the , tiger to death.'
Wusongruanruan de pu-Ie yi ge. dianzi.
Wusong soft DE lay~PRFQne CLmattress
'Wusong laid a mattress so~t.'

Wusong huo~zhuo-Ie laohu.
Wusong alive-catch-PRF tiger'
'Wusong caught the tiger alive.'
Akiu hen man , de pao-l~ yi xiaoshi.
Akiu very slow DE run-PRF one hour
'Akiu ran veryslowlyforan hour.'
Akin paode hen"man.
Akiu run DE very slow
'Akiu ran very slowly.'

Akiuman-pao-Ie yi xiaosn.i.
Akiu slow-run-PRF one hour
',Akiu ran sl()wly for an hour.'
Akiu hen zhengque de huida-Ie - na ge wenti.
Akiuvery correct DE answer-p~ that CL question
‘Akiu answered that questionvery cQrre~tly.'

:p.a ge wenti, Akiu ·huida· de henzhengque.
that CL 'question Akiu answer DEvery correct
'That question,Akiu answered verycorrectly.'

3 The abbreviations used in .the , Chinese examples are:.EXP: experience aspect" PRF: perf~ct .3:spect, PROG:
progressiveaspect, PRT: sentence-final aspect p缸ticle， CL: classifier.
Pre-Vpri de and. post-Vpri de are graphically、 different in Mandarin Chinese' and phonologically ,' different in
s~me Chif1ese dialects~ However, the different phonological or written forms do not mean that theyare
syntactically ·different. The different forms can be' viewedas positional , variants of the same categqry, as we
often see in, phonology. Crucially, the ,two forms of de occur in 'non-primary predication only, arid they
themselves do not have any semantic features to distinguish each other.
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c. na ge wenti, :Akiti da-dui-Ie.
也就 CL question，Akiuanswer咀correct-PRF

'That question, Akiu answered correctly.'

The alterna~ionbetween the. de-construction and the V-V construction of , nonprimary
predication is 如此her shown by.the unacceptability of.(10) below. (lOa) is neither a-V咀v

construction nor a de-construction , whereas (1 Db) has both de and aV-V form. Both
sentences are intended to encode a resultativemeaning.

(10) a.

k
υ

*Baoyu da laohu liuxue.
Baoyu beat tiger bleed

*Baoyu da si ‘ delaohu
Baoyu beat die DE tiger

Intended: ‘Akiu beat the tiger to death.'

In 'our"analysis, the head of xP in (4) is realized either by de or a head raising from the
nonprim~y predicate '(XP).4 D(! always attaches to the rightof the leftmost verbal element at
PF, aS'argued in 刀lang (2001a).

2.2The Position where External Arguments are Mer~~d
prP Theory is right in the following unification: the theta-role of subjects", is assigned to the
Spec of a 如nctionalhead in both primary (IJale & Keyser, Marantz, .Kratzer, Harley, etc.) and
nonprimary predication.Not all functional heads , can have a theta-relation with ~nother

element: the semi-functional head v can whereas the pure functional ones such as I, C, D, etc.,
cannot. 、

An argument for the indep~ndent structur.al position for the external argument of
no.nprimary predicate is that .in both resultative and depictive constructions, there are cases
where: argument幢sharing is absent. In the following data" the underlined part, which is the
subject 'of the nonprimary predicate,' ·does not· share with any argument of the 'primary
predication.

(11) a.
b.

(12) a.

ku

Johni [ti ran fthe. pavement 出in]].

Akiui [ti ku de fshouiuan dou shile]].
Akiu cry DE handkerchief also wet PRT
'Akiu cried so that the handkerchief became wet.'
Bao严Ii [ti da de D~yufshou d:ou teng' Ie]]. (resultative)5
Ba<?~ beat DE Daiyu hand also painful PRT
'Baoyu beat Daiyu so 出at hisBaoyu own hand was painful.'
AkiUi [x豆豆 linlin de] [ti chi-Ie na tiao yu]. (obj-related depictive)
Akiu blood dripDE eat-PRF that·CL fish
'Akj.u ate that fish, the bloodψofwhich dripped.'
AkiUi[yanlei wangwang de] [tiku-le yi shangwu]. (subj-related depictive)
Akiu te缸负III .. DE cry-PRF one morning
冒Akiu cried for one morning, (in a way that) his tears were full (in his eyes).'

c.

Data like (12), however, have theconstraint that the' overt subject of the secondary
predicate must have a part-whole relation with an argument of the Vpri. In (12a); the subject

:S阳ma'(阴9) makes a simi!叩oposal for resul仙e constructio瓜
I thank Zo Xiu帽Zhi ·Wu for helping me with the Chinese example (12a). Korean data similar to (12) can be
found in Kim & Malihg (1997).
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of Vpri, Baoyu, is an inalienable possessorof sholl ~J1and' ， which is the subject of the
、 secondary、 predicate teng，_ ‘painful'~' (13a) isunaccepta1?lebetauseno, such relation occurs

between' thesubject of the secondary.predicate, caidao 'knife' , and' any argument of the Vpri.
In (12坊， xue ‘blood" is the subject of , the depictive linlin 'dr怡" and ithas a ,part-whole
relation-with the , objectof the Vpri, na tiaC! yu ‘that cl fish'. (13b) is notacceptable, because
there is'nop~rt-whole relationbetween the 'overt subjectof'the depictive, tiαn 'sky' , an,d any
argumen~ ,of the ,Vp.ri.

(13)' a.~

b.

*Akiu qie de rou caidao dou dun Ie.
Akiu.cut de meat knife- eyen blunt prf

*na zhi laohu 豆豆旦 hei ,de chi Ie yi kuai rOll.
that cl tiger skydarkde eat prfone cl meat;

Th'e independentovei1 subjects! of the , nonprimarypredicatesrequire an independent
stI1.JcturaIposition, and theta-t.ole. We thus ~ssume ， that the theta~role assigner of subjects is
consistently a semi-functidri31".h~ad{v/aln/p). The' subject of a secondary predicate is a PRO if
argument sharing occurs (Homstein &._ Lightfoot 1987, Bowers 1993, 2091), assuming'that
eachnominaI has only one 8-role.6 Manners are predicatesof events!(~)~

3. Adj~n~t xP'&Complement xP
In thissection 'we discuss , the contrast betw'een .{5a)an'd r (5b). Cross-linguistically and 、

language internally, nonprimary predicates are hostedby either compIe~entsofverbsor

a司jUl1ctsof theprimarypredicate. It isgeneraIly assumed也就 s~bject~oriente~depictivesare
hosted by adjuncts, whereas resultatives 'are , hosted' in complement , of ‘ verbs in English
(Bower~' 1993, 2001, B:omsteih & Lightf09t 1987,.Larson 1991~ etc:).

In Chinese, postverbal nonprimary predicatesare complements:of verbs (Huang 1988,
Li 1998;also cf~ Ernst 1996), whereas preverbal onesarehostedby anadjunct,.xegardless. of
the' semantic type of the relevant nonprimary predicate: (manner or resultatives). , One
argu.ment for the contrastisseen in， 'extrac~ion (also, Li 1998).Extraction froffi;anonprimary
predicatewhich, follows' theVpri is possible, as shown .'in(14) , whereas extractionfrom , a
nonprim'ary predicate ·which prec~des the Vpri isnotpossible, asshewn it:! oUf t9picaIization
and·relativizationdatain (15) and(16).

(14) a. Daiyu chao~iao de Baoyu zhongyu fangqi-Ie na ge niantou.
Daiyu moc~ DE Baoyu finally .give.up-PRF thatcL idea
'Daiyu mocked Baoyu so that finallyBaoyugaveup that idea.'

b.na ge niantou, Dai严1 chaoxiao, de Boauy'z~ong沪1 fa:qgqi-Ie. (topicalization)
'That idea, Daiyu mOG-ked Baoyuso that finally ,Baoyti gave up. t

c.na ge{Rc"Dai归 chaoxiaode Baoyu , zhongyu 'fangqi-Ie .de]niantou(relativization)
'the idea that Daiyu mocked Baoyu so that finally Baoyu gave up'

(15) a. Akiui IX旦旦 linlin de] [ti chi-Ie na tian yu]. (obj二related depictiv~)

Akiu bl<?od drip DE eat-PRFthat CL fish
"Akiuate that fish , the blood ofwhich dripped. r

b. *主旦旦， A.kiu linlin dechi-Ie na tiao 沪I. 呵 (topicaIization)

c. 气RC Akiu linlin de chi-Ie na tiao 严Ide]豆豆豆 (telativization)

6 Hornstei!1 (1999) claims that control is ~ovement and a'nominalcan have more than one theta role, a change of
the'Theta-Criterion. Kayne (2091) also claims thatcontrol is derived by moyement. Howev~r ， Kayne's analysIS
does notrequire the change of the Theta~Criterion~ We areopen toany analysis of control, so l<?ng as both 出e

subject of a noriprimary predicate and that of a primary 、predica~eneed a'theta-role.
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b.
c.

Akiuifyanlei wangwang de] [tiku-Ieyishang\yu]. ;(subj-related depictive)
Akiu tear full DE cry-PRF one morning
'Akiu crieq for one morning,.(in.a way 也at) his tears were full.'
*yanlei, Akiu wangwang de'ku-Ieyi shangwu~ (topicalization)
*[RC Akiu'wangwang de ku-Ie yi.shangw,ude]vanlei(relativization)

Another argument for the contrast between preverbal and postverbal nonprimary
predic~tes is that different types of preverbal nonprimary predicates are structurally ordered in
the' hierarchy which is also seen in adverbials.

First, multiple nonprimary p~edicates are ordered. When multiple preverbal depictives
co-occur, we see mirror images of theorders in English .and Chinese:· In English,. the orderis
object-oriented depict,ive - subject-oriented depictiye (Carrier and Randall 1992), while in
Chinese the order is just opposite; however~ in both languages, object-oriented depictives are
closer to Vpri than subject-oriented <;>nes, as shown'in the following:

V depictiveobj depictivesbj

depictivesbj dep~~tiveobj V
Johni sketched the modelj nudej [drunk as a skunk]i.

*Johni.sketched the mod~~j nudei [drunk ~ a skunk]j.
I Akiui yukuaii de rerl与 de. .he 'Ie rna wan cha]j.
Akiu .happy DE hO~DE drink P盯 that bowl tea
'Akiu-drank that powl of tea hot'happy.'
*Akiui rerej deyukuaii de he , Ie rna wancha]j.
Akiu hot' DE happy DE drink PRF that bowl tea

In (18) , the depictive nude is closer to the Vpri sketched than the depictive drunk as a
skunk. In.,.the acceptabl~ (18a), the su均eet of nude is co-referentialwith the model, which is
the object of the Vpri, anQ th~ subject of drunk as a .skunk is co-referential \yith John , which is
the subject~of the Vpri.·.{18坊， with the opposite co-indexing, is unacc'eptabl~. Thus the object
ori~nted depictiveiscloserto the Vpri.than the subject-orientedone. In (19), 'there are also
two depictive predicates, rere ‘hot'. and yukuai ‘happy' 二 In both sentences the subject ofrere
is' co-referential.with na wan cha ‘ that bowl 9f tea' , which is t1Je object of the Vpri he ‘drink' ,
and the subject of yukuai is co-referential with Akiu, which is the subject of he.'Rere is closer
to he ',drink' than yukuai in the acceptable (19吟， whereas it is the other way around in the
unacceptable (l?b). Like (18), (19) also shows that theobject-oriented'depictive is closer to
the Vpri than the ~ubj~ct-orientedone.

The pattern of the orders is similar to that of adverbials. In' the following data «21) is
from Hornstein 2001: '116) the'adjunct which has a dependency relation曹 with the object of the
matrix verb must be ordered closer· to .the matrix verb than the adjunct which has a
dependency relation with the subject of the matrix verb.

(17) a.

(18) a.

(19) a.

b.

odI
M

问w

d'n
r
弘
'
』

·
·
E
A

nhEC
/
'
'
飞

f
E
飞

hu

'
。

(20)a. Johni arrested ~illj [for PROj driving his car too fast] [after PROi leaving tl1e party]
b. ·??Johnirarrested Billj [after PROi leaving the party] [for PROJ driving his c.ar too fast]

(21)a. Johp.i boug.htMoby Dickj [forM缸Y to review.ej}[PROi to annoy Sam]
b. *Johni bought.Moby Diclcj [PROi toannoy Sam][for Mary to review ej]

There is no doubt that the non-finite clauses above are adverbials. Hornstein (2001:
97) claims that the adjunct.which has a 'dependency relation with the object- of the matrix verb
is adjpined lower· than the adjunct which has a dependency. relation with the subject of the
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matrix'verb~ .Thisdifference inheight indicates·. ,that the·fornierhasa closer structural
to the matrixverb than the latter.. In the linear order, the , former , is 'also closer to the matrix
verb 'than the latter. The order restrictiorlin (18)' and ·(19) 'indicates··that"like the adverbials 'in
(20)/(21), object-oriented and subject-oriented pr;..Vpri n9nprimary predicates are. ordered in a
certain structural hierarchy. In , Hornstein& Lightfoot- (1987:27), the 'functional phrase
hostinga subject-oriented depictiveisayP-adjunct, whereas the functional pb.ra~e hosting an
object~oriented depietive is a V' -adjunct. , The 'C~inese , data ,in. (18)and (19)are"compatible
with this distinction.

Second, the' interactions with , adverb~ show the- structural order ofdifferent typesof
depictives.'For instance, ~ubject-orientedpre-Vpri nonprimary predicates canoccur to the left
ofthe adverb like 'immediately,"whileobject-orientedones c~nnot， as shown in (22):

(22) a~

b.

Akiu (like) gaoxing de (~ike) chang leyi ,' sQ.ou'ge. 、

Akiu immediately glad DE immediately sing'<PRF.one ,cL song
'Akiu sang a song glad (i:lnmediately).'
Akiu (like) ·tere·de (*like) he Ie yi , bei.cha.
Akiu i~mediately hot DE immediately drinkpRF one cup tea
'Akiu dranka cup of tea hot (immediately).'

This. restriction shows that , the xP hosting the object:-oriented depictive is ordered
lower than b<;>th , the adverb and the xP hosting the subjecV-orienteddepictive .on the adverbial
hierarchy, .and thus , hasa closer structural relation with the Vpri.

The similarity of the order-patterns' .ofdepictives to the order-patterl1s of adverbials,
and the interactions with .other adverbs suggest th况 the xPhostingpre-Vpri .nonprimary
predicates has properties of adverbials. Thisord~rfact supports our claim that xPs which host
pre-Vpri 1!onprimary predicates have an adjunct status in their integration into the structure of
primary. predication.

A remaining issue , is what syntactic operatio~l enables co-reference between the null
subjectof apre-Vpri nonprimary:predicate andanarguinent ofVpri. In other wotds;what are
the syntacticrepre.sentations of the so-ca~led subject二orientation or object~ori~ntationof a pre
Vpri nQnprimary predication. Followingijornstein& Lightfoot's .(1987) analysis' of
depic~iv邸， I assume that .the pre-Vpri nonprimarypredication constructionshavea 'cqntrol
into.-adjunct structure. Inother words, the null su均ectof a pre..:Vpri 'nonprimary predicateis a
PRO, c.ontrolled by an argument oftherelevantVpri.

4. The Category Constraintson theComplement~TypeNonprimary Predicates
In this section we argue that x in (4)/(5) shares the same categorial; features with' their
complement an~ when the verb iIi V is , merged with the'xP in (5纱， it shows' c.;.selectional
restrictions. We have three arguments:

4.1 Cross-Linguistic Variations
Category constraints on nonprimary pr~dicates are' language-specific. For instance, non
motion , yerbs allow complement-type nonprimary predicates to , be PPs in El1glishbut not in
Chinese~ Reca)J , that resultatives in English andpost-verbal nonprimary predicates , in Chinese
are of complement-type. The resultative.in (2匀， regardlessofwhether the Vpri is motion verb
or not, are ,all PPs. In (24), howeyer, the preposition ~iang 飞0' canoccur witha motionverb,
such as kai 'run' in (24a) and zou ‘walk' in (24b), but notother verbs , (24c).

(23) a.
b.

The children, ran into the woods.
Peter cut the meat into slices.
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d.

(24) a.
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b.

The vase broke into several pieces.
Bill beat John to death.
zhe liang huoz~e zheng kai xiang Monggu.
this CL train PROG run to Mongolia
'This train is running to Mongolia. '
tamen zhengzai zou-xiang siwang.
they PROG walk-to death
‘They are walking towards death.'
*Wusong da de laohu xiang siwang.
Wusong beat DE tiger·to death

c.

In addition, VP resultatives are allo~ed in Chinese (份， Japanese (Washio 1997), and
Sar缸丑accan (Veenstra 1996); but not English (25a) (Larson 1991 , Dechaine 1993).

(25) a.
b.

字John shotMary die.
John shot Mary dead.

Furthermore" postverbal manners are consistently APs (or DegPs) in Chinese, whereas
they are AdvPs and'PPs in--English.

(26) a.
. b.

(27) ..a.

(28) a.
b.

(29) a:
b.

ku

Bill checked that room with a great care.
Bill checked thatroom carefully.
na ji~n fangzi , Akiu jiancha de hen zixi.
that CL room Akiu check DE very careful
‘That room,Al4u checked carefully.'
*na. jian fangzi , Akiu jiancha d~ yong.xixiil.
that CL room Akiu check DE with carefulness

In certain cases, manners can be eitherAP orAdvP in English' (Washio 1997: 17):

He tied his shoelaces tight/tightly.
He tied his shoelaces loose/loosely.
He spread the butter thick/thickly.
He spread the butter thin/thinly.

Finally, in theChinese de. construction, ·resultatives can .be. a full clause (Li 1998). In
our following data, the post皿Vpriresultative (the underlined part) is a full clause. In (30b), the
focused embedded object, jan 'meal,' is preposed withintheresultative clause.

(30) a.

b.

Bao归 qi-de Dai归 dou '. bu xiang chi fan . Ie.
Baoyu anger- DE Daiyu even not. want eat meal PRT

'Baoyu angered Daiyu sothat Daiyu even did not wanfto eat meals~'
Bao归 qi-de Dai归 lian fan dou bu xiai1g chi Ie.
Bao泸I anger- DE Daiyu even meal even not want eat PRT

'Baoyu angered Daiyu so .~hat Daiyu eve~ did not want to eat meals.'

When resultatives are in a full clause, we claim that the verb in V is merged with a:
clause, alt~ough the. predication relati<?n internal t~ this resultative' clause' is still encoded by
an xP, an agentive vP in (30).
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4.2Language-Internal Variations
Language internally, 'different semantic types()f verbs havedifferentcategory ·constraints on
出eit secondary predic·ates. In Chinese, while. verbs of beating ,allow theirresultatives to bea
VP (份， verbs of creation require their re~ultatives. to be. an~P' (or DegP)only. In the
unacceptable. (31c), the postverbal resultative is headedby theverb ji ‘cram\Thiscannotbe
accounted.for semantically.

(31)a. Naxie zi , Baoyu xie de hen da.
those characterBaoyu write DE v~ry big
'Those characters, Baoyu wrqte very big.'
Bao归 xie也-Ie haojige'zi.、

Baoyu write-big-PRF several characters
'Baoyu wrote several charac飞~rsbig.'
*Naxie zi, Bao严1 xie de ji zai yigi'" Ie.
those character Baoyu write.DE 'cram at togetherPRT

ku

c.

The contrastthat.PP-nonprimarypredicate,s can.occur with motion verbs put not.other
verbs inChinese, 'shown in the previous s~bsection， is another instance. of language-internal
category-constrai.nt on n.onprimary predicates.

4.3 The Correlation between Shared CategorvConstra.ints~ndBharedSyntaCtic Properties
Like in 、 pri，mary c-selection, verbswhi~h' have the·'saIlJ.e category cqnstraint on their
nonprimarypreqicates share syntactic propertie~.' In. Chinese;certain types of verbs require
their complement-type .nonprimary predicates. to qe APs. , 'POf.theseverbs, their. objects , 'must
be preposed in-.the construction where.anonprimary predicate9ccurst9 therightofde. This is
se已h in verbs of change of state (32avs'. 32坊， transference (33avs. 33b)~'a~d creation (34a vs.
34b)~ in contrast to other types (35). (Those 'in (32b), (33b), and (34b) areacceptable ina
relative clause reading, irrelevaQtly) Relevantly, postverbal manners must beAPs, andobjects
must alsobe preposed in the de-c'onstruction (36)." The c-sentences show. thatlhe ·preposing
can' al~o .1andto the right of the,.subject,preceded bY ，t~e functionalword , ba.

n'a .ihi qianbi,Akiu xue de , hen jian.
that CL pencil Akiu cut bE very sharp
'That 'pencil" Akiu cut sharp.'
*Akiu xue de na zhi gianbi henjian.
Akiu ba na zhi' qianbi xue de hen jian.
na jian chenshan ， Baa沪1 mai de youdianrda.
that CL shirt Baoyu buy DEI somehow big
'That shi扰， Baoyu bought somehow over-sized.'
*Bao沪1 mai de na jian chenshan youdainr da.
Naxie zi, Baoyu xie de hen ·da. (= 31a)
those character Baoyu wri~e DE very big
‘Thos~characters， Baoyu wrote very big. '
*Bao严1 xie de naxie zi hen da.
Baoyu da de na ge xiaohai hen shangxi~. (cf. 6a;da allows Vp-resultative)
Baoyu beat DE that CL child very sad

、 'Baoyu beat that child so that the'childbecame verysad.'
na shou shi, Akiu nian de feikuai.
that CL poem Akiu rea4 DE fast
'That poem, Akiu read fast.'
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b. *Akiu nian de na shou'shi feikuai.
c. Akiu ba na shou shi nian de feikuai.

See Appen'dix'for more discussion ofthis obligatory object-preposing.

4.4 AccQuntitlg: for the Category Sensitiyitv ofV to X
PrP Theory cannot explain why verbs are sensitive to the category of their complement-type .
secondary predicate. Our (5~) is repeated here as (37纱， and.its counterpart in PrP Theory is
(37 ,b):

(37) a.
b.

[VP V [~ x [xP X]]]]
[vp V ,[PrP Pr [xp X]]]]

In (37坊， PrP either has no category feature or is like a Small Clause, the category of which is
unrelated to the complement XP. If thefeatures of a projectionmustbe that of the head
exclusively (L6bez 2001), the dependencybetween V. and X, as shown in the preyious three
subsections, is unexpected. The sensibility indicates that the predication~encoding projection
is ,an extended proj~ction and thus shares the category features with the complement.:. In (37a
/5吟， the verb in V' nonprimap.ly c-selects 泞， and xP and XP have the same category features.

‘ The only argument for the absen~e of a category feature of Pr seen in the PrP Theory
is that predicates in different categories can , be coordinated, as shown in (38).

(38) I consider Fred crazy and a fool.

However, single-conjunct agreement (Aoun, Benmamoun & Sportiche 1994, 1999,
Munn 1999), independeQ~ phi~扣ature .of a conj~nction construction for binding (Borsley
2001); and the categorial-sensitivity of ~hinese conjunctions (Lii eta!.-' 1980), as well as t4e
unlike-category coordination discussed in the PrP Theory, all ~'ugges~ th~t a conjunction .itself
may have formal features. ThQs the coordination issue can have an alternative account.

5. The Semantic Constraints on the Complement-Type ~onprimaryPredicates
In this section we argue that the verb in V in (5a) nonprimarily s-selects xP.

PrP Theory provides no account..for the following semantic facts. Our nonprimary s-.
selection, however, can cover them.

5.1 Cross-Linguistic Variations
Semantic' constraints of certain semantic· types 飞 of verbs on their nonprimary predicates ~e

language-specific. For- instance, verbs of change of state allow object-oriented depictives in
English (Rapoport, To appear), but not in Chi~ese. Object-oriented , secondary predicates with
such verbs must , be resultative in Chinese, regardless of whether they are pre- (40) or post
verbal (41):

(39)' a.

b.
c.

d.
(40) a.

Jones cut [the bread]i hoti.

Jones fried [the potatoes]i rawi.

Jonesfroze [the juice]i freshi.

Jones boiled [the lobsters]i alivei.

Akiu {*xixi/lanlan} de zh怯leyi guo miantiao.
Neiu thin/pasty DE COOk-PRF one pot noodle
‘Akiu cooked a pot ofnoodle pasty.'
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b~ , Akiu {*honghong/jianjian}de xu¢~1.e yi zhi qianbi.
; Akiu. red/sharp. DE cut-PRF one CL p~ncil'

'Akiu cut the pencil ~harp.'

(41) a. na guomiantiao,Akiuzhu de , hen {*xi/l~}.

thatpo(n90dle Akiu COok·DEvery thin/pasty
'Thatpot of noodles, Akiu cook~d ， very pasty.'

b~ nazhi qianbi,'Akiu xue dehen {*hong/jian}
that cLpencil Akiu'cut DEvery' red/sharp
'That pencil, Akiu cut sharp. I

In Larson (1~91)， object-oriented ， depi~tives arehosted iD: thecomplements of verbs in
English. Weclaim that verbs of change .of state' in the 'tw.o languageshave different 'non曲

primary s-selections.
On theother hand, in neitherEnglish nor Chipese acti;\'ity primary predicatesallow

~bject-oriel1teddepictives， 'whereas in Russian , t~ey do: {seesection '2.2 ofRic;hardson, this
volume)~ In (42);the subject of drunk must takethe , m~trix subject John 'ls ap.tecedent. In the
Chine~e·exainples. .iri (43), the pre-Vpriman-tou. da-hall" 'ina sweat'.lllustbe a subject
or~enteddepictive. (43a) al).d the' post~Vpri man-ωudq-ftan mustbe resultative (43b)二 Thus as
in English, the nonprimar)r predicate occurring , with. the. , activity 'pri~ary , predicate , doesnot
have an object-orienteddepictive re3:ding. In co~trast， .in the Russian .example(44), the
'depictive p 'jαnogo 'drunk' can be·object-ori~nted .in the presenceof theactivity verb·' to/knula
‘p~.shed.'

(42) a. JOl1nk pushed Billi drunk*iIk-

b. Johnk chased.BettYi drunk*iIk.

(43) a. B.aoyu man-tou' da-han dezhui;Daiyu.
Baoyu' whole-head big-sweat de.'ch·aseDai沪1

'Baoyu chased Daiyu .in a sweatBaoyu.'
b. Bao归 zhui de Daiyu man-touda~han.

'Baoyu' chased 'Daiyu so thatDaiyu>was ina" sweat."
(44)Ja tolKInda Ivanai P'jaIlogoi·(二 Richardson ， this~oluine (24))

', Ipushed' Ivan-ACC. drunk-AcC

The above .contrast shows that the semantic constra.ints of activity pri~~ry predicates
on nonpriniary predicates , are different in English/Chinese and Russian.

5.2 Language-Internal Variations
Language internally, different semantic typesof verbs have 4ifferent s'emantic constraints , on
the~!.secondary predicates. In Chinese, unlike verbs of , change ·of state· (41)， ve~bs of
transference 'allow postverbaldepictives rather than resulfatives. This is .shown in.both '(45)
and theabove (33a).

(45) Na liang che, Bao沪1 zhu de tai jiu Ie.
that CL car 'Baoyu rent D~ foo old PRT
OK:υThat car, Baoyu rented when 'itwastoo old.'
Not: ‘That car, Bao~ rented and.thus it became too old.

5.3 A Cross-Linguistic SemanticConstraint
In primary s-s~l~ction， certain semantic typesof .verbs -resist certain 'semantic typeof
complements. For. instance, verbs such 'as eat, 'devour, drink, .~伊， taste donot s-select a
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questi,on. Similarly二 telic verbs/verbal-complexes, 1which intrinsically encode a measure
possibility, in the sense of Vanden Wangaerd (2001), resist resultatives. This generalization
can cover the followin'g five facts.

First, unaccussatives generally do not take resultatives.

(46) a.
b.

*The river froze the fish dead.
*The ice melted the floor clean.

The same constraint on Chinese is , noted byGu (1992). Our de-construction in (47a)
and the corresponding. v-v COI:lstruction in (47b)show this constraint:

(47) a.

哩
。

*Hu-shui dong de yu dou si Ie.
lake-water froze DE fish everi die PRT

*Hu-shui dong-si-Ie 沪1.

lake-water froze-die-PRF fish

According to Pustejovsky (1991: 76), such verbs already encode a change-of-stat~

meaning. In Hale & Keyser's (1993, and .their later works) analysis, such verbs are derived t>y
a conflation of a null verb with a result-denoting A传jective， as illustrated in (48)~

(48) a.
b.

The screen cleared.
V

~\\

D V
thescreen ~\\

V A
呼----- clear
conflation

Second, unlike depictives, resultatives cannot stack. Resultatives do not co-occur with
resultatives, whiledepictives can co-occur with depictives, as shown in (49). The restriction
in Engl.ish is discussed in Simpson' (1983) and Rothstein (1985). The same contrast is
observed in Chinese, as shown iIl. (50).

(49) a.
b.

(50)a.

LU

*John kicked the door open·to pieces.
They ate the meat raw tender.
*Akiu da de Baoyu haotaodaku shou Ie shang.
Akiu hit DE Baa归 cry.loudly suffer PRF wound

Akiu huoshengsheng de xinglixingqi de chi·le na tiao 归-

Akiu alive DE stinky DE eat PRF that CL fish
'Akiu ate , that fish alive stinky.'

(tesultative)
(depictive)
(resultative)

(depictive)

If an event can be delimited only once arid a resultative delimits the event encod~d by
the primary predication, the ban of the multiple resultatives is explained.

Third, Romance verbs do riot allow resultatives in general. The following Catalan
examples are cited from Mateu (this volume, section 4):

(51) a.
b.

Joe kicked the door open.
*EI Joe colpeja la porta obert3:.
the .Joe kick.PST'.3.sG the door open
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JO¢ , kiclced the dog .into t4e bathroom.
*£1 Joe colpeja el -g<?sa dins ~lbany.

the Joe kick.PST~3.sG the dog inside the bathroom

In order to.account for Talmy's{1991} typologi~al distinction betw~en 'satellite
framed languages' su~h as English.and Germanand ‘v~rb-framed'languages' 'such as 'Catalan
and Spanish, Mateu. argues that in v~rbs of the latter group'; a' telic path' has been conflated,
and.thus' semantically like· in.the case 9f unaccusatives, atelic information has been encoded.
Th~followingco~trast between English andCatalan. (Mateu's (52)) shows' that,thereis'a
conflationof Motion and Manner in theEnglish'verbdance (53吟， whereas'there'is' conftation
of ~otion an'~'Path in the Catalan ve~b entra (53b)~

(52) a.
b.

(53) a.
b.

The , boy danced into the.room.
El noi entr益 a l'habitaci6ballan.
theboy went-intoLOc.PRP the room 'd:ancing

Unlike manners and likeτresultatives; ·paths delimit events. Since' an event cannot be
delimited more than once, verbs such as entra, which contain information of apath;cannot
occur with a resultative.

Fourth, ， C~inese V-V compounds where the second V is a telic directiqnalverb4q not
allow resultatives.

(54) a. *Akiu zou-jin de na' jian maocao-peng dou ta. Ie.
Akiu walk-'enter DE thatcL .straw-hut evencollapse PRT

*Akiu yun-Iai de nage xiangzidou po Ie.
Akiu transport-come pE that cLbox· eyenbroken PRT

The Chinese V-V compounds can be viewed ~S 'an analytic' case.of Ro~ance entril. in
(53b), wherea'path isimplicitly conflate<i. In neither c'ase, a resulta~iveis allowed.

Fina~ly， ,Russianverbs generally do ~ot allow ··resultatives (exceptions are seen in
Richa~dson， tbis volume (38)}. 飞Tand~nWanga.erd (2901)convin~ingly ar伊es ·that 'a
resultative ismore adequately seen as a'measure than' an "endingup-with" state. Specifically,
resultatives function like classifierS' of nominals in' theirability to meas~re a J;Ilass~like

activity.7
·' St咆in (2001)" on the other hand, sho·ws· that the Ru创an perfectaspect, which

mqrks· bounded events and is required in thepres~nce of a guantized internal argument, has
intrinsically encoded telicity. However, this..telicity differs' , fromwhat has "gener~ly been
claimed 'iilEnglish in th ':ltno end-point is .necessarily reached with respect to' the 'quantized
internal· argument. Both Strigin , andVan Wangared conclude' that telicity is n.ot related to end
point.Strigin further argues that theabsence'oftesultatives inRu~sion isaccounted for by the
presence of thi~ telicity , in , the aspect of Russian verbs.

Our n9nprimary s-selection accounts for all of thefive· observations in a ~nified way.

ku

6. TheViolation of S'-/e-Section of Verbs ·in the' Presen.ce of NonprimaryPredicates .'
The. c- and s-selection of the verb in primary.predicate can' be changed in' the 'presenceof a
comp~ement-type nonprimarypredicate, as in{55b).

(55) a. Freddy cried.

7 The distinctlonsamong "measure , out," "'delimit," and , '''measurable to the' event" are' discussed in a different
context in Zhang (1997 'section 5.2.1). The notion "measurable" is similar to' the notion "decomposable"
suggested by a reviewer ofVan Wangared (2001) (p. 76).
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b. Freddy cried the handkerchief wet.

In·this section ,we argue tha~ this. is the result.of the interaction between two types of selection:
aprimary one and a nonprimary one. Specifically, it is the result of'the early merge of xP with
the verb. Wepropose. o,ur analysis of the violation in .6.1 and point out the inadequacies of
some other approaches in' section 6.2.

6.1 A Selection Approach to , Selection Violations
On the one 'hand, it .has been argued that English resultatives are hosted in complement of
verbs (Hoekstra 1988, Roberts 1988:705, Larson 1991 , Bowers 199~， 1997, 2001 , 'Levin &
Rappaport Hovav 1995:49, etc.). On the otherhand, unergatives such as ran neither c-select a
clau~e nor s-seIect a proposition. In (56纱，也e resultative himse扩 tired as a nonselected
element occurs a~ complement, a violation of the selection of the verb. Similarly, cry neither
c-select a clause nor' s-select a proposition. In (55坊，由e resultative the handkerchi写(wet as a
nonselected ~lement occurs·as !complement, a violation 'of the selection of the verb. The
selection violation is also seen in transitives, such as wipe in (56b), if wipe selects neither a
clause nor an AP. Selection violation is also. seen in data like (56c), where the transitive verb
drank cannot have an internal argument.

(56) a.
b.
c.

He ran ,himself tired.
JO,hn wiped the table clean.
John drank (*the. "YiI1e) his'guests under the table.

Hoekstra (1988 ,. J992) makes a genyralization that any activity verb may be turned
into an accomplishment by addinga resultative 'small clause to it. What Hoekstra's
generalization tells us is that selectional restrictionS , of verbs can besystematically violated, in
the presence of resultatives.<;0flsidering "a broader range of data shown in the previous
sectiop.s, w~ see. that selection , of verbs can be systematically violated in the presence of a
no'nprimary predicate of the complemeIit~typ~. As we know, the theory. of selection has been
argued forwithout considering of nonprimary predication.'On ~he otherhand, the complement
analysis , o,f English resultatives and,' Chine~e post-verbal nonprimary predicat~s in' general,
ignores theselectional restrictions ofthe Vpri. 'In order to.keep the empirical forceof both
considerations, i.e. , 'selection ·and' the analysis' of the nonprimary predicates, we claim that
verbs .have nonprimary.. s- and c-selectio,n, -in addition to their hitherto recognized s- and c
selection.

Independent arguments for th~ hypothesis ofnonprimary selection have been shown in
th~ previous sections" i.e. , verbs are , .categorially and semantically sensitive to , their
nonprimary predicates, cross~linguistica~~yand language-internally.

As expected, the two types of selection interact. The interaction acco~nts for the
selection violation. Importantly, if a nonpri;rnary predicate is not hosted by the complement of
a verb, there is no nonprimary sel~ction and thus the c- and s-selection of the verb cannot be
violated, as shown. in (57) and (58). In (57b), the manner quickly is not hosted by the
~omplement ofdevoured, the c-selection of a nominal remains obligatory. Similarly, in (58b),
the subject-oriented depictive naked is"not hosted by the complement , of inquired. The c-

. selecti9n is violated in (58吟， so is in (58b) (cf. (lb)).

(57) a.
b.

(58) a.
b.

We devoured *(the cake).
We devoured *(the cake) quickly.
*John inquired th~ time.
*John inquired the tirp.e naked.
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The interaction between' the two types' 'of selection can be analyzed as follows. In our
(5吟， a verb in Vmerges withxP before 'an intema~ argument 'i~ ,merged.We claim that since
nonprimary c- and s-selections are satisfied"earlier, they may interact with primary' c- and s
selections: an-intemaJ argument of Vpri can be absorbed (56c}, and the case of the overt
subject of the nonprimary predicate gets licensed (56a)二 Specifically， 'in the presenceof xP at a
certain derivational step, 'a verb is merged 'with the xP dire~tly'. If 'both the c- and s
nonprimary selectional' restrictions are· satisfied in this-merger, the 'new term' is then. able to
merge' with another element. If the subject of the xP isa, -PRO, as in (56b), itsove!t controller
will be integrated, followingthe ;Minimal Distance Principle (Roseribaum 1?70)'(this analysis
is conip~tible witij any trea~ment to the , CaseofPRO). If thereis no PRO, as in (56a) and
(56c), the ove~ subject in xP needs to b~Case-licensed in the~ same way as inthe ECM
structu(e (Bowers 1993, 2001). The x in this case, likev in primary predicate, c~nnot Case
license its' theta-related su均ect. , The nearestCase-licensorfor!penonprimary sllbject is , the v
of , theprimary' predicate. As , generalty assumed~ -vcan· only licep.seAccusative Case in
English. Thus the subject of the nonpriniarypredicate can only'have AccusativeCase, as in
(56a).

On the Qther hand, since the primary'predic~tecan only license one Accusative Case,
if it'Case-licenses the overt subject of the nonprimary predicate, it cannot licep.se' another
overt internal argument of its own. ',This explains the absenceof an ,object in (56c).。

OJ.?e remaining issue is how' to explain , (12吟， repeated here as (5~)， where bot由h卢，

object ofVpri and t4e overtsubject of t由he resulta创ti忖ve occur.

(59) Baoyui [ti da de Daiyufshou dou teng Ie]].
Baoyu beatDE D'aiyu hand ,'also painful PRT
'Baoyu beat Daiyu so that hisBaoyu own handwas painful.'

Recall that an inalienable possession relation betweenthe subject of. the nonprimary
predicateand , an argument of the primary pt:edicat~ is required in such construction (section
2.2). , We cJaim that the' construction in (59) is derived byr&ising of the possessorout 9f the
subject of ''the' ,-resultative,. stranding , the' possessee. The stranding 'occurs independent of
nonprimary predication constructions, as seen in(60,b) and (61b).

(60) a. LaoWangde fuqin si-Ie.
~ao Wang MOD father die~PRF

'Lao Wang's father died.'
b Lao Wang si-Ie f~qin.

c. *Lao Wang si-Ie xlao gou.
Lao Wang die-PRF small dog

(61) a. Akiu de yi tiao tuiduart-Ie.
AkiUMOD one CL leg broken-PRF
'One of Akiu's legs was broken.'

b Akiu "duan~leyi tiao tui.

8 If case is related to event structure (Svenonius, ~his volume), and if the presence of a resultative has an effectoD
the event structure, the change of case in the following Icelandic data(see Sv巳nonius， this volum~， sectioJ? 5) is
accounted for. In these data,-the verbs which take affected objects in the accusative takedative objects instead
when they are combined with aresultative particle that indicates the object ismoved to a different location:
(i) a. Hann mokar snj6. a\Hann mokar . snjoD:um , burt.

he shovels snow.ACC he' shovels the.snow.DATaway
b. Hann s6par g61fio. b\Hann s6par ruslinu samano

he' :sweeps the.floor.ACC he sweeps the.gabage.DAT together
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c~ *Akiu duan-Ie yi; -tiao zhuozi-tui.
Akiu bI吹en~PRF'one cl table-leg

As shown in the c-forms, if there is no , inalienable possession -relation, the' splitting
between , possessor and possesee is impossible. We leave the exact computation of the
.constrUction such sentences as an open issue. The possible' analysis of t~e b-sentences of (60)
and (61), especially th~ additional case-licensing of the possessee, should be extended to (59).
Among possible choices are lexicalcase and. default case. The special cas'e-licensing should
also be applied tothe independent subject of'~e depictives in (12b) and (12c), and man-tou
'whole head' in (43). We thus do not consider data like. (59)/(12) as a challenge to our
hypothesis of nonprimary selection.

6.2 Comments on the "Strong-Weak Resultatiy~"__ApDIoach

It needs to , point out that the PrP Theory provides no account for the violation of the c-/s
selectiono~verbs in the-presence of a complement-type nonprimary predicate.

Following Washio (1997), Wunderich (2000) claims 出at cross-linguistically,
resultativesare divided into weak resultatives, in whi~h a result sate already implied by the
verb is specified more' narrowly; and strong .resultatives, in which .some result state
predicating of one of the involv~d participants of a process is added.

These two types of resultative construction are illustrated in (62) and (63).

(62) Weak resultatives
a. The children ran into the woods.
b. Peter cut the meat into slices.
c. The vase broke. into several-pieces.

(63) Strong resultatives
a. The children ran the lawn , flat. '
b. John drank the guests under the ~able.

c. .The guests drank the wine cellar empty.
d. He ran himself tired.

The assumedcontrasts between "strong and weak resultatives are listed in (64) in
Wunderich (2000):

(64) strong weak
I A n~w individualargument is introduced yes no
H APresult predicates are possible ·、 yes no
m The result predicate can specify a changewhich is not inherent to the yes no

meaning of the base' verb 、

IV An independent subevent is added yes no

Our first comment on this classification is that' if verbs of creation are considered, the
division is .not so clear-cut.

(65) He drew her face square.

In (65), the resultative is anAP, so it pa役emswith the strong type (ll). However,
patterning with the weak type, no new individual argument is introduced (1), and no
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~ndependent subevent is added (IV). Moreov町， it is >'not cle'ar , whether the result. 'predicat~:< 牛二
specifies a c~angewhiGh is .not inherent to the , meaning of the'bas'everb' (III).

Our s~cond comment' on. this classification is , thaf"it is not true th创 fross-linguistically

the negative value of both IE and RF is corespondent to the negative value of II.In Chinese,
the'object-oriented resultativeswhich'occur with ve~b.s of change .of state , and creation riot
only can,' but also ~ust， ,be AP (the positive , value of U). Such· ,resultatives. p'attern with the
weak'type in'not adding an.independent subevent{IV). Forthose occurring with verbsof
change of state, clearly no change which is not inherent to the :meaning.of the'base' verb is
specified (III).We have introduced the AP-data in. (32a) and (34a). PP-resultatives are I10t
allo~edherebecauseof the language-specific nonprimary c-selection.

The contrast between the resu~tative reading of'AP nonprimary predicate with , verbs. of
chan'ge of state in Chinese and the depictive' r~ading of'AP nonprimary pr~dic~况ewith the
same type of verbs in English, asshown in (39) through (~1)， is an s~selectioncol1trast of the
type of ~erbsbetween the t~o languages, as' we claimed befor~~

We ~onclude that" the syntax-semantics mapping ¢laimed ·by. this""'Str9ng-Weak
Resul~ative Approach iS.not accurate. Our hypothesisof'nonprimary selectional'restri<?tions
can bett~rcapture bothcross-linguisticand language-internal variations.

7.. C-Selection.Violation and theSo-Called "DirectObjectRestriction"
In this section. we .argue th~t the orientation of nonprimafy predicate, i.e., theinterpretationof
the subject. of the .xP. in (衍， is syntactically ~ecided， and our analysis in tum·explainsthe
following type' of o.bligatory c-selection .violation in the presence o( a resu:ltative:

(66) ~.

b.
The lion 'gnaWed *(on) the bone~

Thelion gnawed C*on) theboneraw.

7.IA Synta.~ti~Accountfor the "Direct Obiect RestricJiQl1~
It has longbeen claimed· that ·result':ltivesmust beobject-oriented. The constraint iscalled
D~rect ObJecfRestriction (DOR)..in Leven.and Rappaport-Hovav (1995:34).We argue that
DOR is. ~neconomy effect of syntax, rather than asem~I1tic constraint on re~ultatives '(contra
Rothstein2001 andmany'others).

First, there' are. two constructions where resultativ.es are· hosted bycomplement. of the
verb in.Chinese:· the de-construction' and , the v-v construction. paR· is present only in the
former, not the latter, as e~tensively 'discussed in the literature (Li 1990, 1998, Huang 1992;
etc.). The contrast is,shown' in (67) and (68). In, the second reading of (67a) ,' the resultative is
subject-oriented,'a'violation of DOR:9

(67) a.

LU

Bao,yu zhui· 'lei Ie' 'Dai叭I.

Baoyu chase 'tired PRF Dai归

‘Baoyu chased Daiyu and as a result Daiyu got tired.'
‘Baoyuchased Daiyu and as a result Bao严1 got tired.'
Baoyu zhui ' qe'Daiyu qichuanxuxu.
Baoyu chaseDEDaiyu gasp
‘Baoyu chased Daiyu 'and as are,sult Dai)ru gasp~d.'

Baoyu kan , 'ni Ie na .panJllxiang.
Baoyuwatch fed.up P:盯 that CL video
'Baoyu watched that video at:ld as' a result he got fed up with i t.'

(68) .a.

9 The subject of the primary predicate of (67a) can also be a' theme causeL In that case, thereading of 、the

sentence is ‘Chasing Baoyu, Daiyu got tired.' .See Zhang (2001a) for a discussion.
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b. *Baoyu kan d~ na pan.l飞lxiang dou ni Ie.
.Baoyu watc.h DE. tha~ CL .' video even fed.up PRF

In the V咀V construction (67纱， the subject of the resultative predicate is co~referential with
either the subject or the object of Vpri, i~e. ， either Ba~yu or Daiyu got tired. However, in , the
de construction (67b), the subject of the resultative predicate can only be co-referential with
the object of Vpri, i.e., only Daiyu gasped, not Baoyu. In the V-V construction (68纱， the
subject of the resultative 'predicate is co蛐referential with the subject of Vpri, i.e., Baoyu got
fed up. It cannot be c~-referential wi由 tne object 'of Vpri, since semantically, nα pan Iuxiang
'that video' cannot be the subject of the predicate ni ‘get fed up'. In the de construction (68b),
the subject of the resultative predicate cannot co-referential with the subject of Vpri. It can
only be ~o-referentialwith the object of Vpri. However, since the semantic clash mentioned
above rul~s out the co-indexing, the secondary predication fails and the sentence is
unacceptable.

Second, resu:ltatives which occur in ana司junct position, i.e., pre-Vpri, donot have
DOR. In (69) , baobao '良1日， is a subject-oriented resultative.

(69) Akiu baobao de chi-Ie yi dun ni侃-ye-fan~.

Akiu full DE eat-PRF one CL year-night-meal
‘Akiu ate a New-Year-eve-meal so that he became full.'

Third,. depictives. also haveDOR, if they occur to the right of de , thesame position
where resultatives occur and DOR applies (~f. (67b»)

(70) a.

b.

Lao Wang hen xingfen de mai-Ie na jian chenshan.
Lao Wang very excited DE b~y- PRF tp.at CL' shirt
'Lao Wang boughtthatshirt veryexcited.'
Najian chenshan, Lao Wang mai de. {*hen xingfen/tai da Iel·
that CL shirt ':Lao Wang buyDE very excited/too bigPRT
'That shirt, Lao Wangb t?ught,. and it is too big.'

In (70a) the subject-oriented depictive hen xingfen 'very excited'. can occur in the
adjunct position (i.e. , pre-Vpri), but not t~e complement position (i.e. , post-Vpri).~he object
oriented depictive tai da ·Ie· 'toobig' , however, can occur in the complement position. The
contrωt between hen xingfen and. tai da Ie in (70b) is the :effect of DOR', although the
nonprimary predicates are depictives rather than re~ultatives.

Wb.atwe have shown so far is that DOR.'applies only when the nonprimary predicate
occurs to the right of de. Syntactically, the , relevant condition for the pre~en~e of'DOR is the
following: either there is' no he~<:l movement from the nonprimary predicate to the primary
one, if the former belongs to the comp~ement-type， or the nonprimary predicate belongs to the
adjunct type (the subject-oriented depictives in English and preverbal resultatives/depictives
in Chinese).

Based on this observation,.we make the following generalization: oQly in the
complement-type, and only when no head movement occurs, regardless of whether the
nonprimary predicate is resultative ordepictive, DOR occurs.

We claim that the head movement in the V-V construction' has the effectof
restructuring, and DOR is an effect of the syntactic locality constraint on the con~tructions

where there i8no restructuring. Specifically, in the ·absence of a restructuring, as in the
Chinese de-construction and other chain-type constructions, inclu~ing the resultative
constructions in.English" the PRO subject'of the resultatives is controlled by the nearest overt
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c-commanding argument of the primarypredicate, i.e., th~. di.rect , object, rather than the
subject." TheChinese V-Vcqnstructions, hQw~ver， have und'ergop~'testtucturing and , thus , the
control domain is changed. Consequently, either the overt direct o1?ject or the subject of the·
primary predicate ~an control the PRO subject of th~ nonpri~ary predicate. As' for
nonprirnary predicates ,which are hosted , by , adjul1cts, their control patterns are the same as , that
of adverbials (Hornstein &'Lightfoot 1987" Hornstein 2001), i.e. , the PRO can be either
subject-controlled or object-controlled, depending on. the ~， merget" position of thexP.
There(ore, such predicates can beeither subject-oriented or object-oriented.

7.2.OneMore Instance of ObligatorY C-Selection Violation
OUf syntactic analysis , of DOR , accounts for one .more case of c-selection violatjon in. the
presence ofnonprimary predicate. Kim andMaling (1997) presentthe following contrast:

(71) a.
b.

(72) a~

b.
(73) a.

b.

The liongnawed. *(on) the bone.
The·lion gnawed (*on) the bone raw.
The winemakers ~tomped *(on) the grapes.
The winemakers stomp~d (*on) thegrapes'flat.
The professor lectured*(to).the class.
The professor lectUred (坷的 the class into a stupor.

In the a-sentences above, the verb c-selects thePP rather thanthe DP. The' c-selection,
however, is not , seen in the , b-sentences, where a tesultative occurs. 'Crucially" in the b
sentences, the theme of the verb is th'e antecedent of the subject of the resultative. This effect
is achieved by DOR. Specifically, the'them:e , is the nearest overt c-corpmanding., nominaI, and
is' able. to control the· 'PRO subject' of the resultative. If the' preposition shows up, the theme
becomes the object of the preposition, and thus' , does no~ 'c-command'the PRO. In that case,
the control fails. This 'is covered ,by the observation that the subject of a secondary predicate
cannot be co-referential' with 'the object of , a preposition (Williams , '1980:204}. For , instance,
the subject of the resultative predicate户ii is~o-referentia1，with t~e object of the Vpri, wagon,
in (23a); however, the su均ect ofβii cannot be co-referential withwαg~n， which is the 0均ect

of theprepqsi飞ion 的ω， in'{23b). Similarly, the subject ofthe depictive predi~ate green cannot
be co-referential with' hay, which is the object of the preposition wit!:t, in (23d).

(74) 'a.
b.
c.
d.

John loaded the wagon full , [with hay].
*Jehn loaded the hay [into the wagon] full.
John loaded th~ hay , [into the wa.gon] , green.
*John loaded thewagon [with hay] green.

The contrast in (71) through (73) is explained: the PRO inxP forces the selecting verb
to bend its. c~selection. Why is the nonprimary predic就ion' s<? powerful? The'reason is that in
the presence.of the ‘xP which encodes the nonprimary predication in the working site, the verb
is merged with the.iP .first,- and has to accommodate itself tethe requiredsyntacticconditions.
In this sense, our nonprimary selectiona1 restri~tions can be regarded 'as selectional
restrictions , on preliminary merge of lexical heads、 with a predication-denoting element.

8. Conclusions
All of the above syntactic/semantic variations, constraints, and the Itselection-

violations It. in the presence ,' of nonprimary predicates aresimply the ~ffectsof the nonprimarY
selectional restrictions.on th,e merge of v~rbs with a functional projection which denotes a
predication relation. It i~doubtful wh~ther pure semantic and constructional approaches can
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capture'the interactions and: v~iations. We conclude that all types 'of thematic predication are
represented by an extended projection, and that the merger of lex~cal heads with. another
element, !egardless' of , the- tyiJe' of the' element, cons~stentlyhas c- and s四selectional

restrictions.

Appendix: the Obligatory Object-Preposing
In Chines~， certain types of verbs require ~eir complement-type nonprimary'predicates to be
APs, and for these verbs, their objects mustbe preposed in the de-construction. We call this
obligatory object~preposing OOP. OOP is seen in verbs of chang~ 9f state (32a v豆、 32b)， #

transference (33a vs. 33坊， and creation (34ays. 34b), in contrast to other types (35).
Relevantly二 postverbal manners must be APs, and objects must also be. preposed in the de
construction (36).

However, for the same tange of verbs (creation, change of'stat臼e，.·t衍rapsfe臼r，飞"en

no∞n川-rna钮nn阳e臼缸r predicates and all verbs for manner p严redi比ca刽.tes吟)， OOP is absent in two cases. First,
adjunct-typ'e (i.e. , preverbal ,ones) of nonprimary predicat~s which are in~egrated with the
same types of verbs do not requfre QOP:

(75)' a.

d.

hu

Akiuhen jian de xue-Ie {yi/*nal zhi qianbi.
Akiu very sharp DE cut-PRF one/t4at CL pencil
'Akiu cut a pencil sh缸p.'

Baoyu chendiandian de linlai-Ie {yi/*nal bao lipin-
Baoyu/ heavy ‘ DE bring-PRF one/that package gift
'Baoyu brought a package of gift heavy.'
Baoyu dada de xie-Ie {jige/*naxie1zi.
Baoyu big , DE write several/those character
‘Baoyu wrote several characters big.'
Akiu feikuai de nian-Ie ' .{vi/na1 shou. shi
Akiu fast DE read-PRF one/th~t CL p<?em
‘Akiu read {a1that} poem fast.' .

c.

One iJ1?portant property of this construction. is that the .shared argument, which is the
post-verbal object inthe non-manner constructions, must be nonspecific. We will discuss this
property soon.

Second, OOP is not see in theY帽Vconstruction，' as shown in (76).

(76) a.

b.

Akiu xue-jian-Ie yi zhi qianbi.
Akiu cut-sharp-PRF one CL pencil
'Akiu cut a pencil sharp.'
Bao严1 mai-da-Ie vi iian chenshan
Bao严1 buy~big~PRF one CL shirt
自Baoyu bought a' shirt over-size乱'
Bao泸l'xie~d夺，-Ie yi, ge ,zi.
-Bao川 write-big-PRF one CL character
'Baoy飞1 wrote a character over·二sized.'

Akiu kou.:.yi-Ie "{yilnal .tiao xiaoxi.
Akiu oral-位anslate-PRF one/that CL news
'Akiu translated {a/that} piece ofnews or.ally.'

c.

d.

One contrast between the data where GOP is present and those 'where GOP is absent is
出at the event denoted by the primary. pre~ication is' presupposed in the former, but not in the
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latter. ~ both types of datawhere OOP is absent «75) 'and' (76)), t~eevent denot~d'by the
primary predic,ation .is not presupposed, whereas in the cases w.here'OOP , is present (32, 33,
34~ 36)" the event denoted by the primary. predication ispresupposed. In the former case, the
nonprimary pred~cates， "'restrict" .the range o,f events referred tO, whereas in the latter , case, the
nonprimarypredicates ， ta~e verbal reference forgranted and say sOl?ething ab9ut the eventCif
the nonprimary predicate. is' a rp.anner expression), or the obj~，ct (if the· nonprimary predicate is
not a m~lJ.ner 'expression)'designed by theprimary predicate.

This claim 'of thepresupposi~ion contrast is supported by , our observation of both the
梅 de幅construction· and the V-V construction. In the de~construction , where the nonprimary

p~eclicat~ is hosted by an adjunct, as in (7'5), the sharedargument cannot be specific. Wehave
already seen that in (7匀， the sharedargument cannot be .d~finite. In (77), we show thatthe
shared argument cannotbe, in the order of "Modifier-Numeral-Classifier-N,ttwhich is· argued
to be exclusively presupposed specific:in:Zhang (2001b):

(77) , a. Akiu hen jian4e x~e-Ie {sail zhi hongse deJ*hongse de san zhi} qianbi.
Akiu very sharp DE cut-PRF {three CL red de/red DE three CL}pencil
'Akiu cut three red pencils s，harp~'

b. Akiil feikuai ,de nian-Ie .{liang shou hen chang delhen chang , de liang. shou} shi.
Akiu fast DE read-PRF {two CL very long DE/very long· DE two C;;L poem
'Akiu readtwo long poem fast.'

In (77a) theshared argument is 吐lree.red pencils.' The intern,al orderof the indefinite
nominal causes the acceptability··difference. In (77b), however,. there·· , is no shared argument
between the two predication, since the、 manner expression takes· the event· denoted by' the
primary predication as subject.· In this case, both ordersof the object are fine.

In the V-V construction in (76), the shared- argumentc~n be spe<;ific ordefinite only
whenthe whole sentence is followed by apother sentence, asin (7~).

ku

Akiu xue气j.ian-Ie na' zhi qi~nbi，#(jiu kaishixie· xin).
Akiu Gut-sharp-:-PRFthat cLpencil then start writeletter
'Akiu.cutthat pencil shaqj and then startedtowrite a letter.'
Akiumai-da-Ie na jian chenshan, #(lai wen wo zemeban).
Akiu buy-big-PRF that CL ~hirt then'ask I how.do
'Akiu bought that shirt oversized ·and , then asked me what to do.'

(78) a.

In (78), when the' V-V sentence is followed by another sentence, it· occurs as a
background rather thana foreground s~ntence.

qoP thus seems to be related to a presupposition of the event denoted by the. pri~ary
preq.ication. Atthis·moment, we have no syntactic account for the QOP effect.

D,ata' ofverbs of change of state, like (75a) and (76功， are analyzed.as manners, rather
than regular resultatives, in 'Washio (1997: 19). We have shown that they share syntactic
properties. with , not 'only mannersbut also the object-oriented. nonprimary predicates which
occur with verbs of creation and transference. It is very counter-intuitive' to view the latter
group of nonprimary pre~icates as manners. For instance, in (76b), thenonprimarypredi~ate
dajbig, oversized, is hardly considered as a manner of buying.We thus need a different
approach tosuch data,in order toexplain OOP
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